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Figure 0.1: Contemporary Map of Colorado. Source: Portion of “The National Atlas of the United 
States of America. General Reference,” compiled by U.S. Geological Survey 2001, printed 2002, 

Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection, University of Texas Libraries, University of Texas, 
Austin, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/colorado.html, accessed 13 May 2017.

 

Figure 0.2: Map of Arkansas River Valley. Source: “CAVI: Colorado Arkansas Valley 
Incorporated: Agriculture, Industry, Education, Recreation,” 1960, FF 509: Arkansas Valley, 
Colorado, Charles Wesley Hurd Collection, MSS 964, Stephen H. Hart Library and Research 

Center, History Colorado. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Arkansas River Valley, from the rural town of Rocky Ford to the Kansas 

border, is better known for its cantaloupes than its significance in historical narratives. 

Valley industries boast of generations of family farming and sweet melons. According to 

the Rocky Ford Growers Association website, “Rocky Ford is a special place.”  “Maybe 

it’s our blazing hot days and crisp, cool nights,” the association boasts, “that lock in the 

sweet, juicy taste of summer.”1 There is another story about sweetness, however, that 

brings into sharp relief how the world came to the valley at the turn of the twentieth 

century, as prospectors sought a stake in what boosters claimed would be the next big 

thing: refined white sugar produced from beets.  

Driving east on U.S. 50, one can still find the artifacts of Colorado’s nineteenth 

and twentieth-century land and sugar rush—signposts for the Sand Creek Massacre site, 

irrigation canals, the remains of now defunct beet sugar refineries, the Granada Japanese 

American Incarceration site, and migrant, mostly Latino, workers tending fields in 

blinding heat, rain, and frost. Over one hundred years ago, in these same fields, diverse 

Native American, Mexicano, Nuevomexicano, Japanese, and German Russian migrant 

workers nurtured sugar beets. German agriculturalists rode on horseback advising white 

American farmers and nonwhite fieldworkers how to best nurture the beets, while 

overseers policed the ranks. Decades later, during World War II, in these same fields, 

Mexican Braceros, Japanese American prisoners, and Native Americans from regional 

reservations fostered crops of beets deemed essential to the Allied war effort. Working on 

                                                
1 Rocky Ford Growers Association, http://www.rockyfordgrowersassociation.com, accessed 14 October 
2013. 
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all fours, in the fields before the sunrise, agricultural workers contested celebratory 

accounts from the frontlines of agrarian transformation, American empire, and racial 

capitalism.  

Before the Sun Rises uses the history of the sugar beet industry in the Colorado 

Arkansas River Valley to tell a far-reaching story about land and power in the post-Civil 

War United States.2 It brings to light how struggles to control arid land in the trans-

Mississippi West remade race in the post-emancipation United States.3 By tracing the 

migration of farmers, workers, scientific experts, state actors, businesses, machinery, and 

seeds to the Arkansas Valley, it examines the construction of a white patriarchal agrarian 

regime, and the differential racialization of white, Mexican, Asian, and Indian peoples 

within this regime. The sugar beet industry was one vehicle for the linked expansion of 

state and corporate power in the West, and the super-exploitation of nonwhite workers. 

There were others—railroads, steel, and coal.4  But sugar uniquely bridged the nation’s 

continental and insular imperial ambitions from Cuba to Colorado and the Philippines. 

Moreover, as an agricultural industry, it supported the growth of settler towns and 

                                                
2 Though the industry’s most well-known product was beet sugar, I use the term “sugar beet industry” to 
also include the sugar company’s corollary production of livestock feed, beet molasses, beet pulp, sugar 
beet seeds, and, later, monosodium glutamate (MSG). In this way, I center the agricultural production of 
sugar beets rather than the industrial refinement of beet sugar. 
3 Key works informing my understanding of racial formation and the land are David A. Chang, The Color 
of the Land: Race, Nation, and the Politics of Landownership in Oklahoma, 1832-1929 (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2010); Neil Foley, The White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, and Poor 
Whites in Texas Cotton Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997); Eiichiro Azuma, Between 
Two Empires Race, History, and Transnationalism in Japanese America (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2005); Aileen Moreton-Robinson, The White Possessive: Property, Power, and Indigenous 
Sovereignty (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015); Tomás Almaguer, Racial Fault Lines: 
The Historical Origins of White Supremacy in California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 
Cybelle Fox, Three Worlds of Relief: Race, Immigration, and the American Welfare State from the 
Progressive Era to the New Deal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012). 
4 Thomas G. Andrews, Killing for Coal (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010); Richard White, 
Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2012). 
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fostered white landownership. For these reasons, the industry had the power to unite a 

diversity of public and private actors. Although the sugar beet industry’s founders argued 

that “American sugar” had nothing to do with empire, this could not have been further 

from the truth. 

The twentieth-century development of the sugar beet industry in Colorado and 

across the West facilitated the expansion of the carceral welfare state and the 

development of settler science, an expansive state and corporate project that sought to 

shape constructions of “American land” and “Americans” in opposition to “Indian land” 

and “aliens.” White male political and economic leaders fantasized about subduing the 

land. They dreamed of profit maximizing landscapes, obedient farmers and workers, and 

a superior breed of sugar beets that would flourish in spite of the natural forces they could 

not control. In reality, they found farmers, workers, beets, and the land unruly. The state 

and the sugar industry united to bring “order” and “discipline” to the American West 

through the rule of capital and experts. In doing so, they articulated a relationship to the 

land that went beyond creating technologies to visualize and catalog newly annexed land 

west of the Mississippi. Instead, they sought to create a landscape of control. The Oxford 

Dictionary of English defines the verb “landscape” as to “make (a garden or other area of 

ground) more attractive by altering the existing design.” As a noun, the word can also 

mean “all visible features of an area of land” or “the distinctive features of a sphere of 

activity.”5 In attempting to control all features of the land and in shaping the land in 

ideologically driven ways, the sugar beet industry and the state saw “landscaping” as a 

central pillar in their efforts to control and dominate people.  
                                                
5 Angus Stevenson, Oxford Dictionary of English, 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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Between 1870 and 1945, over 160 beet sugar refineries opened in rural American 

towns from Michigan to the Pacific Coast. By 1907, the Arkansas Valley alone hosted six 

sugar refineries and three sugar corporations. The American Beet Sugar Company (ABS), 

the first company to construct a beet sugar factory in the Arkansas Valley, recruited new 

white farmers to settle the valley and signed contracts with existing farmers to grow sugar 

beets. It also recruited Issei (Japanese immigrant) and German Russian tenant farmers 

and agricultural workers. For the bulk of its agricultural labor needs, however, the 

company turned to Indigenous and Mestizo workers in New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico. 

ABS employed race management techniques to play different farmers and workers off of 

one another.6 In this way, the company hoped to manage the ability of farmers and 

workers to organize and resist its unequal terms. White residents in the valley, however, 

particularly opposed the company’s recruitment of Nuevomexicano, Mexicano, and 

Native agricultural workers. In response, the company threatened to disinvest from 

Colorado, and emphasized the temporary nature of its labor camps. Migrant agricultural 

workers, company managers stressed, offered a “service” to residents, because they did 

menial work and provided local businesses with a seasonal boon. White residents, though 

resentful, tempered their more violent and exclusionary impulses, because they needed 

the jobs and the business that the sugar industry brought to their fledgling settlements. 

The state invested heavily in the sugar beet industry to keep sugar companies in 

Colorado. The list of state involvement in the industry is extensive. At various points 

from the late nineteenth century into the post-World War II period, the state supported 

                                                
6 For more on race management, see David R. Roediger and Elizabeth D. Esch, The Production of 
Difference: Race and the Management of Labor in U.S. History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014). 
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the industry through a variety of policies and agencies: sugar beet bounties, sugar tariffs, 

state agriculture experiment stations, state agricultural colleges, a special research 

division within the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Office of Indian Affairs, 

immigration policies, guest worker programs, the Colorado Council of Defense, New 

Deal agricultural programs, the U.S. Employment Service, local and federal law 

enforcement, and the incarceration of Japanese Americans during WWII. For example, 

during World War I, the state deputized local political and business leaders to manage 

wartime voluntarism in their communities through branches of State Councils of Defense. 

These councils disciplined “disloyal” people through agricultural labor with little state 

oversight.7 During World War II, the state acted even more boldly to empower the 

industry when it incarcerated 120,000 Japanese Americans from the Pacific Coast near 

sugar beet growing regions in Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, and Utah. From 

favorable trade policies to research support and anti-labor enforcement, the state granted 

the sugar beet industry great power to control workers, farmers, and the land. Why was 

the state so invested in the success of an industry that from the beginning required 

immense state subsidies, relied upon workers that white settlers despised, and failed to 

deliver the rural prosperity it promised?  

Unlike sugar cane production, which was land extensive and labor intensive, 

sugar beet cultivation was land and labor intensive. In other words, sugar beets did not 

require as much land as sugar cane, but the industry still required a lot of agricultural 

                                                
7 See Christopher Capozzola, “The Only Badge Needed Is Your Patriotic Fervor: Vigilance, Coercion, and 
the Law in World War I America,” The Journal of American History 88, no. 4 (2002): 1354–1382; 
Christopher Capozzola, Uncle Sam Wants You: World War I and the Making of the Modern American 
Citizen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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labor. Using German and French sugar production as a model, the state worked in 

collaboration with sugar capitalists to bring sugar beets and beet sugar production to rural 

towns from Nebraska to California. They invested heavily in shaping these towns around 

the crop’s needs. Experiment stations and agricultural colleges investigated the best 

environmental conditions for beet production, while beet labor managers experimented 

with different groups of beet workers. In each of these endeavors, political and economic 

leaders vied for control—sometimes in collaboration and sometimes at odds. Regardless 

of whether they came into conflict, when and how, they worked towards a similar goal: 

the creation of orderly, disciplined, and obedient human and nonhuman worlds. Orderly 

environments and orderly people would simplify governance, and facilitate the creation 

and circulation of capital.  

The land, farmers, and workers resisted this ordering. The weather intervened, 

destroying fields of beets in droughts, floods, hail, and snow. Pests and pestilence 

devastated beets. Farmers threatened to plant anything but beets. White residents mobbed 

and rioted to restrict the social and economic mobility of nonwhite workers and farmers. 

Migrant workers used and refused beet work to survive in an era of coercive 

Americanization campaigns and high modernist state-building schemes. They worked 

with their own priorities in mind, which often did not match the seasonal rhythms of 

sugar beet labor. The state and sugar corporations had to improvise, devising and piloting 

new interventions to impose order.  

Before the Sun Rises looks out from the Arkansas Valley to see how these 

interventions intersected in the lives of the people who lived and labored there, creating 
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modest privilege for some and generational suffering for others. White farmers felt they 

unduly bore the brunt of sugar beet production, but they had political power and racial 

privileges inaccessible to nonwhite beet workers. In reality, the United States built its 

continental sugar empire on the backs of differently raced and gendered agricultural 

workers, and through the continued colonization of Native Americans and their lands. 

Sugar and Power 

By focusing on the sugar beet industry in the American West, this dissertation 

brings the story of sugar to the U.S. continental empire and into the twentieth century. 

Scholars have long traced the connections between sugar, European colonialism, and 

slavery in the Atlantic World.8 As Richard Follet describes, until the nineteenth century, 

sugar “defined the history of the Atlantic World.”9 Hundreds of thousands of enslaved 

Africans worked in cane fields from Brazil to Louisiana, powering trade between Africa, 

the Americas, and Europe. The industry pioneered new industrial technologies and 

managerial strategies, and fueled Britain’s Industrial Revolution by providing workers 

with cheap, slave-produced calories.10 In this earlier history of sugar in the Americas, the 

United States played a minor role. By the time of the Civil War, slave-owners had 

established a sugar industry in Louisiana, but they could not match the wealth produced 

in European sugar colonies or on American cotton plantations.  

                                                
8 See Sidney Wilfred Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: 
Viking, 1985); Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and Slaves: The Rise of the Planter Class in the English West 
Indies, 1624-1713 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2000); Stuart B. Schwartz, ed., 
Tropical Babylons: Sugar and the Making of the Atlantic World, 1450-1680 (Chapel Hill: The University 
of North Carolina Press, 2004). 
9 Richard Follet, “The Rise and Fall of American Sugar,” in Plantation Kingdom: The American South and 
Its Global Commodities, Richard Follett et al. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016), 61. 
10 Mintz, Sweetness and Power; Richard Follett, The Sugar Masters: Planters and Slaves in Louisiana’s 
Cane World, 1820–1860 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 2005). 
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After the Civil War, with Louisiana cane sugar plantations in ruins and enslaved 

Africans declared free, the geography of American sugar production shifted. Cane sugar 

producers throughout the Caribbean struggled to regain the power they once had. They 

looked to Chinese and South Asian contract workers to revive the industry. To keep 

Louisiana cane planters from replacing emancipated slaves with Asian contract workers, 

in 1862, the U.S. federal government passed the first immigration law, the Anti-Coolie 

Act. This law paved the way for the 1875 Page Act and the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, 

which barred Chinese migration to the United States and its territories.11 In the wake of 

these policies, U.S. cane sugar producers struggled to rebuild the U.S. sugar industry in 

the era of Asian exclusion and slave emancipation.  

By the early 1880s, European beet sugar surpassed cane sugar in global markets 

as the world’s primary source of sweetness.12 Germany and France coddled their sugar 

beet industries through production bounties, protective legislation, factory subsidies, and 

state-sponsored research and development.13 The exploitation of Polish migrant workers 

from the Austrian and Russian empires further subsidized the Prussian sugar beet 

industry.14 The federal government and sugar investors saw the sugar beet industry as a 

means for shifting production from tropical places to temperate ones, supporting small 

white American farmers, and replacing the Southern slave labor system with a migrant 

labor one in the American West. Just as the U.S. sugar industry expanded in the 
                                                
11 Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of Emancipation (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008), 37-38. 
12 Richard Follet, “The Rise and Fall of American Sugar,” in Richard Follett et al., Plantation Kingdom: 
The American South and Its Global Commodities (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016), 63. 
13 Leonard J. Arrington, “Science, Government, and Enterprise in Economic Development: The Western 
Beet Sugar Industry,” Agricultural History 41, no. 1 (January 1, 1967): 1–18. 
14 Andrew Zimmerman, Alabama in Africa: Booker T. Washington, the German Empire, and the 
Globalization of the New South (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010). 
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American West, the nation seized cane sugar producing islands in the Caribbean and the 

Pacific and created an extensive sugar empire. 

After the Spanish American War and the illegal annexation of Hawaiʻi, the United 

States took hold of a vast sugar producing empire that stretched from Cuba and Puerto 

Rico to the Philippines.15 Although the sugar industry played a significant role in the 

history of American empire on the continent and abroad, scholars have largely focused on 

U.S. imperialism in cane sugar producing islands. In the smaller body of scholarship on 

the U.S. sugar beet industry, scholars have primarily focused on Mexican labor history, 

and on the powerful influence the industry exerted over U.S. immigration policy.16 April 

Merleaux’s recent work is an important contribution to both of these literatures, because 

she places the beet sugar and cane sugar into a single framework of empire.17 She argues 

that after the 1898 Spanish-American War, the United States followed in the steps of 

European colonial powers, and built its own sugar empire in the vacuum created by 

decolonization and slave emancipation in Latin America and the Caribbean. The federal 

                                                
15 Cesar J. Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom: The Plantation Economy of the Spanish Caribbean, 1898-
1934 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1999); Gary Y. Okihiro, Cane Fires: The Anti-
Japanese Movement in Hawaii, 1865-1945 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992); Ronald Takaki, 
Pau Hana: Plantation Life and Labor in Hawaii, 1835-1920 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983); 
John A. Larkin, Sugar and the Origins of Modern Philippine Society (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1993); Noenoe K. Silva, Aloha Betrayed: Native Hawaiian Resistance to American Colonialism 
(Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2004). 
16 See Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in 
the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); Kathleen Mapes, Sweet 
Tyranny: Migrant Labor, Industrial Agriculture, and Imperial Politics (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 2009); Jim Norris, North for the Harvest: Mexican Workers, Growers, and the Sugar Beet Industry 
(Saint Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2009); Dennis Nodin Valdés, “Betabeleros: The Formation 
of an Agricultural Proletariat in the Midwest, 1897–1930,” Labor History 30, no. 4 (1989): 536-562; Rubén 
Donato, Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado Schools and Communities, 1920-1960 (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 2007). 
17 April Merleaux, “Sugar and Civilization: Race, Empire, and the Cultural Politics of Sweetness in the 
United States, 1898—1939” (Ph.D., Yale University, 2010); April Merleaux, Sugar and Civilization: 
American Empire and the Cultural Politics of Sweetness (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2015). 
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government crafted trade polices to differentially privilege cane and beet sugar producers 

across its sugar empire, which extended across Cuba, Puerto Rico, Louisiana, the 

American West, Hawaiʻi, and the Philippines. In this way, the government forced a 

compromise between the expansionist demands of the Sugar Trust (East Coast sugar 

refiners) and the “homebuilding” desires of sugar beet growers. The federal government 

promoted sugar production across its empire as a vehicle for expanding its governmental 

power and commercial empire across a variegated terrain of states, incorporated 

territories, unincorporated territories, protectorates, and spheres of influence. Both 

industries relied upon nonwhite workers constructed as “outside the law” or subject to 

“an alternate set of legal arrangements”—albeit in different ways.18 

Before the Sun Rises builds upon post-emancipation cane and beet sugar 

scholarship, by reframing the relationship between the sugar beet industry, imperialism, 

and racial formation. Within the U.S. sugar empire, the state exercised power in ways that 

privileged the continent as “domestic space” and subjugated island territories as “colonial 

space.” In Hawaiʻi and on “the mainland,” the U.S. sugar empire developed in settler 

colonial space.19 There, empire—the differential subjugation of people and land in the 

service of economic expansion—collided with settler colonial efforts to create a white 

American homeland on land taken from Indigenous people. In this new homeland, only 

white American males fully belonged as sovereign political and economic actors—with 

                                                
18 Merleaux, Sugar and Civilization: American Empire and the Cultural Politics of Sweetness, 20. 
19 I want to thank members of the American Indian and Indigenous Studies Workshop at the University of 
Minnesota for helping me parse this point. 
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some having more political and economic power than others.20 This racial project to 

empower white men materialized alongside and in intimate relation to racial projects that 

sought to subjugate Native, Mexican, and Asian peoples. In this way, nonwhite workers 

were feminized in the service of white patriarchy. They were made available to white 

men in ways that reified their utility within capitalism and their inhumanity within the 

settler state.21 

This imperial dream of scientific mastery unfolded on land that the nation claimed 

as “home.” Domesticating the “home colony,” as Linda Gordon has argued, was a racial 

and gendered project that empowered white men over the bodies, lives, and labor of 

white women and nonwhite people.22 But it did not empower white men equally. In sugar 

beet towns across the American West, sugar company directors, managers, and 

technocrats had greater ability to force white workers and farmers into compliance. Sugar 

companies also relied on white farmer-owners to plant fields of sugar beets, which gave 

farmers crucial bargaining power. Farmers’ calls for higher wages challenged sugar 

companies, which put pressure on the state to make a racialized and gendered caste of 

agricultural workers available to farmers to reduce their costs.  

                                                
20 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide Research 8, 
no. 4 (Dec. 2006): 387–409; Jean M. O’Brien, Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians out of Existence in 
New England (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010); Lorenzo Veracini, Israel and Settler 
Society (London: Pluto Press, 2006); Candace Fujikane and Jonathan Y. Okamura, eds., Asian Settler 
Colonialism: From Local Governance to the Habits of Everyday Life in Hawaiʻi (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaiʻi Press, 2008); Evelyn Nakano Glenn, “Settler Colonialism as Structure,” Sociology of Race and 
Ethnicity 1, no. 1 (2015): 52–72. 
21 For more on white patriarchal sovereignty and possessive whiteness, see Moreton-Robinson, The White 
Possessive. 
22 Linda Gordon, “Internal Colonialism and Gender,” in Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in 
North American History, Ann Laura Stoler, ed. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 427-451. 
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Aligning with the interests of the sugar industry, the state invested heavily in 

agricultural research to reshape the land around sugar beets’ needs. It also worked to 

make Native Americans, Mexicanos, Nuevomexicanos, and Asian immigrants into 

vulnerable workers through what Evelyn Nakano Glenn calls “settler colonial 

technologies of control and management”: segregation, cultural erasure, terrorism, 

expulsion, and legal exclusion. These technologies originated in the genocide and forced 

assimilation of Native Americans and the enslavement and racial subjugation of African 

Americans. But, as Nakano Glenn argues, in the post-Civil War period, white settlers also 

marshaled these technologies to control the spatial and social mobility of Asians and 

Mexicans for the benefit of American capitalism and white patriarchal agrarianism.23 

These experimental efforts to mold people and the land into a white homeland through 

capitalism and white racial ideology make up what I call “settler science.”  

Settler Science 

By bridging settler colonial studies, environmental history, and the history of race, 

this dissertation advances an analytical framework for historicizing “American settler 

science.” Before the Sun Rises works productively at the intersection of multiple 

historiographies (race, labor, migration, and the environment) that occasionally overlap in 

historical scholarship, although most historians do not comprehensively integrate them 

within a single monograph. I draw from historian Pekka Hämäläinen’s characterization of 

a new “historiographical middle ground” that “moves among local, regional, continental, 

and transoceanic perspectives and focuses on the interplay among political, economic, 

                                                
23 Nakano Glenn, “Settler Colonialism as Structure,” 68. 
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cultural, and biological forces.”24 This paradigm opens up a way to examine the co-

production of state and corporate power in the twentieth century as they experimented 

with dominating the nonhuman world and managing differently racialized communities. 

Social scientists within the field of settler colonial studies have begun to 

conceptualize settler science as distinct from imperial or colonial science. They have 

asked how settler scientists “preconceived colonial spaces” and how their understandings 

of their home places shaped the knowledge they produced about unfamiliar land and 

biota in Anglo settler colonies (New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the United States) 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.25 This dissertation mobilizes the term “settler 

science,” and advances it to describe a project more expansive than the actions and 

theorizations of professional scientists.  

Corporate power and state power grew in the post-Civil War United States, as the 

nation expanded territorially and demographically. I argue that state institutions, public 

officials, and corporations empowered one another by working collaboratively to create a 

world in which they held dominion over humans, nonhumans, and the physical land 

within the nation’s borders. Race was a crucial technology in this project to categorize, 

uplift, eradicate, and subjugate diverse humans and nonhumans. These efforts did not go 

uncontested. The nonhuman world and racially subjugated people resisted this capitalist 

and imperial fantasy. Their resistances energized the development of settler science and 

                                                
24 Pekka Hämäläinen, “The Politics of Grass: European Expansion, Ecological Change, and Indigenous 
Power in the Southwest Borderlands.” The William and Mary Quarterly 67, no. 2 (April 1, 2010): 175. 
25 Kirsty Douglas, “‘For the Sake of a Little Grass’: A Comparative History of Settler Science and 
Environmental Limits in South Australia and the Great Plains,” in Climate, Science, and Colonization, 
James Beattie, Emily O’Gorman, and Matthew Henry, eds. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 99–
117; Katrina Dean, “Inscribing Settler Science: Ernest Rutherford, Thomas Laby and the Making of 
Careers in Physics,” History of Science 41, no. 2 (June 1, 2003): 217–40. 
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the innovation of new technologies of control to further consolidate state and corporate 

power and patriarchal whiteness. The history of the sugar beet industry in the Colorado 

Arkansas River Valley exemplifies this convergence of private-public colonial 

governance. But it also demonstrates the integral role that the sugar beet industry had in 

the construction of settler structures and creation of technologies to control labor and the 

land in the American empire. 

Many historians have written about the transformation of Colorado in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and the fantasies, desperation, and anxiety that 

drove it.26 At the turn of the twentieth century, in new rural towns along the Colorado 

Plains, a transformation occurred that did not seek to capitalize on frontier nostalgia or on 

the carbon fuel and minerals under the land’s surface. These agriculturalists and sugar 

investors did not seek solace, meaning, health, adventure, or to recover their lost 

masculinity in a landscape imagined as sublime, timeless, or pristine. In fact, the severe 

weather and arid land threatened their dreams of progress. They instead looked to the 

future. Their vision was elitist, scientific, and influenced by racist theories of heredity in 

                                                
26 For key works on nineteenth and twentieth century Colorado, see Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy 
of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (New York: Norton, 1987); Anne Farrar Hyde, An 
American Vision: Far Western Landscape and National Culture, 1820-1920 (New York: New York 
University Press, 1990); William Wyckoff, Creating Colorado: The Making of a Western American 
Landscape, 1860-1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999); Elliott West, The Contested Plains: 
Indians, Goldseekers, & the Rush to Colorado (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998); Sarah 
Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American 
Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); Thomas G. Andrews, Killing for Coal: 
America’s Deadliest Labor War (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008); Thomas G. Andrews, 
“‘Made by Toile’? Tourism, Labor, and the Construction of the Colorado Landscape, 1858–1917,” The 
Journal of American History 92, no. 3 (December 1, 2005): 837–63; John P. Enyeart, The Quest for Just 
and Pure Law: Rocky Mountain Workers and American Social Democracy, 1870-1924 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2009); J. Philip Gruen, Manifest Destinations: Cities and Tourists in the Nineteenth-
Century American West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014). For more on white manhood 
during this period, see Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race 
in the United States, 1880-1917 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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vogue at the time. These actors sought to break from, and capitalize on, a fictionalized 

past in which the land existed in a state of chaos and untapped potential. They believed it 

their right to possess Indian land and create “American land.” 

The American West served as a colonial laboratory for American nation building 

through settler science. Historian Richard White has called the West “the kindergarten of 

the American state.” According to White, “In governing and developing the American 

West, the state itself grew in power and influence.” The nineteenth century bureaucratic 

state expanded to manage land, resources, and people in the West through agencies such 

as the Office of Indian Affairs, the Department of the Interior, the Land Office, the Forest 

Service, and the Department of Agriculture.27 Cathleen D. Cahill has argued that through 

the Indian Service, the federal government also experimented in the West with modes of 

governing Native people and lands. As she describes, “After the Civil War, a newly 

enlarged federal government launched ambitious and aggressive efforts to control Native 

American populations in its western territories in order to make these areas available and 

safe for white settlers.”28 Agriculture in particularly advanced settler control of the land. 

Agriculture did much more than produce food and fiber for settler communities and 

markets. It was, according to Frieda Knobloch, “A whole system of domestication—that 

is, the transformation and improvement of nature—that is as much about structuring 

social and political life as it is about raising cattle or wheat.” When agricultural 

developers encountered environmental obstacles—drought, aridity, pests, and 

                                                
27 Richard White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”: A New History of the American West 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 58. 
28 Cathleen Cahill, Federal Fathers and Mothers: A Social History of the United States Indian Service, 
1869-1933 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press), 2. 
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pestilence—in their will to create coveted agricultural landscapes, they raced and 

feminized the land, pursued its domestication, and worked to “improve” it.29 They also 

used their political power to structure human communities around the seasonal needs of 

select commodity crops.  

In the aftermath of the Colorado Indian Wars and the 1864 Sand Creek Massacre, 

white Americans and European immigrants harnessed the powers of state and capital to 

create a settler-colonial land and labor regime along the Upper Arkansas River. Native 

American, Mexicano, Nuevomexicano, and Japanese American agricultural workers 

found themselves conscripted into this broad national effort to Americanize the land 

through a German-origin commodity crop-and sugar-making process. These workers 

confronted a coercive racial project that sought to differentially subjugate and manage 

them and the land in the service of capital and white supremacy. Capitalism and the U.S. 

state expanded in tandem through the precarious status of nonwhite immigrants and 

residents, fueled by a shared interest in controlling people and the land through settler 

science. But beet workers drew upon their own understandings of and relationships to the 

land to resist white patriarchal agrarianism. Moreover, the land, the climate, and beets 

complicated settler designs as they operated through logics of their own. These human 

and nonhuman “obstacles” generated new sites of capitalist investment and state 

governance, which gave rise to a carceral welfare state invested in making “Americans” 

and “American land” through colonialism and state-sanctioned violence against nonwhite 

peoples—a project that continues into the present.  

                                                
29 Frieda Knobloch, The Culture of Wilderness: Agriculture as Colonization in the American West (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 3, 112. 
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Land, Racial Formation, and the Carceral Welfare State  

Historians have remarked upon the contingent, diverse, and place-specific nature 

of race in the historical experiences of differently racialized groups in the United States. 

Looking at “in-between groups,” some argue, allows us to better understand the 

overarching black/white racial binary in the United States. In this formulation of the U.S. 

racial hierarchy, Asians, Mexicans, Native Americans, and Southern and Eastern 

Europeans occupied shifting but subordinate positions between white and black opposing 

poles.30 This understanding of race casts the enslavement of Africans as the foundational 

moment in the history of race in the United States. Centering enslavement importantly 

links U.S. racial formations to the forced migration, natal alienation, and the legal 

ownership of Black lives and bodies. But it elides how white settlers came to have such 

power in the first place. It elides how, as Aileen Moreton-Robinson argues, settlers 

“possessed” Indigenous peoples’ lands, perennially working to materially and 

discursively inscribe it as a “white possession.” The continued dispossession of 

Indigenous people and the enslavement of Africans both represent foundational processes 

in the history of race in the United States anchored around two kinds of material 

                                                
30 David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1987); Tomás Almaguer, Racial Fault Lines: The Historical Origins of White Supremacy in 
California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994); Natalia Molina, How Race Is Made in 
America: Immigration, Citizenship, and the Historical Power of Racial Scripts (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2014); Cybelle Fox, Three Worlds of Relief: Race, Immigration, and the American 
Welfare State from the Progressive Era to the New Deal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012); 
Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s, 2nd 
ed. (New York: Routledge, 1994); David R. Roediger, Working toward Whiteness: How America’s 
Immigrants Became White : The Strange Journey from Ellis Island to the Suburbs (New York: Basic 
Books, 2005); David R. Roediger, The Production of Difference: Race and the Management of Labor in 
U.S. History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different 
Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999); 
Thomas A. Guglielmo, White on Arrival: Italians, Race, Color, and Power in Chicago, 1890-1945 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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processes: the theft of Indian land and the control of labor to transform the land into a 

white possession. It is important to note that these processes continue into the present. 

This dissertation therefore centers material and discursive struggles over the land in the 

history of race. It considers how the theft of Indian land and the control of land and labor 

through the sugar beet industry sustained a white supremacist settler order in Colorado.31 

From the nineteenth century through the twentieth, as the United States grew 

demographically through immigration and geographically through violent conquest, the 

boundaries of whiteness expanded and then hardened. Whiteness as privilege created a 

diversity of second-class nonwhite subjects. The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and 

the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, ratified in 1868, changed the color 

of citizenship in the United States. After the U.S.-Mexico War, the United States annexed 

northern Mexico, and colonially absorbed hundreds of thousands of Mexican citizens and 

sovereign Indigenous people. The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo granted U.S. 

citizenship to Mexican citizens, and transformed the region’s Indigenous people into 

wards of the state.32 After the Civil War, the Fourteenth Amendment granted birthright 

citizenship to any person born on U.S. soil, except for Native people. In practice, 

however, the state and white settlers routinely violated and withheld the rights that 

citizenship ostensibly conferred upon Mexican Americans, African Americans, and other 

non-white persons born on U.S. soil.  

                                                
31 For more on settler colonialism, race, and the land see Chang, The Color of the Land; Moreton-
Robinson, The White Possessive. 
32 Per the 1831 Supreme Court Decision, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, the U.S. government legally 
classified Native people as “wards of the state.” In 1924, Congress passed the Indian Citizenship Act, 
imposing citizenship on Native Americans. For more on U.S. federal Indian policy see David E. Wilkins 
and K. Tsianina Lomawaima, Uneven Ground: American Indian Sovereignty and Federal Law (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 2002). 
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Alongside territorial expansion, immigration restrictions shaped the borders of 

whiteness and belonging in the United States. The 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, the 

Immigration Acts of 1917 and 1924, and Supreme Court cases such as Ozawa v. United 

States (1922) excluded Asian migrants and denied them the ability to naturalize as U.S. 

citizens. In 1924, the United States passed the Johnson-Reed Immigration act. For the 

first time, the U.S. federal government created a national-origin quota system based on a 

global racial hierarchy of desirable versus undesirable immigrants. Only migrants from 

approved nations could legally enter the United States, as long as they were “racially 

eligible” for citizenship, a classification that excluded all Asian migrants. The 1924 Act 

placed no restrictions on Mexican migrants, a highly politicized concession to Western 

agribusinesses, particularly sugar beet and cotton growers. Head taxes, visa fees, and 

literacy tests, however, placed an undue burden on Mexican migrants, who migrated back 

and forth as needed. As a result, many Mexicans circumvented official ports of entry. By 

the mid-1920s, Mexicans became the largest group of “illegal aliens.” The construction 

of an exclusionary immigration regime from 1882 to 1924 facilitated the differential 

racialization of Mexicans and Asians as exploitable workers and “alien” subjects in the 

service of an exclusionary notion of “America” and the environmental transformation of 

the West through corporate capitalism.33  

                                                
33 Kelly Lytle Hernández, Migra! A History of the U.S. Border Patrol (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2010); Erika Lee, At America’s Gates: Chinese Immigration during the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004); Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens 
and the Making of Modern America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); David G. Gutiérrez, 
Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995). 
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With these policies, the United States instituted a policing regime that worked in 

the interest of labor-intensive agribusiness in the West.34 The 1924 Johnson Reed Act 

formally brought the U.S. Immigration Service from official ports of entry into the 

nation’s interior, and eliminated the statute of limitations on deportation. With jobs 

waiting for them, Mexican migrants often evaded official ports of entry and the high cost 

of admission into the United States. If they crossed without going through formal 

channels, however, the newly created Border Patrol could arrest and deport them as 

“unauthorized” immigrants. In other words, if a person crossed into the United States 

without authorization, she or he could face deportation for as long as she or he remained 

in the country. Previously, the federal government had limited an immigrant’s 

deportability to one year (per legislation passed in 1891), a period that increased to five 

years with the Immigration Act of 1917. Kelly Lytle-Hernández argues that immigration 

control and mass incarceration emerged in the decades after emancipation “as the systems 

of control that frame alienated citizens and criminalized immigrants as a racialized caste 

of outsiders.”35 This racialized caste of outsiders has long benefitted U.S. capitalism, by 

comprising, according to Mae Ngai, a “caste unambiguously situated outside the 

boundaries of formal membership and social legitimacy.”36 The Immigration Service and 

                                                
34 Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making of Modern America (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2004). 
35 Kelly Lytle Hernández, “Amnesty or Abolition?,” Boom: A Journal of California 1, no. 4 (2011): 55. 
36 Ngai examines how immigration restrictions functioned to control which people could make claims on 
the state in Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making of Modern America (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2004), 2. For a history of U.S. guestworker programs, see Cindy Hahamovitch, No Man’s 
Land: Jamaican Guestworkers in America and the Global History of Deportable Labor (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2011). For more on African Americans, mass incarceration, gendered 
discipline, and labor see Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow (New York: The New Press, 2012); 
Douglas A. Blackmon, Slavery by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from the Civil 
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the Border Patrol worked in collusion with white agribusiness interests to facilitate 

Mexican migration, while also disciplining Mexican workers’ social and spatial mobility 

through arrest and deportation.37  

In the post-Civil War period, the U.S. state embarked on a mission to empower 

white patriarchal sovereignty across the continental United States. This racial project 

transformed the land, just as western land transformed race relations in the United States. 

Michael Omi and Howard Winant have defined racial formation as the “sociohistorical 

process by which racial categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed.” 

Along this line, they argue that racial projects “connect what race means in a particular 

discursive practice and the ways in which both social structures and everyday experience 

are racially organized, based upon that meaning [emphasis in original].”38 This framing 

centers social structures in the persistence of racism in the United States, and discourse in 

the making and maintaining of racial projects and the provisioning of resources along 

racial lines. As Omi and Winant put it: “Society is suffused with racial projects, large and 

small, to which we are all subjected. This racial subjection is quintessentially 

ideological.”39 But racial categories are “created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed” 

in particular places. In other words, race also comes to have meaning in particular places 

through material and nonhuman relations, and not just in social structures and cultural 

                                                                                                                                            
War to World War II (New York: Anchor, 2008); Sarah Haley, No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and 
the Making of Jim Crow Modernity (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2016). 
37 Lytle Hernandez, Migra!; Ngai, Impossible Subjects. 
38 Michael Omi and Howard Winant, Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s, 
2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 1994), 55, 56. 
39 Omi and Winant, Racial Formation in the United States, 60. 
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representation. This means that the land is not just a backdrop to the history of race. It 

plays a central role in struggles over race, belonging, labor, and governance.  

The racially subjugated people who labored to build the sugar beet industry 

carved out spaces for themselves in Colorado amidst great discrimination, and used their 

earned wages in order to sustain their communal and kin networks. Their labor 

transformed nature into a commodity, and enabled the productivity of land that they did 

not own. White communities and state officials claimed these racialized individuals and 

communities had no right to belong, except when performing temporary work in nature. 

But these workers constructed the landscapes that constituted settler Colorado.40 

Building from historian Richard White’s call to examine how working people 

knew nature through labor, this dissertation illuminates how Mexicano, Nuevomexicano, 

Native, and Japanese working communities also knew race through land and labor.41 

State and capital development projects sought to control, adjudicate, and nationalize 

relationships between and among diverse groups of people and the land in Colorado. 

Those subjected to exclusionary and inclusionary Americanization campaigns 

experienced and theorized their subjection in relation to one another, the land, and the 

violence of being made into “stoop laborers.”  

                                                
40 For more on labor and environmental history, see Douglas C. Sackman, “‘Nature’s Workshop’: The 
Work Environment and Workers’ Bodies in California’s Citrus Industry, 1900-1940,” Environmental 
History 5, no. 1 (January 1, 2000): 27–53; Sackman, Orange Empire: California and the Fruits of Eden 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005); Richard White, The Organic Machine: The Remaking of 
the Columbia River (New York: Hill and Wang, 1996); Mark Fiege, Irrigated Eden: The Making of an 
Agricultural Landscape in the American West (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999); Andrews, 
“‘Made by Toile’?”; Andrews, Killing for Coal; Chad Montrie, Making a Living Work and Environment in 
the United States (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008); Richard White, “Are You an 
Environmentalist or Do you Work for a Living?: Work and Nature,” in Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the 
Human Place in Nature, William Cronon, ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996), 171-185. 
40 Andrews, “‘Made by Toile’?,” 863. 
41 White, “Are You an Environmentalist or Do you Work for a Living?,” 171-185. 
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From 1942 to 1945, for instance, more than 7,000 Japanese Americans, most of 

them U.S. citizens, lived confined behind barbed wire near Granada, a small Colorado 

town eighty-five miles down the Arkansas River from Rocky Ford. Many worked in 

valley beet fields. The poetry and artwork of Lily Havey, a woman interned in Granada, 

attests to these theorizations of freedom and belonging. “Jack rabbits hopped about 

freely, unfixed by barbed wire and armed guards,” she asserted in writing, “We were 

trapped.”42 In this instance, the state forced Japanese Americans into a relationship with 

desert land in the Arkansas River Valley that felt violent and violating. The provisioning 

and withholding of resources and rights had everything to do with white possession and 

agricultural transformation of the land.  

The American welfare state, as Cybelle Fox has shown, materialized in the wake 

of mass migration to the United States from the late nineteenth century through the early 

twentieth century. According to Fox, race mattered more than citizenship or legal status 

for access to Progressive Era relief and subsequent New Deal programs of the 1930s. 

European immigrants, even those seen as “lower whites” or those without U.S. 

citizenship, had access to the welfare state in ways that African Americans and Mexicans 

did not. Their access was often predicated on how they conformed to Anglo gender, 

class, and sexuality norms. African Americans were mostly excluded, while Mexican 

Americans “straddled the boundaries of social citizenship precariously until relief 

officials forced them out—expelled from the boundaries of social citizenship and the 

                                                
42 Lily Yuriko Nakai Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp: A Nisei Youth Behind A World War II Fence 
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2014), 116. 
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nation.” As an “extralegal arm of the Immigration Service,” welfare administrators 

participated directly in the construction of the carceral state.43  

The history of the American welfare state is also the history of the carceral state, 

and both of these histories are rooted in the history U.S. settler colonialism. In the post-

Civil War period, the United States began to regulate immigration at the federal level for 

the first time. In this period, the nation also expanded to the Pacific, displacing, 

removing, murdering, incarcerating, and forcibly assimilating Indigenous people. 

Progressive Era reformers objectified poor whites as a population to transform and 

elevate. Through policies such as the 1862 Homestead Act and the 1887 Dawes Act, the 

state transferred millions of acres of Indian land into the hands of non-native settlers. 

Julilly Kohler-Hausmann has recently argued, “Welfare policy and criminal policy were 

principal sites where society negotiated the state’s responsibility to poor and socially 

marginalized people.”44 Kohler-Hausmann focuses on the post-1960 period, but questions 

over who to empower and who to discipline and segregate have a long history based in 

colonial settlement, slavery, and U.S. land policies.45  

                                                
43 Fox, Three Worlds of Relief, 3; Margot Canaday, The Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in 
Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009). For more on the difference 
between race and color in the racialization of Southern and Eastern Europeans, see Matthew Frye Jacobson, 
Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1998). 
44 Julilly Kohler-Hausmann, “Guns and Butter: The Welfare State, the Carceral State, and the Politics of 
Exclusion in the Postwar United States,” Journal of American History 102, no. 1 (June 1, 2015): 88. 
45 Alexander, The New Jim Crow; Elizabeth Hinton, From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime: The 
Making of Mass Incarceration in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016); Haley, No Mercy 
Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow Modernity; Lee, At America’s Gates; Lytle 
Hernández, Migra!; Lytle Hernández, “Amnesty or Abolition?,”; Nayan Shah, Stranger Intimacy: 
Contesting Race, Sexuality and the Law in the North American West (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2012); Luana Ross, Inventing the Savage: The Social Construction of Native American Criminality 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1998); Frederick E. Hoxie, “From Prison to Homeland: The Cheyenne 
River Indian Reservation before WWI,” South Dakota History 10 (1979): 1-24. 
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Before the Sun Rises examines the provisioning of state resources through the 

sugar beet industry to support what the Salvation Army called “domiculture”—a racial 

project of the social and material uplift of white Americans through capitalist agriculture 

in the Arkansas Valley. It also considers the construction of a carceral regime in the 

service of white domiculture and American empire. From Indian labor programs to mass 

deportation raids, white mob violence, guest worker programs, and Japanese American 

incarceration, the histories of sugar beet workers are entwined with state-sanctioned 

violence and control. But beet workers were not passive, powerless, or invisible to the 

political and economic ruling class. Workers and their greater communities directly 

engaged state officials, Southwestern tribal leaders, Office of Indian Affairs agents, 

farmers, and sugar companies through letters and petitions and through everyday acts of 

resistance such as foot dragging, flight, playing ignorant, and selective obedience and 

disobedience.  

To tell this history of beet workers’ everyday resistance in Colorado beet fields, I 

draw from James Scott’s seminal work, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of 

Peasant Resistance. Although his book focuses on everyday forms of class struggle in a 

Malaysian village in the late 1970s, his work offers useful insights for reading resistance 

in corporate and colonial archives. Scott wrote against a Marxian tradition in Peasant 

Studies that privileged large-scale rebellion and revolution over the “prosaic but constant 

struggle between the peasantry and those who seek to extract labor, food, taxes, rents, and 

interest from them.”46 Instead, he argued, peasants made their politics known through 

                                                
46 James C. Scott, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985), xvi.  
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their actions. He explained, “Here I have in mind the ordinary weapons of relatively 

powerless groups: foot dragging, dissimulation, desertion, false compliance, pilfering, 

feigned ignorance, slander, arson, sabotage, and so on.” Scott further explained that these 

actions required little coordination, represented individual acts of “self-help,” and had 

only marginal power to change the terms of peasant exploitation. I find Scott’s 

theorization of action as resistant disruption useful. I disagree with his stance that 

everyday forms of resistance have little impact on capitalists and landowners, and are 

mostly individual acts of self-help. 

In fact, beet workers did disrupt the colonial order. They could change the terms 

of their exploitation. Furthermore, their resistances were not always individual. Workers 

collectively organized to subvert the aims of state administrators, farmers, and ABS. In 

words and actions, they articulated desire for greater autonomy over their work lives. As 

migrant agricultural workers, they did not live in the shadows. They were highly visible 

to state and corporate actors, who expended energy and resources to track and control 

them, in order to ensure that sugar beet growers would have access to agricultural 

workers as needed. They challenged efforts to control their relationships to the land, and 

created spaces for themselves in exclusionary places, even as their own tactics produced 

alternative racial hierarchies and geographies. In this way, sugar beet workers responded 

to and shaped the improvisational and exploitative dynamics of state power and 

American capitalism.  

Sources 
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Until the mid-twentieth century decline of Colorado’s beet sugar industry, diverse 

individuals and working families migrated to Arkansas Valley towns like Rocky Ford, 

Lamar, La Junta, and Granada. They stayed for days, weeks, and sometimes generations. 

Some put down roots, moving from field hands and tenant farmers to landowners. Others, 

like the Pueblo and Diné (Navajo) workers who labored seasonally in Colorado, wove 

beet work into a host of strategies they employed to get by under American colonial rule 

and protect their lands. Many Mexicano, Nuevomexicano, and Native workers had little 

interest in settling Anglo Colorado. They only hoped to earn American dollars to help 

support their families or wait out revolutionary violence at home. Issei (Japanese 

immigrant) men often rented land in the valley, and worked their way into the region’s 

emerging farmer class—a status they found challenged when the federal government 

incarcerated 7,500 West Coast Japanese Americans in Granada during World War II. 

German Russians also worked their way into the farming class, becoming fully white in 

the process. They did not experience the carceral state in the same ways Native 

Americans, Mexicanos, Nuevomexicanos, and Japanese Americans did. The diversity of 

Colorado beet workers’ experiences illuminates how these groups’ differential 

racialization within a white patriarchal settler order structured their relationship to the 

land in Colorado. At the same time, migrant workers brought their own ideas of land, 

community, and survival to the valley. They drew upon these traditions to counter those 

who sought to impoverish, criminalize, control, and erase their presence in the United 

States.   
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My source base reflects the complexity and diversity of actors involved in the 

development of the sugar beet industry in Colorado, and in the profound ecological and 

social changes that U.S. corporate capitalism introduced to Indian and Mexican land 

seized and annexed by the United States in the nineteenth century. Drawing on the songs, 

writings, and actions of diverse agricultural workers, Before the Sun Rises tells a 

complicated history about racial formation, American empire, and the land. To tell this 

story, I conducted extensive archival research in English and Spanish language sources, 

in Indian Affairs records, and in Mexican and US archives. I uncovered moments when 

agricultural workers directly confronted nation-states and companies in diplomatic, legal, 

and other formal correspondences. I drew upon archival and published sources such as 

corporate and state records, newspapers, census data, letters, diaries, and individual and 

family papers. I also found rich oral histories and community testimonies in the 

collections of twentieth century salvage ethnographers, who documented the cultural 

practices of beet working communities, because they worried their “folkways” would 

disappear in the “modern world.”  

Scholars of colonialism and Indigenous resistance have long noted that colonial 

archives tell state myths rather than unfiltered truths.47 Instead of combing the archive for 

traces of truth buried in colonial fictions, Ann Stoler argues that scholars ought to 

“explore the grain with care and read along it” before “reading against it.”48 As she puts 

it: “Assuming we know those scripts rests too comfortably on predictable stories with 

familiar plots. Such a stance leaves intact the assumption that colonial statecraft was 

                                                
47 Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival Grain: Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010). 
48 Stoler, Along the Archival Grain, 50. 
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always intent on accumulating more knowledge rather than…selective winnowing.”49 

The American colonial state had a vested interest in compiling narratives of success, and 

in omitting or sometimes exaggerating Native resistance, in order to justify its policies. I 

certainly encountered these narratives in the archive. I also found that U.S. colonial 

archives unsettle and contradict themselves.  

Composed of documents generated in the day-to-day business of a government 

agency, Indian Affairs records reveal administrators at odds with each other and 

struggling to materialize state goals. They reveal corruption and abuse of power. They 

reveal the space between official state rhetoric in Washington D.C. and the interpretive 

actions of those working on the ground in New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado. They 

also contain letters that Native workers and their relatives wrote to Indian Affairs 

officials that spoke to a more complicated stories of everyday resistance to state 

surveillance, capitalist exploitation, and colonial efforts to divorce Indigenous people 

from their ceremonial obligations to one another and the land. 

Mexico’s Secretariat of Foreign Relations (SRE) Archive in Mexico City also 

proved useful for finding evidence of how Mexican workers contested exploitation and 

incarceration in Colorado. The Mexican consulate in Denver worked to manage the 

demands of Mexican citizens working in Colorado and maintain friendly relations with 

U.S. employers. Beginning in the early 1920s, the Mexican government took a more 

interventionist role in the lives of Mexican residents in Colorado, and selectively 

supported workers’ calls for better pay and conditions. However, in the early years of the 

sugar beet industry, particularly those that coincided with the Mexican Revolution (1910-
                                                
49 Stoler, Along the Archival Grain, 50. 
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1920), corruption and corporate collusion plagued the Denver consulate. Mexican 

citizens in Colorado did not trust the Denver consul. As a result, they often went around 

the Consul and wrote directly to the Mexican Ambassador in Washington D.C. or the 

SRE in Mexico City for help. Because some Mexican migrants did not write, only those 

who could write or those who had literate friends or family members could petition the 

Mexican government in this way. But the letters they sent to the Denver Consul, the 

Mexican Ambassador, and the SRE provide insight into how white Americans used debt, 

hunger, and unfavorable labor contracts to immobilize Mexican workers in Colorado 

sugar beet towns. They also revealed how the U.S. employed military impressment, 

incarceration, police raids, welfare relief, and deportation to control Mexican workers’ 

spatial and material mobility.  

By reading along and against the grain of state and corporate records, this 

dissertation centers the perspectives of agricultural workers, and speaks to the situated 

and contingent powers of state and capital in the nineteenth and twentieth century 

American West.50 Corporate records, such as those of the American Beet Sugar 

Company, disrupted the idea of hegemonic corporate power over workers and the land, 

revealed the limits of their hubristic claims, and exposed the state as a major source of 

their power. Other sources such as oral histories, poems, folksongs, photographs, visual 

culture, and Spanish-language documents generated by workers further allowed me to 

complicate the narrative that white elite power was total or uncontested. These unique 

                                                
50 See also Ann Laura Stoler, Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in North American History 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006). 
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and underutilized sources allow a privileged window into the experiences of workers in 

the twentieth century Colorado beet fields. 

Chapter Summary 

My first chapter introduces the American Beet Sugar Company (ABS), and traces 

the paths of transnational sugar technocrats in and out of Colorado at the turn of the 

twentieth century. It places the development of the Arkansas Valley sugar beet industry 

within the context of the global expansion of sugar in the late nineteenth century. It 

argues that sugar beet investors and technocrats were architects of American empire and 

settler science.   

Chapter Two considers the diversity of state, corporate, and philanthropic actors 

invested in settler science and the “civilization” of the Colorado Plains. It illuminates the 

colonial underpinnings of Anglo agriculture, showing how Colorado transformed from a 

resource colony into a settler one. It argues that the industry played a central role in 

settler colonial efforts to discipline “nature” into a knowable, controllable, and 

predictable system. Agriculturalists defined this new order in relation to Indian land—

land with “unrealized potential.” This project served to discipline European immigrant 

and poor white tenant farmers, and empower state and corporate experts.  

Chapter Three links this project of white domiculture to the federal government’s 

coercive assimilation of Southwestern Native people in the first two decades of the 

twentieth century. Fretting about the “ungovernability” of Southwestern Indigenous 

people, the federal government created the Indian Employment Bureau in 1905. In 

collusion with ABS, the government used work in Arkansas Valley beet fields to 
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discipline Native workers into orderly subjects—particularly, male Native students from 

regional Indian boarding schools. These workers resisted state and corporate efforts to 

transform them into landless labor migrants, and contested Anglo conceptions of gender 

and work. They fought to work away from home at will, and unsettled the notion that 

they would serve white farmers as an agricultural underclass.   

Chapter Four traces the construction of a broad carceral regime to control 

Mexicano, Nuevomexicano, and Tejano working families and to alleviate class tensions 

between white farmers and sugar corporations in Colorado from 1910 to the Great 

Depression. The sugar beet industry intentionally made life materially desperate for these 

proletarian migrant communities, as a means to hobble their mobility. If betabeleros (beet 

workers) left Arkansas Valley towns in the winter, often in debt or with little money in 

hand, they faced hostile welfare workers, police raids, and white supremacist violence. 

These workers and working families refused to acquiesce to grower and company 

exploitation. They staged individual and collective acts of resistance. They fought for 

control over their own mobility and for economic justice. Although the Mexican 

Consulate in Denver often overlooked abuse in the beet fields, Mexican citizens 

continued to pull the Mexican state into rural Colorado to demand recognition of their 

rights as workers. By the 1930s, they forged communities and networks in urban places 

to counter the exploitation they experienced in rural Colorado. They also began to 

organize across the state, bringing the federal government into debates over labor 

conditions. In the end, however, the federal government acted to empower white 

landowners and male citizen workers through New Deal reforms. Mexican and Mexican 
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Americans benefitted little from the expansion of the welfare state, instead facing 

deportation. State authorities and welfare administrators deported over 20,000 

betabeleros, many who were U.S. citizens, to Mexico in the 1930s. 

Chapter Five examines the place of Japanese immigrant farmers in the Arkansas 

Valley before and during World War II when the federal government incarcerated over 

7,000 West Coast Japanese Americans in the town of Granada. Landownership in 

Colorado did not define the parameters of whiteness and belonging—the carceral welfare 

state did. Those who occupied unstable and shifting positions within rural racial 

hierarchies—Mexicanos, Hispanos, and Japanese Americans—lived under the constant 

threat of dispossession, confinement, and removal. Although African Americans were 

largely absent from Arkansas Valley settler towns, they were still ideologically present in 

opposition to whiteness and Indianness. This chapter therefore examines the place of 

landed precarity in Japanese American communities in the Arkansas River Valley before 

and during World War II to reveal the constitutive relationship between efforts to control 

the land and the differential racialization of Japanese Americans in the American West. It 

emphasizes the importance of agriculture in how Japanese Americans navigated 

patriarchal whiteness in rural Colorado, inside and outside of the prison. To survive, they 

claimed a place for themselves within the farming class, and worked to transform “Indian 

land” into productive “American land.”  
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CHAPTER 1: SUGAR RUSH 
 

This chapter tracks ABS’s expansion into southeastern Colorado to demonstrate 

how the U.S. sugar beet industry helped consolidate the power of corporate settlers over 

white settlers in the American West. Following ABS’s transnational and continental path 

into Rocky Ford allows us to see the imperial, white supremacist, and patriarchal 

underside of U.S. agricultural development. In the late nineteenth century, the sugar beet 

industry emerged from powerful professional alliances between white male financiers, 

entrepreneurs, and transnational sugar technocrats trained in scientific agriculture and 

industrial sugar refinement.1 With global connections, and a corps of European 

technocrats on staff, ABS argued that it had the right to shape the future of the American 

nation, and discipline people and the land within its corporate order.2 The industry 

facilitated the mobility of managers and scientists, and sought to restrict the political 

power of white farmers and workers. In tracing ABS migrations, this chapter tells a story 

about corporate learning—about how a company and its managers learned from their 

experiments in control as they moved from place to place. It is also a transnational history 

of white manhood, class politics, and high modernist schemes that never quite went as 

                                                
1 I use “technocrat” to refer to the members of an emerging expert class in the Progressive Era United 
States, who via their claims to rational, scientific, and technical knowledge, became architects and planners 
of the nation’s future.  
2 This chapter’s approach draws upon the insights of historian William Cronon, who argues that to better 
understand the relationships between and among people, the greater human and nonhuman worlds they 
inhabit, and the rise and fall of Western boom towns, historians should follow their paths in and out of 
town. “For only by walking those paths,” he writes, “can we reconnect this ghost community to the 
circumstances that created it,” in “Kennecott Journey: The Paths Out of Town,” in Under an Open Sky: 
Rethinking America’s Western Past, William Cronon, George Miles, and Jay Gitlin, eds. (New York: W. 
W. Norton & Company, 1992), 28–51. See also David A. Chang, “Borderlands in a World at Sea: Concow 
Indians, Native Hawaiians, and South Chinese in Indigenous, Global, and National Spaces,” Journal of 
American History 98, no. 2 (2011): 384-403. 
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planned but profoundly shaped the land and the limits of power and resistance within the 

U.S. sugar empire.3  

The Oxnards and the Global Expansion of American Sugar 

 

Figure 1.1: The Oxnard Brothers: James, Benjamin, Henry, and Robert (from left to right). 
Source: “Denver Scrapbook,” pg. 1, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 1-4, Gutleben Historical 

Scrapbooks, American Crystal Sugar Company Records, Minnesota Historical Society. 

                                                
3 By “high modernism,” I mean the unwavering faith in the ability of science and technology to meet 
human needs and desires, and solve any obstacles that “civilized” humans confront when imposing their 
designs on the human and nonhuman world. As James C. Scott defines it, high modernism is an ideology in 
which the architects of utopian schemes that profess to advance human progress believe that they can 
improve human communities through rational planning. Grand in scale, these projects require state support. 
Richard White argues that in the late nineteenth century, corporations “became the architects” of high 
modernism in his examination of how the transcontinental railroads shaped American modernity. Building 
from these insights, I argue that the U.S. beet sugar industry was also a high modernist scheme that allows 
us to see the complicated relationship between settler failures, capitalist and imperial expansion, and the 
state subsidy of scientific agriculture. See Scott, Seeing like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the 
Human Condition Have Failed, Yale Agrarian Studies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); White, 
Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2012). My use of the phrase “U.S. sugar empire” comes from April Merleaux, who uses the term 
to describe how the United States gained control over sugar-producing territories from the Caribbean to the 
American West and the Pacific through imperial, trade, and immigration policies from 1898 through the 
1930s in Sugar and Civilization: American Empire and the Cultural Politics of Sweetness (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2015). 
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The American Beet Sugar Company began as an Oxnard family affair. The 

Oxnard brothers [fig 1.1] carried with them generational sugar industry experience. 

Robert, Henry, James, and Benjamin Oxnard originally hailed from antebellum 

Louisiana, where their father ran a cane sugar plantation. On the eve of the Civil War, the 

Oxnard family moved to the Northeast. Their father, Thomas Oxnard, opened a cane 

sugar refinery in Boston in 1861 and the Fulton Sugar Refinery in Brooklyn in 1868. 

Rather than on stake their claims solely in post-emancipation Southern plantation 

production, the family business moved primarily into refining, purchasing Southern and 

Caribbean raw sugar and processing it into white granulated sugar. At their Fulton 

factory, located right under the Brooklyn Bridge, Robert worked as the company’s head 

of business, Ben directed operations, James worked as a chemist, and Henry oversaw 

sales and public relations. The Oxnards were fairly catholic in their alliances with larger 

sugar hegemons—acquiescing sometimes to Henry Havemeyer of the New York Sugar 

Trust and other times to Claus Spreckels of the California and Hawaiian Sugar Company 

(C&H). In 1887, when Havemeyer first incorporated the Sugar Refineries Company 

under the umbrella of the Sugar Trust, he aggressively wedged smaller refineries out of 

business along the East Coast. The Oxnard’s Fulton factory in Brooklyn was one such 

casualty of greater monopolization in the U.S. sugar industry. As a result, Robert Oxnard 

left New York to work for Spreckels in San Francisco, Ben returned to New Orleans to 

look after the family’s Louisiana cane sugar plantation, and Henry and James set their 

sights on bringing European beet sugar technologies to the United States. By the late 
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1880s, the four brothers had largely moved their sugar interests away from the East Coast 

and the Caribbean, and they considered ways to shift production back to the U.S. 

continent and expand into new consumer markets.  

Before and after emancipation, Southern producers saw themselves as part of a 

greater Caribbean and hemispheric world where questions of land and unfree labor were 

far from settled.4 In the years following the Civil War, the Oxnards, like many other 

Southerners, looked beyond the South in their efforts to reimagine sugar production. In 

New York City, they moved in a world of tricky imperial politics and corporate 

monopolization. They responded by shifting their vision geographically. Rather than 

looking to Cuba for the future of sugar, they looked to the West and envisioned land for 

the taking. Its climate not too unlike that of Continental Europe, where sugar beets grew, 

they began to imagine whole beet sugar factories crossing the Atlantic Ocean and settling 

in towns recently founded alongside the nation’s new continental railroad lines. The 

Oxnards were not the only entrepreneurs eyeing beet sugar possibilities in the West in the 

late nineteenth century. In fact, beet sugar had recently wedged out cane sugar as the 

world’s primary source of sweetness, and U.S. sugar entrepreneurs acted quickly to be on 

                                                
4 For more on the South and global connections see Sven Beckert, Empire of Cotton: A Global History, 
Reprint edition (New York: Vintage, 2015); Matthew Guterl and Christine Skwiot, “Atlantic and Pacific 
Crossings: Race, Empire, and ‘the Labor Problem’ in the Late Nineteenth Century,” Radical History 
Review 2005, no. 91 (December 21, 2005): 40–61; Matthew Pratt Guterl, “After Slavery: Asian Labor, the 
American South, and the Age of Emancipation,” Journal of World History 14, no. 2 (June 2003): 209-241; 
Matthew Pratt Guterl, “‘I Went to the West Indies’: Race, Place, and the Antebellum South,” American 
Literary History 18, no. 3 (September 21, 2006): 446–67; Matthew Pratt Guterl, “Refugee Planters: Henry 
Watkins Allen and the Hemispheric South,” American Literary History 23, no. 4 (2011): 724–50; Gerald 
Horne, The Deepest South: The United States, Brazil, and the African Slave Trade (New York: New York 
University Press, 2007); Gerald Horne, Confronting Black Jacobins: The U.S., the Haitian Revolution, and 
the Origins of the Dominican Republic (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2015); Walter Johnson, River 
of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2013); Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of 
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the vanguard of new sugar technologies. Between 1870 and 1900, over fifty beet sugar 

factories opened in rural towns from New York to California. By 1945, their numbers 

surpassed 160. Even Henry Havemeyer and Claus Spreckels invested in some of the first 

beet sugar factories. The Oxnards may not have been unique in their efforts to develop a 

beet sugar industry in the United States. But their company had a lasting influence on the 

industry, because they recruited and trained the first generations of industry experts and 

spearheaded sugar beet research and development throughout the twentieth century. In 

the late nineteenth century, beet sugar offered U.S. sugar producers a way to make white 

granulated sugar in temperate environments, usurp power from Pacific and Caribbean 

cane sugar producers, and preemptively move into an exploding market for sweetness.   

In the nineteenth-century United States, a growing populace consumed ever-

greater amounts of sugar. Millions of people from around the globe travelled to and 

through the rapidly industrializing settler nation. Between 1870 and 1900, the country’s 

population nearly doubled from 38 to 76 million people, though the density of people 

varied widely from the Northeast to the West Coast. The Northeast and the Midwest each 

boasted 20 million people, while the entire Mountain and Pacific Regions had only 4 

million people combined.5 In part because technological changes and diversified sites of 

global production made it more accessible and affordable, sugar increasingly gained a 

place in American cultural rituals and daily diets. By 1901, the average U.S. resident ate 

                                                
5 “Population, 1790 to 1990,” U.S. Census Bureau, 
https://www.census.gov/population/www/censusdata/files/table-4.pdf, accessed 1 July 2015; Richard L. 
Forstall, ed., Population and Counties of the United States: 1790 – 1990 (Washington D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1996).  
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sixty-eight pounds of refined sugar a year.6 The Oxnards fantasized about dense sugar-

loving communities like those along the East Coast replicating westward across the 

continent. In their minds, population growth and increased settlement in the West 

signified future sugar consumers. They planned to reap the benefits over Henry 

Havemeyer and Claus Spreckels. Simply put, they hoped to have a greater say in the 

future of American sugar than the men who dominated the East and West Coast sugar 

markets.  

The Oxnard brothers believed they had a right to impose their vision of the future 

upon the U.S. West. More powerful capitalists, such as Havemeyer and Spreckels, 

challenged their manhood. Forced into submissive positions within the Sugar Trust, they 

plotted how to revolutionize the U.S. sugar empire, and in doing so, empower 

themselves. Gail Bederman argues that in the decades after 1870 middle class white men 

in the United States found their ideal of the self-made man tested. As corporate 

capitalism pushed out small-scale producers, tradesmen, and artisans, many men worked 

for wages rather than as masters of their selves. Further, devastating economic recessions 

from 1873 to 1896 pitted white middle class men against new immigrant workers, white 

working-class men, and the women’s movement. To reconsolidate and strengthen their 

claims to authority, white American men drew upon discourses of civilization to link 

their power as men to their power as white supremacists. United under what Bederman 

terms “Protestant millennialism,” they believed that they were agents of human 

perfection. As such, they professed a right to rule over all women and any men that they 

                                                
6 Wendy A. Woloson, Refined Tastes Sugar, Confectionery, and Consumers in Nineteenth-Century 
America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 11. 
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deemed savage, uncivilized, and underdeveloped.7 The Oxnards were not middle class 

white men. They were rich capitalists. But in the social world of bourgeois New York, 

men like J. P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, and Andrew Carnegie had greater power 

over the industrial future of the United States. In an effort to advance within the ruling 

class, the Oxnards marshaled millennialist discourses of “perfecting civilization” and 

“homebuilding” to shift the geography of sugar production from the tropics to the 

American West. As rich men with sugar industry experience, they believed it their right 

to bring “progress” to Indian land and “order” to agricultural towns in the West. 

The Oxnards hatched their plan through their connections in New York City’s 

bourgeois social world where economic and political elites moved easily.8 James and 

Charles Hamilton, for instance, had a banking and brokerage outfit on Wall Street and 

fell in quick with Robert and Henry Oxnard, when the Oxnards still ran the Fulton Sugar 

Refinery. The Oxnard brothers spent many weekends at the Hamilton vacation house on 

Staten Island, cultivating an alliance that later proved fruitful. In the late 1880s, after 

losing the Fulton factory to the Sugar Trust, Henry Oxnard visited France on a mission. 

He returned full of energy, certain that a sugar beet industry could thrive in the United 

States. Needing capital, he and Robert reached out to the Hamiltons. After Charles 

Hamilton accompanied Henry Oxnard on his next tour of France and Germany’s beet 

sugar operations, he too returned with stars in his eyes. The Hamiltons approached Jay 

Gould, James Keene, and W. Bayrd and Fulton Cutting, all New York financial 

                                                
7 Gail Bederman, Manliness & Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 
1880-1917 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). 
8 For more on the rise of the New York City bourgeois in the nineteenth century, see Sven Beckert, The 
Monied Metropolis: New York City and the Consolidation of the American Bourgeoisie, 1850-1896 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
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heavyweights, with their plans. Perhaps because the Cutting brothers and James Hamilton 

were old school friends, the Cuttings decided to put money on the table. With their 

finances secured, Henry Oxnard and Charles Hamilton travelled once more to France, 

and made arrangements for the construction of a “French factory” in California.  

In 1890, the Oxnards planned to build their first beet sugar refinery in Chino, 

California. With machinery and other equipment already en route from France, Henry 

Oxnard impulsively changed his mind. On his way back to New York from California via 

the Union Pacific railroad, he happened to visit an old Harvard classmate, Heyward 

Leavitt, in Nebraska. It was fall, and the weather and Leavitt’s friendly company 

apparently charmed Henry. He discovered that a number of German and German Russian 

farmers, some who had previous sugar beet growing experience in their homelands, had 

recently settled the area. Nebraska also offered a bounty of one cent per pound of sugar 

paid to producers as a way to stimulate the development of the new industry and attract 

investors like Oxnard. The town of Grand Island even promised to gift Oxnard a parcel of 

land for a factory site. As machinery and blueprints made their way onto transatlantic 

shipping vessels bound for the New York Harbor and the transcontinental railroad, 

Oxnard impulsively redirected the factory shipment to Nebraska. His brief experience in 

Nebraska suggested that the state had land for the taking, willing farmers, and state 

support—what he believed made a successful sugar beet industry. Nebraska would prove 

him wrong.  

Those who first invested in an American beet sugar industry knew nothing about 

how to actually cultivate and refine sugar beets. Entrepreneurs like the Oxnards relied on 
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European experts, recruiting not just factory superintendents, but also station men, 

carbonators, diffusers, sugar boilers, and agriculturalists during scouting trips to France, 

Germany, the Netherlands, and Russia. For instance, Henry Oxnard hired a Frenchman 

named Brysselbout to run his first factory, and made arrangements for Brysselbout’s 

assimilation into the “American way” of sugar production at Spreckels’ cane sugar 

refinery in San Francisco. Another one of ABS’s first transnational technocrats, Carion 

Delmotte of Lille, France managed the construction of both the Grand Island and Norfolk 

factories. He brought builders with him from France, who he found willing to migrate to 

Nebraska. In the early 1890s, France had a surplus of beet sugar experts, because the 

French government, after years of state protection, had temporarily suspended bounty 

assistance to the chagrin of their beet sugar constituents. France did restore sugar 

protections, but many smaller plants went out of business in the meantime. Canadian and 

U.S. producers like Oxnard bought these idle factories wholesale, and recruited surplus 

factory managers and workers throughout Europe’s sugar beet industry. Since U.S. 

conditions differed from European ones, Oxnard recruited sugar experts from a variety of 

places in Europe in the hopes these technocrats would have the broad knowledge needed 

to confront challenges they might encounter in North American environments.  

While a French crew oversaw construction in Nebraska, the Oxnards hired some 

construction workers and architects more “local” to the settler towns of Grand Island and 

Norfolk. For example, Jules Fuehrman, a recent German immigrant, joined the project 

and oversaw celebrations welcoming the French machinery to Nebraska. Beginning at 

Council Bluffs, he decorated the Union Pacific freight training carrying the factory with 
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flags and ribbons. He hired a brass band to play at each stop between Council Bluffs and 

Grand Island, and called for local communities to come and welcome Oxnard’s “pioneer 

sugar house” to the state. Despite great fanfare, the resulting crop disappointed. 

According to E. C. Howe, “It would have been funny if it had not been tragic.” Howe had 

worked for the Oxnards in New York, and followed them west. He depicted Grand 

Island’s first run of sugar as a disaster:  

Here was this corps of experts you mention gathered from various parts of Europe, the 
agricultural portion had estimated thousands of tons, the factory was to be taxed to 
capacity, important stockholders had been summoned from the East, high government 
officials from Washington, the Government had taken great interest in the enterprise, 
Congress had voted a bounty of two cents a pound, and a new era in agriculture for the 
United States was in the making. In answer to frantic telegrams they hurried their 
arrivals, only to find dying embers in the lime kiln [sic], machinery running but no beets.9  
 

Indeed, failure rather than success marked the industry in its first years. 

Despite losing money on their first Nebraska factory, in 1891, just a year after the 

Grand Island factory opened, the Oxnards, Hamiltons, and Cuttings arranged to build two 

more factories—one in Norfolk, Nebraska and the other in Chino, California. They built 

Norfolk as a replica of the Grand Island factory, but Chino they built the “German way,” 

and recruited at least twenty-five German men to construct and operate it.10 ABS’s board 

of directors chose Norfolk, because its soil differed from Grand Island’s, and they were 

deliberately experimenting with different environments and sugar technologies. At the 

time, they believed that Eastern Nebraska and Southern California would serve as great 

                                                
9 Letter from E. C. Howe to Dan Gutleben, 10 December 1941, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 8, Gutleben 
Histories, American Crystal Sugar Company Records (hereafter referred to as ACSC), Minnesota 
Historical Society (MHS).  
10 Letter from Ernest Hamilton to Dan Gutleben, 20 November 1941, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 7, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
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American beet sugar centers, but did not have a tried and tested formula for the right 

sugar beet growing conditions.11  

During ABS’s first year in Chino, the company encountered devastating drought. 

Henry Oxnard had investigated beet sugar possibilities in California with the help of Mr. 

Desprez, a Frenchman then working for Oxnard as a beet expert. Desprez’s uncle had a 

large estate in France with a sugar refinery, where he produced 3000 acres of sugar beets. 

Oxnard believed this experience made Desprez an ideal scout. After organizing the Chino 

Valley Beet Sugar Company, the Oxnards built their first California factory in 1891. 

They bought the machinery for the Chino factory from Langen and Hundhausen, a 

company based in Cologne, Germany. After crossing the Atlantic, it passed through New 

Orleans en route to California, accompanied by more than twenty German sugar 

workers.12 As in Grand Island, in spite of Desprez’s expertise, Chino’s first run of sugar 

disappointed. Howe described it as “small in quantity, poor in quality.” In spite of poor 

quality, ABS sold its first product in Los Angeles.  

Claus Spreckels threw a fit, since he considered the California sugar market his 

territory. Because Robert Oxnard and his brother-in-law Dick Sprague, who married into 

the Oxnard family through Fannie Oxnard, worked for Spreckels in San Francisco, the 

Chino Valley Beet Sugar Company and C&H hammered out a “friendly” agreement. The 

Chino factory would only produce magma (massecuite) for Spreckels’ Western refinery. 

This tenuous compromise lasted until 1896, when Chino again began to refine its own 

                                                
11 Letter from E. C. Howe to Dan Gutleben, 10 December 1941. 
12 “Chino Scrapbook,” 18 February 1889, 2, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 1, Dan Gutleben Histories, Scrapbook 
Materials, undated, ACSC, MHS. 
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sugar. Howe remembered Spreckels as “the kindliest man” when unopposed. 13 When 

opposed, he acted aggressively to recoup his interests.  

Despite Spreckels’ opposition, the Oxnards built another California factory in 

Ventura County in the spring of 1897. They even conferred their namesake upon the 

town—Oxnard. They selected Ventura County, because of its nearness to the Pacific 

Coast and its foggy, mild climate. Henry Oxnard liked the idea of two crops a year, one 

in the fall and another in the spring, which would keep the plant running for six months, 

rather than just three as in Nebraska and European beet growing regions. At the time, 

Ventura County farmers mainly grew lima beans, and because of low prices hoped to 

switch to a new crop. ABS promised a boom, but the Oxnard factory did not operate 

during its first year due to dry conditions and a poor beet crop. The company’s factory 

and agricultural experts struggled to adapt their European expertise to Nebraska and 

California environments. Some even skipped on their contracts shortly after arriving in 

the United States. “The idea was it would be money well spent to bring over men for the 

various activities,” Howe later explained, “instead of our learning the hard way.”14 Many 

of their recruits left the company after a year or two. With hindsight, Howe wondered if 

they should have just learned the slow way rather than rely so heavily on these men. In 

                                                
13 The Kanaka Maoli whose lands Spreckels imperially monopolized in Hawaiʻi and the Indigenous and 
Asian migrant workers who labored on Hawaiian sugar plantations likely disagreed with Howe’s 
characterization of Spreckels and his operations as “kindly.” For more on the Hawaiian sovereignty 
struggles and the sugar Industry see Noenoe K. Silva, Aloha Betrayed: Native Hawaiian Resistance to 
American Colonialism (Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2004); J. Kehaulani Kauanui, Hawaiian 
Blood: Colonialism and the Politics of Sovereignty and Indigeneity (Durham: Duke University Press 
Books, 2008); Gary Y. Okihiro, Cane Fires: The Anti-Japanese Movement in Hawaii, 1865-1945 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992); Ronald T. Takaki, Pau Hana: Plantation Life and Labor in 
Hawaii, 1835-1920 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983). 
14 Letter from E. C. Howe to Dan Gutleben, 10 December 1941. 
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the beginning, ABS provided the capital, but followed the lead of European sugar 

experts.  

The Oxnards lost money on their first factories, particularly in Nebraska, where 

they faced environmental challenges, labor tensions, and resistant growers. Eventually, 

they moved their Norfolk factory wholesale to Colorado in 1907. This move was 

consistent with a broader corporate strategy that the Oxnards tested in their first sugar 

beet growing and beet sugar refining days. The Oxnards and other beet sugar investors 

found it advantageous to diversify their sites of production so that no one site bound 

them. If workers or the land complicated operations in one site, they could shift their 

attention to another site of production. When people and the land did not follow the 

Oxnards’ lead, they used their political and economic power to force their will.  

The Oxnards Bring the U.S. Sugar Empire “Home” 

In 1898, with the colonial annexation of Hawaiʻi, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines 

on the table, public relations between cane and beet sugar men like the Oxnards, Claus 

Spreckels, and Henry Havemeyer went from complicated to tense. Early beet sugar 

companies struggled to turn a profit in a market protected by tariffs, which taxed foreign 

sugar entering the United States, and fostered by bounties, which monetarily supported 

domestic producers. They fiercely opposed any policy that advantaged cane sugar 

producers. A result of drawn out political battles over whether to foster sugar 

development in island territories or on the mainland, the U.S. federal government crafted 

trade policies that supported—albeit differentially—production in island territories and in 
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the American West.15 Not all U.S. residents agreed on incorporating Hawaiʻi, Puerto 

Rico, and the Philippines into the United States. Those that favored annexation believed 

that the U.S. could civilize tropical places and uncivilized peoples through modern sugar 

production and by extending Asian exclusion policies from the continent to overseas 

colonies. Beet sugar investors and their supporters disagreed, and took an “anti-imperial” 

position. Advocating for domestic homebuilding rather than imperial expansion, they 

claimed that island territories were inherently un-American. What these two sides did not 

dispute was whether sugar could civilize both people and uncultivated land in ways that 

would benefit U.S. capitalists. Beet sugar producers advantageously argued that their 

industry also benefitted American farmers and the future of white America.  

Henry Oxnard placed himself in the middle of these debates. In an 1898 report for 

President McKinley’s newly appointed industrial commission, Oxnard melodramatically 

declared, “The people of this country seem crazy about annexing islands.” But, why 

annex islands, he wondered, when “Uncle Sam owns millions of acres of unoccupied 

lands, which he offers almost for the asking,” This land, he claimed, could make twenty 

States as large as Kentucky. He went on: “The cost of the proposed ‘expansion’ policy 

for the next ten years would build a town upon every quarter section of this vast empire 

of productive land, which is far more healthful and desirable than tropical countries, with 

their hordes of savages.”16 With four beet sugar refineries already in operation, and 

several others in the works, Oxnard’s development scheme for the West hinged upon 

                                                
15 See Merleaux, Sugar and Civilization. 
16 Henry T. Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, Our Policy May Affect Home Industries, 
Reciprocity—Trade of the Orient, Inconsistency of Expansion—Without Limitations and Protection 
(Washington, D.C.: R.H. Darby, 1898), 49, 25. 
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U.S. trade policies with its new colonial acquisitions. In feminizing the tropics and its 

“wild fertility,” Oxnard claimed that tropical expansion put the future of American sugar 

and American men at risk. Oxnard tapped into this fear to reroute the $100 million that 

U.S. consumers spent on foreign-produced cane sugar.17 

Henry Oxnard was a true chameleon. He employed anti-imperialist and anti-

coolie rhetoric while simultaneously acting imperialistically. He recruited immigrant and 

Indigenous field workers to staff sugar beet fields in Nebraska and California. He 

offloaded inordinate risk onto white farmers, all the while claiming to have their best 

interests in mind. He understood that geographic and white racial imaginaries stood at the 

heart of debates over Asian sugar workers and whether tropical islands belonged in the 

U.S. national body. To frame the continent as a vulnerable white homeland, in need of 

protection from Asian workers and “unhealthy” expansion, Oxnard instead championed 

“home-building” and “continental cultivation.” Every state west of the Mississippi, he 

claimed, was “an empire in itself of fertile soil.”18 Through the sugar beet industry, the 

nation would populate “empty lands” with the civilized towns and sugar consumers of 

tomorrow. In his imperial vision, the West would be everything the tropics were not. 

ABS and other beet sugar companies paternalistically claimed the West as their 

market and their territory, in order to wedge out the Sugar Trust. The U.S. Beet Belt  

                                                
17 Herbert Myrick, Sugar : A New and Profitable Industry in the United States for Capital, Agriculture and 
Labor to Supply the Home Market Yearly with One-hundred-million Dollars of Its Product (New York: 
Orange Judd, 1897), 3. 
18 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories, 53, 25. 
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Figure 1.2: The Beet Sugar Belt. Source: Herbert Myrick, The American Sugar Industry (New 
York: Orange Judd Company, 1899), 72. 

 

 
Figure 1.3: The Oxnards’ Imagined Territory. Source: Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or 
Territories, 14. 
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overlapped with much of the U.S., but especially with less populated states and territorial 

holdings in the West [fig 1.2 and fig 1.3]. Havemeyer “controls the market and fixes the 

price of the foreign sugars that it refines, east of the Missouri River,” Oxnard explained, 

and the annexation of Hawaiʻi “will enable Hawaiian sugar to enter, seize and control our 

beet sugar markets by depressing the price [all emphases in the original].”19 With 

“intricate bounties” in Europe, Oxnard characterized the “sugar problem” as a 

complicated global terrain. 

Addressing the federal government, Oxnard suggested that perhaps there existed a 

third and better route. “What reason can be given for allowing foreign sugar planters in 

one part of our domain to have the benefit of cheap labor for the production of sugar,” he 

first questioned, “and deny it to others—in California, say?”20 “A tidal wave of 

paganism” had swept into Hawaiʻi, he proclaimed prophetically, “We are dealing with 

the destinies not only of the islands themselves, but of generations of Americans yet 

unborn.”21 By referring to “paganism,” Oxnard disingenuously invoked the “coolie 

menace” to reinforce his public position that cane sugar, the tropics, and Asian migrant 

workers had no place in his industry’s future.22 

                                                
19 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories, 13. 
20 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?,16. 
21 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 24. 
22 For more on commodity nationalism, see Dana Frank, Buy American: The Untold Story of Economic 
Nationalism (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000); April Merleaux, “The Political Culture of Sugar Tariffs: 
Immigration, Race, and Empire, 1898–1930,” International Labor and Working-Class History 81 (July 30, 
2012): 28–48; Melanie McAlister, Epic Encounters: Culture, Media, & U.S. Interests in the Middle East 
since 1945 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001). For imperial climate science, see Warwick 
Anderson, Colonial Pathologies: American Tropical Medicine, Race, and Hygiene in the Philippines 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); Daniel E Bender, American Abyss: Savagery and Civilization in 
the Age of Industry (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013); Laura Briggs, Reproducing Empire: Race, 
Sex, Science, and U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); 
Matthew Guterl and Christine Skwiot, “Atlantic and Pacific Crossings: Race, Empire, and ‘the Labor 
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 In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the federal government flip-

flopped over how to support sugar production on the continent and in its new insular 

colonial holdings, and satisfy the nation’s need for cheap labor at a time of rising white 

supremacist nativism.23 Exclusionary immigration policies, such as the 1882 Chinese 

Exclusion Act and the 1907 Gentlemen’s Agreement with Japan, policed white American 

racial sovereignty by barring most Japanese and Chinese migrants from U.S. territory. 

Alongside immigration policies, trade policies sought to protect white bodies from the 

tropically produced cane sugar rumored to be unhealthy for civilization. While 

protectionist trade policies worked in the favor of beet sugar industrialists, exclusionary 

immigration policies did not. Sugar beet cultivation had intensive field labor needs, and 

farmers and sugar companies, including ABS, did what most labor-intensive industries in 

white settler nations did at the time—they looked to nonwhite, often Asian, migrant 

workers to fill these jobs. Despite this fact, men like Oxnard racialized the U.S. beet belt 

in public discourse as American, white, and as supporting the civilizational uplift of 

white American men. 

With “superior soil” and “coolie labor,” Oxnard characterized tropical cane sugar 

production as adulterated sugar that would outcompete domestic sugar “produced at good 

                                                                                                                                            
Problem’ in the Late Nineteenth Century,” Radical History Review 2005, no. 91 (December 21, 2005): 40–
61. 
23 Merleaux, “The Political Culture of Sugar Tariffs”; Kathleen Mapes, Sweet Tyranny: Migrant Labor, 
Industrial Agriculture, and Imperial Politics (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009); Matthew Frye 
Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1998); Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of 
Emancipation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); Matthew Guterl and Christine Skwiot, 
“Atlantic and Pacific Crossings: Race, Empire, and ‘the Labor Problem’ in the Late Nineteenth Century,” 
Radical History Review 2005, no. 91 (December 21, 2005): 40–61; Erika Lee, At America’s Gates: Chinese 
Immigration during the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003). 
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wages,” because of its unfair advantages.24 Why, he asked, would Americans support a 

policy that “practically invites people and money to go out into foreign climes where the 

white men cannot live?”25 Although Chinese immigrants constituted a small percentage 

of the United States’ population in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, they 

were inordinately targeted in white supremacist exclusionary campaigns and violent mob 

actions. Chinese immigrants composed only 4.3 percent of the more than 3 million 

immigrants who entered the United States between 1870 and 1880. In 1900, they 

comprised less than .1 percent of the nation’s entire population.26 Yet, widespread anti-

Asian movements made Asian workers and communities into an anti-American referent, 

a characterization that white elites publicly leveraged to demonize certain landscapes and 

commodities as “un-American.” Because Caribbean and Pacific islands had majority 

Indigenous, Black, and Asian populations, Oxnard used anti-Coolie tropes and 

characterized tropical territories as inherently alien and colonial as opposed to the “free 

land” and “free labor” of the temperate American beet belt. 

In such rhetoric, sugar beet towns represented the future of U.S. manhood, a 

future that was supposedly under attack. Quoting a United Brotherhood of Carpenters and 

Joiners’ manifesto, Oxnard posed, “How much better off are the workingmen of England 

through all its colonial possessions?”27 American refiners of Cuban and Hawaiian sugar 

offered no solution to the workingman’s problems, or as Oxnard put it, “They employ no 

                                                
24 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 13. 
25 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 24. 
26 Lee, At America’s Gates, 25, 238. 
27 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 32. 
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army of laborers in the fields.”28 The sugar beet industry, however, could foster white 

American national development. Oxnard claimed protectionist policies in Europe had 

“served to educate millions of people to become better farmers with larger crops; to make 

them more industrious; to allay serious discontent; it has given the masses more to eat 

and nations their own sugar.”29 In stark opposition to cane sugar, Oxnard claimed that the 

sugar beet industry would benefit farmers, capitalists, workers, and consumers. Oxnard 

refigured an argument that came out of the Populist movement of the 1890s, when 

farmers demanded that the federal government protect farmers from predatory banks and 

railroads and ensure fair crops prices during periods of overproduction. The sugar beet 

industry rather than governmental reforms, he alleged, would protect the nation’s 

farmers.30 ABS’s actual land and labor practices little reflected Oxnard’s supposed 

concern for U.S. farmer- and worker-men, or for the universal economic security and 

civic authority their maleness supposedly guaranteed. Oxnard profited from American 

colonial conquests “at home” and off of farmers and workers, who bore the burden of 

unpredictable commodity markets, economic depression in the 1890s, and ABS’s 

speculative growth. 

Land gained in nineteenth century U.S. colonial expansion provided the setting 

for Oxnard’s beet sugar dream, though Oxnard refuted its status as a colonial acquisition. 

He argued, “Our annexations have been of contiguous possessions rendering the United 

States from ocean to ocean and from British Columbia and Canada to the Gulf a solid and 

                                                
28 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 55. 
29 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 3. 
30 For more on the Populist Movement and its vision of the role of the government, see Lawrence 
Goodwyn, The Populist Moment: A Short History of the Agrarian Revolt in America, Abridged ed. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), 55-94. 
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compact territory of Anglo-Saxon blood containing very little of the semi-Spanish or any 

other Latin race.” The tropics on the other hand had centuries’ worth of “Latin, Malay 

and other blood” and a “decimating climate.”31 As he put it:  

The defense of Philippine annexation with the argument that we annexed large portions 
of our present territory without asking the consent of the people is disingenuous. All of 
our acquisitions of territory on this continent were made integral parts of the United 
States, with the full privileges of citizenship and self-government, such as not even the 
most ardent expansionist proposes to give to the Tagals and breech-clouted subjects of 
the Sultan of Sooloo.32 
 

The United States won the continent, according to Oxnard, through defensive campaigns, 

which supposedly stood in stark contrast to American aggression overseas.  

Of course, there was no truth to Oxnard’s characterizations. The United States and 

frontier settlers had aggressively and violently annexed contiguous and non-contiguous 

land. In the aftermath of the 1848 U.S.-Mexico War, Mexican Americans saw their rights 

denied in ways that benefitted white settlers coveting their land titles and the labor of 

their bodies. More, the United States routinely violated Native sovereignty. Despite his 

public rhetoric, Henry Oxnard and ABS managers were well aware of the continent’s 

colonial history and of the economic benefit they stood to gain from past and ongoing 

land enclosure policies. Through colonial policies, the United States commodified and 

privatized Native American and Mexican American communal land-holdings in the 

West. Oxnard planned to capitalize upon these colonial acquisitions. 

The beet sugar industry took an increasingly nationalist tone in how it positioned 

itself in relation to sugar produced in other American colonial holdings like Hawaiʻi or 

the Philippines. When beet sugar producers characterized their product to American 

                                                
31 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 63. 
32 Oxnard, “Expansion,” Colonies or Territories?, 64. 
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consumers as superior to foreign cane sugar, they marked the American West as distinct 

from the Caribbean and the Pacific. In this view, the West naturally belonged to the 

United States whereas the climate and the history of U.S. insular possessions made them 

inassimilable. A proponent of continental development, Henry Oxnard hoped the federal 

government would continue to invest heavily in the American West. He worked 

diligently to differentiate continental territorial acquisitions from insular ones to keep 

cane sugar from flooding the U.S. market and driving down sugar prices. He likened the 

American beet belt to France and Germany, thereby reframing the West as an extension 

of European civilization and modernity.33 The presence of sugar beets and beet sugar 

refineries placed the West within the borders of civilization, modernity, and American 

progress.34 This characterization misled the public on Oxnard’s true mode of operation. 

Although he placed Chinese, Indigenous, and Spanish-speaking workers outside the 

borders of American civilization, ABS and the nation depended upon these communities 

as laborers. 

In classic booster fashion, sugar beet companies promised much more than they 

could actually deliver. As many white farmers soon discovered, landownership did not 

mean freedom from corporate imperialism. ABS worked to control and manipulate 

diverse peoples and the land. Henry Oxnard believed it his class and racial right to rule 

over the West. He built his sugar empire through disingenuous discourses of “continental 

                                                
33 For a good discussion of how domestic places were conceptualized transnationally and how evolutionary 
science shaped elite understandings of industry, geography, savagery, and civilization, see Daniel Bender, 
American Abyss: Savagery and Civilization in the Age of Industry (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2013).  
34 For more on the relationship between “culturing” the land, colonialism, and agriculture in the American 
West see Frieda Knobloch, The Culture of Wilderness: Agriculture as Colonization in the American West 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). 
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cultivation.” Beets, he claimed, could improve the land and elevate American farmers. 

On the ground, however, he saw his plans resisted and stymied. Not all residents of sugar 

towns bought into his claims, especially when the industry failed to deliver prosperity in 

its first years. In reality, ABS was reliant upon state assistance to quell farmer dissent, 

shape the land in more amenable ways, and to secure the great number of nonwhite 

workers the company needed to cultivate sugar beets, because white workers refused to 

work in the fields. 

The Oxnards had the political and economic power to move at will nationally and 

transnationally. Henry Oxnard and his associates traveled widely through Europe 

amassing industry knowledge, buying machinery and seeds, and recruiting industry 

workers. They drew upon their largely male social networks to expand their operations 

even when they failed to deliver what they had promised. Agricultural entrepreneurs like 

Henry Oxnard were architects of empire. Empowered through state support, the Oxnards 

and their sugar technocrats enjoyed great authority over farmers, white factory workers, 

and non-white agricultural workers as they traveled the paths of American empire. 

European sugar experts, however, made beet sugar possible. If financiers and 

entrepreneurs were architects of empire, European sugar technocrats were the overseers.  

The Life of the Oxnard “Sugar Tramp” 
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Figure 1.4: Rocky Ford Foreman’s Club, 1914. ABS encouraged its technical workers to form 
clubs that met weekly to promote solidarity and leadership among its skilled white employees. 

Source: “Rocky Ford Scrapbook,” pg. 1909, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 11-13, Gutleben Historical 
Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 

 
Looking back on the boosterism surrounding the U.S. sugar beet industry in the 

late nineteenth century, Dan Gutleben, an employee of Oxnard Construction Company 

remembered nostalgically, “We thought we were going to build sugar factories for the 

rest of our lives!”35 Later in life, and after retiring from a lifelong career in sugar, Dan 

Gutleben compiled an impressive archive on the U.S. sugar beet industry in the United 

States. From 1945 to the early 1960s, he traveled thousands of miles with his wife and 

research assistant, Miriam, so that he could visit the site of every single U.S. beet sugar 

factory, “dead or alive.”36 He likely visited close to two hundred factories scattered across 

the country from New York to California. His papers animate late nineteenth century 

industry pioneers, “sugar tramps” as Gutleben affectionately called them, who allegedly 

                                                
35 Letter from Dan Gutleben to R.I. Nowell, undated (likely 1948/1949), Series 4, Box 2, Folder 15, 
Gutleben Histories, ACSC, Minnesota Historical Society.  
36 R.A. McGinnis, “The Picking Table,” Sugar Journal (January 1986): 4-5, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 3, 
Gutleben Histories, ACSC, Minnesota Historical Society. 
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traveled the American West bringing sugar prosperity to struggling rural towns in the 

wake of late nineteenth century economic crises. Gutleben’s histories offer a window into 

the white homosocial circuits of imperial knowledge production. The global expansion of 

the sugar industry in the post-Civil War period created a context in which white male 

experts, who traveled without restrictions, innovated, exchanged, and profited from 

technologies of control. 

Though he became an amateur historian of the sugar industry in his retirement, 

Gutleben began his sugar career in 1903 in Ames, Iowa as an engineer for the Oxnard 

Construction Company. An ABS offshoot company, the Oxnard Construction Company 

built beet sugar refineries across the American West from the 1890s through the first 

decade of the twentieth century. Late in life, Gutleben worked to memorialize the turn of 

the twentieth century “sugar tramp.” He used this term as a tongue-in-check reference to 

himself since he travelled over 120,000 miles to gather historical materials so that he and 

his aging beet sugar comrades would not be forgotten, and as an affectionate name for 

turn of the twentieth century sugar experts and the nomadic lives they led.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, the word “tramp” had a negative connotation 

when used to describe working class men who travelled across the United States in search 

of work under precarious circumstances, and who incited fear and reformist impulses 

among Progressive-era white Americans of better means.37 Dan Gutleben, however, was 

resolutely middle-class. Born to a German Lutheran minister and his wife in Alsace, 

Germany in 1878, Gutleben migrated with his family to Nebraska in 1888. He attended 

                                                
37 See Todd DePastino, Citizen Hobo: How a Century of Homelessness Shaped America (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003). 
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the University of Nebraska, where he earned a degree in engineering in 1900. Although 

the Union Pacific Railroad gave him his first job at the age of seventeen, he made his 

career in beet and cane sugar, a profession that took him around the United States—

Nebraska, Iowa, Michigan, Utah, Colorado, Pennsylvania, and California. In 1969, after a 

mostly comfortable life, Gutleben died in Walnut Creek, California at the age of 91, just 

twenty miles from where his son Donald worked as an engineer for the C&H cane sugar 

refinery in Crockett. In his old age, when he described his first beet sugar job, Gutleben 

fancied himself an untried boy who travelled with only the bare necessities “carried with 

a willow stick over my shoulder.” Among his belongings was Homer’s Iliad in Greek and 

a German-English dictionary, which he found quite handy since many of this fellow 

“sugar tramps” were also middle-class, well-educated German immigrants.38 To 

Gutleben, the “sugar tramp” period of his life marked a formative experience in which he 

went out on his own as a boy, was initiated into the wild and exciting world of sugar men, 

and brought modernity to fledgling agricultural towns across the American West. These 

were not the kind of itinerant men that city leaders fretted over and criminalized. 

Gutleben’s appropriation of the word “tramp” marked his privilege as a corporate 

migrant, who defined his manhood through homosocial play and sugar beet modernity.39 

                                                
38 R.A. McGinnis, “The Picking Table,” Sugar Journal (January 1986): 4-5, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 3, 
Gutleben Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
39 For good works on turn of the twentieth century manhood in the United States, see Gail Bederman, 
Manliness & Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-1917 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995); Michael S. Kimmel, Manhood in America: A Cultural 
History, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006); E. Anthony Rotundo, American Manhood: 
Transformations in Masculinity from the Revolution to the Modern Era (New York: Basic Books, 1993); 
Dana D. Nelson, National Manhood: Capitalist Citizenship and the Imagined Fraternity of White Men, 
New Americanists (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998). For late nineteenth century German 
masculinity studies, Sarah Colvin and Peter Davies, eds., Masculinity and German Culture (Rochester: 
Camden House, 2008). 
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When soliciting memories from his old friends and acquaintances, Gutleben 

frequently began nostalgically. “I am presently spending some leisure time concentrating 

the anecdotes of the old Oxnard Constructors,” he would preface before joking about the 

times they had had as “hell raisers.” Then, he would request stories, anecdotes, and points 

of clarification from the aging and retired sugar men with whom he corresponded. As he 

framed it: “There were plenty of printed records of machinery available but nary a word 

about those fine, vigorous men who built the plants—unless perchance in their 

exuberance they committed some indiscretion such as horse stealing!”40 In one series of 

letters from 1941, Benjamin O. Sprague, then the president of the Savannah Sugar 

Refining Corporation, reminisced with Gutleben about wild friends from their past, such 

as Wilhelm Baur. “Dear old Baur—who used only a light Moselle wine for brushing his 

teeth!,” as Sprague described, “you’re quite right, the old boys were good and they could 

all hold their liquor.” Baur had also migrated to the United States from Germany, but 

only after he earned his university degree and the “highly prized saber cuts (schmisse / 

scars) on his cheeks” from the German University of Marburg.41  

Men like Gutleben, Sprague, and Baur, who often had experience working in both 

cane sugar and European beet sugar industries, lived privileged lives, even if individual 

misfortune occasionally visited their ranks. They fancied themselves “hell raisers,” and 

looked back fondly on lives spent travelling at will wherever the sugar industry took 

them—Cuba, New York, the South, the West, Hawaiʻi, and the Philippines. They 

                                                
40 Letter from Dan Gutleben to Benjamin O. Sprague, 21 July 1941, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 10, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
41 Letter from Dan Gutleben to Benjamin O. Sprague, 21 July 1941; “Oxnard Scrapbook,” pg. 1040, Series 
3, Box 2, Folder 6-7, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
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vacationed in Mexico and Europe. They spent time relaxing and fishing in Colorado and 

New Mexico and enjoying California’s coastal cities. They married each other’s sisters 

and friends. Their sons often joined the sugar industry, taking managerial positions, and 

their daughters married men within an emerging managerial middle-class and sometimes 

into more elite bourgeois families. Agents of empire, these transnational sugar 

technocrats participated in the construction of the U.S. sugar empire from Colorado to the 

Philippines from the late nineteenth century through the early twentieth.  

Mobile sugar workers brought their experiences in disparate imperial and colonial 

projects with them as they crossed borders. Their lives spanned the Atlantic, the Pacific, 

and the continental United States. In sugar towns, regardless of national origin, male 

European sugar technologists moved easily between cane and beet sugar jobs through 

male homosocial bonding practices—friendships and jocular rivalries—at work and in 

their leisure time. They often found lifelong work in the industry as managers and higher-

level workers. Many began in low-paid positions and worked their way quickly to high-

level positions. While in the public eye, and in congressional debates, the cane and beet 

sugar industries appeared at war, the technical workers who constructed the factories and 

occupied the higher-paid factory and managerial positions—the chemists, 

superintendents, and agricultural managers—moved back and forth at will. “They were 

far from being TRAMPS [emphasis in original],” Ernest Hamilton described, “They were 

damn good sugar men, and knew the taste of good liquor and beer.”42 

                                                
42 Letter from Ernest Hamilton to Dan Gutleben, 20 November 1941, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 7, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
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In 1950, when Frans Bodenheim looked back on how he had ended up working in 

the American sugar industry, he remarked that much was inevitably lost to time. In a 

letter to his old industry friend, Dan Gutleben, he poetically reflected, “A large part of a 

man’s life is controlled by accidents over which he has no control, as they just happen, 

although one might speculate that such accidents were directed by a power outside one’s 

self. Who knows?”43 Rather than tell the story of his life chronologically, he began his 

story with how he had first ended up in California at the turn of the twentieth century and 

on the memories that had stayed with him those forty-odd years. His journey began in the 

early 1900s in Holland at the University of Delft, when, like many other European men 

his age, he was looking for a job.  

A recent graduate in chemical engineering, the sugar industry sparked 

Bodenheim’s interest because he had worked in European beet sugar refineries during his 

school vacations and had “got the feel and smells of the industry in my blood.”44 A 

refinery in the Dutch Indies had offered him a position, which he was ready to accept, 

when a family friend told him about an American man then visiting Amsterdam looking 

to staff a brand new sugar refinery in California. Weighing the two places, Bodenheim 

decided he would rather go to California. Many in his family had made their careers in 

the Dutch Indies before retiring back home with “liver complaints and a general grudge 

against everything.”45 “Although the Golden West was not as well advertised abroad as in 

later years,” he further recalled, “I had picked up enough information about its climate, 

                                                
43 Letter to Dan Gutleben from Frans Bodenheim, 5 October 1950, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 5, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
44 Letter to Dan Gutleben from Frans Bodenheim, 5 October 1950. 
45 Letter to Dan Gutleben from Frans Bodenheim, 5 October 1950. 
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wild west stories, romantic living opportunities.” He tracked the American labor recruiter 

down in Magdeburg, Germany, where he expected to encounter “an American executive, 

keen and alert, clean shaven with the profile of the Indian Redman.” Instead he met Mr. 

Lorenz, “a paunchy man with a black beard,” who Bodenheim later named “the black 

bearded ogre” and “the typical Prussian tyrant who as a member of the master race knew 

it all.”46 “Body,” as his friends called him, was shocked to meet a German man rather 

than the American he had imagined.  

Lorenz had migrated to the United States from Germany, and at the time worked 

as the superintendent at the California and Hawaiian Sugar Company’s (C&H) refinery in 

Crockett, California. Determined to make his way to the “Wild West,” Bodenheim 

succeeded in convincing Lorenz to give him a job in California—once he got to 

California. Lorenz explained that “he wanted to engage me on the spot,” but that it would 

not be legal until Bodenheim showed up in San Francisco of his own volition. The 1885 

Foran Act prohibited U.S. employers like ABS from making agreements or signing 

contracts with foreign workers prior to their immigration to the United States.47 

Bodenheim would have to migrate on faith that Lorentz would have a job waiting for him 

upon arrival. “When one is young,” Bodenheim reminisced, “one takes chances.”48 And 

so he set forth to California, where Lorenz did in fact hire him as a chemist for C&H just 

before the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. He remembered difficult work conditions in 

those early days, what he called “slave conditions,” and terrific turnover.  

                                                
46 Letter to Dan Gutleben from Frans Bodenheim, 5 October 1950. 
47 Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 
1880-1930 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
48 Letter to Dan Gutleben from Frans Bodenheim, 5 October 1950. 
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In the late nineteenth century, the global beet sugar industry presented European 

men, who had experience in the sugar industry and agricultural and industrial training, 

with a more prosperous future than the cane sugar industry. In previous eras, many 

European sugar men set out to make their careers in tropical cane sugar producing 

European colonies like the Dutch East Indies. Late nineteenth century imperial climate 

theories, however, warned that the tropics were not suitable places for white settlement. 

For those coming of age at a time when beet sugar had transformed the global geography 

of sugar production, the temperate United States presented an attractive option for those 

invested in both building a better white future and proving one’s manhood in the “wild 

west.”49 

European men found their ability to head households hindered in the late 

nineteenth century when agricultural recessions swept across the continent.50 Political 

instability in the territories that would become Germany in 1871, and strife that continued 

after German unification, sent many largely middle-class German men and women 

around the globe in search of better and more stable lives. Over 3 million Germans 

migrated to the United States alone from 1870 to 1910. Land inheritance practices across 

Germany cause particular challenges. In some places, only the eldest son inherited land. 

This practice disadvantaged younger sons and German women of all ages. In other parts 

of Germany, fathers divided their land equally among all their sons, which fractioned 

                                                
49 For more on imperial climate science, see Bender, American Abyss; Anderson, Colonial Pathologies; 
Alfred W. McCoy and Francisco A. Scarano, Colonial Crucible: Empire in the Making of the Modern 
American State (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2009). 
50 Bryan Ganaway, “Consuming Masculinity: Toys and Boys in Wilhelmine Germany,” in Colvin and 
Davies, eds., Masculinity and German Culture, 97. 
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land into ever-smaller tracts and made profitable large-scale production difficult.51 White 

settler countries across the globe offered middling German men opportunities to make 

something of themselves vis-à-vis the very capitalist circuits that had made their lives and 

middle-class status at home difficult to uphold or improve.  

When Gutleben memorialized sugar experts as “hell raisers” and boasted about 

the “fine, vigorous men who built the plants,” he called attention to their privilege within 

the U.S. sugar empire. He and the others played with working class and frontiersmen 

identities. But they were actually a managerial class that negotiated the desires of 

financiers and entrepreneurs and the resistance of farmers and workers. They moved 

easily across national and international borders, between cane and beet sugar industries, 

and across class lines as they fraternized with corporate directors. Their jobs hinged on 

how well they controlled sugar beet cultivation and factory operations. In other words, 

they carried out the work of controlling people and the land in the service of empire. In 

the process, they had the time of their lives, swaggering from town to town. 

Alphonse Duperu’s work and migration history illuminates the ease with which 

Euro-American sugar experts moved socially. Duperu began his sugar career when he 

was sixteen years old as a “lab boy” at Spreckels’ cane sugar refinery at Union and 

Battery Streets under the supervision of R. H. “Dick” Sprague, who had married into the 

Oxnard family Fannie Oxnard. When Henry Havemeyer bought fifty percent of 

Spreckels’ company in San Francisco, Duperu worked at C&H’s new factory in the San 

Francisco Potrero neighborhood, where he got to know sugar men on all sides of the 

                                                
51 Paul Spickard, Almost All Aliens: Immigration, Race, and Colonialism in American History and Identity 
(New York: Taylor & Francis, 2007), 101-106. 
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Spreckels-Havemeyer-Oxnard divide. He even worked alongside Brysselbout, who was 

“temporarily in charge of the laboratory having been stationed there to be Americanized 

and groomed for the Oxnards’ pioneer beet sugar plant projected for Chino, California.”52  

Remembering his time in San Francisco, Duperu described how he, Ben Sprague, 

and Walter Wayte, an engineer that the New York Sugar Trust sent to work at the 

Western factory, “were 3 Musketeers for several years while we were at Western—one 

for all and all for one—so far as money and clothes were concerned but each for himself 

as to the ‘ladies’.”53 In fact, a night of drinking sometime in the 1890s solidified Duperu 

and Ben’s Sprague’s friendship. After a long day, Ben asked Duperu if he fancied 

cocktails. Duperu replied, “occasionally,” and so they started along the “cocktail route” 

from Kearney Street to Market to Ellis. They kept going until 6 a.m., when they “went to 

the refinery-stripped and gave each other a cold douse and rub down on the Laboratory 

sink drain board and were fresh as daisies when the Boss arrived at 8 a.m.” According to 

Duperu, “This started a life-long intimacy with many episodes that cannot be put in print 

without fear of the law.”54  Ben Sprague eventually moved on from C&H to work at the 

American Beet Sugar Company’s Oxnard and Chino factories, before returning southeast 

in 1911 to help manage the family’s cane sugar interests in Louisiana and Georgia.  

In 1901, Duperu left the C&H Western Sugar Refinery, because when Dick 

Sprague moved to Louisiana, Claus Spreckels’ nephew took over Western. Duperu hated 

                                                
52 “Oxnard Scrapbook,” 1033, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 6-7, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
53 Letter to Dan Gutleben from A. M Duperu, 7 October 1941, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 6, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
54 Letter to Dan Gutleben from A. M Duperu, 7 October 1941. 
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working under Dick Spreckels, calling him a “square-headed Dutchman.”55 So, he 

liquidated his assets, paid his debts, left his wife and children with his sister in San 

Francisco, and moved down to Oxnard with $70 to his name to go on vacation with Ben 

Sprague and the “big bugs”—Robert, Henry, and James Oxnard. He made friends with 

the Oxnard brothers on that trip, which helped out his career immensely. Within five 

years, they made him superintendent of the Oxnard factory.  “Modesty prevents me from 

telling you what a Hell of a smart guy I am,” Duperu later boasted.56 He greatly enjoyed 

the fifteen years he spent living in Oxnard and Chino, where he spent a lot of time 

hunting, fishing, and camping in his time off.  He moved easily between cane and beet 

sugar, and by 1931, he was Executive Vice President and General Manager at the 

Crockett factory. Looking back on his career, he attributed his success to hard work, 

common sense, study, enthusiasm, love of hard work, and “the splendid assistance and 

loyal cooperation that I always received from the entire cooperation.” Having made it 

into the top ranks, Duperu retired in 1932 to a “patch of California’s choicest scenery and 

occupied himself as a gentleman farmer” in his stocked library.57 Duperu remarked upon 

his smarts and industry connections, but he little mentioned his actual day-to-day work. 

As a factory superintendent and manager, he would have spent his days disciplining 

factory workers and production processes. 

Since beet sugar refining was adapted from the cane sugar industry, and the two 

mutually shared techniques and technologies, factory men like Duperu more often 

crossed industry lines. Sugar beet agricultural experts had crop-specific knowledge. Still, 

                                                
55 Letter to Dan Gutleben from A. M Duperu, 7 October 1941. 
56 Letter to Dan Gutleben from A. M Duperu, 7 October 1941. 
57 “Oxnard Scrapbook,” 1035, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 6-7, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
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agricultural experts were just as mobile, transnational, and embedded in corporate 

hierarchies and homosocial bonding practices. As they moved between European and 

U.S. sugar beet fields, they encountered different ways of managing the land and 

agricultural workers. For example, Frederick Wietzer migrated to Norfolk, Nebraska at 

the invitation of Henry Oxnard in 1894. Born in 1865 in Altenweddingen, Kreis-

Wanzleben, a sugar beet region in Germany, he was well versed in sugar beet cultivation. 

He migrated to Norfolk, Nebraska in 1894. In 1897, Oxnard promoted him to agricultural 

superintendent of both of ABS’s Nebraska factories. When ABS moved into Colorado in 

1900, Wietzer joined Rocky Ford’s inaugural staff as head agricultural manager. He 

eventually managed farmer relations and beet cultivation for all three Arkansas Valley 

factory sites, and oversaw 18,000 acres of company land. Wietzer brought his experience 

in reshaping the land and organizing agricultural workers with him when he migrated to 

Colorado. 

Agricultural and factory sugar technocrats had broad knowledge derived from 

multiple imperial contexts, and their racial politics reflected these experiences. Oliver C. 

Swan, for example, began his sugar career working as a civil engineer for the Oxnard and 

Chino factories. He next worked a stint in Hawaiʻi for the Hawaii Sugar Company in 

Kealia in 1898, before taking a position with ABS in Las Animas, Colorado in 1907.58 In 

1919, Emile Zitkowski, who also helped construct ABS’s early beet sugar factories, went 

to Bais, Negros Oriental in the Philippines, to head production at a new cane sugar 

                                                
58 “Las Animas Scrapbook,” 2053, Series 3, Box 2, Folder 14, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, 
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factory there.59 An Austrian count named Wurmbrand also spent time working for the 

Oxnards in California. Henry Oxnard brought Wurmbrand back with him after one of his 

trips to Europe. Wurmbrand was a younger son with little to inherit, and had joined the 

army. During a fight with a colonel in the Austrian army, where Wurmbrand was a 

lieutenant, Wurmbrand stabbed the colonel through the heart with his sword. As a result, 

the count was exiled to Australia, where he lived for ten years. In Australia, Wurmbrand 

worked as a Bush policeman. “I presume you know what that means,” Ben Sprague 

recounted to Dan Gutleben, “he had a crew of tame negroes and had to chase through the 

Australian Bush and capture the wild ones who made raids on the sheep ranches, etc.”60 

One has to wonder—was his work as a labor disciplinarian in Australia the reason 

Oxnard brought him to California? In each of these places— Hawaiʻi, the Philippines, 

Colorado, California, Germany, and Australia—labor-intensive agricultural industries 

relied upon racially subjugated workers. Emile Zitkowski spoke nostalgically about his 

Filipino houseboy, while Wurmbrand bragged about managing and hunting Aboriginal 

people. While in Nebraska and Colorado, Fred Wietzer played a central role in shaping 

federal Indian labor policies.   

These men comprised a transnational managerial class, defined by their race 

(white), gender (male), and desire to make men of themselves through the sugar industry. 

They actively constructed their manhood through white homosocial bonding practices, as 

they traveled at will through American and European imperial circuits. They developed 
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and imposed their ideas of appropriate land use and labor management in diverse 

contexts. The sugar beet industry developed and flourished, in spite of the industry’s 

lackluster performance, through the professional and personal alliances of transnational 

sugar technocrats, financiers, and political elites. They shared an imperial vision. Global 

capitalism expanded as these experts traveled the roads of European and American 

empires, and their professional alliances and friendships strengthened its imperial ties.  

In Search of White Gold 

The year of the 1893 Panic—when railroads went bankrupt, unemployment 

soared, and wheat prices plummeted—California’s sugar rush drew people from all 

directions. In October, The San Francisco Examiner observed:  

Just outside the factory gates there is a motley collection of tents and shanties built of 
corn stalks, burlap bags, bed comforters, drygoods boxes, and oil cans. In some of them 
the strapping colored wenches, corncob pipe in mouth, may be seen tossing the nimble 
flapjack at break of day while half-naked picaninnies crawl under their ample feet. In 
others, Mexicans, Dutchmen, Frenchmen, and even Americans, 2 and 3 families are often 
huddled in one little 12 x 12 cornstalk shack. They come here prepared to live hard and 
close in order that they may carry away with them at the end of the campaign a few 
eagles with which to bluff the gaunt wolf from their door next winter…tenting in the 
midst of sunflowers and beet fields.61  
 

The scene undoubtedly harkened back to the Gold Rush pop-up towns that scattered 

California hills in 1848. As one saying at the time went, “Why haste to Klondike so 

madly away/While Chino is harvesting gold everyday!”62 With each boom and bust, 

individuals and families living in the margins of the Gilded Age descended for a time 

before packing up to move on to the next possibility. Another newspaper observed, “The 

excitement resembles that which occurred in Michigan around 1899 when the timbermen 
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switched from trees to beets in order to reclaim the stump lands.”63 Timber and mining 

famously waxed and waned in this way, because everyone knew that with the boom came 

the inevitable bust. Eventually, the earth would stop offering gold, silver, coal, and other 

precious minerals. Forests disappeared. Ghost towns happened overnight.  

Sugar, however, was different. Like other agricultural industries, it offered 

possibilities for permanent settlement. The beet sugar industry marketed itself to recently 

settled farmers as a market-proof product. Farmers would not have to transport their 

produce to distant markets. The local factory would buy their crop for a price agreed 

upon at the start of planting season. In 1893, the Chino Champion printed, “The bugbear 

of uncertain markets loses its terror to the beet-grower.”64 Sun, soil, water, the cycling of 

seasons, and sugar companies supposedly offered male workers and farmers reliable 

work. However, in Nebraska and California, tensions quickly rose between the Oxnards’ 

sugar companies and white residents intent on making and defending racially 

homogenous communities. Corporate capitalism, however, required complex inequalities. 

Rural white towns found that to have a small share in the profits of the land, they would 

have to follow ABS’s orders. Moreover, they could not isolate themselves from nonwhite 

and Indigenous people through exclusionary violence. They would have to directly 

exploit them.  

In April of 1891, during Chino’s first beet sugar campaign, violent white racism 

flared. Several years before, white Americans in Riverside boycotted business that 
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employed Chinese workers, and anti-Chinese sentiment still ran high among white 

settlers in the area. That spring, one of Richard Gird’s renters at his 32,000-acre ranch in 

the Pomona Valley employed fifteen Chinese workers in his sugar beet fields. When 

other area farmers found out, they raided the Chinese workers’ camp at three o’clock in 

the morning. These fifty “indignant farmers” demanded that the Chinese workers pack 

their things and move on, which the workers outright refused to do. The white mob then 

forcibly loaded the workers and their belongings into horse-drawn carts, and drove them 

off the Gird Ranch and away from a town whose name meant “Chinese.”65  

Beginning in 1897, white racism and class tensions again surged. Chino’s white 

farmers claimed the ABS’s principal managers earned large salaries, while the company 

refused to honor its contracts with farmers. They argued that the company had contracted 

for more beets than they could process, and that beet surpluses rotted in the ground.66 

They declared that rotting beets amounted to wage theft. The next year, Chino managers 

provoked widespread white worker outrage when they cut wages for common factory 

labor. Oxnard’s Chino Company justified this move by arguing that the annexation of 

Hawaiʻi would bring down the price of sugar, despite the fact that, as many observers 

pointed out, Hawaiian sugar already entered the county freely. Chino farmers again 

expressed anger at the company’s failure to pay a fair price for their beets, and argued 

that they could get better prices selling their beets as livestock feed.67 In 1899, a local 

newspaper claimed that sugar beet cultivation had the town “infested with tramps,” 
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because farmers employed Chinese workers to thin beets.68 ABS thus found itself in a 

tense conflict with white workers and farmers in Chino. 

In Nebraska, Oxnard claimed that the main obstacles he confronted in his quest 

for profitable sugar production in the 1890s were also “agrarian.” The unwillingness of 

Nebraska farmers to adopt new methods, listen to experts, and trust capital’s motives, 

which he and ABS directors argued challenged their best laid plans. Henry Oxnard and 

W. Bayard Cutting claimed in a newspaper article that “rampant populism” hindered their 

efforts, because farmers refused to share the risk of beet cultivation with the company. 

They argued that their industry produced a staple food, broke the sugar trust, and reduced 

the nation’s reliance on foreign producers.69 Therefore, farmers had no reason to resist 

them. As early as 1892, Oxnard’s representatives impressed upon farmers the importance 

of “superior beets” and “careful cultivation.” The company claimed they never advised 

farmers to devote their entire farms to the crop. Rather, they argued that farmers should 

devote careful attention to just a few acres at first, and that they would turn away poorly 

grown beets.70 They said that they did not just need beets, but good beets.71  The Sugar 

Beet reported in 1892 that farmers who failed to follow instructions should not complain 
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when factories refused to accept their beets.72 However, Nebraska farmers disagreed. 

Their resistance and anger was deeper rooted than Oxnard and his investors framed it. 

The sugar beet industry had ample state support, a fact that angered Nebraska’s 

white farmers. They argued that corporations like ABS, the banks, and the railroads 

exploited them and bound them through debt and foreclosure. ABS put the risk of sugar 

beet cultivation on white farmers, and then had the audacity to refuse their beets. 

Nebraska Populist farmers believed that the government ought to empower them—as 

white men and as independent farmers—through policies that created a more just 

distribution of wealth. They believed that the sugar beet industry really should work in 

their interest, rather than solely in the rhetoric of capitalists like Henry Oxnard. In this 

way, they contested ABS’s rule of experts, and argued that experts, industry, and the state 

should work together for the benefit of white men and white settler towns. They 

persuasively contested their subordinate position within the American empire, finding 

support from state politicians and officials.73  

 In 1889, the Nebraska State Legislature passed a bounty of one cent per pound of 

sugar produced in the state, which in part led Oxnard and company to select Nebraska 

over California for their first factory. By 1891, however, many white farmers wanted the 

state to repeal the bounty, and their state representatives followed their lead and 

introduced legislation to remove the bounty. Farmers argued that the sugar industry failed 
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to bring prosperity, and that manufacturers earned profits on the backs of struggling white 

landowners.74 The Oxnards had also acquired a large plot of land in Nebraska where they 

grew their own sugar beets, which further enraged local farmers. They charged that the 

company grew its own beets as a hedge against farmer interests, and enriched themselves 

at the expense of local residents. They also believed Oxnard would hold onto the land 

until he could sell it for a profit—again putting capital first over the interests of local 

residents and prospective white settlers. State lawmakers responded to white Nebraskans’ 

concerns, and repealed the bounty in 1891. Henry Oxnard said he would fulfill his 

obligation to Grand Island and Norfolk, but that he would look elsewhere for future 

investments.   

 The Oxnard Sugar Company faced widespread white working class anger in 

Nebraska, because of its aggressive and retaliatory efforts to dominate white farmers. In 

1895, after Colorado and Utah passed beet sugar bounties, a Republican led state 

legislature in Nebraska passed a bounty to keep sugar producers in Nebraska. The state 

legislature passed it over Populist Governor Silas Alexander Holcomb’s veto with a 

three-fifths majority. The fight continued all the way to the Nebraska State Supreme 

Court, after the State Auditor refused to honor the legislation saying the bill failed to 

include an appropriations provision. When the Populists won this particular battle, and 

the bounty failed, Henry Oxnard slashed beet prices in retaliation.  

 By reducing beet prices, Oxnard intensified white farmers’ resistance to ABS. 

One white farmer even went to extreme measures to express his outrage. On June 11th, 
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1896, the indignant farmer, who went by the pseudonym “T.O.X.,” wrote a ransom letter 

to the Oxnard Sugar Company. “I have got a lot of stuff from the factory and will give it 

back if you give me what you beat me out of in wages and on my beets,” he penned, 

before calling the company’s managers “God damned liers [sic].” He said the company 

paid him five cents less an hour than he deserved, and that they stole what little he earned 

when they refused to take his beets after they tested poorly or appeared spoiled. He 

demanded $250, and threatened to smash the polariscope and scales he had kidnapped 

from the factory. He then warned the company not to look for him or search his house, 

because if they did, he would smash all the machinery he had and then blow up the 

factory. An elaborate plan for the delivery of payment followed involving two separate 

cash drop offs, a red handkerchief signaling system, and the street gutter in front of the 

Grand Island Immanuel Baptist Church. After the company offered the farmer fifty 

dollars for the goods, the two parties went back and forth negotiating. The farmer finally 

said he would take the fifty dollars, because he desperately needed the money, but that he 

would find a way to settle with them later. He warned the company to keep the law out of 

it, since he was “running to [sic] big a risk to be trifled with.” Of course not all farmers 

resorted to extortion to express their displeasure with the Oxnard Sugar Company. From 

the company’s records, it is also unclear whether “T.O.X.” ever got any of the 

compensation he demanded from the sugar company. But, the exchanges between the two 

parties demonstrate volatile relations between the company, who had complete 

purchasing power over farmers’ crops, and farmers, who took on all the risks of 

cultivation. Farmers were not the only residents angry with Oxnard Sugar. Grand Island 
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and Norfolk working class men also felt cheated out of fair wages on account of 

corporate greed. They resented the company for violating the alleged white racial 

homogeneity of their towns. 

Beet sugar producers’ ability to profit relied in part upon having the right number 

of field workers at the right moments in a crop of sugar beets lifecycle from seed to 

factory. In the post-emancipation era, labor-intensive agricultural industries (such as 

sugar beets, cane sugar, and cotton) struggled to balance rising white nativism with their 

desire for cheap labor.75 Globally, the sugar industry relied on racially subjugated Asian, 

Black, and Indigenous workers. The 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, however, violently 

politicized the hiring of Chinese workers in Nebraska and California.76 ABS faced violent 

white Americans in California when the company’s growers hired Asian workers. As a 

result, in Nebraska, ABS looked to Native American boarding schools and reservations to 

replace the Asian workers they would otherwise have hired.  

In 1891, as white farmers and workers escalated their resistance to ABS’s 

exploitative terms, Henry Oxnard sent a letter to J. M. Rusk, the United States’ first 

Secretary of Agriculture, in search of cheap labor. “Now one of the great drawbacks of 

the beet-sugar industry,” he explained, “is the fact that unfortunately there is a certain 

amount of work (thinning out) which must be done by hand.”77 Unwilling to comply with 
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the wage demands of white workers and farmers, Oxnard’s company scrambled to find a 

way to increase profits for white farmers who planted sugar beets in Nebraska for ABS’s 

new sugar refineries in Norfolk and Grand Island. The company assured that the paltry 

sum they would pay for each ton of harvested beets would still leave farmers with a 

profit, because the company would take care of the labor situation. They would find a 

group of workers excluded from better paying jobs to help white Nebraskan farmers with 

insecure, seasonal, and physically exhausting work. At his Southern California factory, 

Oxnard confided, “We have Indians for this work, and have met with great success, they 

being even better than Chinamen.”78 In reaching out to Rusk, Oxnard hoped to enlist the 

support of the federal government for a new scheme he had in mind—the recruitment of 

male students from the Genoa Indian Industrial School, then known as the Grant Institute.  

Within two weeks, the Norfolk Knights of Labor resolved to protest the 

employment of “said Indians or any other alien labor.”79 Believing that American Indian 

workers would interfere with local white men’s long-term plans to buy land and homes 

and that white workers would do field work if offered fair compensation, the Norfolk 

Knights of Labor Chairman likened Indians to “criminal and pauper” European 

immigrants in the Eastern United States and to Japanese and Chinese workers in the 

West. Only those “who for the greed of gain would sacrifice everything which has 

induced many of our best citizens to select our city and State as a place of residence,” he 

criticized, would propose such an arrangement. In response, T. J. Morgan, the 
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs threatened to close the school, which contributed over 

$60,000 to the local economy and provided teaching positions to local white residents, to 

get the school’s superintendent to sidestep the opposition and cooperate with Oxnard’s 

plan. “Indians are not aliens,” Morgan chastised, “and are the only genuinely native [sic] 

Americans, and they certainly are entitled to earn their daily bread by their labor if any 

class of people on this continent is.”80 Despite on the ground conditions that spoke to the 

contrary, Morgan’s line of argumentation came to matter greatly for how ABS recruited 

seasonal field workers at each of their production sites, and especially in Southern 

Colorado, which bordered New Mexico, Arizona, and Oklahoma, territories with large 

Native and Spanish speaking populations, some U.S. citizens and some not.  

In his response to the Grant Institute’s superintendent, who wanted to cave to 

white working class outrage, Commissioner Morgan positioned Indians in Nebraska as 

both inside and outside the bounds of the U.S. nation. Pointing out that until recently the 

land the school occupied had belonged to the Pawnee and that the entire state of 

Nebraska was Indian land, he characterized Indians as having “slowly receded from 

civilization until, today, they occupy a comparatively small portion of land.”81 However, 

through industrial schools, the younger generations “can be brought into such relationship 

with the civilization of the present that they may be able to earn for themselves an 

independent support by the labor of their hands.” In Morgan’s eyes, land did not translate 

to political and economic autonomy, because he assumed that without buffalo, land 

mattered little to Nebraska Indians. He eulogized Indians as though they lived on sinking 
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islands in a sea of progress. In other words, they occupied a time and space relegated to 

the past, a time and space that could not coexist with the time and space of the settler 

nation. Only through remedial education and eventual assimilation could Indian men gain 

full personhood in an American sense. Under the supervision of white employers, Indians 

would in a literal sense “work” their way into “the modern age” and into the American 

nation, an assumption that heavily shaped federal Indian policy at the time.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, the federal government considered menial 

wage work as a cornerstone in its efforts to break up tribal lands, impose settler gender 

relations, dissolve Native sovereignty, and alienate Native people from their kin.82 Even 

though ABS encountered white resistance in its efforts to employ workers excluded from 

national belonging, they found a powerful defender in the federal government when they 

looked to hire at Indian schools and reservations. They capitalized on the federal 

governments’ efforts to erase cultural and political borders between the United States and 

Native nations in Nebraska. In other words, they found federal efforts to “domesticate 

and culture” Native Americans conveniently symbiotic with their corporate efforts to 

construct orderly and profitable agrarian landscapes.  

In 1900, in response to poor beet prices and continued white racism against 

immigrant and Indigenous workers, many white farmers in Nebraska chose not to grow 

beets around the Oxnards’ sugar factories. It helped that corn prices were up. ABS only 
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operated one of its Nebraska factories that year.83 Facing farmer and weather troubles in 

Nebraska and an ongoing drought in Southern California drove, the board of directors 

made plans to expand into a new location so that they could turn sugar into cash, pay 

their creditors, and keep their credit lines flowing.84 Henry Oxnard sent one of his sugar 

experts, Moriz Weinrich, to tour New Mexico and Colorado in June of 1899. Charged 

with conducting an investigation of soil, Weinrich looked into whether the town and its 

surrounding environs could sustain beets and the labor needed to harvest it. After his 

examination, he told a local newspaper that while New Mexico had an abundance of 

“Native labor” and very fine soil, Colorado farmers and the agricultural college had 

already proven successful in cultivating beets, and had a running start.85 Shortly 

thereafter, the Oxnard delegation decided that Rocky Ford would host their next factory 

site. 

White men in Nebraska and California found their efforts to force ABS to assume 

more of the risk of beet cultivation hobbled. ABS appealed to political leaders when they 

encountered their resistance, and used aggressive tactics to quell dissent among white 

workers and farmers. They were mobile, after all, and threatened to uproot their 

operations when they failed to get their way. Despite public rhetoric to the contrary, the 

Oxnards and their investors cared more about their manly ability to force less elite men to 

conform to their will and direction than they did about social uplift and white American 
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progress. By the time ABS entered Colorado, the company had learned to manipulate 

discourses of citizenship, gender, civilization, and race to their advantage when it 

encountered resistance to its corporate order. 

Beets Better than Gold in the Arkansas River Valley 

One Gutleben story of how the American Beet Sugar Company (ABS) arrived in 

Colorado’s Arkansas River Valley in 1900 goes as follows. Herman Zitkowski, a German 

immigrant who over the course of fifty years worked his way up from a fourteen-year-old 

factory apprentice to ABS’s vice president and general manager, boiled down the 

company’s decision to build a beet sugar refinery in the town of Rocky Ford to a bright 

spring day. Zitkowski reminisced how, “In the late 90’s when Henry [Oxnard] was 

looking for other worlds to conquer he and his experts such as Wietzer, Hache, 

Winterhalter, and perhaps still others, came to Denver one spring.”86 They stopped first in 

northeastern Colorado, where Great Western Sugar would later build its “beet fiefdom.”87 

There, dust and wind met them, making a very poor initial impression on the delegation. 

With grit in their mouths, they headed down to Rocky Ford in the Arkansas River Valley 

at the behest of George Swink, then an Arkansas Valley Colorado State Senator.  

Henry Oxnard and George Swink had recently met at a beet sugar industry 

meeting in Grand Island, Nebraska, which Swink crashed since he lacked an official 

invitation. Sitting quietly in the back of the room, Swink eyed Oxnard, “who seemed to 
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be the most likely man.”88 As the meeting came to a close, Swink allegedly approached 

Oxnard, and said, “When y’ get through with these people, come up to my room at the 

hotel and see what we’ve got in Colorado.” Oxnard, then on the lookout for ABS’s next 

factory site, accompanied Swink up to his hotel room. After taking Rocky Ford sugar 

beets into his hand, and giving them a thorough investigation, he remained skeptical. 

“These were selected specimens,” he said. Swink countered evenly, “Wan’t, neither. I 

went out and picked ‘em in the dark,” which caused Oxnard to proclaim, “Man alive! 

You’ve beat the world.”89 Oxnard supposedly patted Swink on the back for a job well 

done. 

At that time, Henry Oxnard presided over ABS, a recently consolidated beet sugar 

corporation. Incorporated in March of 1899, Oxnard, his three brothers, and their New 

York investors merged the four beet sugar factories that they managed in Nebraska and 

California into a single corporate entity. Oxnard impatiently wanted to build another 

1000-ton capacity plant “in the state of California or any other American territory where 

the establishment promises profit.”90 In this way, Oxnard found himself in Rocky Ford, 

according to Zitkowski, on a beautiful spring day “such as we do have in the Arkansas 

Valley.”91 The sun and the spring romanced Oxnard, and the southeastern Colorado 

Plains secured the ABS promise so desperately coveted by local residents, or so the story 

goes.  
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This particular Rocky Ford origin story in which the local patriarch ingeniously 

befriended the big city capitalist—and their union saved rural Colorado—does not 

account for a much wider web of networks that hooked Colorado into the global and 

imperial U.S. economy at the turn of the twentieth century. It certainly makes one wonder 

about the role the folksy, uneducated, yet effortlessly successful, Westerner stereotype (as 

embodied by Senator Swink in this particular characterization) played in newspapers 

throughout the United States. But elite sugar financiers, through their fraternal networks 

and mutual corporate interests, already had Colorado on their radar by the time Swink 

allegedly met Oxnard in Nebraska. San Francisco-based sugar tycoon Claus Spreckels 

visited Colorado with his son as early as 1890, at the invitation of Mr. Crocker, the 

manager of a silver mine in Leadville, Colorado. They had met in Europe while both on 

vacation. Through their friendship, Spreckels came to know Colorado better.92 Rumor 

had it, Spreckels offered to put up the capital to build a beet sugar refinery somewhere in 

the state, because Colorado’s bright sun and “adaptable soil” made “the sweetest beets 

grow.”93 Sugar investors had Colorado on their maps for at least a decade before 

Colorado’s first factory began producing white refined sugar. Indeed, capital moved 

through the alliances of white men who shared a common imperial vision of land 

development in the West.  

Local businessmen in Colorado and national political officials adopted the myth 

of sugar beet prosperity. In 1898, a Denver newspaper proclaimed, “The growing of beets 

in Colorado will make the state more famous than her gold mines.” The newspaper 
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further crowed that while Germany led the world in beet sugar production, Colorado’s 

soil promised to produce more beets per acre.94 In the same year, United States 

Department of Agriculture representative Charles Saylor praised the industry’s growth 

potential. The presence of a factory would bring life to struggling rural towns, Saylor 

prophesized, citing that already “several towns have been increased in two or three years 

to the extent of one-third and one-half their population, entirely on account of the 

additional business and opportunities.”95  Policymakers believed that the sugar beet 

industry countered rural to urban migration. Factories, mines, and urban businesses 

attracted rural workers. Beet sugar refineries, they argued, offered industrial livelihoods 

in rural places. Rural towns also attracted new immigrants, often those with previous 

history in beet and other agricultural industries. In the context of newly claimed and 

settled lands, such visions cast Colorado as “empty space” waiting to be made 

productive. Fallow and lying in wait for entrepreneurial settlers to turn potential into 

profit, the land embodied social potential and the means for turning matter into gold. The 

banker, businessman, farmer, and merchant would live harmoniously in a Colorado seen 

as global, in that it vied for space on the world sugar market, and local, in that it provided 

livelihoods for orderly and profitable rural towns. The sugar factory lay at the core of this 

rural development paradigm. It would link global, national, and regional markets with 

local prosperity. 

                                                
94 Denver Times article paraphrased in “Colorado,” 2 November 1898, 12.  
95 Quoted in Leonard J. Arrington, “Science, Government, and Enterprise in Economic Development: The 
Western Beet Sugar Industry,” Agricultural History, vol. XLI, no. 1 (January 1967): 11 
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Figure 1.5: “Our Greatest Industry”: The Sugar Beet Industry in Rocky Ford, Colorado. This 
image comes from promotional materials advertising Rocky Ford to prospective settlers. Source: 
Rocky Ford, Colorado, in the heart of the Great Arkansas Valley (Pueblo: Pueblo Litho. & Prtg. 

Co., 1905). 

 
Sugar beet dreams in Colorado reached back into the 1840s, when Mexico 

granted several interested petitioners land in New Mexico and Colorado territories. None 

of these petitioners successfully cultivated sugar beets but low chatter of the possibility 

could be heard in various places over the next few decades. By the 1880s, the new state 

agricultural college in Fort Collins organized an 1892 sugar convention, with healthy 

support from the Denver Chamber of Commerce. In 1890, Fort Collins’ Agricultural 

College had issued a number of bulletins on beet growing practices, and the College’s 

Horticultural Department had experimented with state soils and beets since around 1887. 
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Professor W. W. Cooke distributed 500 pounds of beet seed to farmers in Larimer County 

in 1897, and the chemistry department analyzed beets for sugar content. They looked 

specifically at the San Luis Valley, the plains east of Denver, the Grand River Valley, the 

Arkansas Valley, and the South Platte River Valley. In 1897, the USDA also offered to 

send a ton of free beet seed to Colorado growers, and the Denver Chamber of Commerce 

traveled around the state to distribute the seed. Wilson, the Secretary of Agriculture 

offered the service of Fort Collins’ Experiment Station to farmers wanting to test their 

beets.96 When John Campion took over as the newly elected president of Denver’s 

Chamber of Commerce in 1898, he put his energy into developing the sugar beet 

industry. The Chamber offered $1000 prizes for test plantings, and $50 matching awards 

to every $100 award County Commissioners offered to farmer experimenters. Farmers 

tested over 2000 pounds of beet seed all around the state, some of which came donated 

from the ABS.  

The federal government supported the industry, in part, because it diversified 

agricultural production in the West. Grazing had once dominated settler agricultural 

interests in the region, particularly on the Great Plains. Sugar beet production supported a 

more diversified agricultural economy in several ways. Beyond sugar, industry by-

products—pulp, molasses, beets, and beet tops—supplemented livestock diets, fattened 

animals, and supported dairying. The industry allowed the ranching and dairying 

industries to expand. The industry also brought new transportation lines, water 

technologies, workers, and other services to less connected rural areas. The crop 

flourished best under a crop rotation system, and farmers grew alfalfa, barley, spelt, and 
                                                
96 “Colorado,” 2 November 1898, 12. 
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rye in turn. Beet pulp compost further nourished other crops in cultivation.97 As a cash 

crop, beets supposedly provided farmers a guaranteed income in the event that other 

crops and industries failed them.  

In Colorado, ABS followed closely on the heels of Denver investors, who 

provided the capital for the first beet sugar refinery in Grand Junction on the Western 

Slope of the Rocky Mountains, built in 1899. That year, the Superintendent of the Grand 

Junction Indian School, Theodore Lemmon, wrote in his report to the Commissioner of 

Indians Affairs that he had sent out many male students to help nearby farmers raise 

sugar beets for the new factory. “Beet raising,” he boasted, “means garden culture, clean, 

well-irrigated fields, economy of space and methods, and the acme of intelligent 

irrigation.” Not only would such work prepare students for a life “reckoned in bread and 

butter,” but Lemmon also serendipitously found that “industrious, scientific farming” in 

Colorado had a great need for Native American workers. “The fact that the boys can do, 

and do do this work,” he reported, “has run the demand for Indian boy labor 200 per cent 

beyond my ability to supply.”98 In late September of 1899, Henry Oxnard toured the 

Arkansas River Valley with Moritz Weinrich, James A. David, a land agent for the A.T. 

& S.F. Railroad, and C. B. Schmidt, a land agent with Colorado Fuel and Iron.99 By 

December 1899, over four hundred growers signed five-year contracts with the company 

and pledged 7,500 acres of beets from throughout the entire Arkansas River Valley from 

                                                
97 Charles F. Saylor and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Progress of the Beet-Sugar Industry in the United 
States, 1907, Report No. 80 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1908), 20. 
98 Annual reports of the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1899. Indian Affairs. 
Part I, 392. 
99 “Rocky Ford,” 23 September 1899, 1-2, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 20, Gutleben Histories, Scrapbook 
Materials, 1871, 1886-1910, 1924, ACSC, MHS 
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Garden City, Kansas east to Rocky Ford, Colorado.100 By the spring of 1900, with the 

foundation in place, the last pieces of machinery crossed the Atlantic Ocean, just in time 

for the October harvest. In anticipation of the area’s first crop of sugar beets, ABS labor 

recruiters traveled south to New Mexico to advertise fieldwork in Nuevomexicano towns 

and Native American reservations. 

When the first of these agricultural workers traveled north on the AT&SF railroad, 

however, they met a mob of white men with guns. The region’s newfound prosperity 

depended upon a racial and ethnic division of labor that white workers challenged from 

the start. ABS had learned from its experiences in Nebraska and California, and used this 

knowledge to disempower white workers and farmers in Colorado. As we will see in the 

next chapter, when Colorado land refused to act in the way that the company’s European 

experts anticipated and white farmers and workers rebelled, ABS drew upon the state to 

enforce its order. 

White Racial Revelry, Mob Violence, and Contested Notions of Belonging 

In February of 1902, the Improved Order of Red Men in Colorado’s Arkansas 

River Valley went on the warpath. According to a correspondent for the Rocky Ford 

Gazette, “Signs of restlessness had been noticed among the members of the La Junta and 

Rocky Ford Tribes for some time past.”101 After parading through the town of Rocky 

Ford in the costumes of their order, they danced in front of the town hall, surrounded by a 

large crowd. Just as they ascended into the hall, one man grabbed a young boy under his 

                                                
100 Excerpted from 2 December 1899 issue of a Denver daily newspaper, paraphrased in “Rocky Ford 
Scrapbook,”1933, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 11-13, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
101 “Red Men at La Junta,” The Rocky Ford Gazette, 28 February 1902, Stephen H. Hart Library and 
Research Center (SHLRC), History Colorado. 
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arm and threatened to make off with him. “Some day,” the paper printed, “he will tell his 

grandchildren how he made a hairbreadth escape from the Red Men at La Junta in the 

early days of the Arkansas Valley.” An elegant banquet followed the white settler 

spectacle. In May of that same year, the Rocky Ford Maroons played a practice ball game 

at the fairgrounds against the “Scrubs.” Someone, the Gazette reported, snapped a photo 

of one of the players, which the paper reproduced for humor. “We don’t know who it is 

supposed to represent,” a correspondent wrote, but some insisted that it was Doc Purse 

“trying to hypnotize the umpire.” The drawing caricatured an African American man, 

half-naked and wearing only a lab coat.  

The Improved Order of Red Men only admitted white men into its ranks, and few 

African Americans lived in the valley’s settler towns.102 Two months before, a mob of 

4,000 white residents—children, men, and women—watched while an armed party 

lynched William H. Wallace, an African American Pullman Porter, in front of the La 

Junta Courthouse for allegedly assaulting an elderly white woman from California in the 

railroad yards. The night before his murder, Wallace sent a letter to his wife, in which he 

stood by his innocence: “I must die tonight for a crime some one did last night. I was 

arrested and a mob formed and lynched me. You look after the pension…yours in 

death.”103 White residents created community and a common white identity in the valley 

by playing Indian and through blackface “humor.”104 But as the white mob’s murder of 

                                                
102 Michael S. Kimmel, Manhood in America: A Cultural History, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2006). 
103 “Additional Evidence,” The Rocky Ford Gazette vol. 9, 28 March 1902, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
104 For more on the history of redface and blackface in the United States, see Philip Deloria, Playing Indian 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy & the 
American Working Class (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013 [1993]). 
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Wallace demonstrates, the “play” in these public performances could turn murderous 

when white mobs confronted actual Indians, African Americans, and Mexicans. 

When valley residents killed Wallace, they saw their actions as in line with efforts 

made by the La Junta City Council to close gambling houses and “clean up” places where 

men of “low character” socialized after a white woman was attacked in her home earlier 

in the month. At the time of Wallace’s murder, Tom Rhodes, an African American man, 

sat in Rocky Ford’s jail for allegedly insulting a white woman, and because the town 

“had gotten sick of having him around.” Some even wondered why the mob did not take 

two victims instead of one.105 Upon Rhodes release a month later, a Rocky Ford 

newspaper reported: “He had been warned to seek some more congenial place of 

residence than the sugar beet metropolis [emphasis mine] on his release from jail, but 

whether it was heeded or not we have not learned.”106 Under the guise of protecting local 

white women, these actions cast African American men as evil predators, and marked the 

valley as a dangerous space for the nonwhite workers working in the region’s 

agricultural, mining, and railroad industries. Nonwhite workers and these industries made 

settler towns like La Junta and Rocky Ford possible. They also incited tensions between 

white businessmen, political officials, corporate managers, farmers, and workers over 

who had the right to direct the future of the valley and who could safely live in or pass 

through it. 

                                                
105 “Righteous Judgment! A Fiend Is Dealt With by an Outraged People,” The Rocky Ford Gazette vol. 9, 
28 March 1902, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
106 “Local News,” The Rocky Ford Gazette vol. 9, 2 May 1902, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
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In the Arkansas Valley, white men created a white brotherhood through the 

appropriation of “savage masculinity.”107 They played with rebellion and lawlessness. As 

“redmen,” they achieved symbolic social mobility through rites and ceremonies. When 

they played baseball, they defined their white masculinity in opposition to African 

American men, who they caricatured as pre-modern witchdoctors and objects of ridicule, 

as the cartoon of Doc Purse illustrates. However, when faced with the social and 

economic changes that sugar beets brought to the valley, class affiliations split their white 

ranks. The sugar industry reminded them that not all white men were equal or had an 

equal say in the future of the valley or the American nation.  

 Two years before Wallace’s murder, the American Beet Sugar Company (ABS) 

caused a white riot over these very questions when it built its first Colorado factory in 

Rocky Ford. On May 16th, 1900, armed white men erected a blockade around the Rocky 

Ford train depot to keep out the Native and Nuevomexicano workers, who came to thin 

the valley’s first crop of sugar beets. Met by a crowd of white townspeople firing pistols 

in the air, these workers turned around and caught the 9 o’clock train home. In the 

aftermath of what a local paper described as a night when a “mob had control of the 

town,” a public debate ensued over “Mexican labor,” a misnomer for the 

Nuevomexicanos and Pueblo Indians that ABS had recruited in New Mexican towns like 

Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and Socorro.108 The mob formed, because white 

construction workers believed these workers planned to steal their jobs. In response, ABS 

                                                
107 For more on the relationship between “playing Indian” and American identity, see Deloria, Playing 
Indian. 
108 “Rocky Ford Has a Small Labor Riot,” Rocky Ford Enterprise, 17 May 1900, SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
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managers and local political and economic leaders argued that Mexican workers only 

took the seasonal jobs that white workers would not do, and that they were undesirable 

but necessary in “the new conditions which are to prevail in the valley.”109 They told the 

white workers to behave or find someplace else to live. In this new corporate order, even 

white men only belonged if they put sugar beet modernity above their desire for white 

racial homogeneity.110 ABS thus aligned with local political leaders to discipline white 

men in the service of American empire.  

Conclusion 

At the turn of the twentieth century, “sugar tramps” had the time of their lives. 

These transnational white sugar experts enjoyed great privileges as they traveled the 

circuits of American empire. They enjoyed the benefits of white male citizenship and 

corporate backing; thereby having a powerful say in how farmers used their land and 

factory workers spent their energies. They often boasted of their own lawlessness, of the 

grand times they had taming the “wild west,” but this too was play. They never faced 

lynching for running up against white social and gender norms, as African American men 

like William Wallace did in La Junta, Colorado. They easily found well-paid jobs, and 

their presence was not met with guns and the threat of violence as Nuevomexicanos and 

American Indians confronted in Rocky Ford in 1900. They also did not join the white 

mobs that formed to bar nonwhite workers from settler towns, since sugar technocrats’ 

jobs hinged upon their ability to organize and control fields and factories. Sugar beet 

                                                
109 “Rocky Ford Has a Small Labor Riot,” Rocky Ford Enterprise, 17 May 1900, SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
110 “Emphatic Protest Against Mob Rule,” Rocky Ford Enterprise, 25 May 1900, SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
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entrepreneurs and their expert managers waged their social, political, and economic 

power to force people and the land into their vision of the future. 

The expansion of the U.S. Sugar Empire and global capitalism in the late 

nineteenth century American West empowered the homosocial worlds of sugar industry 

entrepreneurs, financiers, and technical and agricultural experts. It also exposed deep rifts 

between different white men about the shape of the future. White working class men and 

white bourgeois men both leveraged discourses of white racial entitlement in order to 

claim their right to resources and authority. Caught in the nexus of sugar, empire, and 

white manhood, diverse nonwhite and Indigenous agricultural workers found themselves 

in a precarious position as they struggled to get by at a time of coercive Americanization 

campaigns, white racial mockery, violent white mobs, and great environmental 

transformation.  
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CHAPTER 2: SETTLER SCIENCE, SUGAR BEETS, AND “AMERICAN LAND” IN 
SOUTHEASTERN COLORADO 

 
In 1934, an interviewer with the Civil Works Administration, M. B. Gill, came 

across the story of “Colorado’s first beet.” In 1867, John Brush literally stumbled upon 

the first sugar beet in northeastern Colorado with his foot. The story went as follows. 

After Indians had allegedly killed his brother, Brush, a brigadier general in the U.S. 

Army, organized forty men for a vengeance campaign. The group started out from 

Brush’s ranch on the Big Thompson River. Shortly after, they encountered a group of 

Native men, several of whom they killed, before the Native warriors broke into small 

groups and took off in four directions. After the fight, Brush and his party set up camp at 

Fort Morgan, located on a south bank of the Platte River. Though the fort served as a 

stopping point for travelers moving West, Brush and his men found no food stored there. 

In hunger, they scrounged the area for anything edible. According to McGill:  

In his tour of inspection of the camp, Mr. Brush’s foot encountered a soft object sticking 
out of the ground, and in the half light he discovered it to be a large beet which had 
probably taken root there from seed dropped by previous campers. It found such 
congenial soil and suitable climate in its new home that it flourished and waxed fat, and 
was apparently waiting its cue to play the part assigned it in the making of a western 
empire.  
 

After Brush kicked it from the ground, the cook boiled it. “With appropriate ceremonies,” 

he sliced it for dinner. Colorado’s first sugar beet reportedly fed forty “ravenous” men.1  

This particular story of Colorado’s first beet used a narrative device that historian 

Jean O’Brien calls “firsting.” According to O’Brien, in telling stories of the first settlers, 

their institutions, or, in this case, the first sugar beet, local historians asserted the 

                                                
1 M. B. Gill, Colorado’s first beet (Denver: Civil Works Administration, 1934), PAM 351-79, Stephen H. 
Hart Library and Research Center (SHLRC), History Colorado. 
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righteousness of the U.S. settler project and justified the taking of Indian land. Brush’s 

story about the first sugar beet in Colorado had all the characteristics of the pioneer 

genre—hostile and murderous Indians, hungry and justice-seeking settlers, and virgin 

land that sustained white American men almost accidentally. In this story, Colorado’s 

first “pioneers” stumbled into empire, and sugar happened providentially. Of course, 

sugar beets did not grow in Colorado by accident. Settlers brought them from Germany. 

Sugar corporations and the state invested heavily in their development, and thousands of 

migrant agricultural workers nurtured their growth. Read another way, however, Brush’s 

story tells us something profound about white male mobility in the United States—it 

depended upon empire and the ecological transformations that followed the violent 

occupation of Western colonies. Colorado did not naturally suit sugar beets, just as the 

land did not naturally suit white Americans. Cultivating sugar beets and “culturing the 

land” in Colorado involved the massive mobilization of labor, capital, and U.S. settler 

science.  

In the late nineteenth century, the federal government and capitalist investors 

worked together to “civilize” arid lands west of the Mississippi River and discipline 

white farmers. The expansion of the sugar beet industry helped further this utopian, 

modernist project to control, define, and perfect the United States’ continental empire. 

This was about much more than just profit. In his seminal work, Seeing Like a State: How 

Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed, James C. Scott argues 

that legibility was the central problem of modern statecraft. State actors employed 

technologies in order to simplify land, people, and the nonhuman world into knowable  
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Figure 2.1: Bird’s-eye view of Colorado Springs and Pikes Peak. Source: H. Wellge and 
American Publishing Co, Pikes Peak Panorama (Milwaukee: American Publishing Co., 1890), 

Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/73694692/ (Accessed May 13, 2017). 

 
categories and centralized grids. The modern state sought to “see” a simplified version of 

its domain from a bird’s eye view, to better manage everything that lived under its gaze. 

According to Karen Lynnea Piper, settlers imposed “civilization” when they mapped 

territory and transformed the land into private property. As she puts it, “Removing 

something from the state of nature meant establishing sovereignty; and so ‘nature’ itself, 

as well as the Indigenous peoples that resided within it, was seen as an obstacle to 

overcome.”2 In the nineteenth century, the United States seized Indigenous land from the 

Appalachians to the Pacific Coast and from Puerto Rico to Alaska, Hawaiʻi, the 

Philippines, and Guam. The federal government and American settlers had little 

understanding of the land and people to whom the land belonged. Corporations embarked 

on a similar project to simplify, know, and exploit “resources” and people. While the 

                                                
2 Karen Lynnea Piper, Cartographic Fictions: Maps, Race, and Identity (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 2002), 10. 
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goals of the state and corporations sometimes diverged, they often converged over issues 

of “statecraft”—the art of governing human and nonhuman nature.   

U.S. state building in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries sought to grapple 

with the “problems” that colonial and imperial expansion posed. New government 

entities like the Department of the Interior (1849), the Bureau of Immigration (1891), and 

the Department of Agriculture (1862) sought to categorize and control diverse people and 

the land in the United States’ new territorial acquisitions. Many Americans believed that 

the development of agriculture signified the advance of progress and civilization in places 

characterized in the metropole as savage, wild, or virgin. Agriculture, in particular, 

according to James Scott, “seemed calculated to make the terrain, its products, and its 

workforce more legible—and hence manipulable—from above and from the center.”3 

The bird’s eye-view did not actually reflect on the ground conditions. But it did create a 

governmental fantasy in which the human and nonhuman world was controllable. This 

agricultural fantasy united state actors, agricultural investors, and white farmers, as they 

worked towards a more harmonious future for white men of different classes. White 

farmers had a tenuous place in this settler formation. State and corporate actors expected 

them to behave in predictable ways that lined up with “progress.” For sugar beet farmers 

in the Arkansas Valley, progress did not always mean prosperity. They found themselves 

organizing against ABS, and calling on the government for assistance when the company 

failed to live up to what it had promised them.  

                                                
3 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 2. 
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In this chapter, I trace the construction of a broad governmental regime in 

Colorado organized around an entirely new food system. This new system produced 

forage crops, grain, meat, sugar, and fruits and vegetables for consumers near and far. 

More so than any other industry, agriculture transformed Colorado from a resource 

colony—built on the extraction of gold, silver, and coal—into a more permanent settler 

colony. Permanent agriculture necessitated the growth of state and corporate research 

efforts to remake the land, workforce, and carefully selected commodity crops into a 

workable and profitable system. West of the 100th Meridian, in particular, where settlers 

fretted about scant and irregular rainfall, colonial officials and investors strategized about 

how to assimilate arid land into the U.S. nation through settlement, irrigation, and 

cultivation.  Because this transition occurred during a high of corporate power in the 

United States, influential agricultural companies such as ABS exerted significant control 

over these processes.  

In the late nineteenth century, settler farms in Colorado did not require large 

amounts of field labor. Most farms grazed livestock, produced dairy, and cultivated land-

extensive cereal crops. These industries required a lot of land, and while they supported 

the demographic growth of urban centers like Denver and Chicago, they were not 

compatible with widespread rural settlement. The early failures of settlers did not help 

settlement efforts either. In the 1890s, Colorado agricultural industries struggled, and the 

settlers who bought into land colonization schemes or filed homestead claims went under 

financially, and often deserted their claims. Observing how the sugar beet industry 

boosted investment in rural Nebraska towns and along the California coast, social 
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reformers in Colorado coveted the industry’s development potential and hoped to attract 

agricultural companies to their state.  

Sugar capitalists promised bustling and profitable settler towns in Colorado’s 

river valleys. Each factory required around 200 workers each fall and winter. Farmers 

needed thousands of workers each beet-growing season. In addition to the money that 

beets would bring, these seasonal workers would bring business to boarding houses, bars, 

restaurants, and merchants. Sugar companies advised farmers that they would need to 

overcome their lack of beet growing knowledge for the project to succeed. They would 

also need to look to state agricultural agencies and ABS for advice and best practices. 

The United States federal government had just begun to centralize the management of 

agricultural development through the 1862 Morrill Land Grant, which funded state 

agricultural colleges and the 1887 Hatch Act, which established state experiment stations. 

These acts empowered expert-led agricultural development, and enabled the mass 

accumulation of data to support the production of select flora and fauna. In collaboration 

with these state entities, the sugar beet industry and other state-supported agricultural 

efforts worked to create a method for controlling the uncontrollable and reorganizing 

landscapes around sugar beets’ needs. Together, they sought to discipline “nature” and 

heterogeneous human communities into a knowable, controllable, hierarchical, and 

predictable system.4  

                                                
4 Scholars generally trace the origin of the land-grant/agribusiness complex to explain the ascension of 
hybrid breeding practices in the 1930s. They have revealed how seeds became a site of capital 
accumulation that increased corporate power in agriculture in the United States and abroad during the so-
called Green Revolution, when the United States championed its agricultural methods as the antidote to 
peasant rebellion and communism during the Cold War. While corporate power and American agriculture 
as “civilizing” process remain central to this study, I want to reframe the discussion to focus squarely on 
the role of empire in the development of American agriculture. See Jack Ralph Kloppenburg, First the 
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Colonial and capitalist understandings of “improvement” shaped these efforts. As 

historian Frieda Knobloch explains, turn of the century agricultural developers believed 

that they transformed “the wild to the domesticated, the natural to the cultural.”5 Using a 

“nature into culture” narrative, developers refigured the violence of agricultural 

transformation into a social necessity and therefore a “public good.” The development of 

beet culture in the United States was an inherently settler colonial project, which required 

the removal or subjugation of actors who stood in its way—plants, insects, animals, and 

people. As an industry that signified civilization and modern European agronomy, the 

sugar beet industry furthered the aims of what I term “U.S. settler science,” an expansive 

governmental effort that sought to make “American” land, people, and crops. This project 

expanded across the American West, as sugar towns became state and corporate 

laboratories, where U.S. and European agricultural scientists produced knowledge about 

the land, sugar beet biology, labor management, and pest eradication. At these colonial 

laboratories, industry experts categorized nature through settler logics of assimilation and 

elimination, and worked to consolidate their power over land use and farming practices. 

Despite their performance of expertise, sugar beet experts encountered obstacle 

after obstacle when they tried to seamlessly transplant an industry where they had little 

experience with the land or the people. These difficulties led to an even greater profusion 

of scientific experiments aiming to perfect “sugar beet culture”— social and 
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environmental configurations that made the cultivation of sugar beets possible and 

profitable. By endeavoring to perfect sugar beet culture, state and corporate actors used 

sugar beets as tools of empire to “civilize” and domesticate the land, discipline white 

Americans and European immigrants into orderly citizens, and control non-white migrant 

workers across the U.S. West. In doing so, they transformed “sugar beet culture” in an 

object of state governance, and invested sugar beet companies with the power of the state. 

White men’s class mobility in the United States came at a cost. In exchange for 

companies’ disingenuous promises of prosperity, white landowners and tenant farmers 

assumed some of the risks, contingencies, and failures of agricultural production. The 

power of the nonhuman world to disrupt agricultural production thus deepened white 

class conflicts when a farmer’s failed beet harvest little affected large sugar corporations. 

It also deepened white farmers’ racial exploitation of migrant workers, because they 

offloaded their risk onto field workers. The history of the sugar beet industry in Colorado 

demonstrates how tenuous relationships between differently empowered white men 

shaped the state’s bureaucratic expansion into the management of land and labor in the 

twentieth century. In particular, the state grew to compensate for what Francis King 

Carey, the president of the National Sugar Manufacturing Company called, “the 

shortcomings of nature.”6 As the state worked to assimilate the land into white American 

designs, the local power and influence of corporations like ABS grew.  

Claiming Colorado 

                                                
6 Letter from Francis King Carey to John Abel, September 1913, Folder 23, Carton 1, The National Sugar 
Manufacturing Company Manuscript Collection (NSMC), MSS 462, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
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 On a contemporary political map of the United States, a square in the middle 

represents “Colorado.” Called the “centennial state,” the U.S. Congress made the territory 

an official state of the Union during the nation’s hundredth anniversary. Prior to 1876, 

imperial and colonial claims to the land produced a layered, piecemeal map. In the 

colonial and early national periods, Spain, France, Louisiana, the Texas Republic, 

Mexico, Utah, Nebraska, Kansas, and New Mexico laid claim to land now called 

Colorado.7 Until the second half of the nineteenth century, these claims did not reflect 

actual sovereignty. They were discursive fictions. The Nuchu (Ute), Numunu 

(Comanche), Kaʹigwu (Kiowa), Chahiksichahiks (Pawnee), Newe (Shoshone), Nde 

(Apache), Lakhota, Diné (Navajo), Tsitsistas/Suhtai (Cheyenne), and Hinonoʹeiteen 

(Arapaho) nations limited European, Mexican, and U.S. settlement in the region. When 

dreams of gold and silver provoked a mad dash to the Rocky Mountains in the 1850s, 

American settlers envisioned Colorado in a bounded square form as the United States’ 

thirty-eighth state—and the prospecting began. 

 Gold, silver, railroad, and fossil fuel industries brought thousands of people to 

Colorado in the late nineteenth century from all directions. Diverse humans made claims 

to Colorado during the last decades of the nineteenth century—as a home, as a place to 

get rich or get by, or as a stop in a longer journey.8 Previously established kin and trading 

                                                
7 For good discussion and visual representation of Colorado’s pre-1860 geographies see William Wyckoff, 
Creating Colorado: The Making of a Western American Landscape, 1860-1940 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1999). 
8 For key works on nineteenth- and twentieth-century Colorado, see Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy 
of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (New York: Norton, 1987); Anne Farrar Hyde, An 
American Vision: Far Western Landscape and National Culture, 1820-1920 (New York: New York 
University Press, 1990); William Wyckoff, Creating Colorado: The Making of a Western American 
Landscape, 1860-1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999); Elliott West, The Contested Plains: 
Indians, Goldseekers, & the Rush to Colorado (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998); Sarah 
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ties between white American settlers, San Luis Valley Spanish-speaking communities, 

and Indigenous nations disintegrated. Brutal conflicts over territory characterized these 

years. During the Sand Creek Massacre, Colonel John Chivington led 700 cavalrymen in 

an attack on a shared Tsitsistas/Suhtai (Cheyenne) and Hinonoʹeiteen (Arapahoe) 

encampment, killing some 250 men, women, and children. Silas Soule, a soldier defector 

present at the massacre, later wrote: “You could think it impossible for white men to 

butcher and mutilate human beings as they did there, but every word I have told you is 

the truth, which they do not deny...I expect we will have a hell of a time with Indians this 

winter.”9 After the Sand Creek Massacre, settlers violently forced Plains Indian nations 

from Colorado’s new borders. Not long after, they expelled the mountain tribes as well. 

Today, only the Mouache, Caputa, and Weenuchiu bands of the Nuchu (Ute) tribe have 

land bases in the southwestern part of the state.10 In Southern Colorado and Northern 

New Mexico, where Hispano settlements had roots in Spanish and Mexican colonization 

projects, repressive Anglo economic and legal power also left communities 

disempowered, dispossessed, and dependent on seasonal wage-labor in emerging 

                                                                                                                                            
Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American 
Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); Thomas G. Andrews, “‘Made by 
Toile’? Tourism, Labor, and the Construction of the Colorado Landscape, 1858–1917,” The Journal of 
American History 92, no. 3 (December 1, 2005): 837–863; Thomas G. Andrews, Killing for Coal: 
America’s Deadliest Labor War (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008); John P. Enyeart, The Quest 
for Just and Pure Law: Rocky Mountain Workers and American Social Democracy, 1870-1924 (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2009); J. Philip Gruen, Manifest Destinations: Cities and Tourists in the 
Nineteenth-Century American West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014); Kathleen A. Brosnan, 
Uniting Mountain and Plain: Cities, Law, and Environmental Change along the Front Range 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002). 
9 Letter from Lt. Silas Soule to Maj. Edward Wynkoop, 14 December 1864, “Letters Written by Those at 
Sand Creek,” The Arapahoe Project, accessed 30 September 2016, 
http://www.colorado.edu/csilw/sandcreekltrs.htm. 
10 For more on the Sand Creek Massacre and politics surrounding its memorialization, see Ari Kelman, A 
Misplaced Massacre: Struggling Over the Memory of Sand Creek (Harvard University Press, 2013). 
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resource extraction, agricultural, and construction industries.11 By the turn of the 

twentieth century, the state privileged the claims of white newcomers over those whose 

claims preexisted U.S. occupation. 

Even if they long believed themselves entitled to the continent, white Americans 

did not always consider the West as suitable for settlement. In the decades that followed 

the Civil War and Indians Wars, however, the federal government encouraged more 

permanent Euro-American settlement in Western states and territories. Congress invested 

in projects that made the land and water exploitable for commodity crop production and 

resource extraction. By the turn of the twentieth century, the federal government had 

seized millions of acres of Indian land in the West, and redistributed it among American 

settlers. Between 1881 and 1934, Indian landholdings declined from 155 million acres to 

52 million acres.12 Alongside private water companies, policymakers invested in 

rerouting waterways to fulfill the needs of arid and desert settler farms. Through 

agriculture—the cultivation of the land—they made the land “American.” They 

                                                
11 In No Separate Refuge, Sarah Deutsch has written on Anglo-Hispano relations in Southern Colorado 
mining towns, Northeastern Colorado beet sugar towns, and the Hispano-dominated upper Rio Grande 
Valley from 1880 to 1940. According to Deutsch, Anglo and Hispano frontiers collided in the newly 
inaugurated state of Colorado. Deutsch sees Colorado more as a process than a place, because she is most 
interested in locating gendered communal strategies for preserving a “separate refuge” in the upper Rio 
Grande Valley and surviving in Anglo-controlled towns and economies. This chapter is concerned with the 
particularities of place and process. I root my analysis in Colorado to demonstrate what gets erased when 
we see it as a tabula rasa for colonial designs.  
12 See Stuart Banner, How the Indians Lost Their Lands: Law and Power on the Frontier (Cambridge: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2005); David Chang, “Enclosures of Land and Sovereignty: 
The Allotment of American Indian Lands,” Radical History Review 109 (Winter 2011): 108-119; Patrick 
Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide Research 8, no. 4 
(2006): 387-409; Nancy Shoemaker, American Indian Population Recovery in the Twentieth Century 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999). The 1862 Homestead Act facilitated the transfer of 
270 million acres of annexed land to individual American homesteaders, the 1894 Carey and 1902 
Newlands Acts rerouted streams and rivers to arid and desert settler farms, and the 1887 Dawes Act divided 
millions of acres of tribally-held land into individual allotments, making Native-owned property vulnerable 
to settler predations and foreclosure.  
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transformed the American West from a resource colony into a settler one, and carved up 

Indigenous homelands into settler homes. 

A distinct form of imperialism, U.S. settler colonialism moved beyond resource 

extraction, the subjugation of Indigenous peoples, and colony rule from a metropolitan 

core. Rather, imperialists acted in a settler colonial fashion when they colonized Indian 

land with the intention of making it “home” and of making the land “fit” for white 

settlement. U.S. settler colonialists cast land in the West as “virgin” and “prehistorical,” 

to empty it of its Indigenous history. In this homeland of their making, only white 

American men fully belonged as sovereign political and economic actors (with some 

having more political and economic power than others). Patrick Wolfe, an Australian 

anthropologist whose influential work in Settler Colonial Studies helped define the field, 

characterized settler colonialism as a structure rather than an event. Over a long period of 

time, the American settler colony employed a range of techniques to eliminate Native 

people from land that settlers claimed as their own. They variously employed genocide, 

cultural assimilation, racial logics that denied indigeneity—what Wolfe calls the opposite 

of the one-drop rule for Black Americans, where for Native people, having a certain 

percentage of non-Native ancestry disqualified them from state recognition vis-à-vis 

blood quantum regulations—and the law to make Native survival almost impossible 

under colonial rule.13  

Agriculture played a central and unique role in the construction of settler 

structures. As Wolfe described, “Agriculture is a rational means/end calculus that is 

geared to vouchsafing its own reproduction, generating capital that projects into a future 
                                                
13 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native.”  
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where it repeats itself.”14 Anglo agricultural expansion and development provided 

landless migrants a landed future, and remade Indian land into “American” land. Through 

agriculture, settlers sought to materially erase the Indigenous people and Indigenous land. 

As historian Jean O’Brien describes, “culture meets nature, culture replaces nature, and 

the landscape is purified of Indians in a stark break with the past.” The history of the 

sugar beet industry in the Arkansas Valley allows us to see how this structure was shaped 

through agriculture and the converging and diverging interests of the state, ABS, and 

white farmers. As Karen Lynnea Piper reminds us: 

“Territory,” it seemed, was something haunted from within by the “primitive,” which had 
to be perpetually overcome by the sovereign subject. The “primitive” was what the 
sovereign subject hoped to displace, in his or her role as controller or organizer of 
space.15  

 
Narratives of civilization and culture gave the sugar beet industry a national purpose, 

which the industry used to discipline Indigenous people, immigrant workers, white 

Americans, and the nonhuman world. 

Making Nature into Culture in Rocky Ford 

The Colorado town of Rocky Ford took its name from a rocky, shallow ford along 

the Arkansas River about three miles northwest of town. Nineteenth century traders 

traveling from the East crossed the ford before continuing south on the Santa Fe Trail. 

When the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway (AT&SF) connected the river valley to 

its Kansas-Colorado line in 1876, cactus, sagebrush, and prairie grass ceded large swaths 

of territory to irrigated fields of cantaloupes, alfalfa, corn, and sugar beets. Settlers saw 

these transformations as monumental. They felt that they were a part of something with 

                                                
14 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” 395. 
15 Piper, Cartographic Fictions, 11. 
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national and civilizational importance. Exemplifying this providential sense, in 1868, the 

Colorado Chieftain described how settlers in Colorado bravely battled the terror of the 

wild: 

The settlement of every new country involves in its early state a struggle for existence. 
The pioneers of civilization must be prepared to encounter and overcome the many 
obstacles that confront them in a wild and unsettled region. Far way from the protection 
that civilization furnishes, thrown upon their own unaided resources, relying upon their 
own strong arms and stout hearts, with confidence that an overruling Providence will 
guide them in their noble efforts to extend the domain of an enlarged civilization.16 

 
Later, the descendants of these first American settlers lionized their forbearers as 

pioneers and visionaries. In 1926, state historian Alvin T. Steinel dedicated his history of 

Colorado agriculture to the pioneers, “who laid the foundation for a prosperous industry 

in an untried region, overcoming Nature’s handicaps and breaking down the last barriers 

before the westward advance of American agriculture.”17 Like many Western enterprises, 

these official narratives mythologized progress, but did not reflect the actual experiences 

of people on the ground. Early settler communities more often experienced failure and 

maddening conditions that bellied the claims of boosters, who advertised “cheap land” in 

“the fertile valleys of the Arkansas.”18 But the characterization of nature as 

“handicapped,” the West as “untried,” and Native people as “barriers” to civilization aptly 

described the ideological premises of settler science in the West and justified actions that 

assimilated the land into state, corporate, and settler holdings. 
                                                
16 U.S. Civil Works Administration, “Copy of the Colorado Chieftain, August 27, 1868,” (Denver: Civil 
Works Administration, 1934), CWA Pioneer Interviews Collection, PAM 344-78, SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
17 Alvin T. Steinel and D.W. Working, collaborator, History of Agriculture in Colorado: A Chronological 
Record of Progress in the Development of General Farming, Livestock Production, and Agricultural 
Education and Investigation, on the Western Border of the Great Plains and in the Mountains of Colorado, 
1858 to 1926 (Fort Collins: The State Board of Agriculture, 1926), dedication page. 
18 Cheap lands in the Fertile Valleys of the Arkansas. The Hope of the Apple and the Grape. Colorado’s 
Fruit Garden. Abundant Water. Magnificent Crops. Splendid Markets. Easy Payments. Long Time. 
(Denver: Colorado Land and Water Company, 1891), Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
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Settler efforts to tinker with the land and experiment with commodity crops in 

Colorado predated the sugar beet industry by several decades. Corporations did not 

initiate these efforts. Instead, they were community and state-supported projects 

organized at farmers’ meetings and supported by Denver’s Chamber of Commerce and 

the new land-grant college in Fort Collins. In the 1860s, settler-farmers organized clubs 

to exchange knowledge and solve problems, because humans and nonhumans presented 

obstacles to their transplantation of non-Indigenous plants and animals. Farmers in 

Colorado recognized their challenges as more than “natural adversity.” They were 

equally, if not more, concerned about unstable commodity markets and predatory 

speculation than about crop pests and untimely frosts. An indication of these concerns, 

farmers in Boulder County held a farmer’s convention in October of 1869, “For the 

protection of farmers against depreciating prices of farm products by speculators.”19 By 

1873, most Colorado towns had organized farmers’ clubs. These clubs showed, according 

to Alvin Steinel, “The first indications of class consciousness among the farmers, the 

signs of healthy discontent that led to better economic conditions; the evidence that the 

organized farmer could uphold or defeat a political issue, or fight successfully the threat 

of water monopoly that was imminent in the eighties.”20 By the 1870s, capital-poor 

migrants found little opportunity beyond manual labor in corporate-owned mining fields. 

Fearing the corporate take-over of land and water, farmers organized. They did so 

because they knew from previous experience that they could not count on the land to 

effortlessly provide.  

                                                
19 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 71. 
20 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 71-72.  
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Operating within logics of its own, the nonhuman world told them that pretty 

forcefully. In 1875, for example, still reeling from the panic of 1873, settler farmers in 

Eastern Colorado saw their hopes literally eaten “from the face of the ground.”21 “Like a 

destructive tornado, unforeseen and impossible to forecast,” swarms of migratory 

grasshoppers (melanoplus spretus) descended upon the Colorado plains. Winged parent 

grasshoppers looking to feed their ravenous hatchlings flew east and south from their 

breeding grounds in the Rocky Mountains and found fertile ground in settlers’ nascent 

fields. The growth of agriculture along the Plains created new feeding grounds for 

grasshoppers that migrated for food seasonally and en masse. Observers described how 

the insects astonished settlers with their incredible strength. The Central City Register 

described, “Universal destruction of vegetation marked their track.”22 “At noon they 

looked like snowflakes in sunshine,” another local newspaper reported, “filling the air 

thickly as far as the eye could reach.” In the evenings, “They literally covered walls, 

fences, and pavements.”23 When the first October frost ended grasshopper season, a 

correspondent for the Rocky Mountain News remarked that dead frozen grasshoppers 

could fill thousands of bushels along the Front Range. “Their decay has been so great,” 

the journalist wrote, “that the air is filled with the fetid odor which they exhale.”24 This 

was not the first or the last locust plague in Colorado. Several bad locust years preceded 

statehood, which made locusts a high priority for the first lawmakers, who looked to 

                                                
21 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 74. 
22 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 76. 
23 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 75. 
24 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 76. 
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distinguish the state from its “primitive” past. After statehood, the state’s new political 

apparatus immediately mobilized around locust eradication. 

On November 7, 1876, at the very first meeting of the state’s General Assembly, 

John L. Routt, the state’s newly appointed governor, urged the lawmakers to pass 

legislation to exterminate the insect and protect any birds that fed upon them. The 

legislature decided to pass protections for birds, but had to think hard about whether they 

should offer a bounty for each pound of grasshoppers killed. Rocky Mountain News 

editorialists joked about “hopper scalps,” and advised the legislature not to set the bounty 

too high lest they encourage “propagation rather than extinction of the hoppers.”25 

Settlers compared grasshoppers to Indigenous people recently targeted in American 

genocidal campaigns and removed from Colorado’s new borders. Indigenous people had 

stood in the way of their “progress”—so did insects indigenous to the region. They thus 

criminalized grasshoppers for disrupting sedentary feeder towns.  

Built around domesticated and fenced in plants and animals, Colorado hinterland 

towns hoped to make a living by feeding mining camps and regional centers like Denver 

to Chicago. When millions of grasshoppers stood in the way, the state plotted insect 

extermination. Within two decades, the Rocky Mountain locust went extinct. Colorado’s 

General Assembly was not directly responsible for the insect’s disappearance. Farmers’ 

practices so drastically altered the region’s river valleys and traditional breeding and 

feeding fields that the insects could not survive long under U.S. occupation.26 

Exemplified here, logics of elimination and replacement guided how settlers approached 

                                                
25 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 77.  
26 Jeffrey A. Lockwood, Locust: The Devastating Rise and Mysterious Disappearance of the Insect That 
Shaped the American Frontier (New York: Basic Books, 2005). 
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Indian land. Grasshoppers impeded agriculture, and terrified settlers with their numbers 

and power. Settlers racialized grasshoppers as “Indians,” and targeted them for removal. 

According to Patrick Wolfe, “Whatever settlers may say—and they generally have a lot 

to say—the primary motive for elimination is not race (or religion, ethnicity, grade of 

civilization, etc.) but access to territory.”27 The land and its subjugation may have been 

the goal, but race was not tangential to the elimination of grasshoppers or of Indigenous 

people for that matter. White settlers and the federal government saw the land through 

white racial ideologies that differentially marked nonhumans and nonwhite peoples as 

either exploitable or as enemies marked for elimination. In order to take hold of the 

territory, and create a home on stolen land through agriculture, settlers had to kill, reduce, 

or remove interfering humans and nonhumans. 

Before the eradication of grasshoppers, settler farmers along the Colorado-Kansas 

border found themselves destitute and desperate in the wake of grasshopper swarms and 

bad market conditions. Long dead bison offered some a means to get by. Sun bleached 

bones littered the plains, leftover from Native hunters, who had once supplied faraway 

settler consumers with buffalo robes, and from the genocidal depredations of white 

gamesmen armed with .50 caliber rifles, whose sport facilitated the federal government’s 

“scorched earth campaign” against Indigenous people and migratory animals in the West. 

Desperate, settlers on the Eastern Plains scavenged these bones of war for jobbers, who 

paid them $5 a wagonload. Jobbers then shipped the bones to button and fertilizer 

factories in Pittsburg and St. Louis. Long after death, bison bodies adorned clothing, fed 

                                                
27 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” 388. 
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fields, and provisionally provided for those tenuously rooted in settler Colorado.28 In 

these early settler years, the nonhuman world both hindered settler plans and provided 

fragile livelihoods. Farming communities thus organized associations to swap 

knowledge, pilot new technologies, build political power, and combat a hostile and 

unpredictable climate. Perhaps they wondered whether others had been right about the 

West as an indomitable desert—good for resource extraction but not for budding settler 

towns. Without the extermination of the buffalo and the locusts, agriculture would not 

have been possible on so large a scale in Colorado. 

As actors with significant power to disrupt settler plans, plants, insects, and 

animals were ascribed meaning and value under American colonial rule in Colorado. 

They either represented the land’s Indian past or the land’s settler future; they were either 

allies or invaders. Grasshopper-eating birds became American allies, while settlers 

compared grasshoppers to Indians and plotted their eradication. Bison belonged to a past 

when people and animals migrated seasonally; while domesticated cattle and sheep 

thrived year-round on fixed plots of prairie grass, stacks of fodder, and sugar beets. In 

this new land regime, many indigenous animals faced extermination. E. M. Steward, a 

longtime resident of Lamar, remembered how the expansion of irrigation in the Arkansas 

River Valley in the 1880s allowed farmers to begin the widespread cultivation of alfalfa 

for animal feed. With this new food source, the jackrabbit population on the Plains 

exploded—a consequence that the farmers had not intended. To combat the jackrabbits’ 

ravenous feedings, Valley farmers entertained local residents and tourists with rabbit 

drives and coyote hunts each winter. According to Steward:  
                                                
28 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 114. 
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In my neighborhood we had a piece of barbed fence wire more than a quarter of a mile 
long that we could tie each end to the hind axle of a wagon and drag it across a 2-mile 
strip of smooth prairie. This would make the rabbits get up and we would shoot them 
from the wagons. These were the days of the big rabbit hunts when excursions would 
come from Denver and all the railroad points between there and Lamar to participate in 
the big drives. After the hunt the rabbits were generally cleaned and hung upon large 
racks on the main street for inspection and to be photographed, after which they were 
transported to the cities to be distributed to the poor. From 6,000 to 8,000 rabbits would 
be the score for a two-day hunt.29 
 

Spoils of the hunt, rabbit meat fed the urban poor to save alfalfa that fed livestock 

destined for slaughterhouses and consumers of better means. Instead of coexistence, 

cooperation, or adaptation with nonhumans living on the Plains, settlers envisioned a 

future in which select biota thrived.30 Anything that challenged or afflicted the crops and 

livestock had to either change or go.  

Cultivating the Land, Cultivating White Americans 

The sugar beet industry followed on the heels of settlers’ efforts to transform 

Indian land into American land. In doing so, companies like ABS also capitalized on the 

improvement zeitgeist that animated social reform movements and agricultural 
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developments already underway in the region. At the turn of the twentieth century, social 

reformers believed that the environment played a central role in shaping people. To create 

better white Americans, one had to create a better environment for them. The sugar beet 

industry promised to create idyllic landscapes and orderly white citizens. To reformers, 

sugar beets had a value that exceeded their price per ton. They symbolized the future of 

the rural West. The state invested heavily in reorganizing space so that the project could 

thrive, and private organizations like the Salvation Army invested in “uplifting” poor, 

urban whites by relocating them to sugar beet colonies.31 Not only would sugar beets 

improve the land, but it would also improve people.  

In the 1860s, settlers began experimenting with sugar beets in Colorado. The U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) provided interested parties with trial packages of 

seeds. In spite of little progress, farmer communiqués and commercial clubs kept the idea 

in circulation for decades before the first Colorado sugar refinery opened in 1899. After 

the 1879 establishment of the State Agricultural College in Fort Collins, these crop 

experiments (and others) gained momentum. In 1888, dreams of sugar gained power with 

the establishment of the state’s first Experiment Station. In April of 1888, for example, 

Field and Farm publicized that Claus Spreckels, who ran a beet sugar factory in 

Watsonville, California, had given seeds to Denver growers for test plantings. That same 

year, the State Agricultural College tested four sugar beet varieties for the USDA in 
                                                
31 For more on Progressive Era social reforms and the “ordering” of the people and the environment, see 
Michael McGerr, A Fierce Discontent: The Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in America (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 2010); Colin R. Johnson, Just Queer Folks: Gender and Sexuality in Rural 
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Magazine and the Rise of American Environmentalism (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2013); 
Ian R. Tyrrell, True Gardens of the Gods: Californian-Australian Environmental Reform, 1860-1930 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999); Marilyn Irvin Holt, Linoleum, Better Babies, and the 
Modern Farm Woman, 1890-1930 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2005). 
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Colorado soils. With encouraging results, their report concluded that Colorado lacked 

only the capital, machinery, and farmers for a flourishing industry.32  

 Experiment stations in the San Luis Valley and the Arkansas River Valley 

continued to test sugar beets through the 1890s. During these experimental years, farmers 

learned to think about sugar beet culture as an antidote to soil exhaustion. Frank Watrous, 

who worked at the Rocky Ford Experiment Station at the time, described the crop’s allure 

in the following manner:  

The farmers of this section, having already felt the consequences of soil deterioration, 
through successive cropping of wheat on the same land, began to see an advantage, 
providing a market could be secure, in growing a crop not particularly difficult to 
cultivate, not too tender to be handled by ordinary labor, less deteriorating to the soil than 
wheat, and less liable than most other crops to suffer the exigencies of climate or the 
depredations of insect enemies.33  
 

Colorado Experiment Stations issued reports on the industry’s potential to revolutionize 

Colorado agriculture and outsmart “insect enemies.” They hoped to convince farmers to 

adopt the crop, by characterizing it as a hardy plant, strong enough to withstand a difficult 

climate. They also hoped to convince out of state investors that Colorado could in fact 

produce enough beets to warrant sugar refineries in all of its river valleys.  

 The state oversaw many of the first sugar beet experiments, in collaboration with 

local farmers. In 1897, the USDA sent 700 pounds of German beet seeds to Colorado 

Experiment Stations. Researchers fastidiously documented each trial, compiling data on 

soil type, ideal planting and plowing time, planting distance, germination, seed density, 

thinning, irrigation, sugar percentage, and fertilization.34 Sugar corporations also 

                                                
32 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 295-296.  
33 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 297.  
34 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 299.  
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sometimes offered seeds to Colorado farmers, but more often, the USDA dealt directly 

with seed distributors in Europe. Later, companies would step in and take charge of sugar 

beet research projects, and cut farmers out of the research process entirely.35  

 In the late nineteenth century, however, individual residents mostly undertook 

sugar beet experiments privately. For example, George Swink, a Rocky Ford landowner 

and state senator, thought Colorado’s agricultural institutions hindered more than they 

helped. He proposed a bill in the Colorado General Assembly to create a sugar beet 

research entity independent from the agricultural college and experiment stations to 

accelerated the industry’s progress in the state. When the bill failed, Swink bought 

German sugar beet seeds with his own money and distributed them to growers in Rocky 

Ford.36 He sent for information from the USDA about best beet culture practices, bought 

German seeds, and sent his samples to Washington for analysis. From the USDA, he also 

received a “beet belt” map, which placed Colorado in prime territory, giving him greater 

authority in his efforts to raise local farmers’ interest in the industry.  

 Swink also began to correspond with industry experts in Germany to learn about 

their beet growing conditions, climate, sugar purity, and costs of labor. His German 

informants told him that although the crop was labor-intensive, labor costs in Germany 

were low, because they often hired Polish migrant workers. Swink’s political opponents 

at home did not believe that Colorado growers could compete with German producers 

low cost of labor. Swink promised to prove them wrong. The real problem, he argued, 

was that Colorado did not have enough farmer-settlers. According to Swink: 

                                                
35 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 299.  
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We were able to convince capital that it was safe to put in a sugar plant then found we did 
not have the people to grow the beets to maintain a plant and went to work encouraging 
the growing of small stuff such as melons, cantaloupes, tomatoes, pickles and other small 
stuff to encourage the settlement of the country.37  
 

Swink thus went to work recruiting new settlers, in order to recruit a sugar company to 

invest in the Arkansas Valley. The valley’s population did in fact increase, but not until 

after 1900. That year, ABS decided to build a factory in Rocky Ford and the National 

Manufacturing Sugar Manufacturing Company (NSMC) decided to build one in Sugar 

City, about twenty miles north of Rocky Ford.  

 

Figure 2.2: ABS Rocky Ford Factory, 1913. Source: Western History Genealogy Department, 
Denver Public Library, http://digital.denverlibrary.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15330coll22/id/12576 

(accessed 13 May 2017). 

By the first decade of the twentieth century, Colorado had developed into a 

leading sugar-producing state. Sugar companies planted themselves in the South Platte 

River Valley in Northeast Colorado, in those of the Arkansas River Valley to the 

                                                
37 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 304.  
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southeast, and in the Grand Valley along the Western Slope. By 1907, ABS operated 

three refineries in the valley, and owned over 20,000 acres of land. Although ABS 

competed with two other companies in the valley, NSMC and the Holly Sugar 

Corporation, it was the most powerful sugar company in the region at that time. Later, 

under the helm of Henry Havemeyer, the Great Western Sugar Company would take the 

lead, after opening some twenty-one factories in northeastern Colorado, Wyoming, 

Montana, and Nebraska. In 1926, local historian Alvin Steinel characterized the industry 

as “the greatest single factor in income from agricultural effort,” providing farmers with 

around $20,000,000 statewide, and producing over $40,000,000 in sugar.38 Because the 

industry supported livestock and dairying industries, and these industries in turn provided 

farmers with manure, beets also enabled meat and alfalfa production to expand in 

Colorado. The industry promoted the settlement of agricultural towns in Colorado.   

The Salvation Army quickly recognized the sugar beet industry’s potential to 

transform land and lives in the West. In the 1890s, the organization piloted an experiment 

in “domiculture” with ABS in Colorado and the Spreckels Sugar Factory in California. 

The Salvation Army’s domiculture experiment sought to transform poor white people 

living in cities like Chicago and San Francisco into model farmers in the American West. 

These newly empowered farmers would turn “waste land” into productive land, and 

embody a fruitful union between corporate America and the Salvation Army’s mission to 

uplift the “heathen masses” and the “lowest of the low”—the white urban, often 

immigrant, poor. The British-based Salvation Army championed a middle-class and 

Christian vision of a better world. It looked to solve white urban poverty in imperial 
                                                
38 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 307. 
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metropoles, and civilize “savage” colonial subjects in British colonies and Anglo settler-

colonies, like the United States and Australia.39  

Under the leadership of Frederick Booth-Tucker, the Salvation Army organized 

colonization schemes in Amity, Colorado; Romie, California; and, Fort Herrick, Ohio in 

the late 1890s. “Place the waste labor on the waste land by means of waste capital,” 

Booth-Tucker proposed in his “landless man to the manless land” proposition, “and 

thereby convert the trinity of modern waste into a trinity of production.”40 Born in India 

to a member of the Imperial Civil Service, Booth-Tucker had married Emma Booth, the 

daughter of the Salvation Army’s founding couple, Catherine and William Booth, in 

1888. In 1896, the Booths charged Frederick and Emma Booth-Tucker with the American 

branch of the organization. They focused their attention on their farm colony scheme 

until Emma died in a train crash in 1903, and Frederick returned to London.41 

In the United States, the Booth-Tuckers attempted to put into practice a plan that 

William Booth outlined in his book, In Darkest England and the Way Out.42 Booth set his 

missionary sights on London’s urban poor, and envisioned finding a place for them in the 
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(London: Funk & Wagnalls, 1890). See Frederick Booth-Tucker, “The Landless Man to the Manless 
Land,” The Technical World, II (October 1904): 187-192; Clark C. Spence, “The Landless Man and the 
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world where they could “return to the land.” According to Booth: “As the race from the 

Country to the City has been the cause of much of the distress we have to battle with, we 

propose to find a substantial part of our remedy by transferring these same people back to 

the country, that is back to ‘the Garden!’”43 Not all of these families, however, would 

find land in Britain. Instead, British settler colonies would provide an outlet for London’s 

poor: “Those who have given attention to the subject are agreed that in our Colonies in 

South Africa, Canada, Western Australia and elsewhere, there are millions of acres of 

useful land to be obtained almost for the asking.”44 Note here the similarity in language 

between Booth and Henry Oxnard, who saw the American West as empty land for the 

taking. While the farm colony idea circulated in Imperial Britain, the Booth-Tuckers 

experimented with it in the American West as a solution to the “ills” of industrialization 

and mass migration to the cities. 

The Salvation Army had a name for what was happening in U.S. cities like 

Chicago that had undergone industrial transformations and received large numbers of 

Southern and Eastern European immigrants: “domicide.” Many U.S.-born white 

Americans denigrated these new immigrant communities, saying they “lived like pigs” 

and “enjoyed the dirt.” Their understanding of “being civilized” meant rising “above the 

dirt and decay and disorder of life.”45 The Salvation Army saw the matter differently. 

Poor families could rise above the dirt, by working it. Industrial cities, Booth-Tucker 

argued, killed the male-headed household. According to Booth-Tucker, men lost their will 
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to live under the daily grind. Destroying men would destroy the home, he warned, the 

very basis of a healthy nation. Booth-Tucker believed he had an antidote to domicide—

“domiculture.” Through domiculture, places like Southeastern Colorado, he argued, 

would become the “poor man’s paradise.”46 Booth-Tucker argued that the government 

needed to invest in domiculture, just as they invested in agriculture and horticulture, 

because it fostered the health of male-headed households. As he put it:  

If for killing purposes the nations of the world are prepared to spend hundreds of millions 
of dollars in placing vast armies of men in the field, why should not a reasonable amount 
be expended in settling the worthy poor of our great cities under conditions which will 
make them into happy, self-respecting, home-owning citizens, who shall furnish strength 
and stability to the institutions of our country.47 
 

Women and children would work for their husbands and fathers. In cultivating the land, 

they would secure their future. In the colonization of the West, the health of the land was 

intimately connected to the health (indeed the cultivation) of white American manhood. 

 Because Booth-Tucker and the Salvation Army saw domicide as a global 

problem, they had looked broadly for solutions. New Zealand had recently provisioned 

$18 million to rural settlers under the Advances to Settlers Act. According to Booth-

Tucker, settlers had surprisingly made good on their mortgages and settled “vast areas of 

vacant land.”48 His efforts to colonize Chicago’s urban poor in Colorado fit into the 

London-based Salvation Army’s broad global vision. He also kept his sights on 

colonization opportunities in the British Empire, with an eye to re-settling white urban 

Americans on “waste land” in Canada, South Africa, India, and Australia. This vision of 
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civilized modernity explicitly tied white male prosperity to their ownership of colonized 

land. So-called “waste” land would make white men into civilized citizens, just as once 

“urban rabble” would make the desert pastoral. In this way, the Salvation Army directly 

engaged in settler colonialism. 

Also proponents of building settler colonies on land in the American West, the 

sugar beet industry took up Booth-Tucker’s plans to uplift landless white men. The 

Salvation Army collaborated with Claus Spreckels in building its first farm colony in 

Romie, California. In 1897, Claus Spreckels allotted 700 acres of land for Salvation 

Army colonists in Romie to support his beet sugar factory in Salinas, California. He only 

asked in return “that they shall be industrious and raise beets.”49 The California Salvation 

Army beet project did not flourish, because it lacked irrigation infrastructure. Despite the 

colony’s failure to prosper, the effort to ideologically align the sugar beet industry with 

domiculture was successful enough to warrant another sugar beet colony.  

In 1898, Booth-Tucker collaborated with ABS to found the Amity Colony in 

Colorado’s Arkansas Valley. The Arkansas Valley Land and Cattle Company, an English 

cattle company, had recently foreclosed on a 25,000-acre ranch along the AT & SF 

railroad line. The Salvation Army purchased 600 acres from this failed ranching project 

for its sugar beet colony scheme. They also planned to build a tuberculosis sanitarium 

with space for 1000 patients. According to Booth-Tucker: 

The American Beet Sugar Company has given our colony a great impetus. It has bought 
all the land near Amity, in fact we are its tenants. The land about us has been pronounced 
by experts to be the best for sugar beet raising anywhere in this country. The company 

                                                
49 Letter from Dan Gutleben to R. I. Nowell, date unknown, in “Arkansas Valley,” 2, Series 4, Box 2, 
Folder 4, Gutleben Histories, American Crystal Sugar Company Records (ACSC), Minnesota Historical 
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will put up a large plant for extracting the sugar from beets, taking all that can be raised. 
This plant, together with the sanitarium, will take all our products and give us a home 
market.50  
 

The first Army Colonists came to Amity, Colorado from Chicago in 1898. Booth-Tucker 

described these families as headed by competent, honest men almost driven mad in 

crowded tenements, who did not want to raise their families in places where they could 

never get secure property or get ahead.51 Colorado “waste land” offered them and the 

nation a better future.  

Despite promises of lucrative cantaloupe and sugar beet industries, Colorado’s 

Amity colony failed within a decade. The Salvation Army provided “worthy” colonists at 

Amity with ten acres of land and fixed capital to get their beet farms up and running. 

Colony planners imagined that these farmers would feed the recently constructed Amity 

sanatorium and orphanage, the valley’s growing population, and bustling mining camps 

in Southern Colorado coalfields. Dry alkaline soil, however, stymied the efforts of 

Chicago settlers and Salvation Army reformers, leaving the colony abandoned by 1908.  

The ideological construction of the Colorado Plains as “waste land” intersected 

powerfully with turn of the century reformers ideas about what made a man a “worthy 

citizen.” Both ideologies worked to naturalize Colorado land and the urban poor as in 

need of expert guidance and redemption. Dry land obstructed these plans. Settlers would 

have to change the land if they wanted the valley’s white population to grow. 
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Although the Amity Colony failed, corporate land colonization schemes in 

Colorado saw more success. Instrumental in securing water for ABS lands, as well as 

offering for sale as many as 3,125 40-acre farming plots to settlers, the New York City-

based insurance company Equitable Life Assurance Society worked synergistically with 

ABS at the turn of the twentieth century.52 Equitable Life bought land from several 

failing colonization and irrigation projects in the 1890s—including the Arkansas Valley 

Land and Cattle Company and the Great Plains Water Storage Company. In all, Equitable 

Life had 125,000 acres of irrigated land in the Arkansas Valley. From the Great Plains 

Water Storage Company, they acquired five reservoirs and five canals that distributed the 

water broadly over the arid land. The company offered lands at $30 an acre, which 

farmers could pay back over ten years at six per cent interest.53 In 1901, Equitable Life 

even went into business with an offshoot of ABS’s Oxnard Construction Company to 

form the Arkansas Valley Sugar Beet and Irrigated Land Company. This new company 

offered farmers discounted land as long as they agreed to grow at least ten acres of beets 

for ABS. 

These were likely dishonest dealings. In 1949, industry historian Dan Gutleben 

wrote to R. I. Nowell, the man in charge of farm loan operations for Equitable Life. He 

thought his questions innocent enough. He wanted to know more about how the Oxnard 

Construction Company got involved in land deals in the Arkansas River Valley in the late 
                                                
52 “Arkansas Valley,” Series 4, Box 2, Folder 15, Gutleben Histories, Scrapbook Materials, 1871, 1886-
1910, 1924, ACSC, MHS. 
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nineteenth century. When he did not receive a reply, he inquired further. Apparently, an 

elder director intercepted his letter. Gutleben heard from a friend who worked for 

Equitable Life that the director had had a fit and said that it was dangerous to even 

mention their company in the same breath as the Arkansas River Valley. “The old man 

must have a bad conscience,” Gutleben mused, and he wondered if Equitable Life’s once 

president, Hazen Hyde, had “his fingers in the pie.”54 Because ABS and Equitable Life 

owned the land upon which the Salvation Army built its Amity Company, Gutleben 

wanted to know “what there was in that forbidding desert (stretch of ‘grass, sunshine and 

solitude’)” that caught the eye of the company’s managers. He wanted to understand the 

“impulse” that drove the men who invested in places that no one imagined would 

“bloom” as they did, especially given the quick failure of the Amity colony.  

ABS had powerful allies in the valley, which contributed to their ability to recruit 

settler-farmers. When ABS invested in the Arkansas River Valley, the AT&SF advertised 

widely for the sugar company. They offered a land rental system for capital poor farmers 

interested in growing beets and saving money in order to purchase land. They boasted 

12,000 lots for rent, each with a three or four room house, a small barn, and water rights. 

The advertisements specified that they only wanted “good farmers who have enough 

capital to provide themselves with all the necessities until such time as they can harvest 

their crops.”55 They did not target the same would-be settlers that the Salvation Army 

had. ABS joined forces with large land financiers such as Equitable Life and the AT&SF 

                                                
54 Note by Dan Gutleben, 17 October 1949, “Arkansas Valley,” 1, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 4, Gutleben 
Histories, ACSC, MHS. 
55 Rocky Ford, Colorado, in the heart of the Great Arkansas Valley (Pueblo: Pueblo Litho. & Prtg. Co., 
1905), Bancroft Library, Berkeley, California.  
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railroad to recruit better off white settlers ready to take up the plow on irrigated land and 

plant sugar beets for the company’s brand new factory. 

The AT&SF marketing division described sugar beet cultivation as perfect for 

whole families, since women and children could do much of the work as unpaid labor to 

the male head of the house. AT&SF promotional materials from 1905 described how the 

company would pay these tenant farmers five dollars per ton of beets. They described 

how these families could advance in social class through the sugar beet industry: 

When the factory starts the head of the family could probably secure a position in the 
factory; while the wife and children work in the beet fields, thus securing labor for the 
entire family and ensuring a large income. This soon enables the family to get ahead and 
to buy land, becoming good and prosperous citizens.56  
 

The sugar beet industry explicitly linked citizenship to manhood, landownership, and 

one’s authority over dependents. By and large, however, farmers did not rely on their 

own families for the industry’s great agricultural labor needs. At critical moments in a 

sugar beet’s life cycle, the crop required immediate and extensive attention. It was back 

breaking work. People at the time considered it “stoop labor,” which meant labor unfit for 

white workers. The company paid farmers by the ton of beets, which incentivized paying 

agricultural workers low hourly and per acre labor rates. The industry promoted itself as 

“healthy” for white farming families. Implicit in their land model, white men would not 

only oversee the labor of women and children, but they would also oversee the labor of 

nonwhite migrant workers. In other words, their prosperity was tied to their patriarchal 

exploitation of agricultural workers. 

                                                
56 Rocky Ford, Colorado in the Heart of the Great Arkansas Valley. 
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As a result of these corporate colonization efforts, the settler population in rural 

Colorado did in fact increase. From 1890 to 1910, the population of Otero County, where 

ABS built their primary sugar factory, increased from 4,192 to 20,201 people. The largest 

increases occurred in beet growing districts.57 The valley’s population expanded through 

white settlement. Census recorders categorized the majority of the population as “Native 

white.” From 1900 to 1910, Otero County’s population of white residents grew from 

8,731 to 15,304. In 1910, census recorders counted only 247 African Americans in the 

county, and placed 109 people in a vague and lumped “other” category called “Ind., Chi., 

Jap., and all other.” These numbers undoubtedly missed the many non-white field 

workers who worked in the valley during beet season, and who lived in tent camps 

located far from settler towns. But, they give a rough sense of these new settlers’ racial 

homogeneity. The majority of Arkansas Valley residents not born in the United States had 

immigrated from Russia, Germany, and Mexico—not surprising given the industry’s 

reliance on German expertise, and German Russian and Mexican agricultural laborers. 

Many “native-born” white residents also listed their parents’ birthplace as Germany and 

Russia.58  

From 1900 to 1910, the number of farms also increased. With increased farming, 

more land came under cultivation. Not all farmers owned their land either. Cash and share 

tenants farmed around twenty percent of farms in the valley. As the following data 

suggests, the number of farms cultivating sugar beets increased immensely from 1900 to 

1910. In 1890, 16,389 people owned farms in the state of Colorado, and their property 
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totaled 4,598,941 acres.59 By 1900, the state boasted 24,700 farms, a significant but 

moderate increase. Over 2,000 people were categorized as “cash tenants,” and more than 

3,000 worked as share tenants.60 From 1900 to 1910, the first decade of the sugar beet 

industry in the valley, the value of farm property (land, buildings, implements, 

machinery, and livestock) increased from $161 million to over $491 million.61 By 1910, 

Colorado had 46,170 farms, which occupied 13,532,113 acres of land—an almost 300 

percent increase from 1900.62 By 1910, share tenants worked 5,176 of these farms, and 

cash tenants worked another 3,244 farms. From 1899 to 1909, Colorado also saw a 200 

percent increase in the value of crops produced.63 In 1900, only 169 farms produced 

sugar beets valued at $26,711.64 In 1910, 4,885 farms produced over 108,000 acres of 

sugar beets, valued at over $6 million. In just ten years, in large part due to the sugar beet 

industry, Colorado agriculture grew enormously.  

In collaboration with the AT & SF and Equitable Life, the sugar beet industry took 

advantage of failed land colonization schemes and widespread foreclosure in the late 

nineteenth century. They tied new mortgages in the region to the cultivation of beets, and 

controlled many new land sales. They targeted white Americans from the Eastern United 

States for land sales, and looked to rent land to capital-poor German Russian 
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communities from Nebraska and Kansas. Sugar companies specifically targeted German 

Russians in their tenant-farming schemes, because this new immigrant group had 

experience with the crop in Nebraska and in their homeland in the Germany-Russia 

imperial borderlands. But weary of giving any one group concentrated power, they also 

recruited Japanese immigrant tenant farmers to unsettle the idea that the company 

“needed” German Russian tenants.65 

Social reformers and sugar beet companies helped ABS in their settlement 

schemes when they hailed sugar beet culture as an antidote to white urban poverty. They 

advertised land to “good” settlers, who would aid them in culturing the land. Sugar 

companies in the Arkansas River Valley quickly realized that landowners had enough 

power to disrupt production when they disliked the company’s terms or when they felt the 

company off-loaded too much risk onto them. Landowners and tenant farmers took the 

brunt of environmental obstacles to sugar beet production. For this reason, ABS 

encountered difficulties in transforming German Russian tenant farmers into loyal 

landowners. Tenant farmers fled or tried to organize when they found themselves 

indebted to the company after failed beet crops. The land and the climate also resisted the 

“ideal behavior” that companies and sugar beet experts projected onto them. Because the 

company could not control the land, despite their many efforts to figure it out, they 

offloaded their risk onto farmers and workers. In response, white tenant and land-owing 

farmers organized to resist ABS’s power in the valley. Their resistance drove ABS to find 

new ways to control farmers through racial management techniques, and powered the 
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state’s scientific efforts to perfect sugar beet agriculture to soften points of conflict 

between companies and white farmers.66 

Scientific Agriculture and Settler Science 

At the turn of the twentieth century, amateur and professionalizing agricultural 

scientists working in disparate sites—from European agricultural colleges to American 

crop fields—believed they had the power to perfect life. Emboldened by Charles Darwin, 

Herbert Spencer, and August Weismann’s emergent and divergent ideas of heredity, these 

practitioners envisioned a future in which select humans, flora, and fauna, strengthened 

through scientific intervention, would thrive immune to the whims and sometimes-fatal 

forces of the natural world. In the late nineteenth century, many people versed in early 

scientific ideas of breeding and heredity, particularly Neo-Lamarckism, believed in the 

power of the environment to shape the genetic material that humans and other organisms 

transmitted to future generations. Those who ascribed to this view had faith in 

environmental reform efforts. When these reformers, such at the Salvation Army, worked 
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to eradicate “urban squalor” and beautify the Plains, they did so in the hopes that their 

efforts would strengthen the “stock” of future generations of white Americans, and 

therefore strengthen Anglo nations.67 A good environment would keep the beets from 

degenerating, and maybe even transform them into “American beets.” Producers hoped 

that some day they would not have to buy sugar beet seeds bred for Europe environments.  

In the late nineteenth century, many natural scientists abandoned Lamarckian 

ideas. They instead debated the relationship between the ideas of August Weismann and 

Gregor Mendel, who refuted the notion that life experiences transformed the genetic 

material passed between generations, and ideas of Darwin on variation and natural 

selection. These new ideas emboldened men like Sir Francis Galton and Herbert Spencer 

and their eugenicist followers to encourage reproduction among the upper classes, 

advocate for sterilization, and abandon the notion of social uplift. Proponents of eugenics 

fretted over racial purity and how to protect the nation from “undesirable peoples.”68 

Mendel’s theories also revolutionized agriculture. It would take half a century before 

Mendelism thoroughly transformed agricultural breeding practices, by giving scientists a 

method for isolating genes, identifying DNA, and genetically engineering organisms in 

economically desirable ways. At the turn of the twentieth century, agricultural breeders 

had not yet developed a process radically distinct from plant and animal breeding 

techniques long practiced in agricultural communities. Still, the illusion of scientifically 

perfect crops occupied the long-term goals of private breeding organizations, United 

States Department of Agriculture research projects, and corporate agricultural developers 
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in the early twentieth century. For decades, researchers investigated how they might 

create an American “race” of sugar beets that would grow uniform and robust in spite of 

its greater environment. This beet would require less labor than the European sugar beet, 

resist pests and pestilence, and withstand drought.69 With stronger beets, the land could 

no longer “steal” farmers’ profits. Sugar companies would also win, because they would 

not have to reduce their profit margins to pay farmers better.70  

 

Figure 2.3: A Sugar Beet and its Root System. Source: Herbert Myrick, The American Sugar 
Industry; a Practical Manual on the Production of Sugar Beets and Sugar Cane, and on the 

Manufacture of Sugar Therefrom, Constituting a Handbook for the Farmer or Manufacturer, 
Capitalist or Laborer, Statesman or Student (New York: Orange Judd company, 1902), 103. 

 
Decades before ABS opened its first Colorado factory, French and German seed 

producers had already engineered sugar beets varietals based on certain ideal economic 

traits: sugar content, shape, size, vigor, and adaptation to particular locales. 

                                                
69 We might look at Monsanto’s Round Up Ready Sugar Beets in the twenty-first century as an inheritor of 
this dream. 
70 I want to thank Susan Jones for helping me sort out and improve my argument on how the sugar beet 
industry appropriated the complex ideas of nineteenth century natural historians. I take full responsibility 
for any misunderstanding of the difficult ideas outlined here. 
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Contemporaries marveled at how they had raised fodder beets into a higher-level 

industrial crop. Humans had practiced plant breeding since the advent of agriculture, and 

nineteenth and early twentieth century sugar beet breeders did not employ methods 

significantly different from traditional practices of breeding and plant husbandry. 

However, by the late nineteenth century, novel theories of heredity and evolution 

provided a new language for the work and objectives of plant breeders. Those in the 

sugar beet industry began to imagine a perfected “race” of sugar beets, and that they 

could create one through constant and regularized selection and intervention in beet 

reproduction and cultivation. But the U.S. lacked comparable research and development 

institutions and infrastructure to engineer their own sugar beet varieties until decades into 

twentieth century. 

Environmental Americanization of the region grew from a fundamental 

assumption that white settlers had a right to the land and a right to determine its future 

form. Sugar beet proponents, among whom ABS and the Oxnards had great influence, 

made a case for “homebuilding” in the West. Homebuilding, they argued, would require 

extensive research, development, and national investment. They would have to marshal 

existing research institutions and found new ones to both perfect the land and work 

towards perfecting crops like sugar beets. Philadelphia-based sugar beet expert, Lewis 

Ware, put words to the objective in 1898 when he celebrated a future “race” of sugar 

beets that would reliably and profitably grow anywhere, in spite of imperfect 

environments. Ware published these words just as the annexation of Hawaiʻi and the 

1898 Spanish-American War transformed the geography of American sugar production. 
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He and other domestic sugar beet industrialists hotly contested these annexations, while 

championing homebuilding in Western farming towns like Rocky Ford. 

Lewis Ware, an influential supporter of an American sugar beet industry at the 

turn of the twentieth century, received his degree from France’s Ecole Centrale 

D’Agriculture. Undoubtedly, his time in France spurred the great enthusiasm he had for 

the industry. In the 1870s, angry that the federal government had slighted the industry in 

favor of sorghum sugar, he decided to devote his private efforts towards the development 

of the industry in the United States. He spent $50,000 of his own money to print and 

circulate millions of pamphlets. He also bought and freely distributed several tons of 

sugar beet seed to interested farmers. His efforts caused the USDA to rethink its stance on 

beet sugar. He enjoyed a close relationship with James Wilson, who served a record as 

Secretary of Agriculture from 1897 to 1913. Under Wilson, the USDA heavily invested in 

sugar beets.  

To complement his lobbying efforts, Ware wrote several of the most influential 

beet seed books at the turn of the twentieth century. Hopeful that an American beet sugar 

industry might one day rival that of Germany or France, he outlined potential obstacles to 

sugar beet cultivation in U.S. environments, and provided advice to growers and 

companies on the best European sugar beet varieties. He made a case for controlled 

scientific seed selection and uniform cultivation practices across the trans-Atlantic sugar 

beet industry. He argued that growers maintain their dependence on French and German 

expertise or face beet degeneration. According to Ware, the sugar beet industry could not 

be left to farmers’ “folk science” or their cost-saving ways. “Will seed produced in one 
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country yield beets having the same characteristics as their grandmothers in another 

environment?” he warily asked.71 Beets, he claimed, had a tendency to degenerate 

without careful and constant selection, and in time would return to the low sugar form of 

its ancestor—the common garden beet. “What rules can be evolved from the animal 

kingdom most generally apply to the vegetable,” he warned, “the only true selection with 

the view to seed production is that the seed comes directly from the mothers had have 

been actually selected in the laboratory.”72 Ware emphasized the importance of scientific 

selection in a controlled setting, because he worried that farmers would save seeds based 

on crop size and form. Since the industry relied on beets’ chemical composition, Ware 

and his colleagues emphasized that experts necessarily had to control the breeding 

process.  

According to Ware, growers ought to leave sugar beet purity to specially trained 

experts, to ensure that sugar beet germ lines remained consistent from one generation to 

the next. Only in this way could the industry hope to reliably reproduce beets with certain 

ideal traits: body shape, size, and sugar percentage. In his writings, Ware 

anthropomorphized and gendered beets when discussing their reproduction. Only experts 

could responsibly and correctly nurture seed stock “mothers” and “grandmothers.”  It 

would be irresponsible, he inferred, for producers to remove mothers from their ideal 

environments. In other words, farmers could not responsibly care for or protect the purity 

of female sugar beets and their progeny—only experts could. 

                                                
71 Lewis Sharpe Ware, Production Requirements and Selection of Sugar Beet Seed (Philadelphia: G. H. 
Buchanan, 1895), 17. 
72 Ware, Production Requirements and Selection of Sugar Beet Seed, 27. 
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For his scientific scaffolding, Ware roughly combined ideas from Jean-Baptiste 

Lamarck, Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer, and August Weismann. He insisted that 

scientists could “improve” beets, a Spencerian idea in conflict with Darwin’s theory of 

evolution. Drawing from Lamarck, Ware believed that scientific selection in a controlled 

environment kept beets from degenerating to their “common ancestor.” Finally, he 

marshaled Weismann’s “protoplasmic” theory of inheritance to further justify scientific 

selection in a controlled environment. Weismann argued that genetic information passed 

between generations without any alteration, and that an organism’s environment did not 

alter its germ line. To control a beet mother’s purity, therefore, one had to control the 

fertilization process if one wanted to reliably reproduce beets with certain ideal traits. As 

Ware put it, scientists could take the “protoplastic [sic]” living material that nature 

provided and create something new—a perfect beet race.73 Men, he claimed, could do 

better than nature. While these theorists often argued in opposition to one another, in 

Ware’s synthesis and circulation of industry best practices, they slipped into one another. 

Ware advanced the illusion of a perfect sugar beet, and held that men could create this 

beet using modern theories and methods of plant breeding. American sugar beet 

companies widely adopted this standpoint, a decision that had powerful consequences for 

growers in the industry. Long accustomed to evaluating their crops for the best 

performers, and saving those seeds for subsequent plantings, American farmers would 

have to look to sugar beet companies each spring to purchase company approved seed.74 

                                                
73 Lewis Sharpe Ware, Sugar Beet Seed (Chicago and New York: Orange Judd Co., 1898). 
74 For more on the role of Mendelism, Social Darwinism, and turn of the twentieth century ideas of heredity 
in agriculture, see Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding; Kloppenburg, First the Seed; Stern, Eugenic 
Nation; Kristin Hoganson, “Meat in the Middle: Converging Borderlands in the U.S. Midwest, 1865-1900,” 
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Lewis Ware argued alongside Henry Oxnard and other industry spokesmen that at 

some point the United States ought to create its own improved “American” sugar beet 

varieties. In these early years, however, because of they lacked the necessary 

infrastructure and expertise, the U.S. industry continued to rely on European seed 

producers. Sugar companies and the U.S. Department of Agriculture had to invest 

substantially in plant research programs and facilities. Decades passed before U.S. 

companies could produce and sell their own sugar beet seeds. Until that time, beet sugar 

producers in the U.S. imported seeds certified for purity every year. With little control 

over the seeds themselves, ABS focused its energies on controlling growing conditions—

people and the land included. 

Getting white, fine sugar out of the bulbous sugar beet at the start of the twentieth 

century required a complex chain of steps that began in German and French beet seed 

houses. ABS purchased sugar beet seed varieties like Dippe Brothers’ Improved 

Kleinwanzleben or Dippe Improved “la plus riche.” Loaded on cargo ships in Hamburg 

or Bremen, the seeds would arrive in New York City, where ABS agents divided the 

cargo for points in Nebraska, California, and Colorado. Once at their destination, ABS 

distributed seeds to the farmers under seasonal contract. Under the right conditions, the 

soil, sun, and water would christen the seeds; coal would power the factory; coke would 

fire the limekilns; and beets would seamlessly shed their bodies as they broke down into 

their particle essence—pure, white sugar. Production would spring into action as beet 

                                                                                                                                            
Journal of American History 98, no. 4 (February 19, 2012): 1025–1051; William Boyd, “Making Meat: 
Science, Technology, and American Poultry Production,” Technology and Culture 42, no. 4 (October 1, 
2001): 631–664; Michael R. Rose, Darwin’s Spectre: Evolutionary Biology in the Modern World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998); Pauly, “The Beauty and Menace of the Japanese Cherry 
Trees.” 
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seeds and whole factories made their way across the Atlantic from Germany and France. 

The company later boasted the American beet sugar industry sprang, “Minerva-like into 

full-grown existence.”75 Industry “pioneers” believed that expertise and experience in 

other locales allowed ABS to bypass the “shirt losing stage” of an early enterprise. With 

all factors controlled and controllable, ABS assured its investors, employees, and various 

publics that success was in the bag.  

The process of extracting sugar from beets was delicate, and producers developed 

an elaborate system to extract the most possible sugar from each beet. Ideally, the beets 

would move from the soil to the nearest factory without delay. ABS sought to limit the 

distance between fields and factory to keep transportation costs at a minimum. The beet’s 

sugar degraded the longer it was unearthed but unprocessed, a property that ABS took 

into consideration by building their factories in the heart of their beet “tributaries.” As 

soon as company chemists determined that the beets were “sugar ready”—meaning they 

had reached their highest point of sugar content—the rush to process began. Once 

delivered, the beets were washed, weighed, and sliced. Large vats of hot water awaited 

the beets, where the beet’ sugar leached out in a process called diffusion or osmosis. 

Factory workers separated the pulp from the sugar water, to package it as livestock feed. 

They then treated the sugar water with carbon dioxide and milk of lime, and boiled the 

mixture to evaporate the water. The boiling process produced sugar crystals and 

molasses, which workers separated from one another in a large centrifuge. Workers at the 

next station washed the sugar crystals and blasted them with hot air. They then packaged 

                                                
75 “Denver Scrapbook,” 3, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 1-4, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS.  
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their product for storage or shipment: white granulated sugar. Just one round of boiling 

resulted in several hundred bags of sugar.76 

 

Figure 2.4: Poorly Shaped Beet vs. Ideal Sugar Beet. Source: Herbert Myrick, The American 
Sugar Industry; a Practical Manual on the Production of Sugar Beets and Sugar Cane, and on 

the Manufacture of Sugar Therefrom, Constituting a Handbook for the Farmer or Manufacturer, 
Capitalist or Laborer, Statesman or Student (New York: Orange Judd company, 1902), 75. 

 
 From European seed producers, ABS knew a “good beet” was shapely. Heavy on 

the top, an ideal beet body tapered down into a thin, singular root. Well shaped beets 

promised higher concentrations of sugar, and easy to manipulate plant fiber. A “poor 

beet” was large, thick, woody, low in sucrose, and undesirable for production.77 As one 

                                                
76 W.E. Kraybill, “Brief Outline of the Manufacture of Beet Sugar” (1920), in “Denver Scrapbook,” 593-
597, Series 3, Box 2, Folders 1-4, ACSC, MHS. 
77 Herbert Myrick, Sugar: A New and Profitable Industry in the United States for Capital, Agriculture and 
Labor to Supply the Home Market Yearly with One-hundred-million Dollars of Its Product (New York: 
Orange Judd, 1897), 75; Herbert Myrick, The American Sugar Industry; a Practical Manual on the 
Production of Sugar Beets and Sugar Cane, and on the Manufacture of Sugar Therefrom (New York: 
Orange Judd company, 1899), 74. 
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important beet sugar manual alleged: “A rich sugar-beet which gives a pure juice is not 

only absolutely but proportionally more valuable than a beet which gives an impure juice 

or than a beet poor in sugar.”78 “Woody” beets challenged the workers’ knives that sliced 

off their leafy greens and quartered their bodies, and beets with irregularly shaped roots 

brought too much dirt with them into factories and therefore increased the cost of filtering 

out “impurities” during their refinement into white sugar. The desire for white granulated 

sugar meant that certain beets’ bodies were considered superior to other, non-economical, 

beet bodies. 

 

Figure 2.5: “Some Nebraska Sugar Beets.” Source: Herbert Myrick, The American Sugar 
Industry; a Practical Manual on the Production of Sugar Beets and Sugar Cane, and on the 

Manufacture of Sugar Therefrom, Constituting a Handbook for the Farmer or Manufacturer, 
Capitalist or Laborer, Statesman or Student (New York: Orange Judd company, 1902), 140. 

 Since sugar content depended on clear sunny days, adequate moisture, and a long 

frost-free autumn, the site of production mattered significantly in how much sugar each 

beet produced. As ABS learned in Nebraska in 1895, a warm wet spell could trigger the 

beets to start cannibalizing their sugar, and converting it into starch. To restore their 

sucrose levels, beets would need, “Several days of sharp sunshine and warmth, without 

                                                
78 Hermann Claassen, Beet-sugar Manufacture, 1st ed. (New York: J Wiley & Sons, 1906), 1. 
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too much humidity.”79 Valued only for its sugar, the beet seemed a fickle, and self-

destructive, being. Sugar beet experts with rudimentary understanding of the complex 

debates between natural historians often ascribed to neo-Lamarckian beliefs that beets 

had a natural tendency to “degenerate” in less than perfect environments.  They 

understood their role, as agricultural scientists, as fighting devolution by producing seeds 

in the purest environments possible and, to the best of their ability, controlling the 

environments where beets grew.   

Sugar beet companies held power over farmers, because they monopolized 

European sugar beet expertise. Farmers who contracted with ABS therefore had to stick 

closely to European cultivation methods, or to company-tested practices, which left little 

room for experimentation or deviation on their part. Companies purchased pedigreed beet 

seeds from European producers to control crop uniformity and to ensure that farmers only 

used specific sugar beet varietals. Per their contracts, farmers could not let mature beets 

go to seed or save seeds for future crops. They had to buy seeds from the sugar 

companies every year. Companies worried that if they left the decision up to farmers that 

farmers would buy cheaper seeds that might not give the factory an adequate crop—not 

to mention that they profited from seed sales. They sold the farmers the seeds on credit, 

and then charged farmers interest on these “loans” at the end of the season when they 

doled out harvest payments. ABS did not yet know which beets performed the best at 

each of their growing sites, and they worried a lot about which varietals could better fare 

diseases that hit the fields almost as soon as the first crop was planted. ABS experimented 

                                                
79 Herbert Myrick, The American Sugar Industry; a Practical Manual on the Production of Sugar Beets 
and Sugar Cane, and on the Manufacture of Sugar Therefrom (New York: Orange Judd company, 1899), 
73. 
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with different European sugar beet varietals each year, doling out new seeds each year. 

Farmers undertook these experiments for the company at their own risk.  

As its enterprise unfolded in the Arkansas River Valley, ABS encountered 

numerous obstacles, human and nonhuman, which gave rise to a corpus of technical 

knowledge that sought to catch up with diseases that plagued the beets, misshapen beet 

bodies, and perennial “labor problems.” While European producers sought to protect and 

improve the beets they had elevated from “common garden races” through controlled 

laboratory breeding, American producers understood beet improvement differently. U.S. 

colonization of the land relied upon European agricultural methods and science, but 

improvement meant more than “ideal economic traits.” The sugar beet industry was a 

vehicle for the transformation of the Indigenous landscape into an American one. The 

sugar beet industry played a central role in this settler colonial project. ABS used its 

agricultural expertise to justify the removal of plants, insects, and people that resisted or 

impeded its efforts. It also compiled information about the land and tested European 

practices in order to consolidate their control over white farmers. The U.S. West thus 

served as a colonial laboratory for the development of U.S. settler science, a private, state 

and corporate enterprise.80  

From field to factory, with the right conditions, components, and persons in place, 

beet sugar production could hypothetically work like a well-oiled machine. Such ease, 

however, eluded ABS from the start, as Fred Wietzer, Rocky Ford’s manager, and W.A. 

Connolly, the factory superintendent, detailed one by one in a report sent to headquarters. 

                                                
80 For works on the place of the West in U.S. state building, see White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of 
My Own”; Cathleen Cahill, Federal Fathers and Mothers: A Social History of the United States Indian 
Service, 1869-1933 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011).  
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The 1903 growing and processing season, for instance, saw many complications—from a 

coal strike in nearby mines to the limekiln’s misfiring to mysterious beet illnesses. They 

complained that the year’s smaller than usual beets refused to efficiently “work with the 

machinery.” They “clung to the scale,” causing operators to calculate a higher tonnage of 

beets than was actually received. The language that ABS’s manager and superintendent 

used revealed how they anthropomorphized the beets. They saw them as unruly actors 

that disrupted and complicated production. Uncooperative beets, grit, filters, pumps, and 

sticky floors posed serious challenges frustrating enough to aggravate disputes between 

factory workers and managers. These, however, were not the only unintended slowdowns 

to befall sugar beet cultivators and beet sugar producers operating in Rocky Ford in the 

first two decades of the twentieth century. 

Grievances filled the pages of subsequent annual reports. The factory could not 

get the right size sugar grain, and the sugar was too yellow-green. An early freeze harmed 

the beets, as did a late spring snowstorm and a late summer hailstorm. There was a fire in 

the warehouse, destroying some ten million pounds of sugar. The farmers grew 

cantaloupes rather than beets, as cantaloupes had a few good years, while beets prices 

remained low. There were drought years, bad market conditions, the arrival of new sugar 

companies in the valley, and, perhaps most difficult of all, beet diseases. 

In public rhetoric, ABS forged ahead in “Americanizing” the West, and in 

transforming “wild spaces” into orderly American communities. To ABS and the federal 

government, sugar beets symbolized the rooting of American civilization in the “great 

American desert.” As discussed in the previous chapter, the flourishing of German and 
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French engineered sugar beet seeds in white settler towns at the turn of the twentieth 

century promised to stem the flow of “coolie-produced” cane sugar across American 

borders. American imperialism in the Caribbean and Pacific served as a foil to places like 

Colorado’s Arkansas River Valley. The arid West was cast as more “American” than 

“degenerative” tropical Islands with majority Indigenous, Black, and Asian populations. 

But, what did it mean for this far-reaching Americanization project when the beets, land, 

and the weather refused to cooperate? When workers pulled shrunken, hairy, misshapen, 

and disease-ridden beet bodies out of the ground, what happened to the ethos that sugar 

beets would civilize the West? How did ABS respond to environmental obstacles and 

how did it manage farmer resistance in the valley?  

ABS responded by teaming up with state agricultural scientists to troubleshoot 

pest and disease problems, and by buying large areas of land to ensure that they had their 

own beet crop should farmers refuse to grow beets altogether. Company agricultural 

managers used local newspapers to advise farmers on industry best practices, and 

required that farmers, who contracted with the company, consult with and follow the 

advice of company scientists. When farmers and tenant farmers organized, ABS sought to 

balance its interests with the potential harm that a united front of farmers could inflict on 

their project. When it could, it used retaliatory tactics. Sometimes, it had to acquiesce to 

farmers’ demands. A “perfect beet race” that required less labor and grew strong 

regardless of the environment and farming practices was the company’s future goal. 

Lacking the ability to actually create the perfect beet, the company focused on controlling 

the land and disempowering people to the best of its ability. 
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Narratives of Success and the Reality of Root Rot 

 In spite of the industry’s many failures, which necessitated innumerable state 

interventions, it perpetuated an image of its success. In 1900, for example, Lewis Ware 

copied into one of the many scrapbooks he kept on the sugar beet industry a claim that an 

Arkansas Valley newspaper made just after Rocky Ford’s first beet campaign in 

Colorado. “The plant started up without any uncertainty,” the article described, “and 

worked like a clock with never a slip or an error in calculations.”81 In 1926, the State 

Agricultural College in Fort Collins published 1926 Alvin Steinel’s history of Colorado 

agriculture in honor of the state’s fiftieth anniversary. His filled the text with stories of 

hardships overcome. According to Steinel: “The lesson of these events is only another 

proof of the foresight of the founders of the state, who seemed to have been gifted with 

rare vision to forecast the state’s industrial future.”82 These narratives performed settler 

domination of the nonhuman world through agriculture in the West. Other stories, 

however, demonstrate how land, water, people, and the beets themselves left their imprint 

on a much more contingent history of state and corporate power over the land and beets.    

In the settling of Arkansas River Valley, corporate, farming, and labor migrants 

constructed non-indigenous food system—for human producers and consumers, for 

livestock, and for commodity crops. The sugar beet industry played a central role in this 

food system, by linking local producers to knowledge communities in Colorado, the 

greater United States, and Europe. Henry Oxnard used his power to buy the best expertise 

money could find. The “Oxnard School,” as it was later dubbed, served as a training 

                                                
81 “Rocky Ford, Colorado, undated,” Series 4, Box 2, Gutleben Histories, Scrapbook Materials, 1871, 1886-
1910, 1924, ACSC, MHS. 
82 Steinel and Working, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 281. 
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corps for up and coming scientists, managers, and high-level factory operators in the 

industry. The image of European technocrats as “Western pioneers” certainly runs against 

more colloquial pioneer stories—of Eastern Americans fulfilling what they believed to be 

their manifest destiny—but these transnational sugar beet industrialists came to play a 

significant role in local sugar beet communities when environmental conditions 

challenged the financial security that boosters had promised white farmers.  

In 1901, ABS established an experimental laboratory at their Rocky Ford factory 

site for studying which seeds would grow best in different kinds of soil and which 

fertilizers best nourished growth. They presented the farm as evidence of their 

progressive methods. The farm did much more than test the latest trends in sugar beet 

agronomy. The company found the farm necessary when the promises of “the right 

conditions” fell woefully short of industry boosters’ fantastical projections. According to 

A.W. Skuderna, a scientist who worked in ABS’s research division, “It became evident at 

an early date that sugar beet culture in this Valley was subject to more than its usual 

quota of grief occasioned by insect pests and beet diseases.”83 Sugar beet experiments 

conducted in the late 1890s yielded beets with high sugar compositions. As beet 

cultivation spread through the valley, however, destructive beet diseases followed. These 

diseases greatly reduced the sugar content of afflicted beets. In all of ABS’s territories in 

Nebraska, California, and Colorado, the company faced dying and rotting beets. 

Confronting pest and pestilence brought ABS into greater collaboration with state 

colleges, experiment stations, the USDA, and European sugar beet experts. The company 

                                                
83 A.W. Skuderna “Arkansas Valley Agricultural Research Department Activities,” 1 June 1949, in “Rocky 
Ford Scrapbook,” 1916, Series 3, Box 2, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
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and the state invested incredible resources in a crop that settler farmers did not seem very 

enthused about after a year or two of lackluster performance. Settler science thus 

legitimized ABS’s control over white landowners and tenant farmers in Colorado.  

 From the start, ABS worked to assert its control over white farmers through local 

newspapers. On December 13, 1900, for instance, ABS placed an ad in the Bent County 

Democrat notifying farmers interested in growing beets for ABS’s Rocky Ford factory 

that they needed to make an appointment to have their land examined. “As the quality of 

the soil is of vital importance to both the grower and the factory,” the company stated, 

“no contracts will be executed until the land offered by the applicant has been examined 

and approved by our agriculturalists.”84 They also stipulated that farmers hoping to get 

company-controlled irrigation water needed to sign contracts early “in order that they 

may not be disappointed if, later on, we should not be able to accept any more 

contracts.”85 ABS’s warning likely coerced farmers without water rights, or those worried 

about having sufficient water for their crops, into signing contracts with the company. 

They also may have welcomed expert advice on the state of their land, especially since 

many of these settler-farmers had limited farming experience in general, let alone on the 

arid Plains. C. C. Huddleston later confirmed how the industry changed farming practices 

in the valley, after devastating losses in the 1890s. In a 1934 interview with the U.S. Civil 

Works Administration, he remembered:  

The boom was over by ’89 and everything fell flat. Owing to the scarcity of water, the 
ditches not being developed then, the farmers were short of water and there was nothing 
to support the boom. Farming did not amount to much then anyway. It was carried on in a 

                                                
84 “Notice to Beet Growers,” Bent County Democrat, 13 December 1900, FF 277: The Sugar Beet Industry, 
Charles Wesley Hurd Collection, MSS 964, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
85 Notice to Beet Growers,” Bent County Democrat, 13 December 1900. 
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slip shod manner up to the time when beets were introduced into this section. Then the 
sugar beet companies carried on a campaign to educate the farmers in correct farming 
methods.86 

 
ABS brought an new regime of farming to the valley, which incited questions about who 

had a right to determine how the land would be used and who had the power to make 

those decisions.  

 With powerful allies, ABS amplified the reach of its voice. The company spread 

information throughout the valley using local newspapers like the Rocky Ford Gazette 

and the Rocky Ford Enterprise. The respective local editors of these papers, J. B. Lacy 

and William R. Monkman respectively, used print to support “progressive” causes in the 

Valley. Local historian Wilbur Fiske Stone characterized these papers as, “High-class 

progressive newspapers which have constantly helped in the upbuilding of the Arkansas 

Valley.”87 Monkman and Lacy regularly published stories that boosted the sugar beet 

industry. They also allowed ABS to circulate agricultural advice and notices about pest 

and weed control.  

 In June of 1900, for example, the company spoke indirectly to farmers through 

the Rocky Ford Enterprise when a correspondent reported that Grand Junction sugar beet 

growers had a new foe: armyworm. Before transforming into moths, these caterpillars 

earned their threatening name: “armyworm.” They traveled as a pack, slept at the base of 

sugar beets during the day, and emerged at nightfall to gorge on the crop’s leafy greens. 

While Rocky Ford so far had avoided an armyworm infestation, the paper warned 

                                                
86 U.S. Civil Works Administration, “C. C. Huddleston,” (Denver: Civil Works Administration, 1934), 
CWA Pioneer Interviews Collection, PAM 355-3, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
87 Wilbur Fiske Stone, History of Colorado (Chicago: The S. J. Clarke Publishing Company, 1918), 803-
805. 
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farmers to be on the lookout for caterpillars in May and September. Grand Junction 

farmers, the reporter advised, had some success with poisons like Paris Green, London 

Purple, and white arsenic. The paper also promised to publish the latest bulletins from 

relevant parties with the recommended poisons should armyworm invade Arkansas 

Valley fields.  

 ABS also spoke directly to farmers through advice columns in the Rocky Ford 

Enterprise. For instance, the company described how “one aim of the grower should be to 

produce smooth and evenly shaped beets which will weigh from 1 to 2 pound.” ABS 

agricultural managers used the paper to inform farmers how many acres a group of fifty 

Mexican workers could thin each day—ten—and to promote leafy beet tops as superior 

livestock feed. They boasted that ABS planned to raise around 5,000 cattle and sheep in 

the valley on beet tops for show, and offered the feed to interested farmers for 10 cents a 

pound should they also consider the feed for their animals.88  

 ABS directors made highly publicized visits to the valley to praise farmers and 

offer timely advice. In April of 1901, James Hamilton, then ABS’s vice president, visited 

with farmers in the valley. He acted quite chummy, and the Rocky Ford Enterprise made 

sure to note that he remembered them all by name.89 That same month, J.D. Schuyler, 

ABS’s irrigation expert, made a point of stopping in the Valley with his wife on his way 

to Europe for a vacation. In May, Henry Oxnard paid Rocky Ford a visit on his way back 

to New York from California. According to the Rocky Ford Enterprise, his visits with 

local farmers greatly pleased him: “At no other place where factories had been 

                                                
88 “Rocky Ford Beet Sugar! Encouraging Progress Being Made in the Fields and on the Factory Grounds,” 
Rocky Ford Enterprise, 8 June 1900, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
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established has there been that feeling of reciprocity that has been manifested in Rocky 

Ford.” Oxnard publicly complemented Frederick Wietzer’s “skillful and foresighted 

management,” perhaps to lend greater authority to Wietzer’s voice among the company’s 

farmers.90  

 On May 10, 1901, Robert Oxnard published his translation of a National 

Agricultural Society of France report on sugar beet culture in the Rocky Ford Enterprise. 

Using the report as his evidence, he reasoned that sugar beets increased the land’s 

productivity. Hoping to convince more farmers to sign contracts with the company, he 

claimed that wheat and other cereals increased their yield when rotated with beets. 

European experts reported they observed this phenomenon in German sugar districts in 

Silesia, Saxony, Brunswick, Hanover, Magdeburg, and Halle; Austrian districts in 

Moravia and Bohemia; and in Hungary around the Danube River and its tributaries. 

According to the Oxnard, beet cultivation had “improved” the plains of Ukraine and 

Southern Russia. The National Agricultural Society of France attributed this 

improvement to the use of fertilizer in beet culture, which primed the fields for the next 

cropping. Beets also needed intensive weeding and hoeing, Oxnard translated, and these 

actions worked the leaves back into the soil and enriched the soil with nitrogen, potash, 

and phosphoric acid. Using European science to empower his voice, Oxnard promised 

farmers that beets transformed virgin land into prime agricultural fields. 

                                                
90 “Vice-President Henry T. Oxnard Visits Rocky Ford and Is Much Pleased With the Sugar Beet Outlook 
for 1901,” Rocky Ford Enterprise, 3 May 1901, SHLRC, History Colorado. At the time, Henry Oxnard was 
the President of ABS. The newspaper misprinted his title here. Robert Oxnard served as the company’s 
vice-president from 1900 to 1905. In 1905, Robert took over the presidency, and Henry moved into the 
vice-presidency, in order to focus on lobbying Washington D.C. He served in this capacity until 1922. 
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Figure 2.6: W. K. Winterhalter. Source: “Lamar Scrapbook,” 2105, Series 3, Box 2, Folder 15, 
Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 

 W. K. Winterhalter [fig. 2.6], an ABS agricultural expert from Bavaria, also 

provided farmers advice through the local papers. Winterhalter had migrated to the 

United States, because he wanted to see the 1893 Worlds Fair. The fair inspired him to go 

travelling for a year—hunting and sightseeing in Alaska—before he enrolled in a post-

graduate program on agriculture and agronomy at the University of California. With 

previous experience in German and Hungarian sugar beet industries, he quickly made 

himself available to ABS in California as a consulting expert. In 1900, the company sent 

him to Colorado, where he remained until 1907, as head of new agricultural projects. His 

duties varied from introducing sugar beet culture to interested parties in Kansas and New 

Mexico to advising farmers in the Arkansas River Valley on proper cultivation methods. 

Early on in the valley, for instance, the company targeted prairie dogs, an animal 

indigenous to the Plains, for eradication. Prairie dogs constructed complex underground 

colonies, which disordered and upended sugar beet fields. To get rid of prairie dogs, 

O ins 
W. K. WINTERHALTER 

Wilhelm Karl 
Winterhalter was born in 
¡•.'.unich, Bavaria, Germany, 
February 12, 1368. he 
came from an old distin-
guished family of physi-
cians dating back to 1721. 
Many of his ancestors were 
court physicians to the 
Grand Dukes and Kings of 
Bavaria. He was the first 
eldest son for nearly 200 
years who did not follow 
in tne foot steps of his 
ancestors - that of physi-
cian. Also included among 
his ancestors were painters 
of note, scientists, and 
members of other profes-
sions. 

.,.r. V.interhalter 
was rigorously trained in 
the agricultural schools 
of his native Germany. 
After graduating in 1885, 
he spent a year at Chateau 
de Gourchevaux near Morat, 
Switzerland, where he per-
fected his knowledge or 
the French language. 

The circumstances 
which brought him to the 
United States was his de-
sire to visit the Chicago 
World's Fair in 1893, and 
the country of the Pacific 
Coast about which he had 
heard so much. He came 
under the charm which Cali-
fornia possesses and de-
cided to make it his future 
home. 

Ever eager to travel, he spent a year hunting and traveling and sight seeing 
in Alaska, and upon his return to California he carried on post graduate work in agri-
culture, agronomy and practical irrigation, at the University of California. 

Mr. Winterhalter's earlier experiences in beet sugar culture during his stay 
in H&nover, Thuringia and Hungary made his services valuable to the slowly developing" 

beet sugar industry and he was appointed agriculturist at the Oxnard factory of 
American Beet Sugar Company. In January, 1900, he was sent by his Company to the 
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Winterhalter advised farmers to dissolve three ounces of sulphate of strychnine and a half 

a pound of cyanide of potassium in one quart of boiling water. Once these poisons 

dissolved, farmers added two quarts of molasses and one teaspoon of anise and mixed 

well. They next mixed the poison into a bushel of wheat and added four pounds of finely 

ground corn meal. Farmers placed a tablespoon of the mixture nearby the entrances of 

burrows, and if they heeded Winterhalter’s advice, away from wayward horses, cattle, 

and children who might inadvertently eat the poison.91 

 These educational and animal eradication efforts provide insight into several of 

ABS’s key concerns during its first years in operation in Rocky Ford. First, company 

managers worried that farmers would not contract with the company for sufficient beet 

acreage to run the factory to capacity. They also fretted over losses due to pests, crop 

diseases, farmer error, and weather disruptions. Second, they expressed great interest in 

getting to personally know farmers and the land. They met extensively with growers, and 

examined each farmer’s land in person. The company sent out their corps of experts to 

travel around the region, advising farmers at key moments of the crop’s development. 

Farmers often did not welcome this intrusion. Anton Skuderna, an agricultural manager 

for the company, later remembered: 

W. K. Winterhalter made an imposing though sometimes undignified picture on his white 
horse, Bismarck, when forced to retreat from an irate farmer’s field when through lack of 
discretion W. K. rode his horse through a beet field being freshly irrigated to ‘order’ the 
farmer to do this or that to his beet crop. One can well imagine an independent American 
farmer’s reaction to this type of ‘ordering’.92 

 

                                                
91 “How to Kill Prairie Dogs,” Rocky Ford Enterprise, 10 May 1901, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
92 A.W. Skuderna “Arkansas Valley Agricultural Research Department Activities,” 1 June 1949, in “Rocky 
Ford Scrapbook,”1917, Series 3, Box 2, Gutleben Historical Scrapbooks, ACSC, MHS. 
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As exemplified here, the company patronizingly fretted over farmers’ beets, intrusions 

that farmers’ resented but had little room, contractually, to reject. The company fretted 

and moved to consolidate its control over farmers methods, because fields of growing 

beets quickly turned into fields of rotting beets for often-inexplicable reasons—which 

then fueled farmers’ anger against the company. 

 In 1900, sugar beets in the San Francisco bay area presented with strange curling 

leaves. One agricultural scientist called into give his professional diagnosis wrote, “The 

leaves are dark green in color, very curly and curling inward. The center leaves grow 

upward, while the lower leaves are wilted and yellow, many of them dry and dead. The 

root or beet is quite dry and woody and covered with thousands of hair-like lateral 

roots.”93 R. C. Peach, the consulting expert, did not believe the beets suffered from blight 

or disease, yet he could not say what in fact afflicted the beets. That same year in 

Nebraska, root rot rather than curly leaf spread through Nebraska sugar beet fields. 

Charles E. Bessey, a botany professor at the University of Nebraska, consulted with 

Liberty Hyde Bailey, the chair of Practical and experimental horticulture at Cornell 

University, on the root rotting affliction. They both agreed that the beets likely had a 

fungus, Phyllosticta batae, and advised that growers rotate crops annually and destroy 

affected leaves with Bordeaux mixture, a commonly used fungicide.94  

Bordeaux mixture did not stop the rot. Charles F. Saylor, the Special Agent for 

Agriculture in charge of sugar investigation, first noticed root blight in Carlsbad in New 

                                                
93 Letter from R. C. Peach to Alameda Sugar Company, 26 June 1900, Series 35, Box 144, Grand Island 
Factory Records, Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
94 Letter from Professor Charles E. Bessey to J.A. Scherrer, 27 August 1900, Series 35, Box 144, Grand 
Island Factory Records, Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
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Mexico’s Pecos Valley, and observed as it quickly spread to California, Colorado, and 

Nebraska. Since no one yet knew if it was bacterial or fungal, or whether it was 

transmitted through the land from season to season, Saylor advised regional experiment 

stations to put their etymologists and botanists on the case. When he wrote to ABS in 

Rocky Ford to inform them of USDA research efforts to combat root rot, he asked that 

the company also send him copies of their investigations. As he put it, “By getting all 

interested parties working together, we may be able to develop something that may be of 

interest to all interested in this industry.”95 In making this request, he laid the groundwork 

for greater cooperation between ABS and the USDA.   

 In 1901, ABS pressed the USDA to find a cause and cure in Nebraska’s root rot 

and California’s curly top. The Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology within 

the USDA’s Office of Plant Industry lacked funds to send someone to Nebraska beet 

fields.96 Newton Pierce the pathologist in charge of the USDA’s Vegetable Physiology 

and Pathology Pacific Coast Lab in California, however, used his office’s resources to do 

a thorough investigation of curly top. He concluded the use of non-acclimated seeds, 

seeds not bred specifically for California’s arid climate, presented the most worrisome 

aspect of the industry’s current condition. “A serious effort should be made to select and 

breed beets suited to clear skies and to pursue this selection for numerous generations or 

in fact continuously,” he argued, “bringing to bear the laws of heredity as well as the 

                                                
95 Letter from C. F. Saylor, Special Agent for Agriculture in charge of sugar investigation, to ABS Rocky 
Ford Headquarters, 24 September 1900, Series 35, Box 144, Grand Island Factory Records, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
96 M.B. White, USDA Office of Plant Industry, Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, to ABS, 
Grand Island, 8 June 1901, Series 35, Box 144, Grand Island Factory Records, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
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experience and expertness of men skilled in the production of seed, in the natural 

sciences, and fully acquainted with the nature of our climate.”97 Likely due to pressure 

from ABS’s board of directors, the Chief of the USDA’s Division of Vegetable 

Physiology and Pathology notified ABS that in July of 1901, they would have the funds 

to carry on more extensive cooperative work on sugar beet diseases at Nebraska’s 

Experiment Station in Lincoln. They assigned George Hedgecock, a pathologist at the 

Lincoln station, to work with Professor Bessey on expanding their investigations into 

Colorado. To address the industry’s needs in California, Newton Pierce also added two 

more scientists to his investigation of beet diseases.98  

 In March of 1902, ABS distributed more seeds to farmers in the Arkansas River 

Valley than they had the previous year to experiment with different varietals. These seeds 

filled fourteen train cars, and had travelled to the Valley from Germany earlier that 

spring.99 In spite of the company’s hope that new varietals might prevent beet diseases, 

curly top hit Colorado hard for the first time in 1903. The disease reduced farmers’ beet 

tonnage by more than a half.100 The company called in its experts to no avail. Louis 

Hache believed poor nutrition caused the beets to curl up, wilt, and die. Wietzer and 

Winterhalter disagreed. They believed that a new disease had taken root in Colorado. 

Tom Loynd and W. W. Spencer guessed that an insect plagued the beets. Although they 

                                                
97 Letter from Newton B. Pierce, Pathologist in Charge, USDA, Pacific Coast Laboratory, Division of 
Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, to ABS, in California, Pacific Coast Laboratory, Division of 
Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, 17 June 1901, Series 35, Box 144, Grand Island Factory Records, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
98 Letter from Albert Woods, Chief of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology, USDA, Office of Plant 
Industry, to ABS at Grand Island, 19 June 1901, Series 35, Box 144, Grand Island Factory Records, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1895-1901, ACSC, MHS. 
99 Rocky Ford Gazette, 21 March 1902, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
100 A.W. Skuderna “Arkansas Valley Agricultural Research Department Activities,” in “Rocky Ford 
Scrapbook,” 1916-1931, Series 3, Box 2, ACSC, MHS. 
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would not learn the real cause until fifteen years later, ABS scientists did learn that 

certain beet varietals could withstand curly top better than others.101  

 In July of 1904, however, leaf spot disease also visited Colorado beet fields with a 

vengeance. The next year, the outbreak was even worse. Leaf spot disease depressed 

farmers’ yields and lowered beets’ overall sugar content. ABS’s experts hypothesized 

about the possible causes. From 1904 to 1908, ABS worked in communication with 

Rocky Ford’s experiment station to pilot experiment after experiment to figure out the 

“best” way to cultivate beets in the Arkansas River Valley. They did thinning tests, lime 

and manure tests, and seed variety tests. They experimented with green fertilizer, 

artificial fertilizer, and different ways of adding nitrogen to growing beets. They observed 

every thing they could about leaf-spot disease. They rotated beets with spelt, barley, 

spring and winter wheat, oats, and legumes. They tested Bordeaux mixture and other 

possible pesticides. In 1907, ABS sent its general agriculturalist to Europe to study sugar 

beet agriculture in France, Belgium, Holland, Russia, and Austria-Hungary, in the hopes 

of improving “beet crop tributary to all the factories.”102  

 Beet afflictions and drought outraged farmers in Colorado, who already felt that 

ABS did not pay them fairly for their beets. When farmers brought their beets to 

company beet dumps, the company did not weigh them immediately. Oftentimes, beets 

lost moisture and sugar while they waited for the factory to weigh them, which infuriated 

farmers, who argued that this practice unfairly drove down their earnings. The company 

also controlled when farmers could send their beets to the factory, depending on how 

                                                
101 A.W. Skuderna “Arkansas Valley Agricultural Research Department Activities,” in Rocky Ford 
Scrapbook, 1916-1931, Series 3, Box 2, ACSC, MHS. 
102 1908 Annual Report, Series 2, Box 1, Annual Reports, 1905-1915, ACSC, MHS. 
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many piles of beets the factory still had to process. Sometimes, while waiting, beets froze 

in the ground and then ABS would refuse them. Indeed, farmers had a lot to complain 

about during their first years growing sugar beets.103 In anger, they began to mobilize and 

organize against ABS.  

Disciplining Famers in the Arkansas Valley 

Sugar companies in the valley began to face widespread farmer dissent during the 

drought of 1908. While ABS’s records provide little insight into its relationship with 

farmers, the National Sugar Manufacturing Company (NSMC) offers a better view into 

how sugar companies sought to establish control over farmers in the valley. By 1908, 

farmers appeared ready to throw in the towel on sugar beets. Tenant farmers, in particular, 

faced dire conditions. With little or no capital to their name, they were indebted to 

companies with a poor crop on the horizon. Before the month of May even ended, thirty-

five Russian families (comprising close to 200 people), who rented land from the NSMC, 

threatened to abandon the valley altogether. They had planted 800 acres of sugar beets, 

for which they owed NSMC $3,000. While the seeds had sprouted, they faced a very 

uncertain future with no rain or irrigation water on the horizon.104 Compounding the 

situation, the Pueblo Bank refused to extend credit to farmers to pay seasonal agricultural 

workers, because the drought made future returns uncertain. NSMC’s agricultural 

manager, John Windfelder, even made a special trip to Pueblo to ask the banker, Mr. 

Hartman, if he could do the company a favor and give farmers the money they needed. 

Upon returning to Sugar City from his failed trip to Pueblo, Windfelder found an entire 

                                                
103 1905 Annual Report, Series 2, Box 1, Annual Reports, 1905-1915, ACSC, MHS. 
104 Letter from John Windfelder to Francis King Carey, 22 May 1908, Carton 1, Folder 2, NSMC, MSS 
462, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
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railroad car full of Russian tenant farmers and their families headed back east. They 

abandoned their parched fields, because local stores had even refused to advance them 

credit for necessities. Windfelder could only watch them leave.105 Ten days later, rain 

finally came.  

NSMC forgave the debts of these German Russian families who fled the drought, 

because the company still hoped to rent to other capital-poor German Russian families. 

They actively worked to maintain their good name among German Russians, who had 

extensive networks in the United States. In May of 1902, the Rocky Ford Gazette had 

reported that the Russian immigrants recruited to work sugar beets in the northeastern 

part of the state had decided to form a colony. Already around 1,000 German Russians 

had already settled northern Colorado, and were working for the Great Western Sugar 

Company as tenant farmers and agricultural workers. One of their community leaders, 

Henry Muntz, said that many more planned to emigrate over the next year. Because the 

Russian government tried to stop them from leaving, they had to clandestinely cross the 

border into Austria or Germany before catching a ship to the United States.106 Over the 

next few years, many German Russians moved to beet growing regions of Colorado.  

ABS and NSMC actively recruited them as tenant farmers to farm company land. 

Ethnically German, these families had settled in Russia in the late eighteenth century. In 

the 1870s, no longer welcome in Russia, many immigrated to the United States, and 

particularly to the Great Plains. ABS argued that these immigrants fit well with the 

industry, because they often had large families that could work together raising beets 

                                                
105 Letter from Windfelder to Carey, 6 June 1908, Carton 1, Folder 2, NSMC, MSS 462, SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
106 “Immigrants Will Remain,” Rocky Ford Gazette, 2 May 1902, SHLRC, History Colorado. 
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from seed to harvest.107 Companies believed they could exert greater control over tenant 

farmers than they did white landowners, who had greater ability to choose what to grow 

on their property. Tenant farmers with many mouths to feed would be less able to counter 

company directives. 

Sugar companies hoped German Russian settlers would spread the word about 

rental opportunities in the valley through their networks in the Midwest and the Volga 

River region in Russia. They even began to sell some of these migrants land, in an effort 

to promote the idea of social mobility through tenant farming. In October of 1908, with 

the drought scare undoubtedly in mind, Windfelder sold eighty acres of land to Henry 

Manweiler, a German Russian tenant farmer, who had farmed company land for six 

years. He sold land to Manweiler for the good price of $115 an acre. He confided in 

NSMC’s president Francis King Carey that he would have gone as low as $100 per acre, 

“for the reason that his example will instill ambition to purchase in other Russian 

tenants.”108 While he described company efforts to inculcate loyalty among the NSMC’s 

German Russian tenants as “instilling ambition,” Windfelder had material reasons for 

inculcating loyalty among the company’s tenant farmers. Landowners had begun to turn 

against sugar companies. 

In January of 1910, cold snowy weather had frozen in the ground along with 

1,250 acres of un-harvested beets. Farmers were irate with the company, since they only 

                                                
107 “Rocky Ford,” 9 January 1900, pg. 2, Series 4, Box 2, Folder 20, Gutleben Histories, Scrapbook 
Materials, 1871, 1886-1910, 1924, ACSC, MHS. 
108 Letter from Windfelder to Carey, 11 October 1908, Carton 1, Folder 11, NSMC, MSS 462, SHLRC, 
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received money for each ton of harvested beet. Each day beets spent stockpiled in silos or 

still in the ground, they lost weight and thus value. Windfelder described to Carey: 

I cannot describe to you the feeling existing amongst many of the contractors who have 
large acreages un-harvested. They were heavily in debt owing to last year's failure, and 
are more so now. The owners of land who expected to get some revenue out of their land 
are also seriously disappointed, and in some cases have refused to re-lease land for beets 
for 1910.109 

 
With hay prices up, he worried that farmers would refuse to plant beets. Since the 

company continually stepped in to prevent foreclosure on the animals and farming 

implements that their tenants had purchased with company backing, Windfelder proposed 

a plan to keep German Russian families with the company. With $5000-$10,000, he 

wanted to get behind “a half dozen or more of the worst losers,” and take on their 

mortgages on their horses in exchange for new beet growing leases. If these families 

would agree to grow beets in 1910, the company would also advance them a small 

amount of money each month until harvest time. He wanted to do this, because as he 

described, “We can keep the nucleus of Russian farmers around Ordway and Olney to 

keep the business going, with our own property here we could still look forward to a fair 

crop for 1910.” Carey agreed that the company should take over the mortgages on their 

tenant’s farm implements and animals, and forgive any seed debt they owed on beets still 

left frozen in the ground.  

In spite of these accommodations, the company refused to pay farmers for the 

beets left in the ground. In response, the company’s Russian lessees organized into a 

single body and confronted Windfelder in his office. They demanded that NSMC pay 

                                                
109 Letter from Windfelder to Carey, 9 January 1910, Carton 1, Folder 13, NSMC, MSS 462, SHLRC, 
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them for their losses, in addition to forgiving their debt. After a tense confrontation, 

Windfelder offered to help those who stayed in the area and signed contracts for the 

following year. He still refused to compensate them for their frozen beets. In all, NSMC 

put out $10,000 to settle the waters, and neither party went into the next growing season 

satisfied with the status quo. NSMC worked to quell dissent among tenant farmers, over 

whom they had greater control, because they also faced angry landowners.110 

 In late summer of 1908, many farmers, who had purchased land from the 

company, wanted to get out of their mortgages. John Hill wanted to get rid of his 400 

acres. So did the Carr family. A man named Schraeder also wanted out of his mortgage. 

He had bought 140 acres to plant alfalfa and oat, but after six months of farming the land 

only had a crop worth $50. Windfelder told Carey that the company should return 

Schraeder’s cash payments and let him go, because if he got more vocal, as he was 

threatening to do, he might impact the company’s future land sales. A week later, the 

company sold 160 acres to Thomas Bacon, eighty acres to the Tecklenburg brothers, and 

160 acres to the Schoene brothers. A vocal dissenter like Schrader could have impacted 

these sales.  

Farmer owners also organized an organization to look into water rights in the 

region. Frustrated with the companies’ inability to help them during the drought, they 

wanted to know what they were legally entitled to from water canals. Water 

controversies, in particular, impacted land sales. A man named Wintermute handled land 

sales for NSMC, and had not sold any land for the Twin Lakes Company that year, 
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despite his best attempts to “keep purchasers quiet.” Wintermute believed many farmers 

would refuse to pay their mortgages that year, on account of the drought, and many others 

likely would refuse to grow beets for the company. The company had greatly damaged 

relations with farmers when they refused to buy frozen beets the previous year.111  

 In 1909, NSMC again had to make special concessions to landowners. Windfelder 

made sure the company had access to extra credit so that he could lend farmers money to 

pay their agricultural workers. He also did not press farmers for mortgage payments to 

avoid more farmers demanding their money back.112 Still, farmers remained disenchanted 

with the company. In February of 1910, farmers organized across the region to demand 

higher contract prices. NSMC refused to budge. As a result, a number of farmers refused 

to grow beets, and some even left the valley. To avoid further dissent and desertion, the 

company waited to send out circulars to farmers with delinquent mortgages until after the 

fall harvest. In October and November of 1912, even more farmers pulled up and left. 

One even filed a complaint with the Post Office accusing Wintermute and NSMC with 

fraud. The man had moved to Colorado from Niles, Michigan, after coming across land 

advertisements. He claimed they had falsely advertised the land.113 

 Farmers also had ABS on edge, and the company agreed to raise the price of 

beets. ABS responded by increasing its reliance on tenant farmers and its company lands 

to ensure that at least one of its three factories ran in the valley. In total, ABS owned 
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around 22,000 acres of land in Colorado. In Rocky Ford, the company divided its 5,000 

acres into forty-acre and eighty-acre farms to lease to tenants. In Lamar, they owned over 

10,000 acres, irrigated by the Lamar Canal, some of which they also rented to tenants. In 

1908, even considered selling some of their land near Lamar to tenants, but decided 

against it. In the event of another “farmer crisis,” the land could provide enough beets to 

run at least one of their three factories in the Valley.114  

 In 1910, ABS only operated its factory in Rocky Ford due to flooding in the 

summer and fall and an early winter. Lamar and Las Animas sat idle. In 1911, the Rocky 

Ford factory only ran for seventy-eight days, when it usually ran over 100 days due to 

beets diseases and an early and severe winter.115 In 1913, severe hail in Colorado 

destroyed farmers’ fields, and grasshoppers wrought great damage. By 1914, farmers’ 

contracts were down 20 percent, because some farmers refused to sign contracts at the 

offered rate.116 Farmers and the land had great power to disrupt ABS plans. 

It was at this point that ABS considered abandoning farmers altogether. After all, 

it owned tens of thousands of acres of land in Colorado. But company managers thought 

twice, because beets required rotation, and experts advised that a plot of land only be 

used for beets every third year. ABS continued to send its employees to Europe to find 

some solution to its many problems. In 1914, ABS reported that its general engineer and 

factory superintendents had recently visited Europe to study their most modern factories. 

Its general agriculturalist had in last five years twice studied beet cultivation in Germany, 

France, and Austria Hungary. ABS had even employed several European practical 
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experts in recent years during its campaigns to advise management and local factory 

superintendents. In fact, during the first three months of the 1914 campaign, the company 

brought a well-known and very celebrated Belgian expert to Oxnard and Rocky Ford to 

inspect growing conditions and instruct farmers on better practices. All he could tell the 

company was that its factories were up to highest European standard. ABS left nothing 

“undone to ensure highest efficiency,” and even employed someone at the sugar bureau 

in Paris to keep the company abreast of all new and successful inventions. Still, it could 

only keep one out of three factories running in the Arkansas River Valley each year.  

If the company claimed to have suffered, its distress did not match that of farmers 

(let alone even more poorly paid agricultural workers), who assumed a lot of risk for a 

company that only paid them for “quality beets.” They found their harvest profits eaten 

further by debts they owed the company after each harvest for cash advances on seeds, 

farm implements, fertilizer, and pesticides. They also took on debts when the company 

advanced them money to pay migrant workers for the great work of tending to, weeding, 

and harvesting labor-intensive sugar beets. In 1914, some of them had enough. They 

organized beet growers’ associations and ran a campaign to get all farmers to refuse 

ABS’s contracts the following year, unless ABS raised the price of beets. In 1915, with 

farmer dissent mounting, ABS regretted not having bought more land in its early days: 

Beet sugar producers labor under great disability in not having secured, before building 
factories, sufficient lands, at the then comparatively low prices, to supply them beets and 
make them independent of farmers. As an instance, Oxnard, which should have three 
hundred thousand tons of beets per annum, supplied in its vicinity, cannot obtain them 
because farmers find other crops, principally beans, which, though not as profitable as 
beets, require less labor.117  
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By 1916, however, the company was singing another tune. World War I had business 

booming. They had the capital to enlarge their Rocky Ford factory, and purchase an 

additional 1,000 acres of land near their Lamar factory. As World War I intensified, the 

company looked to the state to induce more farmers to grow sugar beets—a strategically 

important wartime crop. It also looked to increase its landholdings as a way to bring more 

tenant farmers under its power.118 Indeed, the war brought greater government 

intervention into the U.S. sugar beet industry. Around this time, the state and ABS began 

to look more seriously into what it would take to breed a sugar beet that would reduce the 

industry’s labor needs, grow strong in the face of pests and pestilence, and lessen 

conflicts with farmers over who bore the cost of the industry’s failures.  

Conclusion 

 Although the story of Colorado’s “first beet” had settlers’ stumbling into empire, 

and discovering the wild fertility of the land by accident, the actual story of Colorado 

sugar defies such a simple and celebratory narrative. The founding of Colorado’s sugar 

beet industry required the mobilization of American settler science, an intellectual and 

material project that drew upon state agencies, financiers, entrepreneurs, white settlers, 

and even social and religious organizations like the Salvation Army. Through the sugar 

beet industry, these actors sought to manage the land towards their vision of an American 

future. But sugar beet and the land did not behave in the ways they desired, which 

brought to the fore great inequalities and divisions between corporate settlers and settler 

farmers.  

                                                
118 1916 ABS Annual Report, pg. 11, Series 2, Box 1, Annual Reports, 1905-1915, ACSC, MHS. 
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State and corporate scientists worked diligently to figure out how to make select 

flora and fauna prosper. This project of “improvement” was central to the erasure of the 

land’s Indigenous past and present. In a settler context, where all white men were not 

equally empowered, it also assumed a place in the class domination of white American 

and immigrant farmer owners and tenant farmers. This project to breed better beets also 

came out of reformers’ efforts to civilize and uplift white poor people in cities like 

Chicago. Finding white settlers unruly, and potentially rebellious, settler scientists 

worked to create a more perfect beet that would combat anti-corporate sentiment among 

white farmers, while also making them further dependent upon agribusiness. But this is 

only part of the story. While the sugar beet industry help facilitate the expansion of settler 

science, it also furthered the expansion of the carceral state. Indeed, these histories should 

not be thought of as separate and distinct. Efforts to differentially dominate and control 

people were directly related to efforts to dominate and control the land, as the next three 

chapters will show. 
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CHAPTER 3: DOMESTICATING NATIVE BODIES AND CONTESTING 
AMERICANIZATION IN THE ARKANSAS VALLEY BEET FIELDS 

 
In 1906, ABS saw the recent incarceration of Hopi and Ute men as an opportunity 

to bring a racialized class of workers to the Arkansas Valley. When Hopis from the Third 

Mesa town of Orayvi refused to send their children to government schools or abide by 

Office of Indian Affairs policies, Reuben Perry, the Indian Supervisor at the Fort 

Defiance Agency, sent in troops from Fort Wingate. Perry had many of these “hostile” 

men placed on a chain gang at Keams Canyon. He sent several to Indian boarding schools 

like Carlisle in Pennsylvania and the Sherman Institute in California. Others, he 

imprisoned at Fort Huachuca.1 The same year, at Fort Meade in South Dakota, the federal 

government imprisoned around 400 “rebellious Utes,” who had spurned government 

efforts to settle them on a reservation in Utah. Through his Indian labor contractor, Ralph 

Collins, Fred Wietzer offered to provide incarcerated Hopis and Utes jobs on beet farms. 

He even offered to rent or sell land to the government, should the state want to settle 

them permanently in the valley. In a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Collins 

wrote: “We offer you a chance to put these people upon a self supporting, educational, 

civilizing basis at once, and at a comparatively trifling expense to the Government.”2 He 

boasted of work in beet and melon fields, on irrigation and ditch construction projects, on 

the railroads, in concrete paving and other construction work, and in “many other kinds 

                                                
1 Peter M. Whiteley, The Orayvi Split: A Hopi Transformation (New York: American Museum of Natural 
History, 2008). 
2 Ralph Collins to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 22 November 1906, Letter 103363, Box 3350, 
Letters Received, 1881-1907, Record Group 75: Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (RG 75), National 
Archives and Administration, Washington D.C. (NARA-DC). 
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of work where men are wanted in gangs.”3 Charles Dagenett, the Supervisor of the OIA’s 

brand new Indian Employment Bureau, promised that in beet fields in the spring, 

formerly incarcerated Utes and Hopis would “be under the direct supervision of 

competent men, and where the women and girls as well as men and boys can be 

employed at good wages.” He would make sure their camps had access to food, water, 

and firewood, so there would be no “loafing around towns,” except on Sundays.4  

When presented with Collins and Dagenett’s offers, the Utes imprisoned at Fort 

Meade refused work on the railroads and in the beet fields. They saw the plan as an effort 

to conquer and divide them. According to the commanding officer at Fort Meade:  

The Utes are suspicious of this proposition, coming, as it does, just as six of their number 
are about to start for Washington to confer with the president. The matter was carefully 
explained to them, but they are apprehensive of some plan to get them out, or separate 
them which, it is believed is the real ground for their refusal.5 
 

 Furthermore, neither the railroads nor ABS would allow them to bring their 700 horses 

with them. 6 According to the officer in charge at Fort Meade, the Utes would part with 

almost anything before they parted with their horses, and “any plan that contemplates 

separating them from their horses will, it is believed, be utterly misunderstood.”7 

Incarcerated Hopis from Orayvi also refused government offers to “relocate” them to 

Rocky Ford, Colorado. Commissioner Francis Leupp did not press the matter, because, 

he said, “I have always been opposed to the Idea of forcing civilization upon any 

                                                
3 Ralph Collins to Commissioner Leupp, 8 December 1906, Letter 108733, Box 3373, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
4 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 12 December 1906, Letter 108908, Box 3374, Letter 
108733, Box 3373, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
5 Secretary of War William Howard Taft to Secretary of the Interior, 23 January 1907, Letter 8217, Box 
3433, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
6 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 16 February 1907, Letter 18560, Box 3477, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
7 Secretary of War William Howard Taft to Secretary of the Interior, 23 January 1907. 
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untutored man. Civilization is something which must proceed from the inside out, if it is 

to be a real and not a merely specious change [emphasis in the original.”8 Instead, he 

waited until conditions became so untenable that unwilling parents sent their children to 

school and unwilling labor migrants accepted manual labor jobs out of sheer necessity.  

When Hopi and Ute prisoners of war refused beet work, they, like many other 

Native people at the time, saw off-reservation work as part of a broader state strategy to 

separate them from their families and land, and control their mobility. When it infringed 

upon their autonomy, or in resistance to colonial desires, they refused to travel far from 

home to work for white employers. At the same time, under U.S. occupation, many 

Indigenous people living in the West found wage labor migration increasingly necessary 

for survival. As they selectively migrated or entered into contracts with white employers 

and labor contractors, they fought to do so on their own terms, and in ways that supported 

their responsibilities to their families, communities, and the land. 

In the early twentieth century, the federal government fretted about the 

“ungovernability” of Southwestern Indigenous people. Just as state bureaucrats fixated on 

how to best reshape the land in the American West, they deliberated how to pacify tribes 

like the Diné (Navajo), Nuchu (Ute), Hopi, and the nineteen Rio Grande Valley Pueblos 

in New Mexico. State bureaucrats and Christian missionaries plotted cultural genocide, 

and debated whether the settler state ought to extend U.S. citizenship to these First 

Peoples. The Pueblos, Diné, and Hopis retained ancestral land bases in New Mexico and 

Arizona. Their reservations, although much smaller than their traditional homelands, 

                                                
8 Letter from Francis Leupp to Reuben Perry, 28 December 1906, in Peter M. Whiteley, The Orayvi Split: 
A Hopi Transformation, Part II: The Documentary Record (New York: American Museum of Natural 
History, 2008), 1058. 
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comprised millions of acres. With intimate knowledge of the land and water cultivated 

over millennia, they maintained a great degree of autonomy in spite of U.S. colonial 

occupation. Through pastoralism, which they adapted from the Spanish colonizers who 

came to the region in the sixteenth century, and corn-centered agriculture, they resisted 

U.S. colonial efforts to reorder their lives and fracture their lands.  

This chapter unsettles the notion that Indigenous history on the Colorado Plains is 

confined to the nineteenth century. While central to histories of nineteenth century 

Colorado, Native Americans essentially disappear in post-gold rush histories of the state.9 

After the Sand Creek Massacre and the Ute Wars, settlers in Colorado violently expelled 

Indigenous people from Colorado’s borders. Indian people continued to live in the state, 

but the federal government and the state of Colorado did not recognize their claims to 

land. Only the Southern Utes and Ute Mountain Utes retained land in trust in Colorado—

reservations that comprised only a fraction of their original territories. Through forced 

removal, the federal government “emptied” the land of its original people. The sugar beet 

industry, however, required a lot of seasonal work that white farmers could not and did 

not want to do with their own bodies. They needed a massive mobilization of regional 

workers to sustain their modest and insecure livelihoods. In the early twentieth century, 

the sugar beet industry recruited Indigenous people back to Colorado’s Arkansas River 

Valley as seasonal workers. 

                                                
9 See Elliott West, The Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, and the Rush to Colorado (Lawrence: 
University of Kansas Press, 1998). West ends his history of diverse Indigenous landscapes in Colorado 
with the settler vision of the future. In the twentieth century, in his telling, former Indian lands become 
nascent fields and seeded towns—a settler landscape devoid of Native people. 
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During its first fifteen years in the Arkansas Valley, the sugar beet industry faced 

volatile conditions. ABS and NSMC failed to sell thousands of acres of “unbroken” land 

to settler farmers. Pests and pestilence ravaged sugar beet fields. Disgruntled farmers in 

Otero County formed a beet growers’ organization in 1903 to protect their interests 

against corporate exploitations. Farmers also organized to problem solve agricultural 

labor shortages, to circulate industry best practices, and to “hear, digest and act upon 

grievances arising from any cause and to do such other things as are necessary and 

expedient for the promotion of the beet growers’ interest.”10 Facing organized white 

growers and unpredictable growing conditions, ABS looked to strengthen its already 

existing ties with the federal government’s Office of Indian Affairs to consolidate its 

control over agricultural workers. The company primarily relied on Nuevomexicano and 

Mexicano agricultural workers, who traveled north to the valley from southern points 

along the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe’s “elpasoan” line. But, as one labor contractor 

described in 1901, Mexicans quickly fell out of favor among growers, because “you 

cannot keep him under control.”11 Because Indians were “wards of the state,” ABS 

believed that Native workers would prove more pliable than Mexicans. Moreover, since 

the federal government supported placing Native workers in positions off their 

reservations, the company hoped the federal government would assume the cost of 

organizing and transporting these workers to the valley as needed—and ensure that they 

returned home. 

                                                
10 The Sugar Beet 24, no. 3 (March, 1903): 51-52. 
11 F. L. Chase to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 12 August 1901, Letter 44550, Box 1964, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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Through the Office of Indian Affairs, the state puzzled and faltered in its efforts to 

bring Native Americans completely under its purview. Since the late nineteenth century, 

white Americans and the U.S. federal government had used off-reservation wage labor to 

alienate Native individuals from their nations, kin networks, and lands. They sought to 

“re-socialize” them as subservient citizen-wards, divorced from their seasonal lifeways 

and earth-based cosmologies. But Native workers did not assimilate into Anglo 

conceptions of wage labor in the ways that federal agents hoped. Native workers resisted 

these plans. As ABS and state agricultural agencies colluded to experiment with how to 

best govern the land and sugar beet culture, the state and ABS also strategized, colluded, 

and fought over how best to manage Native workers in the U.S. West.  

In Native hands, wage work in Colorado’s beet fields enabled Southwestern 

Indigenous people and nations to survive the violence that corporate capitalism and 

empire brought to their homelands in New Mexico and Arizona. When they engaged in 

seasonal labor migrations, they fought to retain autonomy over their bodies and work 

lives. Their resistances frustrated an agricultural business made unpredictable by the land 

and the demands of white farmers. ABS thus looked to the OIA to create order in the 

regional labor market. The state complied, expanding its bureaucracy to track, recruit, 

and control Native American workers. In doing so, state policy makers and bureaucrats 

constructed the “Indian worker” as a child-like figure in need of expert guidance. This 

ideological project was intimately related to the construction of Arkansas Valley land as a 

place that was unfit for American civilization without expert guidance. Colorado sugar 
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beet fields thus became an important site in the struggle between Native people, the 

federal government, and ABS over the reach of corporate and colonial power.   

Loving the Land in a Time of Enclosure 

In 1921, J.D. Huff, the Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School 

characterized the Pueblos as fiercely attached to the Rio Grande Valley. “They love that 

land as they love life,” he wrote in an article for The Indian School Journal.12 His words 

enacted a separation between life and land. In describing Pueblo beliefs, he revealed his 

own. He saw human life as separate and distinct from the land. One had one’s life, and 

one had land. The Pueblos, he explained, loved both in equal measure. But for the 

Pueblos, life and land did not exist in separate spheres. The land was life. Tending to the 

land, and performing one’s ceremonial duties, ensured the health of the land and cared for 

future human and nonhuman generations. Pueblos were master water conservationists, 

irrigating and nurturing corn and other crops in what white Americans considered to be 

impossible desert country. As DeHuff described it, they produced a crop “in places where 

methods other than his would only fail.”13 They knew their land and cared deeply for it. 

They had thrived there for millennia. In 1970, eighty-four year old Tom Idaque described 

how when it did not rain, Zuni farmers “took care of them [the corn]” by stirring and 

loosening the dirt around the plants’ roots. Zuni farmers knew, he said, that corn could 

not grow with “the ground baked down hard.”14 Idaque deployed a powerful metaphor 

                                                
12 J. D. DeHuff, “Pueblos of the Rio Grande Region,” 11, Box 23, Folder 424, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos 
Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA, Denver, Colorado. 
13 J. D. DeHuff, “Pueblos of the Rio Grande Region,” 9, Box 23, Folder 424, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos 
Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
14 Folsom Scrivner, Interview with Tom Idaque, Zuni Pueblo, 24 January 1970, Reel 11, Tape 510, Side I, 
American Indian Oral History Collection, Center for Southwest Research (CSR), University Libraries, 
University of New Mexico (UNM). 
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about life under colonial control. The Pueblos like corn could not thrive under oppressive 

state rule, which restricted their ability to live in ways that affirmed their relationship to 

one another and the land. In the face of enclosure, Pueblos sought to maintain and care 

for autonomous and ceremonial spaces. 

Before U.S. colonization, Pueblos rose before the sun, and tended to corn, wheat, 

melons, and chiles during the growing season. In the fall, they gathered piñon seeds from 

the base of pine trees, and hunted rabbits, turkey, deer, elk, and bison. They collected 

firewood in the mountains. In the winter, they gathered and traded with Diné (Navajo) 

and Nde (Apache) allies. They adapted Spanish livestock to fit their seasonal practices, 

and raised their cattle and sheep to thrive in water-scarce environments.  

Festivals and ceremonies guided Pueblo livelihood practices. In early spring, 

tribal leaders called the men together for irrigation ditch work, to prepare for the growing 

season. At Isleta, the Acequia festival accompanied this yearly water work. On May Day, 

San Felipe put on the Green Corn Dance. The Ohkay Owingeh (San Juan) Pueblo 

celebrated the Corn Dance in June. In July, San Ildefonso and Cochiti celebrated the 

growing corn with dance, as did Santo Domingo in early August. Acoma had a harvest 

dance in early September, and Nambé and Laguna hosted their annual feast day in 

October. In the winter, the Pueblos honored the animals they hunted with deer and 

buffalo dances. In February, in anticipation of the changing season, women and men from 

Tewa Pueblos danced the Basket Dance, or the Cloud Dance. Through daily and seasonal 

ceremonial practices and feast days, Pueblos continually renewed their relationships to 
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one another and to the nonhuman world.15 They considered food especially sacred, 

because these living plants and animals made the past, present, and future possible. 

Pueblo men, women, and children all worked together to provide their families with 

food.16  

Since the time of Spanish occupation in the sixteenth century, colonial 

interventions in Pueblo corn agriculture incited fury and resistance. They raised their corn 

in a way described as a “humble upbringing,” rooted in Pueblo religion. After the 1680 

Pueblo Revolt against the Spanish, Popé, a Tewa religious leader in the revolt, ordered 

the destruction of all implements associated with Spanish agriculture.17 After World War 

II, when some tentatively adopted hybrid corn to sell in off-reservation markets, they 

made sure to keep their ancestral strains separate from hybrid corn.18 A Jemez man who 

declined to give his name in a 1970 interview described how in the twentieth century, the 

tribal council continued to outlaw any implement that might contaminate the corn. 

Pueblos caught using mechanized cultivators had to pay fines and sometimes faced the 

loss of land. Only hand held hoes could touch the roots of growing plants. On land over 

which they retained sovereign control, per the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 

Pueblos continued to practice corn-centered agriculture in spite of U.S. federal efforts to 

“modernize” their use of their lands. However, crops like corn, squash, and beans 

comprised only part of Pueblos’ nutritional and material needs. In the past, hunting and 

                                                
15 Jill D. Sweet, Dances of the Tewa Pueblo Indians: Expressions of New Life (Santa Fe: School of 
American Research Press, 1985). 
16 James F. Brooks, Captives and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002). 
17 James F. Brooks, Captives and Cousins, 55. 
18 James Romero, Anonymous Interview with Informant 1 and Informant 2, Jemez Pueblo, 1 & 2 March 
1970, Reel 8, Tape 446, Side 1, American Indian Oral History Collection, CSR, UNM 
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gathering piñon nuts added additional protein to their diets, and provided them with cold 

weather clothing, other tools, and trade commodities.  

Born in 1886, Roman Martinez grew up hearing stories about hunting buffalo. His 

grandfather would tell him about hunting trips the men from Picuris Pueblo used to take 

near the New Mexican towns of Mora and Raton, just south of the present-day Colorado-

New Mexico border. Sometimes Picuris hunters went as far as the Arkansas River Valley 

into what is now Colorado and Kansas. As a child, Roman Martinez slept on warm 

buffalo robes, bedding fashioned from his grandfather’s successful hunts two generations 

before. But neither Ramon nor his father participated in these hunts. In the late 1800s, 

Picuris hunters no longer traveled north to hunt buffalo to source their material needs.19 

As a young man, Martinez instead worked herding sheep along the Colorado-New 

Mexico border and cultivating sugar beets in Rocky Ford for the American Beet Sugar 

Company. Mostly, though, he helped his father “take care of the crop” on Picuris land 

near the town of Peñasco, along the western slope of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. 

They planted peas, corn, oats, and barley in valley lowlands. In the mountains, they 

planted potatoes. In Martinez’s family, the women sustained the family through livestock. 

His mother and grandmother had a lot of cattle, and the family sold animals and meat 

when needed. His father’s crops, his mother and grandmother’s cattle, and his wages 

provided for the future. Martinez only worked in Colorado in the spring, because his 

family needed him at home in the fall for the harvest, especially when his father began to 

slow down with age. Outside the pueblo, he remembered making fifty cents a day, and 

                                                
19 Donald C. Cutter, Interview with Ramon Martinez, Picuris Pueblo, 25 November 1968, Reel 9, Tape 41, 
American Indian Oral History Collection, CSR, UNM. 
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working from sunrise to sundown. He described: “I worked well. I worked for some rich 

people you know, but just for 50¢ a day, before sunrise.” He recognized how poorly 

landowners paid him for hard work that began before dawn, and remarked: “Well what 

are you going to do? Work—you need the money.” Money was scarce, and such work 

offered Pueblo families, particularly able-bodied Pueblo men, a way to supplement 

reservation-based production with U.S. dollars.20   

Tony Whitecloud from Jemez Pueblo also remembered his grandfather’s buffalo 

hunting stories from childhood winters spent sitting near the fireplace. Whitecloud’s 

grandfather told him that Pueblo men from throughout the Rio Grande Valley went on 

buffalo hunts each winter. They favored a hunting ground closer to Jemez Pueblo near 

Tucumcari, east of Albuquerque. But they also traveled more than 300 miles to another 

favored hunting place near La Junta, in present-day Colorado. They would leave in 

September, traveling for a month before arriving at a shared camp along the Arkansas 

River. They camped alongside Kiowa and Comanche hunters with whom they traded and 

danced. They would stay for about a month, before starting the journey home. Tony 

Whitecloud’s grandfather boasted that he killed eighty to ninety buffalo during these 

hunts. He would return with his pack-burros loaded heavily with dried meat and hides.  

Prior to U.S. annexation and white American settlement, buffalo helped to sustain 

a Pueblo world rooted in complex relations with other nations—human and nonhuman—

in shared-use territories geographically distant from Picuris-governed land. “Buffalo is 

like a shelter a money to us nowadays [sic]…. meat and all that, food and shelter.” 

Pueblos made mattresses out of the buffalo hides, and drums and shoes from buffalo skin. 
                                                
20 Cutter, Interview with Ramon Martinez. 
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They sewed buckskin leggings with thread made from buffalo sinew. They traded extra 

hides with other Indigenous and Spanish-speaking people in the region in exchange for 

horses, turquoise, beads, apples, and chilies.21 Indian nations, in dialogue with one 

another and the land, determined how and under what terms they produced food and 

other material goods for communal sustenance and for trade. The public and private 

property regime that accompanied U.S. colonization of the territory shut Native people 

out of essential hunting grounds, and made U.S. currency a necessary complement to 

reservation-based agriculture.  

The sugar beet industry in the Arkansas Valley came about during one of the 

worst droughts in New Mexico since the late seventeenth century.22 The drought that 

began in 1898 lasted for six years, putting pressure on Native people in the region, who 

made a living and fed their communities through maize-centered agriculture, hunting, 

fishing, and pastoralism. In their historical accounts, Ramon Martinez and Tony 

Whitecloud both spoke of an early- to mid-eighteenth century regional Indigenous 

economy in which Pueblos negotiated hunting and grazing use rights with other tribes, 

and produced in excess of their need to trade for other goods. These relations were not 

without conflict, and Comanche hegemony often set the terms until U.S. annexation of 

the territory as a result of the 1848 U.S.-Mexico War.23 After the war, Anglo settlers 

brought a new private property regime to New Mexico, which drastically transformed 

                                                
21 Mike Weber, Interview with Tony Whitecloud, Jemez Pueblo, 3 December 1967, Reel 8, Tape 79, Side 
one, American Indian Oral History Collection, CSR, UNM. 
22 Marsha L Weisiger, Dreaming of Sheep in Navajo Country (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2009), 130. 
23 For more on the Comanchería, see Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2008). 
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relations between and among humans and the nonhuman world. They had historically 

sustained their communities through migratory livelihood practices, a crucial strategy in 

times of drought.  

In the late nineteenth century, Southwestern Indigenous people found themselves 

increasingly restricted to their treaty protected land bases, which limited their abilities to 

hunt animals, who crossed human borders at will. New Mexico’s property regime system 

had roots in Spanish and Mexican colonization projects in the region, in which these 

imperial powers granted land titles to settlers. Today, some of these land grants remain in 

the hands of Nuevomexicano communities, who hold them in common. By the late 

nineteenth century, through surreptitious means, millions of acres of Spanish and 

Mexican land grants passed into the hands of land companies, railroads, and wealthy 

white Americans.24 With inordinate power over New Mexico’s territorial legislature, 

wealthy non-Native landowners privatized wildlife.25 Codified by law, they “owned” the 

animals that crossed their property, and could prosecute “poachers” who hunted without 

permission on their land.26 In 1901, the territorial legislature helped to consolidate settler 

power over the land when they outlawed hunting on public land without a license. These 

territorial policies restricted Indigenous hunters to reservation land, and criminalized how 

they fed, clothed, and economically sustained their communities. After receiving official 

                                                
24 Maria E. Montoya, Translating Property: The Maxwell Land Grant and the Conflict over Land in the 
American West, 1840-1900 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
25 Louis S. Warren, The Hunter’s Game: Poachers and Conservationists in Twentieth-Century America 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 72. 
26 For more on how American conservationists and national land management policies criminalized 
Indigenous livelihood practices on “public” land in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, see 
Karl Jacoby, Crimes Against Nature : Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American 
Conservation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001). 
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statehood in 1912, state lawmakers kept laws that privatized migratory nonhumans on the 

books.27  

Many Native hunters continued to hunt in their traditional hunting grounds, 

although they now faced fines and jail if caught. In the early 1900s, George Hayzlett, the 

Indian Agent at Fort Defiance, asked forest rangers on several occasions for leniency 

when they apprehended Navajo, Hopi, and Ute hunters and sheepherders on public lands 

without permits. Hayzlett sympathized with Navajo sheepherders who drove their flocks 

into the Grand Canyon forest, because they had “raised nothing scarcely for two years 

and hunger and fear of losing their flocks by starvation may have induced them to take 

chances and go in violation of all orders.”28 In exchange, Hayzlett promised to do his best 

to keep Navajos on the reservation. In 1906, a judge in New Mexico fined a group of 

Pueblo hunters $50 and imprisoned for thirty days, “the lowest possible under the law,” 

for killing deer out of season.29 In 1936, a Taos Pueblo man was charged with “assault 

with a deadly weapon” in Colfax County. Allegedly the man and a two other Taos 

hunters had killed an elk in the Moreno Valley. When two white Americans came upon 

them dressing the elk, the defendant “ordered them with a gun in his hands to move on.” 

The white men then notified the sheriff, who notified the game warden in Taos, who 

traced the elk killing to the Pueblo.30 Hunting off the reservation brought Native hunters 

                                                
27 Warren, The Hunter’s Game. 
28 Quoted in Robert S. McPherson, Navajo Land, Navajo Culture: The Utah Experience in the Twentieth 
Century (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003), 35. 
29 Letter from C. J. Larrabee, Action Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to A. J. Abbot, Esq., Special 
Attorney for the Pueblo Indians, 25 June 1906, Box 11, Folder 175, Offenses and Crimes, Thefts, etc., 
Santa Fe Indian School, 1906-1933, Entry 83, Northern Pueblos Agency, Folder II, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
30 Letter from Walter Sheldon, Northern Pueblos Agency Clerk, to Mr. Stevens, 20 March 1936, Box 11, 
Folder 175, Offenses and Crimes, Thefts, etc., Santa Fe Indian School, 1906-1933, Entry 83, Northern 
Pueblos Agency, Folder II, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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into conflict with new settler laws, and subjected them to harsh penalties and cash fines. 

Enclosure policies, like the imposition of private property laws on land and wild life, 

compounded the effects of federal policies that sought to change how Native people 

lived.  

In the twentieth century, Diné (Navajo) people faced many of the same pressures 

as Pueblos and other tribes in the Southwest. In addition to corn-centered agriculture, 

sheep had sustained the Diné nation since they adapted Spanish livestock in the 

seventeenth century. The Diné were incredibly successful pastoralists. From 1870 to 

1930, their herds of sheep and goats grew to almost a million strong and constituted much 

of their wealth. A matrilineal nation, the Diné traditionally organized their communities 

matrilocally. Unmarried men lived with their mothers and sisters, and married men lived 

with the extended families of their wives. Households were composed of grandmothers, 

mothers, sisters and their spouses and children. Women fed and sustained their 

communities through their livestock, which they owned separately from Diné men. 

Women thus controlled their families’ wealth. Facing increased Anglo settlement and 

conflicts over land and water, Diné men, in particular, incorporated off-reservation wage 

labor migration into their seasonal economic lives. At the time, seasonal work in 

agriculture, construction, and on the railroads privileged men. Anglo markets for Navajo 

rugs and textiles created reservation-based work for Diné women. Women also found 

work as domestic workers in settler towns.   

Periods of drought compounded the effects of colonial interventions and 

increasing white American settlement, and pushed greater numbers of Southwestern 
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Indigenous people into regional labor markets. Native workers saw wage labor as a 

means for sustaining their lives at home in their own communities. When Diné men, and 

some Diné women, engaged in short-term labor migrations to work on the railroads or in 

sugar beet fields, they did so, as historian Colleen O’Neill has argued, in the Navajo way. 

They used their wages to buy sheep for their families, and they worked or did not work 

off-reservation to fulfill their clan obligations as determined by Diné matrilineal customs. 

For Diné men, herding their mother’s sheep, providing their families with firewood, 

tending crops, and participating in ceremonies and social gatherings took precedence over 

wage work. They worked outside of family economies when they needed to, and they left 

jobs when they had other obligations. They worked for off-reservation employers at will, 

which frustrated Indian Affairs agents and regional employers, even when the nature of 

the work itself was temporary, seasonal, and contingent. White Americans saw this way 

of working as disruptive and as a marker of Navajo cultural and racial inferiority, rather 

than as a strategy for maintaining separateness from settlers and providing for a future in 

which they could continue to live as Diné people. The government, and regional labor 

contractors, tried to change how the Diné worked. They worked to order the Diné, the 

Pueblos, and other Native workers in the region, into a flexible and contingent labor 

supply. But the state found it hard to force Native workers to act in the ways they wanted.  

While the sugar industry privileged male workers, Native women also worked in 

Colorado fields, although in fewer numbers. These workers—diverse in tribal 

membership, age, and gender—understood their struggle as much broader than employer 

abuse. They worried about the future of their lands, how their parents and children would 
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stay warm in the winter, and how they would eat. They fought against government 

surveillance and intrusion into their intimate and reproductive lives, and against 

government and company efforts to control their mobility. They also fought for the right 

to not work in Colorado beet fields. In all of these struggles, they worked to define what 

it meant to be an Indigenous worker in a changing physical, material, and colonial 

context. 

Labor historians of the American West have largely interpreted the right to work 

and the right to quit within the frameworks of North American free labor ideology and 

white patriarchal manhood.31 An ideology like “free labor” meant something entirely 

different to a male Italian immigrant railroad worker than it did for Diné women weaving 

wool rugs for white consumers, Jemez men herding sheep for a wealthy Nuevomexicano 

employers, or Indian boarding school students working in Colorado beet fields. Recently, 

Indigenous studies labor historians have demonstrated that labor history’s primary 

categories of analysis—class, gender, race, (un) freedom, militancy, citizenship, and the 

nation-state—cannot fully capture the labor experiences of Indigenous people within 

imperial and settler colonial contexts. 32 Chantal Norrgard, Jessica Cattelino, Adria 

Imada, William Bauer, Colleen O’Neill, and Marsha Weisiger have created new 
                                                
31 Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 
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pathways in twentieth century Native labor history. They have demonstrated that in an 

increasingly monetized capitalist economy, Native workers used their wages and 

produced for far-reaching markets to protect their lands, exercise treaty rights, and build 

community in the face of U.S. occupation.33 In the late nineteenth century, for instance, 

the Lake Superior Ojibwe saw their right to make a living—whether through fishing, 

berrying, or wage work in lumber and tourism industries—as inseparable from their 

treaty protected rights to continue to exist as a collective and sovereign Ojibwe people.34 

While federal Indian agents promoted wage work as a “civilizing” experience through 

which Native Americans assimilated into settler communities, Indigenous people living 

within the constraints of U.S. occupation worked with anti-colonial notions of autonomy 

and sovereignty in mind.  

U.S. Indian Labor and Education Policies: Assimilation and Pacification 

In the United States, “Indian” signified a historical and legal relationship between 

sovereign Indigenous nations and the settler state that occupied their lands. In 1831, the 

Supreme Court codified tribes as domestic dependent nations and Native Americans as 

“wards of the state.” In the 1840s, the United States assumed sovereign control over 

Mexico’s northern colonial holdings—encompassing Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, 

Nevada, California, and parts of Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Wyoming. This 

exchange of land swept hundreds of Indigenous nations, whose polities predated the 

imperial claims of the United States and Mexico, into a legal and colonial relationship 

with the United States. As the American empire expanded West and South, the U.S. legal 

                                                
33 These scholars draw from Littlefield and Knack’s seminal anthology on Native labor history, Native 
Americans and Wage Labor. 
34 Norrgard, Seasons of Change. 
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system folded these hundreds of distinct political entities into an already existing Federal-

Indian framework. Supreme Court decisions made in the 1830s about Georgia-Cherokee 

relations, for instance, governed the federal inclusion of all Indian people colonial 

absorbed into the settler nation as “wards” of the state. The state did not grant Native 

Americans citizenship until 1924, when Congress passed the Snyder Act. Many Native 

people saw U.S. citizenship as another colonial strategy for forcibly absorbing them into 

the settler nation. And for many, in local contexts, de jure citizenship did not mean 

enfranchisement. In New Mexico and Arizona, Indians could not vote until 1948. They 

could not vote in Utah until 1957.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, the federal government treated Native people 

as “wards” of the state, and as peoples incapable of self-government. In doing so, they 

justified intimate and violent interventions in Native peoples’ everyday lives. The state 

enacted policies such as the 1887 Dawes Act, which transformed millions of acres of 

Native landholdings into private property, and used coercive measures to force Native 

parents to send their children to federally-run and church-run boarding schools. In her 

book, Federal Fathers and Mothers: A Social History of the United States Indian Service, 

1869-1933, Cathleen Cahill argues that in the American West, the Indian Service used 

colonial interventions in the intimate realms of Indigenous communities to consolidate 

federal power. Colonizers, she argues, “Used the production and harnessing of sentiment 

as a technology of the state.”35 In doing so, they created new modes of governance and 

                                                
35 Cathleen D. Cahill, Federal Fathers and Mothers: A Social History of the United States Indian Service, 
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expanded state bureaucracies to manage and domesticate colonial subjects at home and 

abroad.36  

Through Indian Service employees trained in “soft coercion,” the OIA sought to 

inspire new habits of body and mind. Initially, these “federal fathers and mothers” 

worked to model the kinds of jobs and ways of being that they hoped their Indian 

“wards” would mimic. During the Gilded Age, the Service hired thousands of Native 

employees, who had been educated in federal Indian schools, to guide other Native 

people in paternalistic ways. Native workers in the Indian Service used the OIA as a 

pathway into the middle-class, and sometimes used their work to undermine colonial 

assimilationist goals.37 However, in the early twentieth century, Progressive reformers 

overhauled the OIA. They emphasized professionalization, rationalization, and efficiency 

in the Service.38 They argued that Indians could not assimilate into the American middle-

class, and that it made no sense to educate them for professional jobs. They replaced 

“inefficient” Native workers with professionally trained white Americans. OIA labor 

policies followed this paradigm shift.  

In the late nineteenth century, the federal government saw off-reservation wage 

work as a key instrument in its efforts to destroy Indigenous nationhood. Scholars 

generally frame the period from 1887 to 1934 as the Assimilation Era of U.S. federal 
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Indian policy. During this period, the federal government imposed Anglo ideas of work, 

citizenship, and the land on Native people.39 Other scholars have importantly noted, 

however, that full assimilation into white American propertied-personhood was never the 

goal.40 Instead, the federal government sought to transform Native Americans into a 

landless class of servile, low-wage laborers. In fact, at the turn of the twentieth century, 

the Office of Indian Affairs joined forces with ABS, and put considerable resources into 

experimenting with off-reservation Indian labor programs that privileged Colorado’s beet 

growers.  The federal government facilitated the migration of hundreds of Native workers 

to the Arkansas Valley each year to help grow and harvest sugar beets. In exchange, ABS 

and white growers worked with the state to discipline Native people into manual wage 

laborers.  

The OIA began to characterize remedial education and low wage labor as 

necessary experiences in Indians transformation into “ordinary” Americans. In 1901, 

Ralph P. Collins, then the Superintendent of the Albuquerque Indian Industrial School, 

expressed his belief along these lines: “Each child put into school,” he said, “and each 

man sent out among whites to work, is started on the path, which leads to the highway of 

civilization.”41 Even though non-Native workers increasingly lived in cities and worked 
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in industrial workplaces, federal Indian boarding schools remained focused on training 

Native students in agricultural, manual, and domestic skills.42 In 1905, Indian 

Commissioner Francis Leupp used the “uncivilized” climate of the West to justify this 

narrow and segmented educational focus. Since most Indian children lived in the 

American West on reservations, he explained, they would try, but ultimately fail, to make 

their living off of land not fit for agriculture. As a result, he prophesized, “An ever 

increasing part will enter the general labor market as lumbermen, ditchers, miners, 

railroad hands, or what not.”43 He did not believe that Indians could compete with white 

workers without OIA guidance. For this reason, he looked to expand a labor outing 

system that originated at the Carlisle Indian School. He also created a new Indian 

“agency,” which he called the Indian Employment Bureau to supervise Native workers 

when they contracted with private parties off-reservation.44  

The outing system at off-reservation Indian boarding schools began under Richard 

Henry Pratt at the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania in 1880. Believing that contact 

with white farming families would assimilate Indian children, Pratt placed students in 

rural Pennsylvanian homes during summer vacations. When the outing system moved 

west, it expanded into a child labor system that benefitted non-Indian employers and 

households. Rather than return home for the summer, girls generally spent vacation 
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periods working as domestic workers in white communities that neighbored the schools. 

Boys often traveled to Colorado, where they camped in sugar beet fields along the 

Arkansas River. In some instance, male students under the age of sixteen spent months 

living with white families in the valley, although this practice came under attack in 1910 

when a Secretary of the Interior inspector found they boys working under exploitive 

conditions. Whether sent to the valley as a group or individually, Native student workers 

did not perform white work. They worked jobs that white Americans saw best fit for 

inferior workers. OIA reformers believed that working with “American” land in 

particular would reform the bodies and minds of Native men and boys. 

Southwestern Indian agents argued that beet field labor, in particular, disciplined 

what they believed to be Native youths’ feral and unenterprising nature. For example, C. 

J. Crandall, the superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School, likewise asserted in 1904: 

“The real benefit the Indian gets from this outing is not the amount of money he earns or 

saves, but the experience, the contact, and the ambition to be more than a common 

Indian.” He considered work in Colorado’s beet fields as “one of the best ways to break 

up the old Indian customs.” 45 Indian Agents like Ralph Collins and C. J. Crandall argued 

that these outings served Indians in essential and civilizing ways, by “showing” Native 

men the material and social benefits of white American manhood. 

Though less advertised, federal Indian labor polices also benefited white 

communities and capitalists by making Native workers available as a seasonal labor pool 

and creating seasonal business for merchants who sold Native migrant workers food, 
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clothing, and small luxury goods. Settler towns in the Arkansas Valley therefore profited 

from the state’s efforts to control the bodies and minds of Indigenous people through 

policies that linked Indian education with manual labor. The transformation of Native 

people was explicitly linked to the Americanization of the land through railroads, 

irrigation, and agriculture. These large capitalist enterprises needed flexible, migratory, 

cheap labor pools. Industries competed with each other over workers. Given the lack of 

government oversight over labor conditions, employers and labor contractors had a lot of 

power over workers. At the same time, the absence of the direct state regulation created 

opportunities for Native people to escape, in a sense, the gaze of the OIA. Southwestern 

Native men had some leverage over employers, because employers wanted to create 

long-term relationships with workers in the region. Native workers were only “free” to 

choose between exploitative employers. But they also could disrupt corporate control in 

ways that the federal government’s intervention into Native work lives made difficult in 

1905.  

Imposing Order and Curbing Dissent 

Beginning in the early 1900s, hundreds of diverse Indigenous workers traveled to 

Colorado beet fields from Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and Mexico for the 

planting, growing, and harvesting seasons, which lasted from April through October. 

Mexican Indigenous and Mestizo workers worked under contract with private labor 

agencies that recruited them for work across the United States in El Paso, Texas and 

Northern Mexico.46 Workers indigenous to the United States often contracted with 

private individuals hoping to start private Indian labor agencies, but who ran up against 
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the federal government in these efforts. In Colorado beet fields, and in other large 

industries, Native workers encountered maddening, disorganized, and abusive conditions. 

They worked under several competing white American labor contractors: Fred L. Chase, 

Charles Weidemeyer, C. D. Richards, Clinton Cotton, and Ralph Collins. In some 

respects, this unmanaged labor market allowed Native workers a certain degree of 

autonomy in shaping their off-reservation work lives. But it also meant that Native 

workers faced abusive work conditions with no direct course of action when conditions 

failed to match what contractors promised them. Furthermore, the OIA became 

increasingly concerned about how an “unordered” labor market allowed Native workers 

to escape its oversight. OIA employees began to plot how they might extend the paternal 

oversight of the federal government into private work places. 

In 1905, the federal government sought to create order in the regional labor 

market through the OIA. Through the Indian Employment Bureau, the state partnered 

with large employers in the region, and worked to control the mobility of Native migrant 

workers. As a result, some OIA employees actively worked to suppress Native workers’ 

efforts to organize against exploitative employers and contractors. On the other hand, 

other Indian Service employees continued to see their role in the Indian Service as one of 

paternal responsibility. Those in this camp occasionally challenged off-reservation 

economic exploitation. In both cases, however, bureaucrats acted to increase their 

authority over Native workers.  

In response, Native workers sought to subvert state goals when they accepted and 

refused jobs off-reservation. They also called upon more sympathetic Indian service 
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employees to intervene when employers and OIA labor contractors withheld wages and 

failed to fulfill the terms of their agreements. When Native workers refused to accept 

jobs, they used discourses of sovereignty, Native governance, and obligation to rebuff 

coercive Indian agents and labor contractors. They worked with their own futures in 

mind. Unable to control Native workers’ mobility and productive energy, the federal 

government expanded its Indian labor programs as a way to prioritize its colonial agenda. 

In late February of 1901, Ralph Collins, then the Superintendent of the 

Albuquerque Indian School, wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs about placing 

some of the students from his school in Rocky Ford beet fields. The previous week, he 

had visited the Arkansas River Valley to inquire about jobs for Indians under his 

supervision. He raved to the commissioner about the sugar beet industry. He described 

how beets grew in the valley from Pueblo to Las Animas, a stretch of nearly 100 miles. 

With great excitement, he repeated the claims of boosters: “The experiments for years as 

well as the first seasons’ run of actual business show this to be one of the very best 

regions in the world for the growing of sugar beets.” Because thinning, weeding, and 

pulling and topping happened in great bursts, he explained, white settler towns could not 

grow the crop without “outside” labor help. He wrote that, as a group, Indian students and 

workers from his jurisdiction could earn at least $150,000 that year alone. Growers 

needed 800 to 1000 workers for eight weeks in the late spring, and then again for six 

weeks in the fall. They would pay 15 cents an hour, and shelter workers live in mobile 

camps. “The work comes on in bulk when it does come and hence the grower wants to 

get as many men as possible all at one time,” Collins described, “and for this reason the 
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laborers are handled to the best advantage in camps of a goodly number such as thirty, 

forty, or fifty.” He explained further, “All of this labor is wanted for the season and then 

when the season is over they want them to leave the vicinity for there is not work during 

the remainder of the year.”47  

Collins worked to establish a seasonal relationship between ABS, financially 

insecure white farmers, and Native workers from Arizona and New Mexico. He described 

how Colorado’s river valleys offered poor white men “a splendid opportunity…to get 

himself a good home in a permanent industry in a well educated, industrious, and 

civilized community.” Since these rural Colorado towns had grown through the efforts of 

corporations and social reformers to “uplift” poor white Americans through farming and 

landowners, Collins figured they could also help the government solve its “Indian 

problem.” The Arkansas Valley, in particular, offered an ideal setting for making 

“civilized citizens of the Indian.” He continued: 

The Pueblos and Navajos have always been small, hand, hoe, and stick farmers with a 
desert country in which to farm. They cannot raise a crop in their own country which is 
worth one-half of what they could earn working for the white man in the Colorado beet 
fields. It is a very easy step from their present way of farming at home, to the beet 
growers’ methods.  
 

Just as important, he claimed to have broken down anti-Indian racial prejudice in the 

valley, and changed resident’s beliefs that Indians did not make good workers. As long as 

they had supervision, he wrote, they proved their worth. ABS’s agricultural manager, 

Fred Wietzer, agreed to advance workers’ transportation costs from Albuquerque, as long 
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as they came with an experienced overseer. Collins requested permission to detail the 

Laguna and Zuni government farmers to Rocky Ford for this purpose.48  

Collins positioned Pueblo and Navajo agriculture as underdeveloped in relation to 

sugar beet agriculture and landed white farmers. He further employed a developmental 

discourse in which Southwestern Indian men “worked” from a primitive state of being to 

a more advanced and modern stage of civilization through manual labor. He further 

played upon the paternal colonial state, and argued that Indians’ racial development 

required government guidance, and the adoption of Anglo agricultural aspirations. 

Collins closed his proposition by recommending that the OIA create a brand new office 

in Rocky Ford to focus exclusively on finding off-reservation work for Indians from New 

Mexico and Arizona. He hoped that Commissioner William Jones would select him to 

lead this office as the Indian Labor Agent. He believed that he could do the government a 

great service in his position, because tensions already existed between Native workers 

and white labor contractors over conditions and wages. Labor contractors regularly 

skimmed workers’ wages for their own profit. If the government took over and 

centralized labor contracts with regional Indians, Collins argued, the state could “remove 

one of the most prolific sources of discontent and misunderstanding between white men 

and Indians.”49 In creating an Indian labor office, the state could guide the racial 

development of its Indian wards and ease racial tensions over wage theft.  The OIA 

finally created this position, because Collins and other labor contractors undermined the 

state’s ability to control Native people’s home and work life off of reservations. Initially, 
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Native workers were caught between self-serving labor contractors and the state’s 

paternal control over their lives. Fred Chase’s efforts to start a private Indian employment 

service for beet growers in the Arkansas Valley offers a view into the complicated terrain 

these workers faced.  

In 1900, Fred Chase got the idea after he hired Diné workers to work on his 

Durango ranch through an acquaintance of his, Mary Eldredge. Eldredge worked as a 

Presbyterian missionary in Jewett, New Mexico (now Hogback, New Mexico) on the 

border of the Navajo reservation. After the workers finished on his ranch, he decided he 

wanted to develop an Indian labor service. He began to correspond with the managers of 

the sugar factories in the Grand Valley and Arkansas Valley. Rocky Ford in particular 

expressed excitement, and requested 400 workers. ABS largely contracted with workers 

in “Old and New Mexico,” and they offered these workers $5 fares from Las Cruces, 

New Mexico and El Paso, Texas on the railroad. ABS told Chase that Mexicans were out 

of favor in the valley, because they were hard to control. Chase told ABS, “Navajos if 

kindly treated and fairly dealt with makes very little trouble.”50 ABS judged agriculture 

workers based on pliability and vulnerability. However, Diné workers proved much more 

experienced in contract labor and everyday resistance than Chase and ABS assumed. 

In April 1901, the OIA gave Fred L. Chase permission to take up to 500 Diné 

workers to work for ABS in the sugar beet fields. He planned manage these workers with 

the help of an Albuquerque farmer in Rocky Ford, to “keep them out of mischief, keep 

them away from town as much as possible, prevent gambling, and see that no liquor gets 
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into their possession.” 51 C.D. Richards, a government farmer that Collins sent from the 

Albuquerque Indian School to supervise the Pueblo workers there also agreed to assist 

Chase with the supervision of Diné workers. Chase recruited the workers through George 

Hayzlett, the Indian Agent at Fort Defiance, Arizona. In exchange, Chase agreed to 

forward half of their wages to Hayzlett, in line with a common Indian Service practice at 

the time that gave Indian agents supervisory authority over how Indians spent their 

money. When Indians wanted access to their money, they had to justify their expenses to 

Indian agents and school superintendents.  

 

Figure 3.1: Map of Atchison & Topeka Santa Fe Route through Colorado and Northern New 
Mexico. Source: Poole Brothers and Topeka Atchison, “The Santa Fé route Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Fé R.R. 3 lines between the Missouri River and the Pacific coast to the city of Mexico via 

the A.T.&S. and Mexican Central R.R. Chicago,” 1884, Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/item/98688580/, accessed May 13, 2017. 
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Chase’s first year contracting with Diné workers for ABS in Rocky Ford failed 

for several reasons. First, the rhythms of sugar beet production made the orderly 

recruitment of workers difficult, which irked the workers and George Hayzlett, the Fort 

Defiance Indian Agent. Fred Wietzer notified Chase that ABS growers needed workers 

around the middle of May in 1901, but he could not say with certainty how many workers 

he needed. This placed Chase and Hayzlett in a tricky position, as middlemen between 

Diné workers and ABS. Hayzlett criticized Chase the following year in letters to the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, because Chase failed to deliver on his promises. Chase 

initially requested 500 Diné workers, but in the end only took a group of forty-two 

people. These workers only had steady work for three of the six months they spent in the 

Arkansas Valley.52 Chase also misrepresented the cost of transportation. To be fair, 

Wietzer had misinformed Chase on the cost of workers’ railroad fares on the AT&SF’s 

Pacific line that brought workers from Gallup to the valley.53 Wietzer had quoted Chase a 

fare that the railroad only offered on its North-South El Paso line. The Diné beet workers 

were furious when they found out they would have to pay $21.20 for their round trip 

fares.54 They assumed that ABS would cover their transportation in full. In person, Chase 

likely confirmed this belief among workers, even though in official correspondence with 

the OIA he said that he would dock workers’ wages round trip railroad fares, which he 

promised would not exceed ten dollars in total.  
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Second, Chase failed to convince the state to contract with him the next year, 

because Diné workers complained about Chase to Hayzlett. Forty-two Diné workers 

traveled to Colorado with Chase. The group of men and women included two pregnant 

women and four small children. The pregnant women cared for the children while the rest 

of the group worked. According to Hayzlett, “He [Chase] had requested that he would 

prefer having some boys and girls and women.”55 From the start, however, Chase griped 

about the pregnant women and children as “an expense and deadweight for the entire 

season.”56 Chase assumed that all the women and children in the group would work in the 

beet fields. But the Diné workers had other expectations about their work and living 

conditions in Colorado. They may have assumed that beet work would be like working 

for the railroad. The AT&SF allowed its male workers to bring their families with them 

to labor camps, and covered the transportation costs for entire families.57 Even though 

Anglo labor markets privileged male workers, families wanted to remain together. In the 

beet fields, Chase managed camps and all of workers’ provisions. He structured the 

camps so that workers would have to depend upon him for everything. This did not work 

for Diné families, who balanced wage work with the work of social reproduction—

especially if they were going to spend six months away from home.  

Moreover, the work and living conditions did not match what Chase had 

promised. Chase promised to pay workers a dollar a day, and cover their transportation 
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costs.58 Chase kept neither promise. The group left for Colorado on the May 25, 1901, 

and did not return for six months. They reported to Hayzlett upon their return that Chase 

only provided them work half the time. No one returned with more than $10 in wages. By 

August, even if they wanted to return early, they had earned enough to pay for their 

return fare home. They had to remain in Colorado without work from August until 

October, when the worked picked back up, just to earn enough to travel back to Gallup. 

During these months, they camped outside of the towns of Holly and Granada, but had 

limited opportunities to travel into town for supplies. Chase instead ran a commissary 

store, where he charged exorbitant prices for spoiled food and bad meat. In late summer, 

they had lived mostly on melons, because during a lull in beet work some cantaloupe 

farmers hired them, and gave them as many melons as they wanted for free.59 In response 

to these bad conditions, on multiple occasions, workers left the camp with the intention of 

walking the entire way home or finding other work. In one instance, fifteen Diné workers 

deserted the camp after payday with the hope of finding new work in the area 

independent of Chase. Chase sent his foreman after them. Still, they refused to return to 

the camp. Chase had to go negotiate with them in person before they would return.60  

Workers also challenged Chase’s accounting on paydays. According to one 

worker’s own records, Chase had cheated him out of $30. Chase said he only owed the 

man $12, because the worker racked up an unusually large bill at his commissary. The 

worker denied these charges, and, after going over his own accounting, proved Chase 
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wrong. Chase did pay the man additional wages, but only $1.30.61 Several other workers 

also challenged Chase’s accounting. These first Navajo beet workers kept written records 

for the group to counter Chase’s claims about wages owed and commissary costs 

incurred. This demonstrates that in spite of Chase’s characterizations of them as 

inexperienced workers, they knew what to expect from white contractors, and 

collectively strategized to counter his dishonest practices.62  

In fact, Diné workers went behind Chase’s back and made independent contracts 

with white farmers for the following year. Chase was furious. But they had found an 

unlikely ally in farmers, who wanted to cut Chase out of the arrangement, and reduce 

their overall labor costs. 63 Farmers paid Chase ten cents per hour for each of his workers. 

They also paid Chase fifteen cents per hour for his supervision. From these wages, Chase 

deducted one half of the women’s wages and one third of the men’s wages for his own 

“costs.” When the workers found this out, they decided to approach farmers and make 

their own arrangements. Indeed, that next year, Navajo workers absolutely refused to 

return to the beet fields or work under contract with anyone who would not pay them 

their full wages.64 Some likely did return to the valley to work independent of Chase and 

the OIA. 

Not surprisingly, when the OIA refused to allow Chase to contract with Diné 

workers the following year, he blamed the workers for his failures. He wrote a bitter 

letter to Secretary of the Interior Ethan Hitchcock in which he haughtily asserted that if 
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he were to contract with Native workers again, “I should want the privilege of culling out 

the poor workers and disturbers, returning them to their reservation, retaining only the 

good men for the remainder of the season.”65 He specifically mentioned men here, and he 

complained that Navajo women had not performed as he hoped. He later wrote to the 

Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, A. C. Tonner, about a particular Diné woman, 

who had made trouble for him with Hayzlett, after he sent her back to the reservation. 

This female worker, who he denigrated with a racial slur, complained that he sold spoiled 

food in his beet labor camps.66 She and others also complained to Hayzlett that Chase 

unfairly deducted more wages from the women than he did the men. Navajo women 

proved to be quite rebellious, vocal, and unwilling to accept whatever Chase gave them in 

terms of wages and food. In the future, Chase wanted the right to return as many men as 

he felt necessary after sixty days to rid his labor ranks of “agitators.” In spite of the many 

letters he sent to clear his name and offer his side of the story, women Diné beet workers 

put an end to his plans for an Indian labor service.67 

In 1902, despite Chase’s broad support from Colorado senators and congressmen, 

and pressure from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior, 

Hayzlett refused to allow Chase to contract with Diné workers under his jurisdiction.68 
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Instead, he agreed to allow Charles Weidemeyer to take Navajo workers—men, women, 

and children—to Colorado beet fields.69 Again, they returned with little money.  

On June 2, 1902, Weidemeyer arrived in Manzanola, Colorado with 169 Native 

workers. Three workers were from Zuni Pueblo, three were from the Hopi nation, and 

163 were from the Navajo nation. The group spent the first few days hunting rabbits. 

With the state limiting the places they could hunt off reservation, and in the midst of a six 

year drought, rabbit-abundant Arkansas Valley fields likely offered these workers a 

welcome food source that reduced their reliance on Weidemeyer. The following week, 

heavy rains came. As a result, the group could only work five and a half days during their 

first two weeks in Colorado.  

In these off-periods, beet fields offered Native workers the opportunity to 

socialize and drink with Mexican workers—two activities the OIA sought to restrict and 

outlaw. Weidemeyer worried that if Native workers spent too much time with the 

Mexican workers, they would adopt their “attitudes.” He claimed that Mexicans would 

stop working as soon as the foreman turned his back, and characterized them as “low 

class people” and a bad influence on Native workers.70 Still, when the group returned, the 

interpreter who accompanied the group informed Hayzlett that Mexicans worked in 

adjacent fields, and slept in a camp close enough for the groups to fraternize. Mexican 
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workers would buy liquor for the Native workers, and that they “occasionally made the 

nights hideous by their howling about.”71 

Several workers used Weidemeyer as mean to get somewhere else. Almost upon 

arrival, two workers deserted Weidemeyer’s camp. Weidemeyer heard they headed to 

Pueblo. He described, “I think from what the other Indians say, they these two did not 

come with the intention of working, but simply to roam around. If I can locate them, I 

will have them returned to camp and make them work.”72 A Navajo stowaway also made 

his way to the valley, where he fell sick. Hayzlett advised that he had help from friends in 

the group, and that he planned to find his friends and withhold their wages in order send 

the stowaway home.73 This example provides insight into continued tensions between 

Native workers and labor contractors over wages and transportation. The worker who 

traveled to the valley as a stowaway may have tried to outsmart Weidemeyer, because he 

refused to cover workers’ railroad fares in full. Or perhaps Hayzlett told him that he 

could not go to Colorado with the others for some reason, so he jumped the train. In spite 

of his efforts to outwit Weidemeyer, he fell sick and had to return home before he earned 

any wages. Weidemeyer threatened to find his friends and dock their pay, which suggests 

that he garnished wages in response to worker disobedience and resistance. 

These examples also illustrate several motivations Southwestern Native workers 

had in traveling to Colorado. First, they might have seen the work as a way of having 

access to material and nutritional resources that colonization made scarce. Hunger 
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resulting from drought, loss of land, and criminalization of their livelihood practices on 

public and private land made off-reservation work increasingly necessary. They may 

have also agreed to work in sugar beets as a ways to get from one place to another. In 

other words, some had no intention of working for Weidemeyer, but took his offer of 

advanced railroad fare to get close to Pueblo, a larger and industrial city where they may 

have found better economic opportunities. They may also have used work in Colorado as 

an opportunity to spend some time away from OIA surveillance on their reservations.  

 Indeed, the lack of government supervision in the Arkansas Valley beet fields 

increasingly angered Hayzlett. When Weidemeyer's workers returned in the fall of 1902, 

Hayzlett again sent an angry letter to the Commissioner. Only one worker returned with 

any money at all (eight dollars), and Hayzlett said he would not encourage workers on the 

reservation to go to Colorado beet fields. He mentioned he had little sway with those 

already living off reservation, but that he would do his best to advocate for irrigation and 

railroad work over beet labor. It is possible Hayzlett was in the pocket of other employers 

who relied upon Navajo workers, and he discouraged their migration to Colorado as a 

favor to these other industries. Or perhaps he took his paternal responsibilities seriously, 

and hoped to find a way to improve Navajos’ working conditions. Regardless, Hayzlett 

said he would not encourage any more workers on the Navajo reservation to go to 

Colorado beet fields, unless conditions were better controlled.74 

In 1902, the Pueblo students who traveled north to work for ABS growers 

experienced similar conditions. Their labor contractor, C. D. Richards, was a former 

Laguna farmer who left his job with the Indian Service to work full-time as a labor 
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contractor for ABS. Like Chase, Richards did not pay the Pueblo workers their full 

wages. Upon return, the students engaged a lawyer, independent of the Indian Service, to 

collect their full pay. A. O. Wright, the Supervisor of the Albuquerque Indian School 

stated that he would not send students to Colorado in 1903, unless ABS, labor 

contractors, growers, and the OIA could arrange for “absolute security of pay.”75 He 

hoped that the OIA could improve the work conditions, because he wanted to send ninety 

students from the Albuquerque Indian School to the beet fields. He especially wanted to 

send forty “raw Zunis,” who Ralph Collins had brought to the Albuquerque school the 

previous year.  According to Wright, he and Collins wanted these students to go to 

Colorado, “Partly for the valuable education they would receive in earning money which 

they had never had an opportunity to do before and partly for the spectacle of the very 

best methods of irrigation and the best style of intensive agriculture.” Wright and Collins 

wanted Zuni students to witness Anglo irrigation, because the federal government 

planned to dam the Zuni River, and they hoped to reduce Zuni resistance to the plan by 

exposing them to Anglo irrigation.76 As a side note, white Americans had only just 

started to develop irrigation in the region, and were quite inexperienced in cultivating the 

land in the Southwest. The Zuni, however, had millennia of experience in the region, but 

their expert knowledge mattered little in the designs white Americans had for the land. In 

the end, Wright and Collins did reach an agreement with ABS and the Otero County Beet 

Growers’ Association, and Wright sent these student workers to Rocky Ford.  
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The agreement made between Wright, Collins, Wietzer, and the Otero County 

Beet Growers Protective Association did in theory improve conditions for Pueblo 

workers. Farmers agreed to pay workers 15 cents an hour. Farmers agreed to supply 

workers with water and firewood, and ABS agreed to provide tents and tools. ABS 

guaranteed subsidized railroad fares form Albuquerque, and agreed to ensure that 

workers received their pay weekly. The Beet Growers Association agreed to employ 

Collins as an Indian labor manager, and pay him $5 per day for his supervision.77 In 

1903, Collins even resigned from the Indian Service to take up this work full-time. Still, 

many of the same issues plagued Collins’ tenure as an ABS Native labor manager.  

As an ABS manager, Collins immediately came into conflict with New Mexican 

Indian school superintendents over wages and recruitment efforts. In May of 1904, for 

instance, James K. Allen, the superintendent of the Albuquerque Indian School, refused 

to send students to Colorado from his school, unless Collins changed how he paid his 

workers. Allen wanted Collins to send students’ earnings to the First National Bank of 

Albuquerque. He felt Collins gave students too much leeway in how they spent their 

money. Many of the students had bought clothing and jewelry in Colorado with their 

earnings.78 As a Rocky Ford resident, Collins had an incentive to help foster business 

between Native student workers and local businesses. Allen, on the other hand, wanted to 

ensure that the federal government maintained power over Native people’s daily 

decisions even when they traveled beyond closely monitored reservations and schools.  
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Collins also found himself frustrated with Indian Service employees. Collins 

thought that school superintendents needed to use more pressure to make student and 

adult workers accept off-reservation work. In October of 1904, he sent an impatient 

telegram to the OIA in Washington D.C., requesting the office to help Superintendent 

Reuben Perry (Fort Defiance) and C. J. Crandall (Santa Fe) force “idle” Native men to 

help out with ABS’s harvest.79 Unwilling Indian workers challenged ABS and Collins, 

and while Indian School Superintendents used soft coercion in their efforts to induce 

Native workers to accept jobs in the Arkansas Valley, they could not bodily force them 

migrate or work for white employers. In this ways, Collins and OIA Superintendents in 

New Mexico conflicted on how each ought to control Native workers. But neither 

disputed that the federal government needed to exercise greater control over Native 

bodies and subjectivities.  

The Indian Employment Bureau, Charles Dagenett, and the “Indian of the Future” 

When the OIA did create an Indian labor position, they did not hire Collins as its 

head. 80 Instead, they hired Charles Dagenett, a Carlisle-educated man from the Peoria 

tribe in Oklahoma, to find and supervise off-reservation work for Native workers, 

particularly those from New Mexico and Arizona. This suggests that in addition to OIA 

frustration with Collins, Native complaints about white labor contractors in Colorado 

likely continued to plague the experiment. The OIA may have believed that Native 

workers would have greater faith in their “labor project” under a Native supervisor rather 
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than under white labor contractors like Collins, who they already distrusted. The 

government thus deployed Dagenett as the model to which Southwestern Native men out 

to aspire. Commissioner Leupp called him a “conspicuous example” and a “great factor 

in the development of his own race.”  

Under the helm of Commissioner Leupp, the OIA expanded its industrial 

missionizing work among Southwestern Indian people in 1905. Leupp chose Dagenett 

over Collins as the “Outing Clerk,” because as a Native person, Dagenett modeled the 

“Indian of the future” for regional Native people and employers alike. As Leupp put it: 

“His life is an example to his race, and I am happy to say many others are following it.”81 

Dagenett’s salary initially came out of congressional appropriations for the “support and 

civilization of the Indians of Arizona and New Mexico.”82 Just after he assumed the 

position, he received word that the appropriations for his office would come out of a 

more general fund so that he could expand his work beyond Arizona and New Mexico.83 

In 1907, the OIA promoted Dagenett to the “Supervisor of Indian Employment,” and 

expanded his support staff. As the highest-ranking Native employee in the Office of 

Indian Affairs during the first decades of the twentieth century, Dagenett spent his career 

promoting off-reservation work as necessary for Indian survival in the United States.  

Dagenett’s role in the Office of Indian Affairs illustrates how the emergence of 

new ideas of economic personhood in Progressive Era Indian policy shaped state efforts 
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to mold Native people into a gendered, low wage labor force. Cherokee journalist John 

Milton Oskison, for instance, praised Dagenett in 1907, writing: “The Indian Office calls 

him an ‘outing agent,’ but he is really an industrial missionary who has the knack of 

making the Navajo workmen understand that they are more efficient than the available 

white ‘hobo’ laborer in the West, and that they can get better wages.”84 The phrase, 

“industrial missionary,” aptly described an economic ethos advanced by some Indian 

public figures like Dagenett and Oskison that intersected with the OIA’s new emphasis 

on manual waged labor rather than on landed citizenship in its assimilation policies.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, progressive officials like Indian 

Commissioner Francis Leupp pulled away from landed citizenship—as embodied by 

white male farmers—as the goal of assimilationist federal Indian policy.85 The rise of 

finance capitalism at the turn of the twentieth century impacted this change in federal 

Indian policy. By the turn of the twentieth century, it was hard to claim that American 

farmers were “independent,” particularly when they mounted oppositional movements 

like the Populist Movement and referred to themselves as “slaves, serfs, tenants, and 

hirelings” to the whims and predations of markets and capitalists.86 White farmers proved 

themselves rebellious and demanding of federal government support. Wanting to do away 

with treaty obligations and Indigenous land bases, farmers did not model the kind of 

obedience the OIA hoped to inspire among Native people. With a different kind of 

colonial inclusion in mind, Progressive Era Indian policymakers instead emphasized “the 
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self-made, hustling man” rather than the independent, non-resistant, patriarchal, Christian 

farmer as the new “Indian ideal.” Called an “industrial missionary,” Dagenett embodied 

the increasingly close relationship between federal Indian policy and corporate 

capitalism. He modeled a proletarian Indian worker, who worked for capital, and who 

moved with the mines, the railroads, and shifting sites of monoculture crop production.  

In 1905, when Commissioner Leupp created the Indian Employment Bureau and 

placed Dagenett in charge, he characterized “reservations” to Congress as an Indian’s 

“close domain of artificial restraints and artificial protections.” Under his direction, 

“individual liberty” would be the new goal of federal Indian policy. “As one or another 

shows himself capable of passing out from under this tutelage,” he described, “he should 

be set fully free and given ‘the white man’s chance,’ and with the white man’s 

obligations to balance it.”87 Leupp cast liberty as a type of self-governance exercised 

through labor market participation rather than landownership. The coercive and violent 

policies that led to land dispossession and the expansion of market capitalism meant 

wage labor was not “freedom.” But in promoting proletarian mobility as “liberty,” the 

OIA sought to divorce Native people from the land through wage labor migration.  

Federal officials advertised Dagenett as the Indian of the future at the very 

moment that they disinvested in Indian education and closed the door to a major source 

of Native employment on reservations—the OIA. In 1909, Commissioner Leupp praised 

Dagenett as “a type of Indian that the office is striving to develop—a self-supporting, 
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self-respecting, useful American citizen.”88 Born in Kansas in 1873, Dagenett had 

attended the Carlisle Indian School, and then graduated from Eastman College, a business 

college in Poughkeepsie, New York. After his graduation, he joined the Indian Service, 

as did many federally educated Native men and women in the late nineteenth century. His 

work and educational experiences were distinct from those of the Indian nations that the 

IEB targeted in New Mexico and Arizona.  

OIA officials intended Dagenett to model an “ideal Indian” for Southwest Native 

men. But tribes like the Navajo and the Pueblos had very different histories with the 

American settler state than the Peoria did. Dagenett’s people had experienced relocation 

twice, and the federal government had allotted all of their land by 1893. By 1915, they 

had no land in restricted status.89 With un-allotted land bases, and agricultural-based 

economies, many Southwest Indians worked had interest in labor migration only as 

needed. In creating the IEB, Leupp hoped Dagenett would convince Native workers to 

leave their reservations permanently to work far from home, and become “masters of 

their own destiny” as rootless proletariats. Native people fiercely resisted this project. 

Dagenett also resisted this project to a degree. He used the office to put forth his 

own agenda, in which he advocated for “soft coercion” and Native “home-building.” In 

1907, for example, when Dagenett described his work at the annual Lake Mohonk 

conference, he said that the IEB did not intend to “interfere with home building, but, 

rather, to assist along that line.” As soon as they demonstrated that they could “get out 

and hustle for themselves,” he argued the federal government should release Native 
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workers from federal tutelage. According to Dagenett, the federal government needed to 

help Native workers through the day-laborer stage of their development so that they 

would have the industrial education necessary for their “ultimate home building.”90  

Native workers found Dagenett’s new position useful, because he attempted to 

improve labor contracts and follow up on abuse allegations. But they also found the 

office to be another example of colonial oversight and intrusion in their lives. From the 

start, Dagenett worked to bring all contract labor under his purview. He easily took over 

contracts with the sugar beet industry, since ABS was eager to work with him. ABS came 

to count on Dagenett for hundreds of Native workers each year through the 1920s. By the 

1910s, he mostly sent male student workers, and recent graduates. Under his oversight, 

Native workers were discouraged from quitting when farmers or the company angered 

them or when they had other priorities—such as farming and seasonal ceremonies. 

Dagenett had a difficult time recruiting Native men for beet work, because in the first 

years, ABS’s contractors were dishonest and stole workers’ wages. Native students in 

federal Indian schools, however, constituted a hyper-flexible agricultural labor pool, 

because they had little power to defy school superintendents and disciplinarians. In an 

industry characterized by unpredictability, ABS came to rely on Native student workers 

for spring worker, to fill last minute positions, and to undercut Mexican workers’ 

demands for better contracts.  

According to Fred Holmes with the Holly Sugar Company in Colorado Springs, 

sugar companies preferred to employ multiple groups in the sugar beet fields, because, 
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“If they are all of one nationality they think you depend on them too much. If there are 

several they all stand hitched better.” He generally hired a number of Native workers 

from Gallup and Albuquerque. They thinned about 1,000 acres of beets, and usually did 

not stay for the harvest.91 That they often did not stay for the harvest is significant, 

because it demonstrates that Native workers defied government and corporate efforts to 

impose their notion that wage work and the sugar beet calendar took precedence over 

community and ceremonial obligations.   

Charles Dagenett could not control Native workers in the ways that he or the state 

wanted. Diné men, for instance, preferred railroad work. Dagenett had an adversarial 

relationship with the AT&SF—he often came into conflict with one of its labor 

contractors, Clinton Cotton— and the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad 

(D&RGW) resisted Dagenett’s efforts to oversee their labor system. Both companies 

continued to hire Native men independent of the IEB. In these cases, Navajo workers 

preferred to leave Dagenett out of their railroad contracts, because they wanted greater 

autonomy. Certainly, railroad companies had their own systems of control. But for 

workers facing economic exploitation and colonial assimilation policies, keeping the state 

out of workplaces meant that Diné workers had greater control over their family lives and 

that they could take direct action when necessary.  

Diné men preferred working for the railroad, because companies allowed them to 

bring their families with them to the camps and provided workers and their families free 

transportation between the reservation and worksites if they worked for thirty days. This 
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gave them more freedom to return home when needed. They could also leave when they 

wanted. When one worker had a bad experience, they could quit as a group—something 

that they often did. Moreover, they often used the railroad for free transportation, and 

then deserted the job for their actual destination. Sometimes they worked for a day or two 

and then quit so that employers would have to pay them that same day. This allowed 

them to earn small amounts of money as needed without agreeing to a longer-term 

contract, and without having to wait for payday. At railroad camps, they had access to 

good and plentiful food and more control over their camp life without OIA supervision. If 

they wanted, which they often did, they could play cards and gamble with Mexicans and 

not face disciplinary measures.92 

The Office of Indian Affairs’ Employment Bureau while supposedly ensuring 

workers’ better treatment also worked to reform Native workers ability to collectively 

organize against unfair conditions, to quit at will, and to spend their leisure time outside 

the purview of the OIA.93 Dagenett complained about the difficulties he faced taking over 

labor recruitment and supervision for the railroads. The sugar beet industry, however, 

welcomed him. ABS expressed pleasure at the fact that Dagenett’s office policed Native 

workers in the fields and assumed some of their labor costs.94  

Dagenett favored the sugar beet industry over the railroads, because ABS and 

growers allowed him to directly manage the Native labor camps. Without OIA 
                                                
92 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 16 October 1905, Letter 84654, Box 2938, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
93 Hayzlett to Commissioner, 29 April 1903; Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 10 July 1905; 
Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 17 July 1905, Letter 54552, Box 2840, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC; Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 16 October 1905; Dagenett to 
Commissioner Leupp, 5 February 1906, Letter 13206, Box 3048, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, 
NARA-DC. 
94 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 16 October 1905. 
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supervision, he said, Native workers took too much time off, and got angry at payday if 

they did not earn as much as other workers did. They also quit at will when angered by 

conditions, and Dagenett made sure to always have an employee on site to “adjust their 

grievances.”95 In spite of his efforts to support the needs of the sugar beet industry over 

those of the railroads, the railroads had great influence over Dagenett’s ability to recruit 

workers for ABS. For instance, in May of 1905, after Dagenett recruited a group of 

workers for ABS in Gallup, New Mexico, the AT&SF raised their rates at the last minute. 

According to Dagenett: “I was told the reason was that the railroad needed the workers 

and did not want any to go away as they would employ all I could get.” He did succeed in 

sending 175 men and boys to the Arkansas Valley, and also sent a number of boys to 

work and live with farmers in and around Rocky Ford, where they earned twenty-five 

dollars per month.  

The thirteenth amendment of the U.S. constitution outlawed slavery and 

involuntary servitude, placing a limit on what employers and the state could demand of 

Native people. Moreover, as their legal guardian, the federal government had to at least 

profess that it was looking after their best interests. In this context, Native workers 

successfully organized for small, but significant, labor gains. For example, ABS 

employed Ralph Collins as an Indian labor overseer, an agreement that Dagenett 

supervised. The company agreed to deduct nothing from Native workers’ wages to pay 

for Collins’ salary.96 This represented an important win for Native beet workers. IEB 

labor contractors and company overseers could not longer, in theory, pocket their wages. 

                                                
95 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1 October 1905, Letter 85097, Box 2929, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
96 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 17 July 1905. 
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Through the IEB, Native workers sometimes gained power over the terms of their 

contracts in ways that direct action had not. Still, they faced exploitative and difficult 

conditions.  

In a paternalistic way and in a way that reflected his own class and cultural biases, 

Charles Dagenett was committed to improving conditions for other Native workers in the 

Southwest. He worked to negotiate better pay rates and more advantageous railroad fares 

for Native workers. He acted to address issues between workers, employers, and the 

colonial state when issues over wages and unmet promises arose. In opposition to official 

OIA policy at the time, he argued that wage labor migration was not incompatible with 

what he called “home building.” In his negotiations with employers, this point made 

Native workers particularly attractive to agricultural industries in white rural towns. In 

other words, Native workers would do the work and then go back home. But for Native 

workers, who used wage labor so that they could continue to live as sovereign people in 

their ancestral homelands, seasonal wage work in Colorado could also support their 

resistance to settler encroachments in New Mexico and Arizona.97  

To survive colonial occupation, Southwestern Native workers selectively engaged 

in and refused sugar beet work in the Arkansas River Valley through. Through their 

actions and words, Native workers demonstrated that they, rather than white farmers’ 

needs, had a right to control their work lives. They fought to work off reservation at will, 

meaning they could take and leave jobs as they saw fit, and asserted that they had a 

                                                
97 Examples culled from RG 75, NARA-DC; NARA-Riverside, CA; and NARA-Denver. See also Haskins, 
Matrons and Maids; Cahill, Federal Fathers & Mothers; Kevin Whalen, Native Students at Work: 
American Indian Labor and Sherman Institute’s Outing Program, 1900-1945 (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2016). 
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sovereign right to refuse employment when ceremonies, health, community needs, and 

obligations to the non-human world took precedence over the demands and orders of 

American capitalists and colonial bureaucrats. In Colorado beet fields, just as the land 

disrupted imperial ambitions so too did the actions of Native agricultural workers who 

challenged corporate and state efforts to control their bodies, minds, and relationships to 

one another. They refused to assimilate in the ways the state wanted, fighting instead to 

work on their own terms. ABS and the OIA found that they could not control Native 

workers, which led the OIA to focus beet labor recruitment efforts in Indian boarding 

schools, where Native students had less autonomy over their work and family lives. Even 

still, Native student-workers fought to retain control over their bodies and their labor in 

the ways that they could. They used their work to sustain their families and communities. 

Their resistance made it clear to ABS that Native workers would serve the company as a 

controllable labor force. 

Contesting Americanization in Arkansas Valley Beet Fields 

In 1905, ABS had more work than Charles Dagenett could fill. In May, he 

traveled through the Rio Grande Valley recruiting beet workers in the Sandia, San Felipe, 

Santa Ana, Cochiti, Jemez, Ohkay Owingeh (San Juan), San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, 

Nambé, Cia, and Tesuque Pueblos. He reported hearing the same thing at each pueblo: 

“We work: we make our living in our own fields. We draw nothing—no money, no 

rations—from the Government. Why should we go away to earn money?”98 In previous 

drought years, recruiters found it easier to recruit workers for Arkansas Valley beet fields 

in New Mexico and Arizona. That year, the drought had finally ended. Southwestern 
                                                
98 J. M. Oskison, “Indian Workers,” Colliers vol. XLII, no. 3 (10 October 1908): 12. 
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Native Americans enjoyed abundant rain and fields.99 By the end of the season, Dagenett 

recruited some Pueblo workers for ABS, but he was not as successful as he had hoped. At 

the end of the summer, the 200 Indian workers he sent to Colorado returned home with 

around $60 each, after Dagenett subtracted transportation and camp expenses from their 

pay. The group ranged in age from twelve to eighteen years old. Although still poorly 

paid, their earnings marked a significant increase from 1901 and 1902 when workers 

returned home in the negative or with maybe eight dollars.100 Dagenett found greater 

success recruiting Native students on summer vacation than he did in inducing adult 

workers to leave their farms and livestock. 

Many adult Pueblo workers refused jobs in Colorado because of the high cost of 

transportation, and because they had experienced, or had heard about, abusive conditions. 

In particular, Dagenett encountered strong resistance in the Santo Domingo and San 

Felipe Pueblos, where he reported: “There are hundreds of men and boys available, that 

could readily be spared from the work at home, but they prefer to remain at home and 

cultivate their little patches or loaf along the railroad trying to exist from the sale of 

worthless pottery.”101 He did not see pottery-making, selling art to tourists, or small scale 

farming as valuable work. But San Felipe and Santo Domingo Pueblos saw these 

occupations as preferable to labor migration and beet work. They asserted their right not 

                                                
99 Dagenett to Commissioner Leupp, 18 May 1905, Letter 40643, Box 2801, Letters Received, 1881-1907, 
RG 75, NARA-DC. 
100 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 4 December 1905, Letter 98057, Box 2983, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
101 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 2 June 1905, Letter 43941, Box 2811, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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to work in Colorado beet fields, in spite of the state’s desire that they move and work on 

demand and in service to white farmers and corporations.   

 

Figure 3.2: Native Workers At Rest While Working in Arkansas Valley Beet Fields, circa 1924. 
Source: Folder: Indian Employment, Kansas, Box 5, Fort Defiance, Subject Files, 1900-1935, 

Navajo Agency, RG 75, NARA-Riverside. 

As a result, Dagenett and other OIA employees targeted male students for 

Colorado beet fields. When students finished the school year, they sent students to 

Colorado before parents had time to notify the school about summer plans or travel to 

Santa Fe or Albuquerque to collect them. In some cases, the high cost of transportation 

limited parents’ ability to visit their children or pay for their round-trip fares home. 

Colorado beet fields were a site of struggle between the OIA and the parents of students 

in federal Indian schools. In some cases, they also became a site of struggle between male 

students and leaders at home. The OIA intended work in Colorado served to “discipline” 

Native workers and disrupt their relationships with each other and with the land. Indian 

Affairs officials argued that beet work instilled Anglo-styled agricultural progress and 

J f 
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thrift and helped eradicate what they characterized as unproductive cultural practices like 

dance, religious ceremonies, or community-based labor. But beet fields meant many 

things to the people who labored in them. Male students often saw work in Colorado as a 

means to an end. They used their wages to purchase clothing, shoes, food, and livestock. 

They sent money home to support their families. In some cases, beet fields supported the 

OIA’s intention to disrupt family and community life on reservations. At other times, 

they offered ground for resistance.  

 

Figure 3.3: Native Workers in Arkansas Valley Beet Fields, circa 1924. Source: Folder: Indian 
Employment, Kansas, Box 5, Fort Defiance, Subject Files, 1900-1935, Navajo Agency, RG 75, 

NARA-Riverside. 

OIA employees touted work in Rocky Ford as a means for shoring up and 

consolidating their authority over that of Native leaders and parents—but they found this 

authority elusive. Pueblo leaders tried to halt OIA efforts to send their students to 

Colorado beet fields from the beginning. In October of 1904, for instance, Ralph Collins 
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anxiously sought at least 200 Indian men or male youths to help ABS with the impending 

harvest rush. In a telegram to the commissioner, he requested that the OIA make its 

Pueblo and Navajo superintendents send him any “idle men.” Superintendent C.J. 

Crandall had reported in August that he succeeded in sending forty boys from the Santa 

Fe Industrial School, but that he had found it difficult to recruit workers from his school 

since Taos and Santo Domingo leaders had forbidden him to send their students north for 

the summer. He promised that the next season he would send more. Crandall found it 

difficult to overcome the authority and stern resistance of Pueblo leaders.  

OIA employees worked to disrupt family and community life on the reservations, 

by keeping Native students separate from their families.102 Native workers and their 

families worked around these interventions and found ways to connect in spite of OIA 

efforts to keep them separate. For example, in May of 1905, OIA employee W. H. Leox 

wrote to C. J. Crandall at the Santa Fe Indian School to inform him that two men from 

Chamita, New Mexico wanted to go to Colorado beet fields for work. These two Ohkay 

Owingeh men explicitly wanted to go to the same camp where the students from the 

Santa Fe School were working.103 Perhaps these men had children or other kin working in 

Colorado, and hoped to visit them. Or perhaps these men intended to survey conditions in 

the beet fields to make sure the community’s teenage boys were safe. The high expense 

of railroad fares prohibited regular visits between families and boarding school students. 

By taking jobs in Arkansas Valley beet fields, they could travel to Colorado without 

                                                
102 Lomawaima, They Called It Prairie Light; Child, Boarding School Seasons. 
103 W. H. Leox to C. J. Crandall, 31 May 1905, Box 8, Folder 170, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos Agency, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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having to pay for their fares up front. In this way, work in Colorado allowed families to 

see one another. 

In another example of how Native student workers used work in Colorado to 

renew family obligations, in September 1905, Juan Jose Pena returned home to Nambé 

after working in Colorado beet fields. By working, he earned enough money to go home 

for a few weeks, before he had to return to the Santa Fe Indian School. At home, he 

worked for his father for three weeks to help out with the harvest.104 September and 

October also saw many Pueblo feasts and ceremonies. Peña likely stayed through his 

Pueblo’s feast day in early October. By working first in Colorado, he could return home 

to participate in his family’s harvest and his community’s fall ceremonies.  

In other instances, whole family groups traveled to Colorado work to spend the 

summer working together. In a 1976 oral history, Edith Bollacker, who identified as 

“English American,” remembered that her father hired Native workers from Santa Fe to 

help with his sugar beet crop. In the early twentieth century, they lived in Manzanola and 

grew sugar beets for ABS. White farmers in the valley would contract the workers as a 

group, and “each farmers would take ‘em as their turn came.” When her father’s turn 

came, he picked them up in his beet wagon. The group often included men, women, 

elders, and children. They camped down by the river, Bollacker described, and sang and 

danced at night. She remembered how hungry the workers were. After her family 

butchered an animal, Native workers took whatever her family would not eat or use:  

Well, the Indians, after we’d butchered, they’d take the entrails of the animals and sit on 
the corral fence, and then they’d…As soon as the men would finish butchering, the men 

                                                
104 Carson M. Surfus to C. J. Crandall, 7 September 1905, Box 8, Folder 178, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos 
Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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would say ‘It’s yours,’ and they’d come down and take it. They’d empty the stomach and 
then take the stomach and the entrails and every lining. They camped down on the river 
bottom and they had their festival that night. They’d dance and sing, we could hear them. 
Grandma would go in the bedroom and shut the door and just knew they were gonna 
come and get us. But it was interesting, and we used to go and watch ‘em dance, too.105 

 
Bollacker did not identify these workers’ tribal affiliations. From her interview, however, 

it is clear that multi-generational groups traveled to work in Colorado, and that they faced 

difficult material conditions. Nevertheless, they used work to stay together, and maintain 

their ceremonial lives. 

Although some family groups worked for sugar beet farmers, most Native 

workers were young men still in school. Their parents often expressed outrage when 

school superintendents sent their children to Colorado without their permission. In June 

of 1906, two Santo Domingo Principals traveled to Santa Fe to collect the pueblo’s 

children from the Santa Fe Indian School. Prior to their arrival they sent a letter to C. J. 

Crandall through Julius Seligman, a Jewish merchant who had established close ties with 

Pueblo and Hispano communities. Seligman wrote that they expected Crandall to send 

their children home for the summer. They were angry that Crandall had already allowed 

some boys to go to Colorado to work in the beet fields without their permission. They 

planned to arrive the following Friday, and instructed Crandall to bring these students 

back to Santa Fe immediately so that they could take them home with the other students. 

According to Seligman:  

The Governor and Principals say that they want them all back, the same as when they left 
here. They say they want the boys to stay in school to learn, and that they do not want 
you to send them away anywhere to work, that you have no right to do that, their fathers 

                                                
105 Transcript of Sarah Jacobus interview with Edith Case Bollacker, 1976, 
http://oralhistory.boulderlibrary.org/interview/oh0116/, accessed 17 December 2016, OH0116, Carnegie 
Branch Library for Local History, Boulder Public Library, Boulder, Colorado. 
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and mothers want them all back here to help in the fields, and that they are not satisfied 
with having them away from home so far.106  
 

Seligman, an immigrant from Germany, ran a branch of his family’s store in Thornton, 

New Mexico. He relied on local business, and worked hard to maintain friendly relations 

with the Pueblos.107 In this case, he served as an intermediary between the Santo 

Domingo Pueblo and the OIA, and expressed parents’ great anger at the state’s 

usurpation of their authority and disruption of their family life. 

Santo Domingo leaders may have requested Seligman to send the message, 

because they did not write in English. Or, they may have gone through Seligman, because 

as a Euro-American businessman, he had greater influence with Crandall. They wanted 

their young to learn in school. They did not want them sent out to work. Parents needed 

their children’s help at home. Seligman must have found some success with Crandall, 

because in 1915, the Santa Fe Indian School still wrote to the governor of the Pueblo 

through him to ask if he could send nine students to work in Colorado beet fields. Calling 

it a long established custom, Crandall acknowledged that he needed to obtain permission 

each year from the Governor and from the students’ parents before sending out any 

students to work.108  

In 1906, in spite of a good deal of community opposition, Ralph Collins 

supervised 454 student workers in Colorado—153 from the Chilocco Indian Agricultural 

School in Oklahoma, and 301 from Arizona and New Mexico schools. By the fall, 

                                                
106 Letter from Julius Seligman to C. J. Crandall, 20 June 1906, Decimal 721.1, Box 59, Entry 83: Northern 
Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
107 Tomas Jaehn, ed., Jewish Pioneers of New Mexico (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2003). 
108 Letters from Superintendent of Santa Fe Indian School to Julius Seligman, May 2, 7, 1915, Box 20, 
Folder 374, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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however, to Dagenett’s dismay, only sixty-two workers remained in the valley. The 

majority had returned home for ceremonies, deserting the beet fields before the harvest. 

According to Dagenett, “These feasts are very numerous among the Pueblos and they will 

leave the most remunerative work and go home to attend them.” Because the region 

enjoyed another good rain year, local employers in the region had to pay higher wages to 

make jobs more attractive to Native workers in the Southwest. These workers celebrated 

the victory of a $2 workday, and refused to work for less—making Dagenett’s 

recruitment efforts for ABS more difficult.109  

Dagenett expressed his frustration to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, while 

also justifying their rejection of labor migration. According to Dagenett, Southwestern 

Indians rejected normative understandings of time and value. They were not mimicking 

the kind of enterprising action that the OIA hoped to instill. They continued to value 

ceremony over economic opportunity, and high wages over the “educational benefit” of 

off-reservation work.  While frustrated, Dagenett also explained to Commissioner Leupp 

that they could not hope for much more, since Native people were intensely “home-

loving.”110 Reform, he argued, would take time if not generations.  

But the OIA wanted results. White school superintendents continued to intervene 

in the intimate and personal lives of Indigenous people living in their jurisdictions to 

these ends. On July 28, 1907, Juan Aquinas wrote after his son, Delfido. He had heard 

that his son had returned from working in Rocky Ford, and he wanted his son to come 

home as soon as possible. He needed his help badly with the wheat harvest. He pleaded 

                                                
109 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18 January 1907, Letter 7822, Box 3431, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
110 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 30 August 1906. 
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with Crandall to send Delfido back to Chamita and the Ohkay Owingeh Pueblo. If 

Delfido had “made any money at all,” Aquinas wrote, Delfido might even pay his own 

railroad fare if they school refused to cover the fare.111 Aquinas letter reveals the power 

an OIA superintendent could hold over a family with little resources. He clearly needed 

his son’s help, and could not spare the money to bring him home from Santa Fe. He 

expressed his reservations about his son’s work in Rocky Ford. Had Delfido made any 

money at all? If so, he inferred that Crandall ought to allow him to withdraw it from his 

account, in order to travel home. In this way, he suggested that Delfido’s wages should 

help the entire family.  

In response, as was often the case in other examples, Crandall could say he did 

not receive the letter in time to send Delfido home before the fall term started. He could 

write back, refuse to give Delfido access to his money, and tell Aquinas that Delfido 

should save it for his future. Or, he could agree to send Delfido home for a temporary 

stay. But he was not obligated to address Aquinas’ request. Parents often wrote with the 

same message that Aquinas did. They needed their children at home to help out with 

livestock and family farms. In most instances, unless parents sent money well in advance 

or arrived to pick up children just as school let out for the summer, Indian school 

superintendents snubbed parents’ requests that they send children home to their families 

for the summer.  In May of 1913, for instance, Antonio Apachito received an unwelcome 

response from the Santa Fe Indian School. Apachito requested that his son and his two 

nephews return home for the summer vacation. He offered to come collect them if 

                                                
111 Juan B. Aquinas (could be Aguirre or Aquila) to C. J. Crandall, 28 July 1907, Box 17, Folder 326, Entry 
83: Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA- 
Denver. 
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necessary. 112 Instead of the boys, he received a curt letter notifying him that Juan Pedro 

and Martiano had already left for Rocky Ford and that Olsen would remain at the school 

for the summer. The assistant superintendent of the school recommended that he visit the 

boys at the school when they returned from Colorado. If he liked, he could even stay for 

several weeks.113 The school made it impossible for these three boys to return home for 

the summer. Moreover, Apachito would have found a visit to Santa Fe expensive and 

difficult at the end of the summer during the height of harvest work. The school’s 

decision to send these boys to Colorado without permission disrupted their ability to 

participate in family and community life.  

Native students encountered obstacles when they tried to spend the money they 

earned in Colorado beet fields. As an example, Carlos Basilio went to work in Arkansas 

Valley beet fields in 1914. In 1915, he decided to stay year round, and worked in the 

valley until 1917. In 1916, he began asking for the money he had deposited at the Santa 

Fe Indian School. Because ABS forwarded a portion of his wages to Santa Fe, he did not 

have direct access to all of his earnings. He wanted to buy some new clothes, among 

other things. He furiously wrote, “I want to take care of my own money myself.” And, 

“What is the use of working if I can get no money?” The assistant superintendent Fred 

Snyder finally responded paternalistically in September. He wrote that Basilio ought to 

have enough earnings to get by without withdrawing funds from his school account. He 

said: “The money you have here will come in handy for you when you go home. You 

                                                
112 Antonio Apachito to Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School, 20 May 1913, Box 17, Folder 329, 
Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
113 Assistant Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian Industrial School to Antonio Apachito, Puertocito, New 
Mexico, 27 May 1913, Box 17, Folder 329, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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should save a part of your money, so you would have something when you want to marry 

and settle down.” Snyder said he would keep Basilio’s money in Santa Fe until he 

returned home to Tucson, Arizona, and told him to “get along with your earnings 

now.”114 In this instance, Snyder used his authority to prescribe the appropriate use for 

Basilio’s money. He imposed Anglo gender roles and expectations on Basilio, arguing 

that he ought to save his money for when he “settled down” and got married. Basilio saw 

this as an unnecessary intrusion in his life. He wanted to use his wages as he saw fit. He 

needed clothes, and he needed money to travel home to Tucson. As this example 

illustrates, school superintendents could assert undue influence over how Native workers 

used the money they earned in Colorado beet fields. 

Superintendents also tried to keep students from supporting their families and 

participating in community life by sending money home. In May of 1915, Jose Nerio 

Aquino wrote to his son from the Ohkay Owingeh (San Juan) Pueblo to give him 

permission to go to Rocky Ford to work. He stipulated that he had to accompany his 

brother, Jose Naranjo, and to only accept the work if the wages seemed fair. He hoped his 

son would take care of himself and his money. “Don’t spend it carelessly,” he wrote. He 

also requested that his son send him money when he could, so that he could buy food for 

                                                
114 Carlos Basilio and Jose Barba to Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School, 7 July 1914, Box 21, 
Folder 395; Clerk of the Santa Fe Indian School to Carlos and Jose, 16 July 1914, Box 21, Folder 395; 
Letter from Snyder to Carlos Basilio, 21 July 1915; Letter from Carlos Basilio to Snyder, 6 July 1915; 
Letter from Carlos Basilio to Snyder, 9 July 1916; Letter from Snyder to Basilio, 21 July 1916; Letter from 
Basilio to Snyder, 25 August 1916; Letter from Snyder to Basilio, 1 September 1916; Letter from Basilio to 
Snyder, 31 August, 1916; Letter from Basilio to Snyder, 22 April 1917, Box 21, Folder 396, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-
Denver. 
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the Pueblo’s feast day. He wrote, “Send it early enough for the feast.”115 Even though 

Aquino might miss his Pueblo’s feast day in June, he could still participate by providing 

food. In August, after returning home to Chamita, Juan Bautista Aquino wrote to Frederic 

Snyder requesting that he send he and his father fifteen dollars “to buy things.”116 It is 

unclear if Snyder did in fact forward money to Aquino at home, but Aquino’s requests for 

his money demonstrate that he saw his earnings as a means for participating in his 

family’s economic and ceremonial life.  

Despite the efforts of Indian agents and superintendents to collect and control the 

wages Native workers earned in the Arkansas River Valley, they could not do so in every 

instance, not even among students. Students found a purpose for the money they received 

up front or later through their petitions. They bought clothing, sheep and other livestock, 

food, and even pistols. In 1906, the forty-nine Navajo workers, who went to Colorado 

from Fort Defiance, returned with close to two thousand dollars. They used their earnings 

to buy sheep for their families’ flocks, which belonged to their grandmothers, mothers, or 

sisters.117 Moreover, when students did not receive their wages, parents often intervened. 

In 1912, for instance, John Mirabal wrote to the Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian 

School on behalf of his son, Antonio Mirabal. The letter arrived on the letterhead of a 

Taos, New Mexico law firm, McKean & Cheetham—perhaps to signal Mirbal’s 

seriousness. According to Mirabal, one of Dagenett’s labor supervisors, Mr. Archiquette, 

                                                
115 Jose Nerio Aquino to Juan Bautista Aquino, 14 May 1915, Box 21, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos Agency, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA, Denver, Colorado. 
116 Juan Bautista Aquino to Frederic Snyder, 19 August 1915, Box 21, Folder 379, Entry 83: Northern 
Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
117 Reuben Perry to Commissioner of Indians Affairs, 1 September 1906, Letter 77687, Box 3246, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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had collected his son’s wages while working in Colorado beet fields that summer. As of 

October, Archiquette had not forwarded them to Antonio. Antonio had already written to 

ask for his money, but had received no response.118 Perhaps the letterhead caught 

Frederic Snyder’s eye, because the assistant superintendent did respond to Mirabal with 

Antonio’s unpaid wages—$29.01 in total.119 

Unpaid wages made other parents change their minds about sending their children 

to federal schools. In 1914, Juan Jose Archuleta wrote to the Santa Fe Indian School on 

behalf of himself and his brother Severino. He wrote that after returning home for a 

summer trip, he and his brother had decided not to return to the school. They had found 

enough work to do in their own fields, and their father was angry with the school for not 

forwarding the money in their accounts. In refusing to send their money, his father 

thought that the school had not held up its end of the bargain, and he did not want his 

children to return to the school.120 

Native students often saw work in Colorado beet as a way to get by until they 

could find work closer to home or with the Indian Service. In 1905, Santiago Quintana 

from Cochiti Pueblo worked in Colorado beet fields while he waited to see if he would 

                                                
118 Letter from John Mirabal to Superintendent of the Santa Fe Indian School, 18 October 1912, Box 18, 
Folder 347, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
119 Letter from Frederic Snyder to John Mirabal, 29 October 1912, Box 18, Folder 347, Entry 83: Northern 
Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
120 Juan Jose Archuleta to Mr. Himmitte [sic, Hammity?], 8 July 1914, Box 21, Folder 382, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-
Denver. 
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get a position with the Jemez Forest Reserve.121 Even Dagenett emphasized that his office 

supported “home building” rather than relocation. As he described it:  

It is not the plan of this work to in any way interfere with the home building of the 
Indians in this section, but rather to assist in the matter by furnishing such Indians as 
could be spared from the work at home, some employment elsewhere where they could 
earn something with which to help in the matter of home building.122 

 
While Dagenett made this claim, and sometimes he worked to uphold it, he still 

endeavored to impose his view of appropriate work on those who found work through his 

office. He also overlooked abuse to maintain good relationships with employers.  

 

Figure 3.4: Patricio Talachy, San Juan Pueblo, 1927. Talachy spent a number of years working in 
Rocky Ford beet fields in the 1910s and 1920s. In 1927, he worked for the Northern Pueblos 
Agency as a mechanic and general laborer. Source: Folder 828, Box 77, Entry 83: Northern 

Pueblos Agency, General Correspondence File, 1912-1938, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 

 

                                                
121 Luella S. Gallup to Crandall, 25 October 1905, Box 8, Folder 172, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, RG 75, 
NARA-Denver. 
122 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 30 August 1906. 
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Nazario Calabaza’s search for a position in 1912 provides a glimpse into the 

labyrinthine process Native workers faced finding more desirable work closer to their 

homes. From his home at the Santo Domingo Pueblo, Calabaza began his search in April. 

He first contacted Snyder in Santa Fe about summer work in Rocky Ford. He ultimately 

hoped to find a permanent position as a baker in an Indian School.123 In May, Calabaza 

again asked Snyder to help him find such a position. Previously, he worked for the Fort 

Mojave Indian School for six years in Arizona. He wanted to find similar work in New 

Mexico, closer to home.124 Snyder replied that he would not give Calabaza a 

recommendation, since he had not worked as a baker in Santa Fe. He advised Calabaza to 

write directly to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and to the superintendent at the Fort 

Mojave School for a recommendation.125  

Several weeks passed before Calabaza could respond or take additional steps. In 

the meantime, he found temporary work in Rocky Ford beet fields. Upon arrival in 

Colorado, he found himself dependent upon Martin Archiquette, an OIA overseer, for 

transportation into town and access to the post office.126 When he found an opportunity to 

write, he wrote again to Snyder. He specifically wanted to work at the Santa Fe School as 

                                                
123 Nazario Calabaza to Assistant Superintendent Snyder, 24 April 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
124 Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 4 May 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, RG 
75, NARA-Denver. 
125 Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 8 May 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, RG 
75, NARA-Denver. 
126 Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 20 May 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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a baker, and hoped Snyder could offer him a position before he left Rocky Ford.127 

Snyder responded that he did not need a new baker.128  

Calabaza refused to leave the issue there. He again wrote to Snyder, and asked 

that he write to other schools in New Mexico to see if they had a vacant baker position. 

He clearly articulated his desire to work as a baker, to work in New Mexico, and to work 

for the OIA. He did not want to go home to Santo Domingo, he explained, because the 

Pueblo had no work for him. He urged Snyder not to forget about him, because he wanted 

to find a position before the school year started in the fall, and schools would no longer 

be hiring.129 After consulting with Dagenett, Snyder wrote back that he had bad news for 

Calabaza. “There are no vacancies at present,” he informed him, “to which males can be 

appointed.” The Truxton Canyon Indian School in Arizona, however, needed a general 

mechanic to start on the first day of September.130 If Calabaza wanted it, Snyder said they 

could arrange it. Calabaza expressed confusion at this offer. What did the work entail? 

What skills did he need to have? He wanted to know what to expect at Truxton Canyon. 

Snyder did not know what the work entailed, but told him, “Show your willingness to do 

anything you can to be helpful, and you will feel repaid by feeling that you have done the 

right thing.”131  

                                                
127 Nazario Calabaza to Frederick Snyder, 6 June 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
128 Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 10 June 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
129 Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 30 June 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
130 Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 30 July 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
131 Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 21 August 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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In the end, the position at the Truxton Canyon Indian School fell through, after 

Dagenett visited and found that they had no need for an additional employee. Calabaza 

was disappointed. He strongly desired to return to the Indian Service, and leave the beet 

fields behind. In mid-September, he found himself still in Rocky Ford, after most of the 

other workers from Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and Gallup had left to return home for 

ceremonies and to start the new school year. Only a few Indian workers remained to top 

beets. Initially, he planned to stay in the valley until Thanksgiving or Christmas. But the 

weather had already turned very cold.132 In October, he went to Denver. After spending a 

week in Denver, he returned home to Santo Domingo. He vacillated as to whether he 

wanted to just stay home or return to Colorado. In the end, he returned to Colorado. He 

lived in the tent camp there, and continued to worry about the cold. He planned to stay 

through the winter, as long as it did not get too cold and snowy, and work for ABS 

unloading beets at the factory.133  

In May of 1913, Snyder offered him a position as a camp foreman for Santa Fe 

students heading to Rocky Ford for spring beet work. At the time, he was back in the 

Pueblo after spending the winter in Rocky Ford, and it is unclear if Calabaza accepted the 

position. 134 He next wrote Snyder in August from Lamy, New Mexico. Exacerbated with 

Snyder, he stated bluntly: “I have practically wasted two years now and I am anxious to 

get to work. You know me and what I can do and as it is a part of your duty to help me 

                                                
132 Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 15 September 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern 
Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
133 Letter from Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 27 October 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
134 Letter from Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 14 May 1913, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern 
Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver. 
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and get a job again. I hope that you will answer this right away so that I will not be 

wasting any more time.”135 In late August, he again wrote Snyder, because he had heard 

that the Santa Fe school needed a night watchman and a second cook. He pressed Snyder 

to consider him for either position, because the school was much closer to Santo 

Domingo than the Arizona schools where Snyder had previously offered him work. “As 

well as being a cook, I could help you by interpreting for the Indians who may come 

there,” Calabaza said persuasively, “you know that at times you need an interpreter to 

help you and as I am from Santo Domingo, I could help you very much.”136 Still, Snyder 

refused to consider Calabaza for a position at Santa Fe, and brusquely informed 

Calabaza: “Please tell the Indians we expect their children at our school at once.”137  

Snyder and Calabaza’s long correspondence over work shows the resistance 

Native workers encountered when they wanted work closer to home and when they 

demanded greater autonomy over their work lives. For over a year and a half, Snyder 

attempted to keep Calabaza away from Santo Domingo, by offering him work in 

Colorado or Arizona. Calabaza felt a lot of frustration about his in ability to find work 

closer to home. He considered himself a skilled baker, and wanted to work with Santo 

Domingo students. He often inquired after them. Dagenett and Snyder also implicitly 

suggested that baking did not suit Calabaza, because of his gender. Instead, they 

suggested that handyman and agricultural work better fit his person. Calabaza expressed 

                                                
135 Letter from Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 10 August 1913, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
136 Letter from Nazario Calabaza to Frederic Snyder, 22 August 1913, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
137 Letter from Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 13 September 1913, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
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anger at being pigeonholed. He wanted to work in a school kitchen, and he wanted to live 

in New Mexico. He directly countered Snyder’s logic, and characterized his work in 

Rocky Ford as a waste of his time and skills. He needed the work, but he also beet work 

as devalued and exploitative work. He was anxious to “get to work,” in a more 

meaningful way that would allow him to work for his community rather than for white 

farmers and sugar companies.138  

 Calabaza’s experience with the IEB demonstrates how the OIA policed the 

borders of “appropriate work” for Native workers. The office conflated off-reservation 

work with its civilizing mission. In doing so, OIA employees tried to extend their 

influence into the intimate lives of Native Americans on and off reservations. For 

example, work in Rocky Ford intersected, sometimes in surprising ways, with federal 

efforts to gender work and control Native women’s sexuality. Dagenett found that 

farmers wanted live-in Native employees. They wanted young men as general farm 

laborers, and women as domestic maids. Dagenett placed a number of teenage boys with 

farmers. But he decided against placing women in valley homes. Because of the valley’s 

sparse and scattered population, he did not believe that he could appropriately supervise 

them. He and his office’s employers could supervise Native women much more easily in 

cities, as made evident in the work of the Outing Matron in Phoenix.139 Even in the parts 

of the valley where he could better supervise Native women, he found few women 

interested in the work. In fact, their families withheld consent when Dagenett tried to 

                                                
138 Frederic Snyder to Nazario Calabaza, 21 August 1912, Box 17, Folder 334, Entry 83: Northern Pueblos, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
139 Haskins, Matrons and Maids. 
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place female students in Colorado homes.140 Dagenett expressed his believe that Native 

women needed special and extra supervision, to ensure they did not succumb to bad 

influences. Parents also worried about their daughters working and studying far from 

home, because sex and pregnancy did happen, by consent and by rape, under state 

supervision.   

The story of AA illustrates how Colorado beet fields hosted a peculiar power 

struggle between Ralph Collins, the OIA, and young unmarried Hopi woman, who 

became pregnant while attending the Grand Junction Indian School in 1906.141 In 

February of 1907, Ralph Collins and his wife took custody of a ten-month-old Hopi child 

by the name of “Mary.”142 Collins and his wife had heard about an Indian orphan born in 

Denver the previous fall, but only decided to take in the child after a group of Hopi beet 

workers approached Collins during the harvest to inquire about their relative, AA. They 

had heard she was in Denver, and hoped Collins could arrange for her to visit Rocky Ford 

before she returned to the Grand Junction school. They said that they were very anxious 

to see her. Collins knew the woman and her relatives from when he worked with the 

Indian Service on the Hopi reservation, and he delegated their request to his wife, who 

arranged for AA to come and visit. When AA arrived, she stayed at the Collins’ home 

and roomed with their live-in Hopi maid. While visiting, AA cried everyday, saying only 

that she missed Denver. After AA returned to Grand Junction, and her relatives returned 

home, Collins received a letter from Keams Canyon informing him that AA had given 

                                                
140 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 30 August 1906. 
141 I am using initials rather than full names in this instance, because of the stigma associated with 
pregnancy outside of marriage, adoption, and sexual assault. I am using initials, since Hopi names are 
culturally specific, and it would be inappropriate for me to give an alternate pseudonym. 
142 I am using a pseudonym rather than initials for the child, because she had a common Anglo name. 
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birth to an “illegitimate child” in Denver. Concerned that her relatives would think he had 

a hand in covering up her pregnancy, Collins decided he ought to take charge of the 

situation.143  

Collins began to furiously correspond with Charles Burton, the Superintendent of 

the Grand Junction School. In his letters, Collins charged Burton with mismanaging the 

situation. He accused Burton of sending AA to a maternity home for “fallen women” and 

teaching her how to “get rid of her illegitimate baby.” Collins demanded that Burton 

make AA marry the father, EN, a Hopi student then attending the Chilocco Agricultural 

Indian School. Collins subsequently wrote to AA’s parents, who wanted him to send 

Mary to them. They also wanted AA to return home. But Burton refused to send AA 

home. Mrs. Collins therefore took custody of Mary until the end of the following beet 

season, when her relatives who came to seasonally work in the beet fields could retriever 

her and take her back to the reservation. In the meantime, the Ralph Collins worked to 

reunite AA and Mary. Ralph Collins felt strongly that Burton gave AA too much leeway 

to deny her “motherly instincts,” and taught her that she could “avoid the consequences 

of her sin,” by hiding her pregnancy and leaving her in a charity home.144 Collins 

demanded that Burton send AA to Rocky Ford, where she would face the consequences 

and mother her child. 

Burton responded to Collins saying that he had suggested that AA and EN marry. 

But AA told him that she had a dream in which angels spoke to her. These angels told her 

                                                
143 Letter from Ralph Collins to Commissioner Leupp, 25 February 1907, Letter 30877, Box 3558, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
144 Collins to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 25 February 1907, Letter 30091, Box 3553, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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to go to Denver to the Sisters of Charity, who would help her. She also told him that she 

would not marry EN, because he had assaulted her.145 Collins demanded that Burton 

either send AA home or send her to Rocky Ford, where he could find her suitable work as 

a single mother. But AA did not want to go to Rocky Ford. She wanted to stay in Grand 

Junction and finish her schooling. She had dreams of working for the Indian Service, and 

wanted to wait to be a mother until she had a good job at an Indian School. She had little 

interest in domestic or agricultural work. She also said she hoped to never see EN again. 

Burton sided with AA. He did not want to send Alice to Rocky Ford, because she was 

exceptionally bright and if she went to the valley, “she can never hope to be anything but 

a servant all her days.”146 Collins continued to press the issue. 

After appealing to Commissioner Leupp, Collins got his way. On order from 

Commissioner Leupp, Burton sent AA to Rocky Ford in late May of 1907. She did not 

want to return to her parents, because she worried that as a single mother she would have 

to marry someone “old” or otherwise undesirable. She still hoped to find a job with the 

Indian Service, even though she knew parenthood would complicate that dream.147 

Charles Dagenett found her work in the beet fields, where he said that she could work 

with her child.148 Collins also offered her a position in his household. AA delayed her 

                                                
145 Charles Burton to Ralph Collins, 6 October 1906, Letter 30091, Box 3553, Letters Received, 1881-
1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
146 Charles Burton to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 22 March 1907, Letter 30091, Box 3553, Letters 
Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
147 AA to Ralph Collins, April 1907, Letter 30877, Box 3558, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, 
NARA-DC. 
148 Leupp to Dagenett, 9 May 1907, Letter 45380, Box 3635, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-
DC. 
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arrival as long as she could.149 She finally arrived in Rocky Ford on May 24, 1907, after 

Commissioner Leupp sent Burton an urgent telegram telling him to stop holding AA 

from the Collins household.150 AA explained that Burton did not hold her against her 

will, but that she wanted to finish the school year. By 1909, AA did manage to secure a 

position with the OIA as an assistant matron at an Indian school.151  

The struggle over AA demonstrates how different white men employed by the 

OIA, or previously by the OIA, came into conflict over education, work, and Native 

women’s sexuality. They all jockeyed over what was best for AA. Burton believed that 

she ought to finish her schooling, and that she was too bright to live out her life working 

as a servant or beet worker. Collins believed that as an unwed mother, her place was 

either at home, where her family would keep an eye on her, or in the valley, where he and 

his wife would make sure she did not fall into greater sin. She would care for their home 

and for fields of beets. For AA, who maintained that she never consented to sex with EN, 

pregnancy brought her more directly into the state’s gaze. Her wants mattered little. 

Sugar beet fields represented a sad place, where she spent weeks crying after giving birth 

in a home for unwed mothers. They represented a place of servitude, where her 

intelligence mattered little when weighed against her supposed sin. They represented a 

place of surveillance, where Collins, his wife, and Dagenett would supervise her moral 

recovery. And the represented a place of gossip where rumors from home and rumors 

                                                
149 Collins to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18 May 1907, Letter 45380, Box 3635, Letters Received, 
1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
150 Burton to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 24 May 1907, Letter 50284, Box 3656; Collins to 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 24 May 1907, Letter 50334, Box 3656, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 
75, NARA-DC. 
151 The Native American vol. 10, no. 26 (30 October 1909): 156. 
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from school circulated and gained power.152 In this context, AA had limited agency over 

her life. Still, she powerfully and resolutely articulated her desire for autonomy and self-

determination.  

 As exemplified, Colorado beet fields were sites of struggle that extended beyond 

employee-employer relationships. During World War I, they again occupied a significant 

place in federal efforts to coerce Southwestern Native people to accept off-reservation 

jobs and to prioritize U.S. wartime security over their own needs. On March 31, 1917, 

Philip T. Lonergan, the Superintendent of the Pueblo Indian Agency, notified Pueblo 

Governors that he expected the Pueblos to fully participate in a patriotic demonstration 

the city of Albuquerque had planned for the first week of April. The city hoped to send 

Washington D.C. a strong message of support from New Mexico, since war with 

Germany seemed imminent. He hoped they would set aside any conflicts they had with 

the federal government, and show their gratitude and support for the American nation.153 

The United States did declare war against Germany just days later, an event that brought 

new force to OIA assimilation projects.   

Within weeks, Congress passed the Selective Service Act, which required all men 

between the age of 21 and 30 to register for the draft. Lonergan instructed his employees 

to make sure that all Indian men between these ages registered. As he put it: “Let me 

again impress upon you the necessity of the Indians understanding THAT THEY MUST 

REGISTER, and if you attempt to have a meeting and fail you must not give up for it is 

                                                
152 Letter 30877, Box 3558, Letters Received, 1881-1907, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
153 Letter from P. T. Lonergan to Pueblo Governors, 31 March 1917, Box 59, Decimal 610, Entry 83: 
Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, NARA-
Denver. 
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your duty to try to prevent the Indians from suffering through their ignorance.”154 The 

Pueblo Indian Agency did in fact encounter resistance in its efforts to recruit Pueblos into 

wartime service. Many Pueblo men claimed they fell outside the age range, and 

challenged government records of their birthdates.155 Others refused outright to sign up 

for the draft. 

For example, Leo Garcia, the Governor of Acoma Pueblo, took a casual approach 

to Lonergan’s demand. He held a meeting on the issue, and when many men refused to 

register, he did not press the matter. He snubbed Lonergan by not showing up at the 

registration center in person to promote the new policy. He said he could not force the 

matter if Acoma parents would not let their children register. He said: “They own their 

children. They said they can’t let their children.”156 Lonergan was furious. He sent Garcia 

a newspaper clipping from the Albuquerque Morning Journal that described how Santo 

Domingo leaders had been arrested for preventing their men from registering. He sent 

Garcia the clipping as a threat, and said he hoped he would not have to also report Garcia 

to the government. “The officers of Domingo were told they would be permitted to go 

home and would not be prosecuted,” he further described, “provided all the young men 

registered promptly on Tuesday morning and they had every man there at 7:30 a.m. on 

that morning, and my advice to you is to get busy and do the same thing.” He further 

assailed Garcia for traveling to Cubero to sell wool rather than devote his time and 

                                                
154 Letter from P. T. Lonergan to Pueblo Indian Agency Employees, 24 May 1917, Box 59, Decimal 610, 
Entry 83: Northern Pueblos Agency, Miscellaneous Correspondence and Reports, 1868-1934, RG 75, 
NARA-Denver.  
155 Box 108, Decimal 600, Entry 90: Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
156 Letter from Leo Garcia to Lonergan, 2 June 1917, Box 108, Decimal 600, Entry 90: Southern Pueblos 
Agency, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
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energy to getting Acoma men to register.157 But Garcia privileged the rights of Pueblo 

parents over their children and his own economic priorities (selling wool) over 

Lonergan’s directives. He employed a language of parental ownership that reassigned the 

supervision of Pueblo children from the federal government to their parents and to the 

community. Since many Pueblos were not U.S. citizens, Lonergan could do little to them 

to go to war or show their support for the federal government. Still, he advocated for 

more coercive measures to make them “work or fight.” In this context, accepting or 

refusing work in Arkansas Valley beet fields took on additional significance.  

In the fall of 1918, during the final months of World War I, tensions flared 

between Native workers, ABS, and the OIA.  In October, Lonergan sent an exasperated 

telegram to Washington D.C. from Albuquerque. Many Pueblos had refused work, he 

reported, and were “wasting their time dancing.” Neighboring white American 

communities subjected to “work or fight” wartime policies expressed their anger over the 

Pueblos’ exemption, as noncitizens, from the draft and other war related service. 

Lonergan requested that the federal government make Indians liable to wartime service, 

so that “pressure could be brought to send them out to relieve some of the great demand 

for more than two hundred thousand unskilled laborers.”158 E.B. Meritt, the assistant 

Commissioner, responded in writing that although the Provost Marshal General had 

declared that noncitizen Indians were not subject to the “work or fight” order, it was the 

Office’s policy to get the Pueblo to “engage in useful labor.” To see what the Office 

                                                
157 Letter from P. T. Lonergan to Leo Garcia, 6 June 1917, Box 108, Decimal 600, Entry 90: Southern 
Pueblos Agency, RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
158 Lonergan to Indian Office, 7 October 1918, Santa Fe, Folder 81642, Decimal 920, Central Classified 
Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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could do, he instructed Lonergan to work with Dagenett to make “idle Indians” take 

jobs.159 

Lonergan instructed school superintendents to provide him the names of 

unemployed Indians. In November, Superintendent DeHuff notified Lonergan that two 

boys from the Nambe Pueblo, Moses Peña and Juan Cruz, refused to work. DeHuff said 

he knew these boys could earn three to four dollars a day working in Colorado beet sugar 

factories, and asked for assistance to make them take jobs with ABS.160 Charles Dagenett 

responded with resistance to Lonergan and Meritt’s demands. He said that in offering 

jobs to available workers, he had done his job. He could do no more. Earlier in the 

season, he had expended great energy to find workers for ABS’s beet fields and factories. 

Native workers generally did not have access to jobs in beet sugar refineries in the 

Arkansas Valley. A wartime labor shortage meant that ABS looked to the Southwest to 

staff factory jobs as well. Factory work was stable, full-time work that lasted through the 

fall and winter. Many young men from the Santa Fe and Albuquerque Schools, the 

Pueblos, and the Navajo nation made good wages working at the Rocky Ford Factory that 

year. By late fall, the effects of the 1918 flu pandemic had taken a toll on Native beet 

workers.161 Some died while working in Arkansas Valley fields and factories. Others lost 

weeks of work or had to return home on account of sickness. Five students from the 

Leupp Indian School in Arizona died in Colorado that year, and those that returned came 

                                                
159 E. B. Meritt to Lonergan, Superintendent of Pueblo Day Schools, 2 November 1918, Santa Fe, Folder 
81642, Decimal 920, Central Classified Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
160 DeHuff to Lonergan, 2 November 1918, Box 148, Decimal 900, Entry 90: Southern Pueblos Agency, 
RG 75, NARA-Denver.  
161 Dagenett to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18 November 1918, Santa Fe, Folder 81642, Decimal 920, 
Central Classified Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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back with almost no money. The next year, parents refused to allow the school to send 

their children to Colorado, because they feared for their health and safety.162  

 Given the importance of late summer and fall ceremonies, and Southwestern 

Indigenous people’s long history with deadly pandemics in colonial conditions, many 

Native workers refused to leave their reservations that fall. They danced in resistance to 

colonial demands, and indifferent to white Americans who felt burdened by wartime 

demands and thought Indians ought to be subject to the same obligations that they had to 

fulfill. The deadly 1918 influenza pandemic likely contributed to their collective refusal 

of off-reservation work. Resistance to American nationalism and increased 

Americanization efforts during the war also likely contributed to their refusal of off-

reservation work. For these reasons and others, through their actions, Native workers 

demonstrated that they had a right to at will, as needed employment, and that they had a 

right to say no to off-reservation work when ceremonies, health, and community needs 

took precedence over American capitalist demands. They also articulated, as they had 

time and again in the past, that work should serve family and community—not white 

Americans and corporations. 

                                                
162 Stephen James (?) to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 29 May 1919, Leupp, Folder 48058, Decimal 
920, Central Classified Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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Figure 3.5: Native Workers from Indian Schools in New Mexico at the Lamar Indian Labor 
Camp, 1929. Corino Anzora, second from the right, served as the camp’s foreman. Source: “A 

Day’s Work for a Day’s Pay”: United States Indian Employment, Bulletin No. 1 (Phoenix: 
Phoenix Indian School, 1930), 12, Folder 981.1, Box 151, Entry 90 Southern Pueblos, RG 75, 

NARA-Denver. 

Conclusion 

In 1926, Reuben Perry confirmed that he would send “the usual quota to the beet 

fields about the first of June.” He complained to the Commissioner that the students 

should earn better wages, but that since the program was “an experiment,” he was willing 

to wait it out another year before demanding better pay.163 By that point, Charles 

Dagenett commandeered a fleet of large army trucks. He no longer required schools to 

send disciplinarians with the students, since he had learned that it was more efficient and 

less costly to promote older students to foremen and chaperone positions, who would live 

and work alongside the others. In exchange, they received higher pay. Dagenett told any 

                                                
163 Perry to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 24 April 1926, Albuquerque, Folder 21450, Decimal 920, 
Central Classified Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
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“beginners” that they could not expect to earn very much. But he promised that fun times 

lay ahead regardless. To the Commissioner, Dagenett boasted: “They certainly will have a 

valuable experience and what is equally important this valuable experience is costing the 

Government nothing, and the boys are paying their own way which they have got to do 

some time.”164 Dagenett painted a rosy picture, and Perry once again overlooked poor 

wages in the industry, for the sake of an “experiment” then over thirty years old. 

For much of the twentieth century, Native workers made the best of their 

experiences in Colorado beet fields. They visited with friends and family, danced, sang, 

hunted, and explored the landscape. At a time when U.S. colonization created material 

scarcity, they earned money with an eye to their nations’ collective future. In spite of state 

efforts to break up their families, alienate them from their lands, and eradicate their 

ceremonial practices, they fought to self-determine their economic lives. They also fought 

to maintain ties to their ancestral homelands through corn-centered agriculture, 

pastoralism, and ceremony. In everyday acts of resistance, and in direct correspondence, 

they disordered, countered, and deflected Americanization and corporate-state collusion.  

In response, ABS and the federal government expended significant energy trying 

to control, manage, and discipline Native workers. Corporate agriculture and the 

bureaucratic state expanded in the West through the colonial governance of Native bodies 

and lands. They worked to shape Southwestern Indigenous people into a docile, 

migratory workforce. Their hubristic dream fell flat. But they tinkered with this 

“experiment” for decades, perhaps because the wages that Native workers earned circled 

                                                
164 Charles Dagenett, “General Statement Regarding Sugar Beet Work, Garden City, Kansas, Season 1925,” 
Box 98, Decimal 918, Charles Burke Indian School, General Correspondence File, 1926-39, RG 75, 
NARA-Denver.  
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back into the regional economy, sustained settler towns, and materialized in the 

developing capitalist infrastructure of the West. 

During the Great Depression, the federal government began to shift away from 

coercive assimilation when Congress passed the 1934 Wheeler-Howard Act, otherwise 

known as the Indian Reorganization Act. Under the new direction of Commissioner John 

Collier, the Office of Indian Affairs invested in reservation development projects and 

tribal self-government. Collier’s approach to colonial governance differed ideologically 

from his predecessors. He was more sympathetic to tribes’ desire for greater autonomy. 

But non-Indians also organized against Indian workers during the Depression. In 1932, 

for instance, the Independent Club of Bernalillo County adopted a resolution to keep 

Native workers in and around Albuquerque, New Mexico from accepting off-reservation 

jobs.165 In 1936, Colorado Governor Edwin C. Johnson even briefly closed the Colorado-

New Mexico border to “aliens and indigent persons” migrating north for work. Nativist 

actions like these undoubtedly helped Collier justify Congress’ investment in an “Indian 

New Deal.” World War II, however, brought renewed economic growth in the United 

States. After Collier’s resignation in 1946, Congress began dismantling the Wheeler-

Howard Act, once again emphasizing assimilation. Only in 1970 did the federal 

government finally shift its emphasis from assimilation to tribal self-determination.166  

Native workers continued to migrate to Colorado beet fields through the 1960s. 

For decades, sugar producers envisioned themselves as doing their part to assimilate 

                                                
165 Perry to Commissioner, 12 May 1932, Albuquerque, Folder 25616, Decimal 920, Central Classified 
Files, 1907-1939, RG 75, NARA-DC. 
166 For more on federal Indian policy and Native sovereignty, see Wilkins and Lomawaima, Uneven 
Ground. 
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Southwestern Native people into Colorado’s low wage labor markets. After World War 

II, the Colorado Department of Employment even argued that Indian “guest worker 

programs” workers could help farmers replace Mexican workers in Colorado fields.167 

The agency explicitly sought “Reservation Indians” as “stable sources of reserve labor,” 

in an effort to defend the white racial homogeneity of rural Colorado. Indians, they 

believed, would not permanently settle white rural towns, because they would return 

home to their reservations after the harvest.168 Managed efficiently, they could serve as 

the ideal seasonal labor force in Colorado sugar towns. But this was an elusive settler 

dream. For decades, because of their unique relationship to the settler state, Native 

workers resisted efforts to subjugate them to the needs of white settler towns and 

corporation and the racist expectations of the OIA. Instead, they worked to sustain their 

families, communities, and nations in the face of American colonialism. 

In his autobiography, Don Talayesva, a Hopi from Orayvi, described how he went 

to Rocky Ford in 1906 at the age of sixteen to work on what he explicitly called “sugar 

beet plantations.” After labor supervisors divided he and his companions into groups of 

eight, he spent the summer moving from farm to farm, working eleven to twelve hours a 

day for fifteen cents an hour, and sleeping in a tent at night. At the end of his contract, he 

earned $45.80, although he only received ten dollars in cash. The rest was sent to the 

superintendent at Keams Canyon to hold in trust. Using the money he had on hand, 

Talayesva bought a secondhand pistol because he said, “I thought a man with a gun in his 

                                                
167 “1949 Post-Season Report,” Farm Placement Service of the Department of the Employment Security in 
Colorado, Colorado State Employment Service, 4-5. 
168 “1949 Post-Season Report,” Farm Placement Service of the Department of the Employment Security in 
Colorado, Colorado State Employment Service, 4. 
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holster looked important.” In buying a pistol with his wages, Talayesva directly 

countered OIA efforts to instill appropriate consumer desires and thrift by purchasing an 

item for his own self-satisfaction. Talayesva also remembered how one Sunday he and 

some of the other boys went on a long walk and found several turtles, which they killed 

so that they could use their shells to make rattles for future Katcina dances. Before killing 

them, he remembered, “I made a speech … telling them that we had nothing to give them 

now but that when we got home we would make pahos (prayer sticks) for them.”169 

While they worked in Colorado, these Hopis workers planned for future Hopi dances, and 

reflected upon their obligations to the nonhuman world even when away from Hopi land. 

Labor migration did not destroy the Hopi or their ceremonial life. They carried these 

bonds with them when they left the reservation, and renewed them when they returned. 

                                                
169 Don C. Talayesva, Sun Chief: The Autobiography of a Hopi Indian, 2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2013), 115. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESISTIENDO EL SOL: 
HISPANOS, MEXICANOS, AND THE VIOLENCE OF ANGLO COLORADO  

 On April 18, 1936, Colorado Governor Edwin Johnson declared martial law along 

the state’s southern border. He sent National Guard troops to the Colorado-New Mexico 

border, to “repulse a threatened invasion of alien beet laborers and indigent workers from 

Mexico, New Mexico, and Texas.” Johnson meant to send a strong message about 

belonging and economic entitlement in the state. As he put it, “Jobs in Colorado are for 

those who are entitled to them, not for the cheap labor of foreign countries and the out-at-

the-heels wanderers from other states.”1 The governor’s action coincided with the efforts 

of local officials, the Denver Mexican consulate, and the Immigration Service to deport 

and “voluntarily repatriate” tens of thousands of Mexicanos and Hispanos living in 

Colorado, and send them “back to Mexico.”2 Just a month before, Johnson threatened to 

                                                
1 Barron Beshoar, “Denver National Guard Will Leave Sunday to Patrol Highways and Inspect Every 
Train, Drive is Drastic, Plan is to Eliminate All Who Come Here Just to Get on Relief Rolls,” The Rocky 
Mountain News, 19 April 1936, 1. 
2 Hispanos refers to Spanish-speaking people, who lived in Southern Colorado and New Mexico, that had 
U.S. citizenship imposed on them after the 1848 U.S.-Mexico War. They also refer to themselves as 
Nuevomexicanos. I use these terms somewhat interchangeably, although Hispano is more often used in 
Colorado than it is in New Mexico. Whenever possible, I use the term that workers used to identify 
themselves. In English sources, it is not always clear how workers identified themselves, since white 
Americans flattened their diversity. Therefore, I use “Nuevomexicano,” “Hispano,” or “Tejano” to indicate 
if workers were from New Mexico, Southern Colorado, or Texas. I also use the term “Mexicanos” or 
“Mexican” to refer to workers from Mexico or to those who the sources only refer to as Mexican. For more 
on terminology used at the time, see Paul S. Taylor, Mexican Labor in the United States, University of 
California Publications in Economics, Vol. 6 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1928); David G. 
Gutiérrez, Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995); Rubén Donato, Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado 
Schools and Communities, 1920-1960 (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2007). For more on 
the mass deportation of Mexicans and Mexican Americans during the 1930s throughout the West, see 
Francisco E. Balderrama, Decade of Betrayal: Mexican Repatriation in the 1930s, Rev. ed. (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 2006); Kelly Lytle Hernandez, Migra! A History of the U.S. Border 
Patrol (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010); Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, 
Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1987); Cybelle Fox, Three Worlds of Relief: Race, Immigration, and the 
American Welfare State from the Progressive Era to the New Deal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2012). 
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round up “aliens” living in the state, incarcerate them in camps, and deport them. He 

deported around forty people before the federal government intervened. As it turned out, 

the majority of those who Johnson impulsively deported had U.S. citizenship.3 So did 

many of those turned away at the state’s southern border.  

With the force of the National Guard on his side, Johnson acted on behalf of vocal 

white residents in Colorado, who scapegoated Spanish-speaking workers for the scarcity 

of jobs across the state. Johnson also sent a direct message to sugar corporations in 

Colorado: hire white workers or face the force of the state.4 The governor negated the 

place of Hispanos and Mexicanos in settler Colorado. He called them “aliens,” and 

asserted that they posed a danger to the state’s real citizens. Many Spanish-speaking beet 

workers in Colorado were in fact U.S. citizens, whose families had lived in the region 

since before the United States annexed the territory in the 1848 U.S.-Mexico War. 

Governor Johnson’s blockade angered New Mexican lawmakers, who threatened to 

retaliate with an economic boycott. He also turned sugar beet producers against his 

administration when he announced: “Persons or corporations anywhere in Colorado 

conspiring to violate the proclamation by importing aliens or indigent persons will be 

                                                
3 Linda C. Noel, Debating American Identity: Southwestern Statehood and Mexican Immigration (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 2014); Stephen J. Leonard, Trials and Triumphs: A Colorado Portrait of the 
Great Depression, With FSA Photographs (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 1993), 74. 
4 Although the United States would not criminalize employers who hired unauthorized migrants until the 
1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act, Johnson’s calls to arrest and prosecute employers who hired 
“aliens or indigent persons” is a stark reminder of the earlier roots of more contemporary immigration 
policies. Today, the federal government has deployed, and continues to threaten to deploy, the National 
Guard to assist the Border Patrol along the U.S.-Mexico border. In 1933, the federal government 
“federalized” the National Guard, which would meant that it would be subject to the 1878 Posse Comiatus 
law, which required congressional approval for the use of the U.S. army for domestic law enforcement. 
Johnson may have had to call the troops back, because he did not have the authority to deploy them in the 
first place. For more on the National Guard and immigration enforcement, see Lytle Hernández, Migra!, 
182-183; Stephen K. Rice and Michael D. White, Race, Ethnicity, and Policing: New and Essential 
Readings (New York: New York University Press, 2010); Julie Dowling and Jonathan Inda, Governing 
Immigration Through Crime: A Reader (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013). 
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arrested and prosecuted.”5 A Great Western Sugar Company spokesperson curtly 

responded, “We’ll employ all of the beet labor available in Colorado and after that—well, 

if he doesn’t want beets grown in Colorado—that’s that.”6 Johnson called off the 

blockade eleven days later. Indeed, beets trumped the more exclusionary brand of white 

supremacy in Colorado.  

Johnson’s “bum blockade” had at least one fatal flaw. White Americans did not 

want jobs in the beet fields. Even if they had, growers did not pay white men’s wages. As 

Colorado Representative Charles Timberlake put it during the sugar tariff debates in 

Congress in 1929, “The production of beets is labor that is not enticing to American 

manhood.”7 Indeed, racism and patriarchy subsidized the industry, and structured the 

strategic terrain of betabelero (beet worker) survival. In spite of bad growing years and 

resistant farmers and workers, ABS directors and stockholders continued to profit. 

Although exploited, white farmers in the Arkansas Valley were often able to piece 

together modest livelihoods through landownership and tenant farming. Beet workers and 

beet working families, however, struggled to survive. An unequal class arrangement 

between white men suffocated generations of Mexicanos, Hispanos, and Tejanos in 

Colorado. 

White Americans made life materially desperate for citizen and noncitizen 

agricultural workers. As long as life remained bare for Hispanos and Mexicanos, the 

American Beet Sugar Company, renamed the American Crystal Sugar Company in 1934, 

                                                
5 Beshoar, “Denver National Guard Will Leave Sunday to Patrol Highways and Inspect Every Train,” 1.  
6 Beshoar, “Denver National Guard Will Leave Sunday to Patrol Highways and Inspect Every Train,” 2. 
7 April Merleaux, Sugar and Civilization: American Empire and the Cultural Politics of Sweetness (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2015), 164. 
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continued to imagine a future for “American sugar.”8 When white Coloradoans claimed 

alien beggars invaded the state, they protested the public visibility of an exploitative land 

and labor system that underwrote white settler privilege. But Mexicanos and Hispanos 

refused invisibility. They refused to leave Denver and other towns in the state to white 

Americans. They refused to stay quarantined in farmers’ fields, working for wages not 

meant to sustain them. They also demanded unemployment relief, because they could not 

survive on the wages that farmers paid them. By the 1930s, Spanish-speaking beet 

workers created communities and networks across rural and urban environments to 

counter white Americans’ efforts to turn the land against them in rural ones. 

This chapter traces the construction of a broad and coercive governmental effort 

to control diverse Mexicano, Hispano, and Tejano workers in Colorado from 1900 to the 

1930s. Unable to fully dominate or control farmers, the land, or Native agricultural 

workers, ABS and other sugar companies moved to consolidate and expand their system 

of control over Hispano and Mexican workers beyond the beet fields. As we saw in the 

previous chapter, the U.S. sugar empire expanded continentally through the dispossession 

and proletarianization of Indigenous people. Cast as unruly colonial subjects, state 

policymakers and administrators sought to make Native workers governable. They 

attempted to mold them in ways that facilitated the expansion of corporate capitalism in 

the American West. Labor contractors, corporate managers, and white farmers all 

participated in this broad colonial project to assimilate Native people, racialize their 

difference, and dispossess them of their lands. But they were unsuccessful in 

transforming regional Native people into the pliable labor force they desired. Likewise, 
                                                
8 The American Beet Sugar Company (ABS) rebranded in 1934 as American Crystal Sugar (ACSC). 
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this chapter traces state and corporate efforts to objectify and control “Mexican labor,” 

and centers the tactics through which diverse, largely Spanish-speaking workers resisted 

state-sanctioned violence and capitalist exploitation. These systems of control superseded 

those created for Native workers, because growers and ABS discovered that the federal 

government’s unique legal relationship to Native tribes limited their ability to brutalize 

these workers. Through the Office of Indian Affairs and the U.S. legal system, and with 

sovereign land bases in the region, Native workers had some bargaining power—albeit 

limited. ABS thus worked to brutalize Mexican and Hispano workers into compliance. 

Nationwide, white Americans ascribed racial stereotypes to Mexican migrants. 

Using natural metaphors, they characterized Mexicans as docile, childlike “birds of 

passage,” who “ebbed and flowed” with the seasons. They also constructed Mexicans as 

deviant, inhuman, and disease-ridden vermin that had no place in white towns and cities. 

In reality, these working individuals and families had more to fear from white Americans 

than the other way around. These communities were structurally positioned to subsidize 

white supremacy—an unstable system of white patriarchal hegemony where white men 

of different class-positions vied for dominance over each other, women, and diverse 

nonwhite men. The labor of their bodies also subsidized a corporate system of agriculture 

that dreamed of order, but found everything from the land to workers and policymakers 

like Governor Johnson unpredictable. Forced into debt and starvation conditions in 

Colorado sugar beet towns, and subject to arrest and deportation when they left the fields, 

they staged individual and collective acts of resistance against those who tried to make 

their bodies and lives vulnerable, expendable, and criminal.  
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Although Spanish-speaking workers generated economic growth across the state, 

they shared little in the wealth they created. Beet workers experienced and theorized 

racial subjection in relation to the material depravation and violence they experienced 

working with the land. Confining them to agricultural labor positions, white Americans 

used the land to discipline Mexicano and Hispano men, women, and children. Perhaps 

not surprisingly, many of these beet workers did not aspire to landownership in sugar 

beet territories. Rather, they fought for the freedom of movement and for economic 

justice, dreaming instead of homelands and cities. 

Beginning around 1910, sugar corporations helped construct a carceral landscape 

in the region that prevented Hispanos and Mexicanos in Colorado from accumulating 

wealth, and criminalized their mobility beyond the fields. In partnership with the state, 

the industry puzzled over how to govern agricultural workers to its benefit. In 

collaborations with the OIA that began in the late nineteenth century, the industry 

experimented with efforts to make Native workers in the region into beet workers. In the 

1910s, the industry’s relationship with the state deepened through a shared desire to exert 

greater control over Mexican workers. Often in collaboration, state and corporate actors 

worked to ensure that companies and farmers had on demand access to a flexible and 

racialized caste of poor and property less people—children, women, and men. Even when 

Governor Johnson’s went against the sugar beet industry by sending the National Guard 

to the New Mexico border, his display of force also benefited the industry by making 

Mexicano and Nuevomexicano workers more fearful and vulnerable in the state. Sugar 

companies and the state collapsed these workers into a single category, Mexicans, in 
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order to more easily target and manage them. Being homogenized as “aliens,” even if 

they were citizens, marked them as undesirable foreign bodies in a white American 

homeland. In this way, sugar companies used the power of the state to immobilize 

Mexicano and Nuevomexicano workers in rural areas, and discipline (sometimes through 

forced removal) them when they left the fields or when they demanded fair wages and 

better living and working conditions.   

Making Mexicans into Workers from Walsenburg to Morelos 

In the 1880s, the town of Rocky Ford picked up and moved. Once occupying the 

banks of the Arkansas River, the town moved away from low-lying flood lands. Residents 

also wanted to live closer to the AT&SF’s brand new Rocky Ford railroad depot. Even 

though local histories later mythologized men like George W. Swink and other Anglo 

farmers as the valley’s first “real” settlers, Hispanos lived in Rocky Ford before and after 

the town relocated from the riverbank. Before the Indian Wars, they traded at Bent’s Fort 

with Anglo and Native traders. After U.S. annexation, they worked in the livestock and 

mining industries. For example, Jesús Creo lived along the Arkansas River before Swink 

settled the valley. Some of the region’s first Spanish-speaking settlers—Anastacio García, 

Joe Gonzáles, Joe Padilla, John Chávez, and Jacobo Durán—migrated east from Hispano 

towns in southern Colorado like Trinidad and Walsenburg. Durán remembered going to 

school in the valley with Hispanos from the Lara, Zamora, and Márquez families.9 Their 

long presence in the valley attests to a more heterogeneous settler population than white 

residents often recognize or remember.  

                                                
9“Spanish Speaking People Have Been a Part of Rocky Ford Since Its Beginning,” Rocky Ford History 
Edition of Rocky Ford Daily Gazette (29 June 1962), Box 8, FF 340, Charles Wesley Hurd Collection 
(MSS #964), Stephen H. Hart Library and Research Center (SHLRC), History Colorado, Denver, Colorado.  
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While Hispanos lived and worked in the Arkansas River Valley before and after 

Anglo settlement, the sugar beet industry dramatically changed ethnoracial dynamics in 

the valley. In 1900, hundreds and then thousands of Native, Hispano, Tejano, and 

Mexicano workers began to migrate seasonally to farmers’ melon and sugar beet fields.10 

These farmers were mostly Anglo Americans, although some Japanese and German 

Russian immigrants also bought and rented farms in the valley. In 1900, the first year that 

ABS’s Rocky Ford factory operated in the valley, the company recruited several thousand 

workers for growers in New Mexico and Texas. By the 1920s, Colorado sugar beet 

growers throughout the state employed over 20,000 migrant agricultural workers—the 

majority of whom spoke Spanish.11 The first Spanish-speaking beet workers, who came 

to the valley on the AT&SF railroad from El Paso and New Mexico, lived in tent camps, 

like the one that Frank Moreno managed in Fayette, a town located eight miles from 

Rocky Ford. The tents provided insufficient shelter in brutal and dangerous winters on 

the Colorado Plains. While the tents provided poor housing, few beet workers lived in 

them year-round. Many of these migrant workers belonged to towns in southern Colorado 

and northern New Mexico. They worked through the harvest to earn cash wages to bring 

back to their families, when conditions at home made labor migration a necessary 

economic strategy. 

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw violent upheaval on both sides of the 

U.S.-Mexico border. Though fixed in the imaginations of white Americans as 

                                                
10 “Spanish Speaking People Have Been a Part of Rocky Ford Since Its Beginning,” SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
11 Taylor, Mexican Labor in the United States; Zaragosa Vargas, Labor Rights Are Civil Rights: Mexican 
American Workers in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005). 
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homogenous Mexicans, the conditions that brought Hispanos, Tejanos, and Mexicanos to 

the Arkansas Valley as beet workers were as varied as their places of origin. From 

Morelos, Mexico to the San Luis Valley in Colorado, violent struggles over the land 

between Indigenous people, Mestizo communities, and the often white, landed elite 

pushed rural people into cities or into manual labor jobs like mining and railroad work. 

These on-going political struggles and land usurpations made the availability of 

“Mexican workers” appear eternal. White Americans racialized them as thriftless “birds 

of passage” who came and went with the seasons. But Colorado sugar beet towns such as 

Rocky Ford and La Junta only experienced economic growth, because nation-building 

and capitalist expansion in the United States and Mexico made labor migration necessary 

for diverse Mexicanos and for Spanish-speaking U.S. citizens in the Southwest. 

By the time that the United States took possession of northern Mexico in the 1848 

U.S.-Mexico War, only twenty-seven years had passed since Mexican independence. Yet 

Spanish colonialism had shaped a complex Indigenous and Mestizo landscape from Alta 

California to Coahuila y Tejas for centuries. Spain and Mexico claimed the land, but 

Indigenous nations limited their imperial presence. In the sixteenth century, Spain’s first 

colonial settlements in New Mexico and Texas led to the expansion of an already existing 

Native trade in human captives. Settlers had a great demand for Native slaves—

particularly women and children—as servants, manual laborers, and concubines. After 

the “reconquest” of New Mexico in the 1690s, following the Pueblo’s expulsion of 

Spanish troops and settlers from their lands in 1680, the Spanish Crown liberally granted 

land titles to Europeans, Mestizos, and Indigenous individuals and communities. They 
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also encouraged new settlement in New Mexico and Texas to deter France and Great 

Britain from threatening their hegemony in the region, and to create a buffer zone 

between La Nueva España and autonomous Indigenous nations like the Nde (Apache), 

Numunu (Comanche), and Diné (Navajo).12  

                                                
12 James Brooks, Captives & Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Herbert E. Bolton, The Spanish Borderlands (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1921); Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2008); Brian DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S.-Mexican 
War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009); Andrés Reséndez, Changing National Identities at the 
Frontier: Texas and New Mexico, 1800-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Juliana 
Barr, Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Maria E. Montoya, Translating Property: The Maxwell 
Land Grant and the Conflict over Land in the American West, 1840-1900 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2002). 
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Figure 4.1: Indigenous Borderlands, 1780. Map Drawn by Carol Cooperrider. Source: James F. 
Brooks, Captives and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands 

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 41. 

Over centuries, Spanish-speaking borderland communities forged complicated 

economic and kinship ties to neighboring autonomous Indigenous nations. Spanish 

imperial presence in the region unsettled relationships between tribes and settlers, and 

gave rise to new communities—of Genízaros, a servant class of detribalized Indigenous 

people, and Mestizos, Spanish-affiliated communities of mixed Indigenous and non-

Indigenous ancestry. After independence from Spain, the Mexican government continued 

to title the land. As a result, many Hispanos and Tejanos, held titled property in what 

became Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado. They developed powerful place-based and 
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linguistic identities, and after U.S. annexation, continued to refer to themselves as 

Nuevomexicanos (or Hispanos, particularly in Southern Colorado) and Tejanos.13 

In 1848, Nuevomexicanos, Tejanos, and Californios who lived north of the newly 

fixed U.S.-Mexico border had U.S. citizenship imposed upon them. In this way, an 

estimated one hundred and fifty thousand Mexican citizens became U.S. citizens. The 

United States also “acquired” one hundred and eighty thousand Indigenous people, 

although it did not extend citizenship rights to members of these nations until 1924.14 For 

former Mexican citizens, U.S. citizenship, what Ian Haney-López has called “white by 

law,” did not translate to political power or bodily safety.15 Anglo settlers constructed 

white supremacist institutions in the region that siphoned land and wealth from them to 

state and federal governments, settlers, and transnational corporations—such as British-

financed cattle companies.  

                                                
13 Malcolm Ebright, Advocates for the Oppressed: Hispanos, Indians, Genízaros, and Their Land in New 
Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015); David Correia, Properties of Violence: 
Law and Land Grant Struggle in Northern New Mexico (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2013); 
Anthony P. Mora, Border Dilemmas: Racial and National Uncertainties in New Mexico, 1848–1912 
(Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2011); Omar S. Valerio-Jiménez, River of Hope: Forging Identity 
and Nation in the Rio Grande Borderlands (Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2013); Donato, 
Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado Schools and Communities; David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in 
the Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987). 
14 See Lytle Hernandez, Migra!, 21. 
15 Ian Haney-López, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race (New York: New York University 
Press, 1996). 
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Figure 4.2: U.S. Territorial Expansion, 1850. Source: H. George Stoll, Hammond Incorporated, 
1967, Perry Castañeda Library Map Collection, University of Texas, Austin, 

http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/histus.html, accessed 13 May 2017. 

It took several decades for Anglo Americans to consolidate their political and 

economic dominance in the Southwest. After the war, some wealthy Nuevomexicano and 

Tejano landowners retained land and power. Most, however, lost their landed wealth in 

the face of better-financed Anglo settlers, who had the force of U.S. law on their side. In 

Texas, as David Montejano describes, “Taxes, drought, the disastrous fluctuations of the 

cattle market, the need to sink wells and improve cattle stock, and the expense of 

surveying and defending land titles combined to displace the ‘unproductive’ 

landowner.’”16 White settlers used the “unproductive Mexican landowner” as a racial 

trope to police the borders of appropriate land use in the region. U.S. law and markets, 

Montejano argues, dispossessed landed Mexicans in Texas wholesale. The first decade of 

                                                
16 Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 51. 
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the twentieth century saw a growing distinction between the “ranch of the past” and the 

“farm of the future,” as land passed from the Mexican upper class to new Anglo settlers. 

Formerly landed and landless Tejanos alike found themselves renting land from or 

working for Anglo commercial farmers and landowners.  

From informal labor controls (horsewhipping, chains, armed guards, and near-

starvation diets) to institutionalized controls (vagrancy laws, local pass systems, and 

labor taxes), Anglo settlers used a variety of tools to keep nonwhite agricultural workers 

brutalized and immobile in Texas in the early to mid-twentieth century.17 White 

vigilantes regularly used murder to consolidate their power. They lynched thousands of 

ethnic Mexicans in the Texas-Mexico region.18 White Texans built a brutal and 

segregated white land and labor regime that pitted poor whites, African Americans, and 

transnational Mexican workers against one another.19 “At each step,” according to 

Montejano, “farmers turned to political agencies with increasingly broader jurisdiction 

and power.”20 These brutal conflicts over who owned the land, how people ought to use 

the land, and who could physically occupy the land (when, where, and how) reverberated 

in faraway places—including Colorado’s Arkansas River Valley. To Mexicano and 

Tejano agricultural workers, beet fields represented freedom from the Texas Rangers, 

hunger, and peonage. Conditions in Colorado were often not much better, but hope and 

                                                
17 Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 201. 
18 Monica Martinez, “Recuperating Histories of Violence in the Americas: Vernacular History-Making on 
the US-Mexico Border,” American Quarterly 66, no. 3 (2014): 661–689, 879. 
19 Neil Foley, The White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, and Poor Whites in Texas Cotton Culture (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1997). 
20 Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 201. 
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necessity led many Mexicano and Tejano workers to hop trains headed north out of 

Texas. 

Nuevomexicanos also turned to labor migration to survive under Anglo rule. As 

opposed to land ownership in south Texas during the mid- to late-nineteenth century, 

where wealthy Tejano landowners had large ranches that ran on the labor of landless 

campesinos, Nuevomexicano communities generally held land in common. During the 

period of Spanish and Mexican imperial presence, they paid taxes on what they produced 

from the land. Spain and Mexico did not tax the land itself. Poorer communities paid 

their taxes in kind, a system that allowed them to retain their land in times of scarcity. 

Nuevomexicano communities cultivated the land and grazed livestock primarily for their 

own subsistence. They did sell produce to regional markets and mining communities, but 

they did not have to farm intensively to stay on the land. Villagers owned their homes, 

small garden plots, and the land immediately surrounding their physical houses. The 

larger community governed water use and shared farming and grazing lands. 

Nuevomexicanos pooled resources, and developed systems of redistribution to ensure the 

survival of those unable to work. In this way, whole communities worked to protect each 

other and the integrity of their land grants.21  

Under U.S. rule, Nuevomexicanos had to develop new strategies to hold onto 

their land and communities. In the late nineteenth century, women, children, and elders 

tended farms and livestock at home in Southern Colorado and New Mexico, while able-

bodied men began to migrate seasonally to work on railroads, mines, and farms. 

American colonization made cash in hand increasingly necessary for a number of 
                                                
21 Deutsch, No Separate Refuge. 
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reasons. Nuevomexicano settlements faced competition from Anglo towns that appeared 

overnight next to railroad depots. The Office of Indian Affairs began to regulate who 

could trade with Native people. Nuevomexicanos lost their trading rights with tribes, 

because the Indian Service favored Anglo traders. Communities also lost millions of 

acres of grazing land when the federal government categorized the land as “idle,” and 

facilitated its transfer into the hands of Anglo settlers and the public domain through 

congressional acts and the imposition of a private property legal regime. Cash taxes, 

grazing permits, court and lawyers’ fees, and merchants who did not barter in kind placed 

additional economic pressure on Nuevomexicanos. Faced with many of the forces of 

enclosure that encircled Indigenous nations in New Mexico, Nuevomexicanos turned to 

labor migration to survive.  

By the 1910s, many Nuevomexicano women and children also began to migrate, 

and families made more permanent homes in places like Pueblo, Rocky Ford, and 

Denver.22 When they migrated, Nuevomexicanos held onto their ethnic and regional 

identification with the Spanish empire, and did not identify as Mexican. They expressed 

frustration when white Americans refused to recognize them as U.S. citizens, particularly 

as more Mexican citizens began to migrate to Colorado during the Mexican Revolution 

(1910-1920).23 

                                                
22 Deutsch, No Separate Refuge. 
23 Scholars have argued that Nuevomexicanos identified as Spanish American to claim whiteness and 
racially distance themselves from Mexicans. While some Nuevomexicanos did engage in this kind of 
identity politicking, and claimed European ancestry, I do not want to reify Mexican nation building or the 
way white Americans racialized Mestizo peoples in the West as “Mexican” in how I refer to these 
communities. Nuevomexicanos saw commonalities with Mexicanos, but they also saw themselves as a 
distinct community, whose history in the region predated both Mexico and the United States. While doing 
research in New Mexico, I was also told by a Nuevomexicano archivist that the word “Hispano” was a 
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In Mexico, the “order and progress” policies of President Porfirio Díaz, who ruled 

the nation from 1876 to 1911, violently uprooted rural and Indigenous communities 

across Mexico. In the late nineteenth century, the majority of Mexico’s population lived 

either on the property of large landowners, latifundistas, who bound landless agricultural 

workers to their property through debt peonage, or on communally-owned ejidos (land 

grants). The landless far outnumbered the landed. In fact, 97 percent of rural Mexicans 

had no land. Díaz privatized many ejidos, prioritized direct foreign investment, expanded 

the nation’s railroad system, and promoted industrial development. By the early twentieth 

century, the Mexican ruling class and foreign investors controlled more than 70 percent 

of the nation’s land.24 As a result, many rural Mexicans found themselves dispossessed of 

and evicted from the land, freed from debt peonage but pushed into insecure wage labor 

markets in Mexican cities and the U.S-Mexico borderlands. Between 1900 and 1910, the 

U.S.-Mexico border saw five hundred thousand crossings, a number that surged to over 

one million in the 1920s.25 Labor contractors for U.S. employers converged on the border 

to recruit for railroads, mines, large construction projects, and agribusiness. They also 

rode new transnational railroad lines, such as the AT&SF-financed Mexican Central Rail 

Line that connected Mexico City to El Paso, advertising work in the United States along 

the way. Once in El Paso, Mexicano workers contracted for jobs in California orange 

groves, Detroit’s Ford factory, and Colorado sugar beet fields. 
                                                                                                                                            
scholarly invention and misnomer for Nuevomexicanos or Spanish-Americans. In Colorado, the term 
“Hispano” is used more often than in New Mexico.  
24 Gilbert G. González, Mexican Consuls and Labor Organizing: Imperial Politics in the American 
Southwest (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999), 12. 
25 Chantel Renee Rodríguez, Health on the Line: The Politics of Citizenship and the Railroad Bracero 
Program of World War II (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 2013); Lawrence A. Cardoso, 
Mexican Emigration to the United States, 1897-1931: Socio-Economic Patterns (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1980); Lytle Hernandez, Migra!. 
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Figure 4.3: Mexican Railroads with Connections to United States Railroad Lines, 1910. Source: 
Cardoso, Mexican Emigration to the United States, 1897-1931: Socio-Economic Patterns 

(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1980), 17. 

 
The transformation of Indian land into American land in Colorado’s Arkansas 

Valley occurred primarily through the labor of Indigenous and Mestizo rural migrants—

some of who considered themselves Mexican and some who considered themselves 

Hispano, Tejano, or Nuevomexicano. ABS and sugar beet farmers, however, 

unequivocally called these workers “Mexican.” After the first Hispano, Native, and 

Mexican workers faced an armed mob during the Rocky Ford’s inaugural beet run, white 

residents in the valley begrudgingly consented to their presence in farmers’ fields out of 

economic necessity. When these workers left the fields, however, white Americans 

considered them dangerously out of place.  

Immobilizing Betabeleros in the Arkansas River Valley 
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Early beet workers generally had little interest in settling the valley as farmers, 

and moved between jobs strategically to maximize the earnings they brought home to 

their families and communities. Sugar beet growers and ABS labor contractors 

complained that Mexican workers had no loyalty, and “drifted” in and out of the fields in 

disruptive ways. For this reason, ABS looked to Indian reservations and boarding schools 

as a more controllable source of seasonal labor. However, as the previous chapter 

demonstrated, Native workers were not so controllable. They fought to work on their own 

terms and seasonal calendars. Growers did not provide a family wage nor did they first 

encourage beet workers to bring their families with them. They hired single workers or 

groups of workers under contract with labor bosses. But they found that they could not 

control single, mostly male workers—not at a time when male workers easily found jobs 

in the region. For this reason, prior to the Mexican Revolution, the first beet workers had 

more leverage than the next generation of beet workers who came with their families did. 

Bad farmers and labor contractors quickly gained reputations, and migrant workers 

disappeared overnight to spurn them.  

In the early 1900s, Mexican workers easily crossed the U.S.-Mexico border. 

Labor contractors called these workers “solos.” Single male Mexican workers migrated to 

the U.S. Southwest as needed to help their extended families survive el Porfiriato. Tejano 

and Hispano workers also took advantage of cheap railroad fares on the AT&SF, traveling 

from El Paso to Colorado, where they found jobs in mines, fields, and the steel industry. 

Initially, ABS labor contractors primarily targeted single male workers. These “ideal 

migrants” would arrive in the spring, camp from farm to farm, and leave after the harvest. 
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For circular labor migrants, who returned to their homes in New Mexico, Texas, and 

Mexico, this arrangement suited them.  

At first, growers paid beet workers by the hour. They earned just over a dollar for 

a day’s work. To maximize their earnings, they juggled multiple jobs, moving between 

industries as conditions and wages fluctuated.26 High demands for their labor gave 

workers some power over their work lives. If they had a bad experience with one 

employer, they easily found others ready to hire them on the spot. Transnational 

borderland migrant workers valued their mobility, and the way it allowed them to care for 

their communities from afar.27  

The Mexican Revolution shifted the balance of power even more to the side of 

U.S. employers in the U.S. West. In 1910, after decades of living under el Porfiriato, 

rural and Indigenous people, workers, and the ruling class in Mexico revolted. Rural and 

Indigenous people wanted land. Workers wanted constitutional protections and, in some 

cases, the abolishment of the capitalist class. Mexico’s elite class violently fought over 

democratic rights, constitutional reforms, and the relationship between the state and the 

Catholic Church. From 1910 to the 1920s, over one million Mexican refugees crossed the 

U.S.-Mexico border due to the conflict.28 The Mexican Revolution officially ended in 

1920, but political instability and violence persisted through the 1920s. During the 

Cristero War (1926-1929), for example, several hundred thousand refugees and political 

                                                
26 Deutsch, No Separate Refuge. 
27 Deutsch, No Separate Refuge. 
28 John M Hart, Empire and Revolution: The Americans in Mexico since the Civil War (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2002); John M. Hart, Revolutionary Mexico: The Coming and Process of the 
Mexican Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Adolfo Gilly, The Mexican 
Revolution (London: Verso, 1983); Cardoso, Mexican Emigration to the United States; Lytle Hernandez, 
Migra!. 
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exiles fled to the United States from Guanajuato, Jalisco, and Michoacán. By 1930, over 

1.5 million Mexicans lived in the United States.29 As more Mexicans migrated to the 

United States, they confronted new exclusionary polices at the border and state-sponsored 

efforts to control their mobility and their labor inside the United States.  

In 1910, ABS began to construct more permanent labor camps out of adobe rather 

than cloth, because more Mexican families began to migrate to Rocky Ford and the 

greater region.30 The company offered some of these families more permanent housing, 

in the hopes of reducing their labor recruiting costs. If more Mexicans stayed in the 

valley year round, ABS would not have to advance workers’ railroad fares or hire as 

many labor recruiters. The company also believed that if it could induce Mexican 

families to settle in the valley, growers would have workers on hand whenever they 

needed them. ABS managers hoped this arrangement would reduce the anxiety that 

farmers felt each spring and fall when they scrambled to find the right number of workers 

at just the right time.31  

                                                
29 Julia G. Young, Mexican Exodus: Emigrants, Exiles, and Refugees of the Cristero War (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2015). 
30 “Spanish Speaking People Have Been a Part of Rocky Ford Since Its Beginning,” SHLRC, History 
Colorado. 
31 Taylor, Mexican Labor in the United States. 
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Figure 4.4: Mexican Beet Working Family, Rocky Ford Labor Camp, 1915. Source: Lewis Hine, 
photographer, “Mexicans. Beet workers and the shacks they live in near Rocky Ford, Colorado,” 

July, 1915, Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ncl2004004192/PP/, accessed May 13, 
2017. 

In creating resident labor communities, the company hoped to convince more 

farmers to grow beets by reducing their labor costs. But ABS also made this change out 

of self-interest. That year, and in the years leading up to World War I, the company often 

only ran its Rocky Ford factory, because beet diseases, grasshoppers, bad weather, and 

farmers collective resistance made for poor crops of beets. Its factories in Las Animas 

and Lamar sat idle. In response, ABS increased its cultivation of company-owned land, 

and rented more land to tenant farmers. These changes placed greater power over 

production in company hands. The company had a direct incentive to cut labor costs, 
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build permanent labor camps on its land, and keep Mexican workers in the valley year 

round. In this way, ABS would have access to workers on demand. 

Robert Barr, who worked as labor supervisor for Holly Sugar in the Arkansas 

Valley in the early twentieth century, succinctly explained sugar companies’ rationale in 

shifting their labor recruitment strategies towards families and to paying wages by the 

acre. According to Barr, companies preferred to hire families over single workers, 

because they could better control families. Single workers, he explained, would “drift in 

mid-season or else they don’t appear for work at all.” In other words, they had greater 

autonomy. Mexican families, however, made a more controllable and inexpensive 

workforce. Companies gave Mexican families advances on their pay at the start of the 

season, to keep them from leaving before the end of the harvest—and to keep them in the 

valley through the winter. “A family in debt and without money,” he explained, “can’t 

move.”32 According to Barr, sugar beet companies and growers worked hard to keep 

Mexican families poor as a strategy for controlling their spatial and economic mobility. 

As he explained, “The Mexicans are something like the Negroes. They won’t work if 

they have much money and they work better if they’re poor.” In this worldview, low 

wages disciplined African American and Mexican families into a better agricultural 

proletariat.  

ABS and its farmers used poverty to control beet-working families. To drive down 

wages even further, around 1910, growers began to pay sugar beet workers by the acre 

rather than by the hour. These contracts incentivized a male-headed family labor system. 

                                                
32 Paul Taylor interview with Robert Barr, Manager Diamond K. Ranch, Littleton, Colorado, Colorado 
Field Notes, 1927-1930, Box 11, Folder 13, Paul Schuster Taylor Papers, BANC MSS 84/38 c, The 
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. 
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Growers made contracts with male members of Hispano and Mexicano families, which 

empowered male workers over women and children. Families earned more money than 

single workers, because they could work more acres, but they did not earn as much as 

they would have if growers paid each worker by the hour. Growers did not pay male 

workers a living wage for a single person—let along whole families who all labored 

together. In beet fields, Mexicano and Hispano families earned wages well below the 

poverty line.  

 

Figure 4.5: Mexican Beet Working Family Standing in Front of Labor House, 1915. Source: 
Lewis Hine, photographer, “Mexicans. Beet workers and the shacks they live in near Rocky Ford, 

Colorado,” July, 1915, Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ncl2004004193/PP/, 
accessed May 13, 2017 

As a result, children worked long days in beet fields, and women worked long 

days in the fields and long nights feeding and caring for their families in the labor camps. 
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In the 1920s, Colorado College conducted a survey among beet workers in the Arkansas 

Valley. Based on the 140 families (544 people) that they interviewed, each family made 

around $454 for an entire season’s work (April to December). In 1927, University of 

California economist Paul Taylor, who conducted interviews in the South Platte Valley 

and the Arkansas River Valley in Colorado, similarly found that farmers only paid 

workers $21 per acre worked, and that entire families earned less than $600 per year.33 A 

local labor activist, Thomas Mahoney, described the arrangement as follows: “The sugar 

industry has thus been able to secure the labor of entire families for less than a living or a 

bare subsistence wage for one person.”34 This wage system kept Mexicano and Hispano 

children from attending school, because a family’s survival depended upon the labor of 

every single able-bodied member. Even then, at the end of the beet season, families found 

themselves destitute and without winter work. Mexicano beet-working families often had 

no choice but to indebt themselves further to ABS, growers, and local merchants—

making it likely that they would work beets the following year.35   

Porfirian Relations in the Arkansas River Valley 

Beginning in 1910, with more and more Mexican migrants traveling to Colorado, 

the Mexican government found itself drawn into Colorado beet fields. When Mexican 

citizens faced hostile U.S. courts and exploitative employers, they often looked to 

                                                
33 Thomas Mahoney, “Report on Child Labor in Agriculture in Colorado made to the Committee on 
Vocational Guidance of the Colorado White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,” 14 
January 1932, Series 3, Box 10, Folder 3, Paul Schuster Taylor Papers, BANC MSS 84/38 c, Bancroft 
Library. 
34 Thomas Mahoney, “Report on Child Labor in Agriculture in Colorado.” 
35 Deutsch, No Separate Refuge; Donato, Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado Schools and Communities; 
Fox, Three Worlds of Relief; Moloney, National Insecurities: Immigrants and U.S. Deportation Policy 
since 1882 (The University of North Carolina Press, 2012). 
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Mexican consulates in the United States for assistance.36 In Colorado, however, they 

found little help from the Denver consulate. Instead, they encountered consuls that had 

little interest in pursuing their complaints and who helped empower employers at the 

expense of Mexican migrants.  

Mexico established a consulate in Denver in 1893 to administer to Mexicans 

living in the inter-Mountain region and look after Mexico’s commercial interests. During 

its first decades, Mexican citizens found the consulate unsympathetic to their pleas for 

assistance. With representatives appointed by Porfirio Díaz, the Denver consulate 

prioritized the interests of big business and the U.S. elite class over those of Mexican 

citizens in Colorado. In fact, the first two Mexican consuls in Denver—Casimiro Barela 

and Adelaido Ortiz—were not Mexican citizens. They were prominent Spanish-speaking 

Hispanos. They governed the Mexican consulate from 1893 until 1921, and helped to 

facilitate ABS and other employers’ exploitation of Mexican workers. 

In 1893, Porfirio Díaz appointed Casimiro Barela as the first Denver consul. He 

served in this role until 1909, when Adelaido Ortiz succeeded him. At the time of his 

appointment to the Mexican consulate, Barela lived in Trinidad, Colorado, and served in 

the state senate. He represented Las Animas County as a Colorado State Senator for 

almost forty years.37 He helped write the Colorado constitution, and made sure it was a 

bilingual document to reflect the state’s Hispano population. Mexican citizens living in 

the region, however, remembered a less hospitable man. They complained about Barela 

                                                
36 Gonzalez, Mexican Consuls and Labor Organizing; Julie M. Weise, Corazón de Dixie: Mexicanos in the 
U.S. South since 1910 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2015). 
37 José Emilio Fernández, The Biography of Casimiro Barela (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 
Press, 2003). 
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to the Secretariat of Foreign Relations (SRE) in Mexico City, and called for his 

replacement. In their complaints, they accused Barela of abusing his power and refusing 

to help them.38  

In 1909, the Secretary of Foreign Relations appointed Adelaido Ortiz as the head 

of the Mexican consulate in Denver. In response, Mexicans living in Colorado and 

Wyoming were outraged. They knew Ortiz from his tenure as vice-consul under Barela, 

and also found him rude and corrupt. He charged them for his services, and chastised 

them when they submitted complaints about employers for making him “look bad” in 

front of white Americans. They argued that as a U.S. citizen, he did not prioritize the 

interests of Mexican citizens over those of U.S. citizens.39 

Ortiz often ruthlessly cheated those who came to him for help. For example, in 

1910, Gerónimo Ramírez gravely injured his leg while working for the Denver Tramway 

Company. He went to the consulate to ask for help getting workers’ compensation. Ortiz 

promised Ramírez that he would make the company pay for his injury, and that he would 

force the company to cover his medical bills. Ortiz did not make these promises in good 

faith. Ramírez found himself saddled with costly medical bills. When the Denver 

Tramway Company gave Ortiz $500 to give to Ramírez as compensation Ortiz kept $100 

for himself.40 In spite of furious complaints like the one Ramírez made to the SRE, Ortiz 

held onto his consular post.  

                                                
38 Adelaido Jose Ortiz-Su expediente personal, Folder I/131/2403, 35-8-4, Archivo de la Embajada de 
México en los Estados Unidos, Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (AHSRE), 
Mexico City. 
39 Adelaido Jose Ortiz-Su expediente personal, Folder I/131/2403, 35-8-4, AHSRE. 
40 Letter from Gerónimo Ramírez to D. Victoriano Salado Alvarez, Subsecretario de Relaciones Exteriores, 
22 July 1911, Folder I/131/2403, 35-8-4, AHSRE. 
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As workers in Arkansas Valley beet fields, Mexicano, Hispano, and Tejano 

workers encountered exploitative conditions that diverged from the rosy picture labor 

contractors painted for them in El Paso or Albuquerque. They found their pay docked for 

any number of reasons. Sometimes they did not receive their pay at all. Because their 

contracts did not have guaranteed payment clauses, farmers often blamed the weather or 

their own poverty for their inability to pay agricultural workers at the end of the season. 

Agricultural workers had few formal avenues when growers or ABS withheld their 

wages.41 Mexican citizens had the option of submitting a formal complaint at the 

consulate—but often to no avail. 

One case, in which a labor contractor unexpectedly died, illustrates the barriers 

that Mexican beet workers faced when trying to collect their wages. Although somewhat 

exceptional, it illuminates the diplomatic dead ends that Mexican workers encountered 

when they demanded what they were owed through official state channels. In December 

of 1911, 200 Mexican workers waited for their season’s wages after harvesting beets for 

ABS growers in Lamar, Colorado. They had worked for Rafael Ochoa, a labor contractor, 

who died before paying them. Before he passed away, he collected wages from growers, 

and paid off the group’s debts to local merchants, who advanced food and supplies to the 

group during the work season. After Ochoa’s death, still waiting on their pay, the workers 

demanded that the judge in charge of Ochoa’s estate pay them immediately. They wanted 

the court to settle Ochoa’s debt with them, before settling any of his other debts. But the 

town’s public officials perfunctorily told the group to remain patient while the court 

sorted out Ochoa’s affairs.  
                                                
41 Donato, Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado Schools and Communities. 
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With the weather getting colder, Mexican workers in Lamar had little patience. 

They marched to the courthouse daily to demand their pay. Their protests unsettled the 

town’s officials, who called the Mexican consul in Denver. They asked Adelaido Ortiz to 

come to Lamar and pacify the group—which he tried to do. The workers, however, 

rejected Ortiz’s order to stay calm and wait it out. They needed the money they had 

earned for food, clothing, and shelter. They accused Ortiz of being “en liga con las 

autoridades de ese lugar para defraudarles de sus jornales.”42 They accused him of 

being “in cahoots with Lamar officials to steal their wages from them.” Ortiz denied their 

charges to the Mexican ambassador. He also did little for the workers. 43 The New Year 

passed without a resolution.  

As the month of January passed, hundreds of Mexican workers continued to 

march to the Lamar courthouse to demand their pay. After hearing directly from ABS, 

and under pressure from disgruntled residents and officials in Lamar, the Mexican 

ambassador ordered Ortiz to resolve the situation immediately. Ortiz stalled the 

ambassador. He claimed that the Mexican protestors in Lamar had not worked for Ochoa. 

He said that he had it on good authority that the workers had already received their 

wages. According ABS, the workers wasted their money on jewelry and frivolous 

trinkets. Ortiz said he did not know what more he could do.44 To the ambassador, Ortiz 

and ABS characterized the Mexican workers as incapable of managing their finances and 

of making responsible decisions on payday. They inferred that pretty objects seduced 

Mexican workers, who emptied their pockets without a thought to the future. This 

                                                
42 Spanish to English translations are mine. 
43 Letter from Adelaido Ortiz to Mexican ambassador, 12 December 1911, Folder 377.31/37, AHSRE. 
44 Letter from Adelaido Ortiz to Mexican ambassador, 12 January 1912, Folder 377.31/37, AHSRE. 
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characterization echoed racial stereotypes about Native people, and their supposed 

inability to make rational decisions about money. Without paternal oversight, they 

suggested, Mexican workers could not be trusted to manage their own finances. 

Therefore, they could never belong in towns like Lamar as responsible and upright 

members of the community. In reality, after working half the year in Arkansas Valley beet 

fields, workers received such poor wages—if they received them at all—that they could 

not survive the winter without relief. 

Lamar city officials argued that the Mexican government had a responsibility to 

provide for Mexican workers stranded in the valley for the winter. Lamar’s county clerk 

sent a prickly letter to Ortiz to inform him that several hundred Mexicans continued to 

descend on the courthouse every day. According to the clerk, “They are continually 

coming to the Court House and asking for help and most of them appear to need it.” 

Already, he claimed, Prowers County had given them $300 in food and clothing. He 

accused the Mexican government of failing to adequately care for its citizens: “We have 

done more for them that [sic] we are called upon to do and will say that it is high time for 

the Mexican Government to take some action and look after its subjects.” He demanded 

that the Mexican government send the county twenty-five dollars per day to care for 

them.45 The county clerk’s words angered Ortiz, who curtly responded, “I beg to state; 

that the Mexican Government was unaware of the existing conditions of the Mexicans at 

that place, also that said Mexican Government is fully capable of understanding its duty 

                                                
45 Letter from H. P. Syp to Adelaido Ortiz, 9 January 1912, Folder 377.31/37, AHSRE. 
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towards its own citizens.”46 Though ruffled, Ortiz still did nothing to unsettle his working 

relationship with ABS.  

In April of 1912, Porfirio Oseguera wrote to the Mexican ambassador in 

Washington D.C on behalf of the Mexican workers still stranded in Lamar. Three months 

had passed since Ortiz last met with ABS and the workers. At the time, Ortiz 

disingenuously promised that the workers would receive their pay within a week. Any 

faith the workers had in Ortiz disappeared by April, however, and they went over his head 

and contacted the Mexican ambassador. The ambassador responded by redirecting their 

complaint back to Ortiz. From the record, it is unclear whether these workers ever 

recovered their pay. But their attempts to do so demonstrate several realities facing 

Mexican workers in Arkansas Valley beet fields. First, they were caught between growers 

and ABS, who wanted their labor, and white townspeople, who wanted them gone after 

the harvest. Second, labor contractors and growers took away workers’ ability to control 

their wages. They could not weigh their needs against their debts. Forced to buy supplies 

from merchants who overcharged them, they received very little cash in hand after a 

season of work. Third, even though the exploitation of Mexican citizens in Colorado beet 

fields brought the Mexican government into rural Colorado, the Denver consulate had 

little interest or institutional power to advocate for Mexican workers’ rights. Debt and 

wage theft worked to keep these beet workers in Lamar right through the winter and into 

the next growing season.  

In the winter of 1912, beet workers and their families took direct action. In doing 

so, they received some relief from the local government to survive the winter. This was 
                                                
46 Letter from A. Ortiz to H. P. Syp, 11 January 1912, Folder 377.31/37, AHSRE. 
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an important and hard won victory—but it did not change the structural exploitation they 

faced as racialized, noncitizen migrant workers. ABS and Prowers County gave the 

Mexican workers winter assistance, but they made sure to send the message that their 

poverty was a racial flaw and not the obvious consequence of a system built to funnel 

their bodily energy into the pockets of white Americans.  

Moreover, workers’ dissatisfaction with Ortiz had little impact on his position. In 

a time of revolutionary upheaval in Mexico, Ortiz’s actions went under the radar. Time 

and again, the SRE and the Mexican Embassy in Washington D.C. took Ortiz’s word over 

that of Mexican citizens living within his jurisdiction. Ortiz remained the Denver consul 

until 1920, when the post-revolutionary Mexican government finally forced him to 

resign. As a result, during the first decades of its existence, Mexicans received little 

assistance from the Denver consulate. Instead, it prioritized the needs of U.S. employers 

over the welfare of México de afuera (Mexicans living outside of Mexico). 

Contesting Confinement 

Beet workers had ways to disrupt efforts to confine them to beet fields through 

debt, poverty, and other coercive measures. They could take whatever money they 

received and flee—although single male workers had more ability to flee than women 

and whole families did. They could try to get the Mexican government to apply pressure 

on ABS or its growers to enforce the terms of the contracts—and perhaps even improve 

them. They could take other labor bosses up on their offers to advance their railroad fare 

elsewhere, and then disappear somewhere en route. Or they could retaliate. Mexicano 
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workers employed each of these tactics, to counter their exploitation in the Arkansas 

Valley.  

For instance, Spanish-speaking beet workers sometimes tricked farmers to get 

better wages. In 1915, a grower for NSMC discovered that Mexicano workers had fooled 

him out of extra money during the thinning season. Farmers used measuring ropes cut in 

one hundred foot lengths to measure acreage. Without his knowing, Mexican workers cut 

a twenty-five foot section from the farmer’s measuring rope. As a result, the farmer paid 

them for twenty-three acres of spring work. He later realized that he only had eighteen 

acres of beets. The workers had fled, taking with them an extra five acres of pay.47  

Mexicano workers also regularly skipped out on contracts. With other labor 

contractors canvassing the area, they could sometimes secure transportation to northern 

Colorado beet fields or elsewhere. This strategy did not solve the surveillance and 

exploitation they faced working in the United States. In response, labor contractors used 

coercive measures to keep Mexicans from jumping trains before reaching their 

destination. In the early 1900s, a labor contractor in Texas remembered how recruiters 

would lock the doors of railroad cars from the outside and screw a piece of wood to the 

window to keep workers from accepting advanced railroad fares and then deserting. 

Because when Mexican workers asked to buy food, coffee, or cigarettes, and they often 

ran away, labor bosses stopped letting them off when the train stopped. One observer 

described how workers who could not read their contracts already knew which jobs to 

desert as soon as possible. Stories about bad conditions, violent employers, and better 

                                                
47 Letter from John Abel to Francis King Carey, 16 October 1915, Box 1, Folder 32, National Sugar 
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wages spread quickly through Mexicano workers’ networks. By the 1920s, labor 

contractors stopped boarding railcar windows. But they still locked railroad car doors 

when the train passed through parts of the country where workers often ran.48  

Even though labor contractors tried to control Mexicano workers’ mobility in 

fields and in transit, some workers found ways to reclaim their mobility. If Mexicanos 

could get to industrial centers and cities, such as Detroit, better work awaited them. One 

man got work at the Ford Factory in Detroit “by way of the beet fields” in Michigan. 

After he saved enough money, he went back to Texas to get his family. He preferred life 

on the Ford conveyer belt, because the work did not hurt his body as much as working in 

sugar beet, cotton, and onion fields did. It also paid much better.49  

Although Mexicano, Hispano, and Tejano workers resisted employer exploitation 

and white supremacist violence through migration, life on the move was dangerous. Once 

work finished in Colorado in the spring or late winter, if they had the resources to leave 

the Arkansas Valley, male workers often found themselves subject to arrest when they 

traveled in search of other work or moved to Denver. For example, in June of 1911, 

Francisco Montijo, a Mexican citizen, was arrested in Kansas for a crime he allegedly 

committed in Wichita. On the night in question, he was in Garden City, Kansas with his 

wife and their infant. They had just left the beet fields in Holly, Colorado, and were 

traveling east. That night, over two hundred miles away, somebody robbed the Dillworth 

Hardware Store in Wichita. The next morning, the Montijo family boarded the train to 

                                                
48 Paul Taylor with Benito Rodríguez, 22 November 1928, Field Notes, Series A, Set 1, 116, Box 10, 
Folder 4, Paul Schuster Taylor Papers, BANC MSS 84/38 c, Bancroft Library. 
49 Paul Taylor interview with Immigrant Inspector Hudson, Eagle Pass, Texas, 29 November 1928, Field 
Notes, Series A, Set 1, 133, Box 10, Folder 4, Paul Schuster Taylor Papers, BANC MSS 84/38 c, Bancroft 
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Hutchinson, Kansas, where they bought a clutch of tools that a man on the train sold them 

on the cheap. Because authorities in the area were on alert for a “suspicious Mexican” in 

connection with the Dillworth robbery, when Montijo arrived in Hutchinson, the police 

stopped and searched him. They found the clutch of tools and arrested him. An affidavit 

from the white woman who ran the boarding house in Garden City where the Montijo 

family stayed on the night of the robbery and a luggage ticket showing that Montijo’s 

luggage arrived in Garden City on the night of the robbery did not establish reasonable 

doubt in front of the jury, which was probably all white. 50  

In December of 1911, the jury found Francisco Montijo guilty of burglary and 

grand larceny. The judge sentenced him to six to fifteen years in the Leavenworth State 

Penitentiary. The Kansas lawyer who defended Montijo offered to appeal the case, but 

Montijo’s family did not have the money to pay him. Ayers wrote to the Mexican 

Consulate in Kansas City and then the Mexican Embassy in Washington D. C. to see if 

the Mexican government would pay for Montijo’s appeal.51 The Mexican ambassador 

rejected the evidence that spoke to Montijo’s innocence as not “official” enough.52 After 

denying Montijo a fair trial, the state of Kansas imprisoned him for a crime he likely did 

not commit.  

Montijo’s case illustrates the dangers Mexicans faced when they travelled through 

white-controlled Western towns—where they were considered out of place and dangerous 

to the public order. Once they moved beyond farmers’ fields, white Americans viewed 

                                                
50 Transcript of Affidavit signed by Mary Callahan, State of Kansas, Finney County, Folder 378.2, AHSRE. 
51 Letter from W. A. Ayres to the Mexican Embassy, 4 February 1912, Folder 378.2, AHSRE. 
52 Letter from Mexican Embassy to Mexican Consul in Kansas City, Missouri, 13 January 1912, Folder 
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them as criminals. Vague descriptions of wanted suspects could attach to anyone 

racialized as Mexican, and white juries distrusted accounts that favored Mexican 

defendants. In a labor market that privileged male laborers, Montijo’s wife and child 

undoubtedly found themselves destitute and grief-stricken after his arrest. By way of 

comparison, in the 1930s, a Mexican woman and her infant faced desperate conditions 

after the police arrested her husband for stealing food in Longmont, a northern Colorado 

sugar town. The family had not eaten for three days, and local welfare administrators 

refused to extend the family any assistance. The police arrested the woman’s husband 

when out of necessity he and several others stole meat from a truck. With her husband in 

jail, the woman sought help from Thomas Mahoney, a local Catholic activist, who often 

spoke against the exploitation of Mexicano and Hispano beet workers in Colorado.53 

Perhaps twenty year earlier in Kansas, Montijo’s wife also found an underground 

assistance network in Wichita. Or maybe she found other Mexicans living in Kansas, who 

offered her assistance. Either way, she and her child likely faced even greater 

immobilizing poverty without Montijo. 

Mexicano workers did often find systems of reciprocity between and among 

Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Spanish Americans as they migrated. A man from 

Michoacán, for example, migrated to the United States in 1920, because he had heard that 

the cotton and sugar beet industries needed workers. He worked in sugar beet fields in 

Montana and Colorado over the next few years, migrating between his Michoacán and 

the United States. In 1927, perhaps on account of the Cristero War, he migrated north 

with his whole family. The group of nine crossed the border with $15 and an old car. By 
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the time they got to Raton, New Mexico, they were broke. A Nuevomexicano fed the 

family for five days. The Michoacano explained the Nuevomexicano’s generosity to him 

and his family as follows: “I will always give a Mexican a meal and I can always get one. 

We do not pay and it is not expected. The Spanish American customs are the same as 

ours.”54 While conflicts certainly existed between these groups—they gave each other 

insulting nicknames and criticized one another—they also found themselves working and 

living in the same spaces. Zaragoza Vargas argues that white supremacist violence and 

the deportation and repatriation campaigns of the 1930s, in particular, erased some of 

these divisions as communities found common cause.55 Prior to that point, these 

communities also built bridges between one another as they faced a white supremacist 

carceral regime that did not distinguish between their distinct histories. 

Creating a Carceral Landscape 

Betabeleros faced state-sanctioned violence in the United States when they moved 

through or fought to survive in spaces that white Americans claimed as their own. In the 

second decade of the twentieth century, federal immigration policies, local immigration 

enforcement, vagrancy laws, and World War I domestic policies intersected unjustly in 

the lives of Mexicano and Hispano workers in Colorado. The expansion of the U.S. state 

at local and federal levels, alongside the racist actions of the Denver police, worked to 

control and discipline Mexicans in Colorado and the greater region. In partnership, sugar 
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beet companies and state actors transformed the land into a carceral landscape, and 

expanded their system of control beyond the beet fields. 

In the early twentieth century, when Mexicans crossed the U.S.-Mexico border, 

they encountered an increasingly regulated “line in the sand.” The 1882 Immigration Act 

contained a “likely to become a public charge” (LPC) provision that allowed immigration 

officials to bar poor immigrants and independent female immigrants at U.S. ports of 

entry. Later additions to the law expanded excludable classes to those suspected of having 

certain diseases, criminal backgrounds, and “loose morals.”56 Officials along the U.S.-

Mexico border, often on the lookout for Chinese immigrants, used these provisions to 

also exclude some Mexicans from entry.57 But they generally looked the other way, 

because U.S. employers depended upon Mexican workers, and labor contractors flocked 

the border with offers in hand. 

The 1907 Immigration Act required all persons entering the United States to go 

through an official port of entry, and subjected immigrants to medical and moral 

inspections. The act also raised the head tax from $2 to $4. The architects of the act 

intended to target Asian and Eastern and Southern European immigrants, and little 

affected Mexican migration. Even though these early immigration policies did not 

extensively regulate Mexican migration, they differentiated between lawful and unlawful 

entry, and local authorities used these provisions to discipline immigrants through 

deportation.58  

                                                
56 Moloney, National Insecurities, 31. 
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Beginning in 1915, the Denver police began to stage mass arrest and deportation 

campaigns that coincided with the end of the sugar beet harvest. In December of 1915, 

for example, the Denver police arrested sixty-two Mexicans on vagrancy charges. 

Officers raided pool halls, bars, and other businesses to counter a supposed rise in “hold 

ups and petty thievery” in the city. In the end, police could not charge those arrested with 

specific crimes, and released the majority. But they continued to hold thirteen Mexican 

citizens for deportation. They accused the men of unlawful entry into the United States, 

despite the men’s insistence that they had lived in the United States for more than three 

years. Based on the statute of limitations for deportation outlined in the 1907 Immigration 

Act, immigrants could not be deported if they had lived in the United States for three 

years. In the end, the Denver police had to release the men, because they could not find 

evidence supporting their charges. U.S. Secretary of State Robert Lansing also demanded 

the men’s release from police custody.59 The Mexican Ambassador Eliseo Arredondo had 

requested assistance from the U.S. State Department to ensure the Denver police dropped 

the fabricated charges, when the scale of the arrests caught his and the media’s 

attention.60 While the police chief released all those arrested, his order to raid public and 

commercial spaces sent the alarming message that Hispanos and Mexicanos had no place 

in the city. 

Many of those arrested in the 1915 police raids had just finished winter work in 

sugar beet fields in the state. Denver’s Spanish-speaking community had grown in the 

past few years, as Hispano, Tejano, and Mexicano beet working families found affordable 
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housing in the city’s working-class neighborhoods. Mexicanos sometimes found jobs in 

the city that paid better than beet work, such as Gerónimo Ramírez, who worked on the 

Denver Tramway until he injured his leg in 1910. In the city, Mexicana and Hispana 

women also had better economic opportunities, where they did not have to work in the 

fields under the men in their families. They found jobs doing laundry and cleaning the 

homes of other Denver residents.61 In Denver, Mexicanos and Hispanos were not 

confined to beet fields. But they continued to encounter discrimination and state violence 

from white Americans who claimed these workers and their families were taking over the 

city.  

As the sugar beet industry grew, and more Mexican migrants came to live and 

work in Colorado, white residents in Denver and other cities began to resent their 

presence in public spaces, commercial places, and rental units. White residents spoke of a 

“Mexican problem.” The ebb and flow of beet work made Mexican communities more 

visible in public and urban spaces at certain times of the year such as when the harvest 

ended in late November and early December. Because growers and sugar beet companies 

did not pay livable wages, beet workers sometimes migrated to Denver in the wintertime 

as a cultural and economic survival strategy. Denver offered Hispano and Mexicano 

migrant families a place to socialize in Spanish, build communities, grow families, and 

combine diverse economic strategies. Certainly some workers found ways to get through 

the winter in beet towns, and others had less privilege to move out of rural areas. Those 

who could often made seasonal and permanent homes in city neighborhoods where they 
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had power and comfort in numbers. But even in a larger city, they did not escape state 

surveillance, white supremacist violence, and exclusionary campaigns.62  

Denver authorities increased surveillance in Spanish-speaking neighborhoods in 

the wintertime after beet workers finished the harvest. They criminalized the presence of 

Mexicano and Hispanos in the city. When Mexicans walked city streets, in the eyes of 

white Americans, they transformed into criminals responsible for any and every crime 

committed. When they socialized in bars, pool halls, and soda shops, they were 

characterized as drunks, gamblers, and low-life types on a crime spree. Denver 

newspapers and the police framed them as a menace to the streets and the white public. In 

December of 1915, when the Denver police went on a rampage through Mexicano and 

Hispano neighborhoods, they sent a message about how Mexicans could occupy the 

city—invisibly and preferably not at all.63  

The 1917 Immigration Act and World War I guest worker provisions gave white 

American residents and state actors additional ways to discipline Mexican citizens 

through deportation and exclusion. The 1917 Immigration Act raised the head tax to $8, 

imposed visa fees, created a “barred Asiatic zone,” and required migrants to pass a 

literacy test. The literacy test and a higher head tax made seasonal, circular migration 

more difficult.64 Many Mexican workers stopped returning home for fear that 

immigration officials would turn them away at the border or the laws would change 

overnight, and they would not have access to jobs and wartime refuge. News about the 

1917 Immigration Act circulated among Mexican migrants south of the border. Mexicans, 
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who did not read or write or who could not afford the head tax, hesitated to migrate. 

Some Mexicans workers created worker-run evening schools, in preparation for their 

migration north. They organized literacy groups. Those who could read and write taught 

the others.65 Paul Foster, the U.S. Consul in Piedras Negras, Coahuila also described how 

a Mexican landowner in Veracruz hired a night teacher for thirty of his workers, after 

they asked him for a school. Several months later, they deserted his hacienda, ready to 

pass the literacy test if needed at the U.S.-Mexico border.66  

Clothing was one way that U.S. immigration officials differentiated the class and 

race status of Mexican migrants, and influenced how they put exclusionary immigration 

policies in practice. The 1917 Immigration Act restricted who could afford to migrate to 

the United States. Rural and Indigenous Mexicans found the head tax and literacy test 

more of a burden than did urban and middle-class Mexicans. A labor agent with the L. H. 

Manning Company in El Paso recalled, “We used to get them in sandals as late as about 

1918 and 1919. Since the literacy test the poorest peons don’t come. They used to come 

up in sandals but soon became self-conscious and would buy second-hand shoes and hide 

the sandals. I used to pick up lots of them around here.”67 B. F. Kerly, an agent with the 

Hanlin Supply Company confirmed this observation: “They used to come up with white 

blouses, tight pants, sashes and big hats and sandals. About sixty percent of them came 
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that way.” He noted that since around 1917, none had come in sandals.”68 Huaraches 

(sandals), white cotton blouses, and wide-brimmed hats marked male migrants as rural, 

often Indigenous, campesinos. Both of these men noted that after 1917, less Indigenous 

and rural Mexicanos crossed the border. Fewer rural Mexicanos may have crossed the 

border due to U.S. immigration policies. They might also have found ways to circumvent 

official ports of entry or changed their clothing to appear Mestizo.  

In Mexico, “Indian,” Indio, was a racialized social category. As a temporal, 

spatial, and cultural ascription, it was more fluid than the biological conception of race in 

the United States. Individuals could move in and out of “Indianness.” If Indigenous 

Mexicans spoke Spanish, wore “modern clothing” (such as hard-soled shoes and tailored 

pants and dresses), moved to cities, and entered the middle and upper classes, they could 

transform into Mestizo Mexicans. As Claudio Lomnitz describes: “For the urban middle 

and upper classes, any poor peasant was an “Indian”; that is, the category “Indian” came 

to mean those who were not complete citizens.”69 Importantly, Indigenous Mexicans had 

their own conceptions of indigeneity and peoplehood, as politically sovereign 

communities whose histories predated the Spanish colonial state and the Mexican nation-

state. When leveraged by the state or non-Indigenous Mexicans, however, the term 

“Indian” signified poverty and backwardness in binary opposition to European and 

Mestizo modernity.  
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Race, class, and gender marked rural, Indigenous, and female Mexicans at the 

U.S.-Mexico border for extra scrutiny and exclusion. During the Mexican Revolution, 

especially after 1917, better off Mestizo and white Mexicans more easily crossed the 

U.S.-Mexico border at official ports of entry. Mexican women and children had a better 

chance of migrating or seeking refuge if they traveled with men. Around the time of the 

Mexican Revolution, the majority of Indigenous Mexicans and Mexican women could 

not read or write. U.S. immigration officials more often turned away Mexican women at 

the border on LPC charges than they did men.70  

These policies hindered Mexican migrants’ ability to flee wartime violence, and 

survive Porfirian enclosure through labor migration. At the border, migrants, particularly 

those who immigration agents deemed poor or racially suspect, endured humiliating 

medical examinations and violating procedures such as forced baths and de-lousing 

fumigations.71 Mireya Loza has shown how in the Bracero Era (1942-1964), Indigenous 

Mexicans had greater reason to evade official ports of entry along the border. They found 

themselves barred from Bracero labor contracts if they did not speak Spanish. Moreover, 

they encountered barriers in fulfilling administrative requirements to “legally” cross the 

U.S.-Mexico border.72 Earlier border restrictions such as those imposed by the 1917 

Immigration Act also led rural and Indigenous Mexicans to circumvent official ports of 

entry. Those from the poorer classes, who migrated to the United States from the 1910s to 
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the 1920s, more likely found themselves bound through debt to labor contractors and 

employers.  

In this way, sugar beet growers tied rural and Indigenous Mexican workers to the 

fields. Other migrants, who had greater social and economic capital, could escape the 

valley for other destinations—Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, and Detroit. Even then, 

white Americans and local law enforcement criminalized their presence in public places, 

on railroad passenger cars, and in urban commercial and residential areas. Local law 

enforcement also began to see the policing of white racial sovereignty as a part of their 

job, and deportation as a tool for disciplining how Mexican and Mexicanized workers 

claimed spaces for themselves outside of white farmers’ fields.  

After the United States entered World War I in 1917, and the nation faced a labor 

shortage, the federal government exempted Mexican agricultural workers from the 

literacy test and head tax imposed by the 1917 Immigration Act. The federal government 

also removed the ban on contract labor during the war. When Mexican agricultural 

workers entered the United States, they had to sign labor contracts, and remain employed 

for the tenure of their stay. U.S. employers recruited workers through the U.S. 

Employment Service (USES), and agreed to withhold a percentage of workers’ pay, 

which workers would supposedly receive when they returned to Mexico. Employers also 

agreed to deport Mexican workers at the end of their contracts, and report workers who 

deserted to the Immigration Service.73 Despite these formal regulations, according to 

Cindy Hahamovitch, the program “dissolved into unmanaged, informal migration, which 
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was relatively uncontroversial as long as jobs were plentiful and migrants stuck to 

agriculture.”74 While the U.S. contract labor program remained largely informal and 

unregulated during the war, its deportation provisions gave employers, immigration 

officials, and law enforcement agencies new ways to control the autonomy and mobility 

of Mexicano workers beyond farmers’ fields.75  

In the summer of 1918, for example, Ildefonso Zaragoza and Victoria Rivera 

complained to the Denver consulate and the Mexican ambassador about ABS’s false labor 

recruitment strategies. According to them, ABS had not provided them with enough 

work. Company growers contracted workers for six to eight months, but often only 

employed them for fifty days. Growers paid workers by the acre, and if they did not 

complete all the terms of their contracts, growers deducted a percentage of their earnings 

from their overall pay.76 Beet labor contracts coerced agricultural workers to remain near 

the fields for much of the year, even though they worked only a fraction of the time. 

These provisions specifically sought to undercut workers’ ability to resist these unfair 

terms. If they did not get paid until the end of the season, and they did not receive their 

“bonus” unless they stayed until the end of the season, unsatisfied Mexicano workers had 

few options but to wait the season out.  

As discussed in Chapter Three, Native workers experienced similar conditions in 

Colorado beet fields. In the first years of sugar beet production, they spent as many as 

eight months in the Arkansas Valley, but had work less than half of the time. Many Native 
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adult workers refused to work in Colorado beet fields for this reason, among others, 

which led to the growth of the outing system in federal Indian schools in the Southwest.77 

Because Native students returned to school in September, and Southwestern Native 

workers left beet fields to attend ceremonies at home in the fall, ABS growers relied on 

Mexicano, Hispano, and Tejano workers throughout the thinning and harvesting 

seasons—especially during the harvest.78 As Zaragoza and Rivera’s complaints show, 

ABS promised field workers that they would have regular work during the growing 

season. On the ground conditions, however, disrupted the idea of full-time sugar beet 

work.  

Unpredictable weather along the dry plains disrupted periods of regular work 

during the spring planting and the fall harvest. There was little regular work during the 

height of summer, aside for short periods of weeding. Tornados, hailstorms, early and late 

blizzards, and drought also stole precious work hours. Growers did not guarantee a 

minimum salary, and workers only received pay for the acreage they completed. 

Likewise, farmers only received payments from ABS for the beets they produced. In bad 

years, farmers and agricultural workers both suffered failure more deeply than sugar 
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companies did. But white farmers had the land they rented or owned, other crops in 

rotation, and greater access to welfare relief to get through bad times. Mexicano, 

Hispano, and Tejano workers had little to no property in Colorado to fall back on, and 

welfare administrators routinely denied them assistance—especially during sugar beet 

thinning and topping seasons.79 

When the Mexican ambassador requested an investigation into Zaragoza and 

Rivera’s charges against ABS, Frank Noble, the company’s agricultural manager, brushed 

them off. The Denver consul, Adelaido Ortiz, also seemed uninterested in pursuing the 

matter. Noble described Rivera as an agitator and poor worker, and said that Zaragoza 

found stable work with a farmer in Fowler when sugar beet work waned. Furthermore, 

Noble notified the ambassador that he had reported Rivera to immigration authorities in 

Denver and El Paso as a labor deserter. Using these arguments to counter the 

ambassador’s calls for an investigation, Noble stated, “We do not feel that there are any 

just grounds for complaint from those two aliens and trust that the matter can be 

satisfactorily explained through the Mexican Consul in Denver to the Mexican 

ambassador in Washington.”80 Noble trusted that Ortiz would sort out the matter for the 

company, and smooth over relations with the Mexican ambassador. Zaragoza and 

Rivera’s complaints fell by the wayside. As punishment for complaining about the 

company’s misrepresentation, Rivera also faced deportation as a “labor agitator” and 

deserter.  

                                                
79 Fox, Three Worlds of Relief. 
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During World War I, when Mexicano workers complained about exploitative 

employers, or protested bad conditions through flight, employers and state employees 

could track them down and deport them for breaking the terms of their guest worker 

contracts. The Mexican ambassador could do little to counter state and corporate efforts 

to discipline Mexican workers. Noble’s word weighed more against those of Rivera and 

Zaragoza, and the Denver consul often corroborated ABS’s accounts. Without the force of 

the U.S. state behind him, the Mexican ambassador had little power over U.S. 

corporations in U.S. territory. The U.S. State Department did, however, move to action 

when local war boards began to send Mexican citizens to the U.S. army against their will, 

and Colorado law enforcement ramped up its “vagrancy” raids in Denver. 

Military and Civilian Impressment 

During World War I, the U.S. carceral state expanded at local and federal levels to 

discipline citizens and noncitizens in ways that had profound implications for Mexicano, 

Hispano, and Tejano migrant workers living and working in Colorado beet fields. The 

wartime guest worker program, for example, offered additional ways to deport Mexican 

workers.81 In addition, wartime mobilization imposed new obligations on citizens and 

noncitizens alike. The 1917 Selective Service Act swept several million citizen and 

noncitizen men in the U.S. military. “Work or Fight” orders placed coercive pressure on 

workers, while the federal government compelled farmers to feed the war machine at 

home and abroad. State Councils of Defense constructed elaborate surveillance networks, 

and specifically targeted agricultural migrant workers in their “mobilization” and 
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“Americanization” efforts.82 Through these new policies and governing bodies, beet 

workers confronted expansive state-sanctioned efforts to control their autonomy, 

mobility, and relationships to white farmers and the land. 

In addition, World War I changed the scope of the U.S. sugar beet industry. With 

German and French beet sugar production on hold, U.S. producers eagerly expanded their 

operations to fill a European sized void in the global sugar market. The mass migration of 

Mexicans into the United States during the Mexican Revolution allowed sugar companies 

to expand their production in step. Once the United States entered the war in April of 

1917, sugar beet growers and companies gained even greater state assistance in 

organizing their productive forces.  

In August of 1917, Congress passed the Lever Food and Fuel Control Act. 

President Wilson appointed Herbert Hoover as the head of the U.S. Food Administration 

(USFA) to manage the production, consumption, and conservation of key commodities: 

wheat, meat, fat, and sugar.83 Facing a sugar shortage at home and on the warfront, the 

federal government centralized and regulated the U.S. sugar market through the USFA. 

The new agency spearheaded coercive national production and conservation campaigns 

that infiltrated people’s homes across the nation through Hoover pledge drives, women’s 

clubs, and State Councils of Defense.84 The Women’s Council of Defense, for instance, 

encouraged women across the nation to form “a land army of women to take the places 
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on the farms of the men who are being drafted for active services.”85 With the help of the 

Colorado Council of Defense (CCOD), local business leaders also strategized how to 

force “idle people” into the fields.86 State Councils of Defense, according to Christopher 

Capozzola, “Gave the duty of hatred a legal force, combining the culture of voluntarism 

with the authority of wartime state power.”87 The CCOD pressured municipalities to 

impose “idlers ordinances,” to make people work in essential wartime industries, and 

shamed farmers with “idle acres” to put resting or fallow land into the production of key 

commodities—sugar beets included. 

The CCOD obsessed over “loafers” and “idlers,” and how to force “vagrant” 

populations into farmers’ fields. In Otero County, the CCOD publicly reminded residents 

about existing idler ordinances. Under suggestion from the CCOD, Prowers County 

adopted new idler ordinances.88 ABS managers gained influence over the Otero and 

Prowers County branches of the CCOD, because company managers held key positions 

on the council. Fred Noble and Fred Joehnck, for example, served as Farm Labor 

Chairmen on the Otero County Council of Defense. D. W. Thomas, the General Secretary 

of the CCOD, worried that the “Work or Fight” imperative presented some challenges—

mainly constitutional ones—to make “idlers and loafers do their fair share.” To solve this 

dilemma, he referred the issue to local police, who he advised to “do what they could” to 

                                                
85 Letter from Advisory Council of the Woman's Land Army of America to Agricultural Colleges, January 
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work with the CCOD to control loafers “within their own borders.”89 Local police and the 

Farm Labor and Transportation Committees of the CCOD thus collaborated to sweep up 

“labor surpluses,” and move “vagrants” to where farmers needed them.90  

The CCOD also suppressed labor movements for better conditions and fair wages 

among agricultural workers. The Otero County Council of Defense refused to publically 

talk about beet workers’ wages, or about setting a uniform pay scale for fieldwork, “For 

fear of giving Mexicans too much leeway.”91 They used “idler ordinances” to move 

“vagrants” from Denver to agricultural areas to limit the power of agricultural workers in 

beet growing towns, who hoped the wartime labor shortage might give them greater 

bargaining power. The CCOD impressed “idle men” into wartime service in beet fields to 

enable the expansion of the sugar beet industry and to discipline Mexicano and Hispano 

workers, who wanted higher wages and better living conditions. 

 In July of 1918, growers in the Arkansas Valley ostensibly faced a “labor 

shortage.” Earlier in the growing season, NSMC encountered resistance from Mexicano 

workers in their districts. The workers refused to sign labor contracts unless farmers 

increased wages. To crush their demands, the company hoped to use its influence on the 

USFA to “compel these Mexicans to fulfill their contract under penalty of arrest.” If that 

did not work, it planned to rely on Holly and ABS, who had recruited a number of 

workers in New Mexico and Texas and who promised, “There was still considerable 
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labor to be had.”92 ABS, for example, contracted 500 Native American and Mexicano 

workers through the Indian Employment Bureau and the USES. By June, however, many 

of these workers had left the valley. The Arkansas River ran low that year, and farmers 

had to wait longer than usual to irrigate their beets. As a result, the beets sprouted later 

than usual. According to NSMC’s general manager, “The Mexicans, being unable to 

obtain credit, and with nothing to do while waiting for the beets, became discontented 

and restless and quite a number of them drifted away.” These workers left in search of 

steady, certain, and better-paid work—rather than on a whim. In order to get the beets 

thinned that season in the valley, sugar companies combined forces with the CCOD to 

truck Mexican workers between their growers’ fields.93 They drew upon federal and 

county-level resources to hustle as many workers as possible, moving them from place to 

place.  

In October of 1918, D. W. Thomas fretted over the “Weld County situation.” 

According to Thomas, the Chairman of the Council there, C. H. Wolfe, had a bad attitude. 

He had not forced municipalities under his jurisdiction to pass idler ordinances. “For this 

reason,” he said, “it is impossible to walk down the streets of Greeley because of the 

idlers and loafers hanging about the streets.” By “idlers and loafers,” he meant that 

Mexicanos and Hispanos were visible on the city’s streets. After consulting with the 

Chairmen of Larimer, Boulder, and Morgan counties, Thomas wrote Wolfe to inform him 

that his inaction was “making if very hard for adjoining counties to handle the situation.” 
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Thomas and other CCOD representatives fretted over unstable and unmanaged labor 

landscapes, and mused about what they could do to “forcibly impress the laboring 

element-as well as farmers-with what their obligations and duties are.”94 Farm workers, 

they complained, “Drifted from one place to another without any apparent reason 

whatsoever, other than the mere whim of the moment.”95 They agreed to use 

“psychological camouflage on the offenders,” such as police power and idlers and 

vagrancy laws, to control Mexicano and Hispano workers, who they coded as impulsive, 

disloyal, and disordered.96 

Being swept up into wartime service affected the ability of Mexicano workers to 

care for their families. Families in Mexico sometimes lost contact with those who 

migrated to the United States, as a result of wartime displacements. In 1920, for instance, 

the family of Antonio Estala Muñoz feared that the U.S. military had drafted him into the 

army without their knowledge. Over two years had passed since they received a letter 

from Muñoz, a thirty-three year old shoemaker. Last his family heard, Muñoz found work 

in Raton, New Mexico. Worried about him, Muñoz’s family wrote a letter to the SRE. 

After inquiring among Mexicans living in Raton, the Mexican consul in Santa Fe 

reported that no one had seen Muñoz for some time. Last anybody heard he went to 

Colorado in 1918 to find work. Upon receiving this information, Manuel Téllez, an SRE 

employee, concluded: “No halla una base justificable para hacer gestiones ante las 
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autoridades competentes demandando el paradero del compatriota Muñoz.”97 In other 

words, the SRE decided that Muñoz’s situation did not require further investigation. 

Perhaps they assumed that he had found work in Colorado, and stopped writing his 

family for his own reasons.  

Muñoz’s family had good reason to worry about him. During World War I, 

Mexican men were often conscripted into the U.S. Army. Other times they were 

incarcerated or died while living and working in el Norte. While it is unclear if Muñoz’s 

family ever found him, they actively pulled Mexican state officials into their search, 

which left a paper trail from Mexico City to Washington D.C.  

Consul Adelaido Ortiz generally did little for Mexicans living in Colorado and 

Wyoming. However, something changed in his working manner during WWI. A measure 

of political stability during almost a decade of revolution may have changed how the SRE 

operated. President Venustiano Carranza had held onto power in Mexico since 1915, 

overseeing a constitutional convention and the subsequent passage of the 1917 Mexican 

Constitution—a document far more radical than Carranza in terms of land and worker’s 

rights. Or perhaps the many complaints against Ortiz finally forced the SRE to place 

Ortiz under greater scrutiny. By that point, even white residents in Denver wrote to 

Mexico City to complain about Ortiz’s incompetence and malfeasance. They claimed that 

he was often drunk, kept “bad company,” went on vacation without authorization, and 

used the position to enrich himself. 98 In any case, around this time, Ortiz began to 

respond more energetically to Mexican citizens’ requests for help, particularly those 
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pressed into military service while working for white employers. Perhaps he responded 

more actively for this very reason—military impressment had the potential to disrupt 

employers’ systems of control over Mexicano workers in the region. 

In September of 1917, for example, Cirilio Barba was arrested and pressed into 

military service while sheepherding near Rawlins, Wyoming. He did not read or speak 

English, and did not know that the U.S. Congress had recently passed the Selective 

Service Act, which required all men of a certain age to register or claim exemption. In 

response to Barba’s requests for help, Adelaido Ortiz wrote to the District Selection and 

Exemption Board in Cheyenne, Wyoming, demanding that the board grant Barba’s 

freedom as an exempt noncitizen.99 In response, Eloise Fletcher, the clerk for the District 

Board for Wyoming, informed Ortiz that Barba was “considered a slacker by the United 

States Government.” For this reason, the Board sent him to the American Lake 

mobilization camp in Washington State.100 Ortiz then contacted Ignacio Bonillas, the 

Mexican ambassador to the United States, who pulled Robert Lansing, the Secretary of 

State under President Wilson, onto the case.101 Just like that, a Mexicano sheepherder in 

Wyoming had the Denver consul, the Mexican ambassador, and the U.S. secretary of 

state on his case. 

After leaving his home in Valle de Guadalupe, Jalisco in February of 1917, Barba 

had crossed the U.S.-Mexico border in Laredo, Texas. He then traveled to Wyoming, 

where he worked on the Union Pacific Railroad and later as a sheepherder. After 
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spending several months herding, he returned to Rawlins, where he hoped to find another 

job. Instead, he faced off with a gendarme (officer), who demanded to know whether 

Barba had registered with the local war board. Barba told the officer that he had not, 

because he was a Mexican citizen. Nevertheless, the officer arrested him for not formally 

claiming exemption from the draft as a “neutral alien.” After spending nine days in the 

Rawlins jail, local authorities forcibly transported Barba to a training camp in 

Washington State.102  

Barba wrote to Ortiz and the Mexican ambassador to plead for his freedom. He 

needed to work, he said, to send money to his family in Jalisco. There were fourteen 

people in his family, and without his help, his father would have to go back to work. “El 

no puede trabajar es anciano y está enfermo,” Barba explained. His father could not 

work, he said, because he was elderly and in poor health. When the Wyoming War Board 

conscripted Barba, they created hardship for his extended family. As a labor migrant, he 

did not want U.S. citizenship or to give his life for the United States in war; he only 

wanted to care for his family in Mexico. After numerous letters exchanged hands between 

Lansing, Bonillas, Barba, Barba’s aunt, and SRE officials in Mexico City, Barba gained 

his freedom three months later. Others were not so lucky, and had to wait much longer for 

their freedom. 

It took months for Mexican men pressed into the U.S. military to regain their 

freedom—they explicitly used the word, “libertad. Some even found themselves in the 

middle of the war in Europe, before Ambassador Bonillas finally convinced the army that 

these men were in fact Mexican citizens, and therefore exempt from service. For instance, 
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on March 9, 1918, Félix Almaguer, who lived in Denver, found himself impressed into 

the army in Fort Morgan, a northeastern Colorado sugar beet town. The timing of 

Almaguer’s impressment suggests that he went to Fort Morgan for spring fieldwork. He 

may also have been working for the Union Pacific Railroad, which ran through Fort 

Morgan, bringing produce to the town from nearby farms and carrying sugar and cattle 

out to distant markets. In transit, the army swept him up. Almaguer served six months in 

the army, including a month in France, before, as he put it, “recobré mi libertad,” he 

recovered his freedom.103  

In Colorado, Mexicano men were often impressed into the army in rural towns. In 

January of 1918, Ignacio Alcala, who migrated to the United States from Yahualica, 

Jalisco in 1907, was conscripted into the army in Saguache County, Colorado. Authorities 

claimed he voted in the local election and therefore demonstrated his desire to naturalize 

as a U.S. citizen. Alcala served in the U.S. military against his will for a year, including 

time spent on the warfront in France.104  Ignacio Duarte, from Chihuahua, Mexico, was 

also forced into the U.S. army in Eaton, Colorado in May of 1918, when he did not send 

in his draft questionnaire on time. Duarte went before the county war board, after a police 

officer arrested him for non-compliance. The board claimed they provided Duarte with a 

translator, and that he verbally stated that he wanted to join the army.105 Duarte told 
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Adelaido Ortiz, however, that he never agreed to fight in the war. Duarte regained his 

freedom almost a year later, after serving over six months in France.106  

Wartime mobilization in the United States during World War I thus swept many 

Mexicanos and Hispanos into farmers’ fields and the U.S. army. Vagrancy laws, idler’s 

ordinances, CCOD surveillance, and the 1917 Selective Service Act intersected in the 

lives of Spanish-speaking men, who migrated between places and industries to care for 

their extended families. These policies brought the power of the U.S. state into their 

intimate lives—demanding loyalty, service, and docility at the expense of their familial 

obligations as labor migrants. The state impressed the importance of farmworker 

subservience to American farmers and the needs of the American state. But local war 

boards also looked to sweep Mexican men into service and incarcerate them in army 

training camps. The Denver consul intervened to free Mexican citizens pressed into 

service so that they could return to their jobs. In this carceral landscape, visibility outside 

of worksites was dangerous. Wartime mobilizations allowed xenophobia to spread in 

Colorado, and enabled close partnerships between sugar beet companies on the state to 

manage and control the lives of Mexicano workers inside and outside of the fields.  

Making Homes in Company Labor Colonies 

During World War I, ABS began to build Mexican colonies in the Arkansas 

Valley. The company first built adobe shelters for Mexican beet working families around 

1910. These shelters, located on company land, became increasingly necessary to keep 

Mexicano and Hispano families in the valley through cold winters. By 1921, ABS built 
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190 small houses for Mexican families.107 In Bent County, for example, ABS provided 

Mexicano and Hispano workers the materials to build an adobe tenement house on land it 

owned [figure 4.1 and 4.2]. The workers built the homes around a communal square or 

plaza. Each two-bedroom apartment in this colony had a back door that opened up to 

three by six foot garden plot.108 In the South Platte River Valley, the Great Western Sugar 

Company (GWS) also constructed Mexican labor colonies during these years. These 

sugar companies built resident labor colonies to house beet-working families year round. 

They built them away from towns in the valley, to reduce the visibility of Mexicans in 

white residents’ daily lives. D. L. Joehnck, an ABS agricultural manager explained 

 

Figure 4.6: Former ABS Mexican Colony in Bent County near Las Animas, Colorado. A farmer 
later bought the land from the company and used the structures to house his pigs. Source: Mary 
Williams and Margaret Little, “Mexican and Spanish-American Influence in Bent County,” pp. 
18, July 1971, Paper Presented to Dr. William Taylor and Dr. Matthew Downey, University of 
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Colorado, History 383, Box 1, Mexican-Americans in Colorado, Norlin Archives, University of 
Colorado, Boulder. 

 

Figure 4.7: Former Bent County Mexican Colony Now Houses Livestock. Source: Mary 
Williams and Margaret Little, “Mexican and Spanish-American Influence in Bent County,” pp. 
18, July 1971, Paper Presented to Dr. William Taylor and Dr. Matthew Downey, University of 
Colorado, History 383, Box 1, Mexican-Americans in Colorado, Norlin Archives, University of 

Colorado, Boulder. 

 

that the company built its thirty-two colonies from “wintering” in cities like Pueblo and 

Denver, where white residents and local police departments had learned to associate 

Mexicans with the sugar beet industry.  

ABS’s labor colonies provided inadequate shelter. One Mexicano resident derided 

farmers and ABS for treating livestock better than they treated Mexicans in the valley. He 

said: “Yes, you are good to your labor, you spend $2500 for a house for your horses and 

$100 for a house for your beet workers.”109 Despite poor conditions, labor colonies 

provided a place for Mexicanos and Hispanos to build a greater sense of community and 
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worker solidarity in the valley. Women in particular fought for garden plots, which gave 

them an expanded ability to feed their families in the face of material scarcity. Over 500 

Mexicano and Hispano families lived in ABS “beet growing territory” in the valley—the 

most disadvantaged of which continued to live in tents. These families kept chickens and 

livestock to supplement their food supplies and wage earnings. Still, they struggled to get 

by—especially since only 139 of them had access to garden plots.110 Mexicano and 

Hispanos families fought to create lives for themselves in ABS labor settlements, as they 

confronted segregation and white supremacist violence in valley towns and schools.  

 Lou Cárdenas recalled how she and her family migrated from New Mexico to 

Colorado in 1929 to work beets near Niwot, where they lived in a GWS labor house. Her 

memories of their days working beets illuminate how hard work structured every minute 

of their day-to-day lives—especially for her and her mother, who had responsibility for 

food preparation. At the time, Cárdenas was ten year old. She described how she and the 

rest of the family would rise at three o’clock in the morning to make breakfast and to 

pack lunches for the fields. Then, she, her parents, and her brother walked two miles to 

the fields in the dark carrying their tools, food, and water for the day. They did not return 

home until seven o’clock in the evening. After supper, Cárdenas would wash and clean 

beans, while her mother prepared breakfast for the next morning. They went to bed late 

only to rise again in the early morning. As Cárdenas put it: “So you could say that we 

didn’t have enough sleep or anything. And that was that.” After her father received their 

first paycheck, he bought a car so that they could save time getting to and from the fields. 

He did not even know how to drive, but he taught himself so that the family could 
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conserve the energy they expended walking four miles every day. She also recalled 

working in the fields until December, and clearing away snow up to her knees to dig up 

the beets and put them in piles. To top the beets, they used a pick to break up the frozen 

beets, and then using a hook shaped knife, they cut off frozen greens. After that first year, 

Cárdenas’ parents decided to return to New Mexico, because the work was so hard on 

their bodies. But that was not the last time the Cárdenas family worked beets. When her 

father could not find mining work the next spring, they spent the next ten years migrating 

between the Arkansas Valley and the South Platte Valley. 111 Life in the beet colonies was 

very difficult, and even children had few options outside of the beet fields. 

In the 1920s, the Swink Mexican colony had more residents than the town of 

Swink itself. Nevertheless, the town’s white residents had inordinate institutional power. 

The principal of the school in Swink called Mexican children “morally uncontrolled,” to 

justify why the school segregated Mexican and Japanese children from white children. 

“Segregation,” he claimed, “avoids leveling down.” The school also limited most 

Mexican and Japanese students to the first four grades, before pressuring them to 

dropout. Town authorities did not enforce truancy laws. One grower even approached the 

principal to take beet-working children out of the school, because their parents’ were 

indebted to him and he needed the children to work off the family’s debts. The principal 

freely admitted going against the law, and turning his head the other way.112  
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Because the school year coincided with farm work—planting and harvesting—

Mexicano and Hispano families had to weigh their material survival against sending their 

children to Anglo schools. Some parents refused to send their children to school, because 

of the discrimination children faced from teachers and white students. The town of Swink 

did not offer summer school, a modification of the school calendar that would have 

mattered to these families. In 1925, Sara A. Brown noted in her study for the National 

Welfare Committee on Child Labor on the sugar beet industry in Colorado that children, 

who worked with their families in beet fields, started the school year after mid-

November. Once farmers paid workers for the season’s work, children began school for 

the year. Before November, some families could not afford shoes to send their children to 

school. Beet working students left school again in early April, to join their families in the 

fields for planting and thinning work.113  

Some towns in northeastern Colorado did have six-week summer schools, but 

only because Mexican parents paid half the teacher’s salary.114 Most schools in 

Colorado’s beet growing regions segregated Mexicano, Hispano, and, sometimes, 

Japanese American children from other students, and provided them second-rate 

educations. For example, Lamar had a separate school for Mexicano and Hispano 

children. From the 1920s through the 1940s, Mexican students attended a “Mexican 

colony school” in a building that ABS owned, because the Lamar School Board blocked 

Mexican children from enrolling in the district’s public schools. In response to the 
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protests of Mexicano parents, ABS agreed to provide the facilities if the school board 

provided the teachers. The Lamar Mexican Colony School provided substandard 

education in every way, and only enrolled a fraction of the colony’s school-age children.  

In Otero County towns like Rocky Ford and Manzanola, teachers segregated 

Mexicano and Hispano children in “opportunity rooms” until they reached the fourth 

grade. Most Mexicano and Hispano children stopped attending school at that point, under 

pressure from the administration to drop out. White parents in Rocky Ford wanted the 

city to build a separate school for Mexicano students, but the school board rejected the 

cost. In the end, the school created separate classrooms, and staggered lunch, recess, and 

bathroom breaks so that white students would have little to no contact with Mexicano and 

Hispano students.115 The high schools in Lamar and Rocky Ford did not graduate a 

Mexicano or Hispano student until the 1940s, when five students (out of the schools’ 250 

graduates in those years) earned their diplomas in spite of a history of separate and 

unequal education in the valley.116 

In Colorado sugar beet towns in the first decades of the twentieth century, 

Mexicano and Hispano families faced educational barriers and material conditions—

poverty, poor housing, and inadequate access to medical care—that led to a high 

mortality rate among women and children. The Colorado Agricultural College in Fort 

Collins and the National Child Labor Committee found child mortality rates in the South 

Platte River and Arkansas River regions in the 1920s well above the national average. A 

research team from the agriculture college in Fort Collins conducted a study among 286 
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beet-working families in northern Colorado, and found that 187 families had lost 443 

children. Some families lost as many as nine children in total. The researchers found 

similar conditions in the Arkansas Valley, where 140 families lost 308 children. In a study 

that the National Child Labor Committee conducted in Northern Colorado, investigators 

confirmed high rates of child mortality. After surveying 104 Mexican families, they found 

that fifty-seven families had lost 152 children.117 State and corporate efforts to control 

Mexican mobility and confine them to the beet fields made the lives and bodies of 

children vulnerable. 

Hispano and Mexicano families encountered structural and everyday interpersonal 

racism in the Arkansas Valley. Restaurants often refused to serve them. The movie theater 

in Lamar only allowed them to sit in the balcony. Russ Abitia, who grew up in Lamar, 

remembered how once when his father received his paycheck from the alfalfa mill, he 

decided to take the family on a special outing. They got dressed up, and went out to eat at 

a cafe. The waitress, however, turned the family away. Abitia’s father even showed her 

his money to prove that they could pay for the meal. She still refused.118 Similarly, in La 

Junta, Mexicans could not swim in the public pool, and many restaurants refused to serve 

them. When Mexicanos and Hispanos entered public spaces and institutions in Colorado, 

they faced violence and exclusion.  

White residents in the Arkansas Valley complained that Mexicans did not know 

their place. They claimed they “occupied” the town inappropriately. The principal of the 

Swink School described how Mexicans “disgraced” public spaces:  
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The presence of Mexicans on the streets in the parks, etc. is not welcomed. It doesn’t 
show any ideals. Such a town doesn’t look like a good place to live. In these ways the 
Mexicans are worse than the Negroes. The Negroes know where they belong. The 
Mexican doesn’t. They occupy the whole town.119 
 

Traditionally, in Hispano and Mexicano towns, the center of town was a social space, 

often organized around a plaza (town square) where community members shopped, 

socialized, and attended church. When Mexicanos and Hispanos used town spaces in 

these ways, white residents complained that they took over the town and did not know 

how to stay hidden. The principal of the Swink School was not the only white American 

to voice this view.  

Between 1920 and 1925, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) rose to power in Colorado, 

terrorizing non-Protestant, Anglo people in publically visible ways. By 1925, the 

Colorado Klan boasted high profile members such as Governor Clarence Morley, the 

Denver mayor, and the Denver chief of police. The KKK infiltrated Colorado 

courthouses, the state legislature, and had influence among Colorado’s representatives in 

the U.S. Congress.120 The KKK targeted African Americans, Jews, Catholics, Mexicans, 

and Hispanos in Colorado. Local chapters rose quickly in Colorado sugar towns in the 

South Platte River Valley and Arkansas River Valley. In 1924, for instance, 5,000 KKK 

supporters paraded through Brighton. In Longmont, Klansmen lit an eight-foot cross on 

fire on New Year’s Eve. Calling for “100 percent Americanism,” the KKK in Colorado 

also burnt crosses on the edges of Mexican beet labor colonies to terrorize and cordon off 
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these communities from “white America.”121 But beet workers refused material and 

spatial confinement. 

Around 1920, some Hispanos in Colorado sugar towns began to lease land. In 

1927, Paul Taylor spoke with a Hispano man by the name of Archuleta, who had the 

fortune of a large family with many adult children. Six people in his household worked in 

the beet fields, and generated enough income so that the family even had savings. 

Together, the family earned $1200 working in beet fields and $500 working in potato 

fields each year. They enjoyed a larger income than many beet workers, who had small 

children, no children, or were elderly. The Archuleta family lived in the Mexican colony 

in Greeley, and owned their four-room house. Mr. Archuleta proudly bought the home 

next door for one of his sons when he married. Archuleta’s wife, however, felt differently 

about their large family. As she put it, her children made “so much work.”122 With big 

families and adult, able-bodied children, some Hispanos and Mexicanos earned enough 

money to build more materially comfortable lives in company labor colonies. Even still, 

they had to build these lives in segregated parts of town where white Americans would 

not charge them with displacing white Americans.  

Single workers or those who did not fit normative heterosocial roles would not 

have been able to lease land or secure housing in these colonies. In fact, sugar companies 

would not rent or sell houses in the colonies to single workers. One Mexican man bought 

a small house in the Kersey Mexican Colony, even though other workers advised against 

it. They told him not to buy it, in case he wanted to leave. What if he could not sell it and 
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lost his investment? The man bought the house anyway, because his family needed a 

place to live. Many other Mexicans bought cars instead of the small houses they 

disparaged as “poultry shed,” so that they would not get stuck in one place. To survive, 

they often needed to migrate for work, and a car offered them them freedom to move on 

their own terms.123 

From the 1910s to the 1920s, Hispanos and Mexicanos began to build lives in 

Colorado sugar towns. They turned hostile public spaces and shoddy company housing 

into more survivable places against great odds. In doing so, they laid the groundwork for 

a broader resistance movement in beet fields across the state. They claimed a visible 

presence for their communities, and worked against state and corporate efforts to control 

their families and their mobility in the state. 

Re-Claiming Colorado in a Post-Revolutionary Era 

As more Mexicanos migrated to Colorado during the Revolution, and Hispanos 

and Tejanos migrated to Denver and sugar beet towns, they forged new communities in 

the state. Moreover, by the early 1920s, revolutionary ideologies of workers’ rights and 

post-revolutionary Mexican nation building, what Manuel Gamio called forjando patria, 

shaped how Mexicans living in the United States responded to and contested white 

supremacy.124 The post-revolutionary Mexican state also changed how it ran its 

consulates in the United States. In 1920, the SRE finally fired Adelaido Ortiz. In the 

decade that followed, the Denver consulate experienced a lot of turnover. The SRE would 

appoint a consul, only to replace him months or a year later. In spite of high turnover in 
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the Foreign Service, under the presidencies of Álvaro Obregón (1920-1924) and Plutarco 

Elías Calles (1924-1928), Mexican consulates in the United States shifted their stance 

towards México de afuera. The consulates became more interventionist in the lives of 

Mexicans living in the United States, and created networks between Mexicanos living 

throughout the state to foster Mexican nationalism.125 Workers appropriated these 

networks, and began to build a resistance movement to the sugar beet industry, 

deportation campaigns, and efforts to exclude them from welfare relief. 

Gilbert González argues that post-revolutionary politics in Mexico led to a shift in 

how Mexican consulates conceptualized and interacted with Mexicans living in the 

United States.126 Mexico’s ruling class sought to cultivate a paternalistic relationship with 

Mexicans living abroad to garner legitimacy for its new state institutions. According to 

González, “Consulates fostered mexicanismo, organized unions, developed community 

leadership, offered legal protections, spied upon the colonia, facilitated emigration, and, 

when required, participated in the massive removal of its citizens.”127 They often did so 

in order to disempower the more radical tendencies of rural and working-class Mexicans. 

The Denver consulate participated in these many paternalistic projects, but in doing so, 

they also created points of communication between Mexican citizens living across 

Colorado. Mexicanos began to organize mutual aid societies and patriotic clubs. They 

also began to organize collectively across the state for better working conditions, and to 

assert their presence in Colorado. 
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In 1921, under the leadership of the new consul, Felipe Treviño, the consulate 

began to organize comisiones honoríficas throughout the region. For example, each sugar 

towns along the South Platte and Arkansas Rivers had its own comisión. These 

organizations functioned as “honorary consulates.” In part, they worked to foster 

Mexican patriotism in México de afuera. Members organized and staged celebrations for 

Cinco de Mayo and Mexico’s Independence Day in September. They also collected 

money for families in need. The president of these comisiones served as intermediaries 

between each local Mexican community and the Mexican consul in Denver. In this way, 

comisiones honoríficas established a network of communication between and among 

Mexicans living in Colorado and the Mexican government.128 Given the difficulty that 

Mexicans faced in contacting Adelaido Ortiz during the Revolution, these comisiones 

promised to transform the relationship between Mexicans living in Colorado and the 

Mexican government. Mexican workers hoped this new relationship would bring greater 

awareness to the violence and exploitation they experienced in Colorado workplaces and 

city spaces.  

At first, Mexican beet workers in Colorado had reason to hope. Consul Felipe 

Treviño took a more interventionist approach to their concerns than Ortiz had. In May of 

1921, for example, Treviño traveled from Denver to Pueblo to meet with Mexicans living 

in southern Colorado. Once he arrived in Pueblo, a group of Mexican workers met him at 

his hotel to complain about beet labor contracts. Frustrated by what he heard from them, 

he went in search of a particular labor contractor, who planned to take a group of 150 

families to GWS beet fields in Wyoming. The labor contractor, W. B. Mandeville, refused 
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to tell the group where exactly he planned to send them. He also refused to provide 

details about wages, housing conditions, and guaranteed hours. The consul confronted 

Mandeville, and demand written contracts for the workers. He also wanted a signed copy 

of their contracts to ensure that Mandeville would not leave the group stranded 

somewhere along the way without pay.129  

When Treviño confronted him, Mandeville responded aggressively. He pushed the 

consul in the chest, and menacingly threatened him to stay out of his business or he 

would have the consul “shipped back to Mexico.”130 According to Treviño, Mandeville 

angrily informed him that as a U.S. citizen on U.S. soil, he could do whatever he wanted 

with Mexican workers—the consul included. He boasted that the wishes of the consul or 

the Mexican government meant little to him. Treviño responded boldly: “En otra época 

podría haber hecho de los mexicanos lo que me decía, pero que ahora estaba yo aquí 

para impedirlo y que sabría hacer respetar mis decisions a pesar de cualquiera 

amenaza.” As he recounted to the SRE, Treviño informed Mandeville that “in an earlier 

era he might have been able to do what he wanted with Mexican workers, but that now he 

[Treviño] was there to stop him, and that he intended to enforce the will of the Mexican 

state in spite of Mandeville’s threats.” Under his watch, Treviño said, Mexican workers 

under his jurisdiction would go nowhere without guaranteed conditions and wages.131  
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Originally from Colorado, Mandeville worked out of El Paso as a labor contractor 

for sugar beet companies throughout the American West. In 1920, he even testified in 

front the House of Representatives’ Committee on Immigration and Naturalization to 

support the “temporary admission of illiterate Mexican laborers.” There, he told Congress 

that he represented “practically all the farmers in the beet growing sections west of the 

Mississippi River,” and that for their sake, Congress needed to exempt Mexican 

agricultural workers from immigration restrictions such as literacy tests and head taxes.132 

Although sugar beet companies worried that Congress would ultimately bar Mexican 

workers from the United States, they succeeded in convincing policymakers to grant a 

one-year stay on any restrictions that would affect western agribusiness. In 1920, after 

working with ABS and Holly Sugar for a number of years as a labor contractor, 

Mandeville helped them form an association called the Colorado-California Agricultural 

Labor Bureau (CCALB) to centralize how they recruited Mexican workers. ABS, Holly, 

NSMC, the Spreckels Sugar Company, the Union Sugar Company, and a number of other 

sugar beet companies from Minnesota to California also helped finance the labor bureau.  

Mandeville headed the CCALB, and worked directly for sugar beet growers. 

Rather than work through a number of labor contractors in Texas and New Mexico, 

Mandeville centralized how sugar beet companies recruited agricultural workers. When 

they needed workers, they called him in El Paso. He then shipped workers directly to 
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them, and charged their accounts.133 Treviño’s attention to his recruitment tactics 

threatened to disrupt the bureau’s orderly operation. Mandeville responded as he knew 

how—like a labor disciplinarian—and assaulted the Mexican consul. Unlike other times 

when he threatened to send Mexican workers back to Mexico, this time he and the consul 

made the newspaper.134  

Treviño walked into a complicated landscape in Colorado. In 1921, with sugar 

prices down, Mexican workers struggled to piece together a livelihood that spring and 

summer. Worse, in June, the rain visited the mountains above Pueblo with a vengeance, 

unleashing a deadly flash flood on the city that continued down the Arkansas River to the 

Kansas border where it flattened out. In a cloudburst that began on the second of June 

and lasted for three day, the flood swept away whole railroad cars and buildings. Nobody 

could say how many people died, because the water carried many bodies downriver. The 

transient nature of the industrial town complicated the official death toll. Perhaps as many 

as 1,500 people died in the “Great Flood of 1921.”135 In some places the water ran higher 

than fifteen feet. It inundated 60,000 acres along the river’s path, and destroyed almost 

5,000 acres of recently planted crops.136 On June 6, 1921, under martial law, the Red 

Cross, the National Guard, and the American Legion set up refugee camps for thousands 

of people displaced in the flood. Not surprisingly, Arkansas Valley sugar companies used 
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the flood as an excuse to try and force Mexican workers and their families to “relocate” 

to the valley from Pueblo, an industrial town where they often found better paid work. 

Rocky Ford had it worse than Sugar City. Located closer to the Arkansas River, 

water flooded the town and low-lying farms. In Sugar City, NSMC growers mostly 

escaped the flood. The company sent boats and personnel to Rocky Ford to help ABS 

with rescue efforts. Privately, they welcomed the rain, and the “good fortune” it brought 

to the land. They also thanked the good will it brought the company, since they could 

play the hero role. “It is a wonderful thing that our ‘Valley of Content’ turns out to be a 

‘Valley of Refuge’ as well,” the NSMC president boasted. NSMC’s general manager, 

John Abel, helped save sixteen people from drowning in Rocky Ford, and had brought 

home “a little Mexican child,” whose parents washed away.137 The resulting refugee 

camps, as it turned out, made locating beet workers easier. 

A week after the flood, Abel traveled to Pueblo, where he met with Colonel Paul 

Newton, Colonel Hamrock, and Consul Felipe Treviño to “scheme some way by which 

the military authorities could discharge refugee Mexicans from their camp.” The Mexican 

Consul, however, disrupted his scheme. “We had everything well lined up to take about 

fifty men and their families to our Ordway-Olney district Sunday evening,” he described, 

“but at the last moment the Consul and his agents circulated among the people, advising 

them that they were better off in the camp.” At the camp, Treviño told them, they would 

receive free food, shelter, and 43 cents an hour helping with the flood cleanup. Abel 

characterized the consul’s actions as “rather discouraging.” ABS and Holly were similarly 
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desperate for Mexican thinners. Holly Sugar even brought six trucks and three cars to 

take 100 refugee families to their beet fields. Abel suggested to the military officers in 

charge that they declare martial law all along the Arkansas River. As he put it, “This 

would then allow them the opportunity of placing refugee camps at the beet fields and 

compelling the Mexicans to work.”138 While the officers in charge did not declare martial 

law along the whole valley, sugar companies saw the advantage of having militarized 

labor camps in the valley to make agricultural workers more controllable. They saw this 

dream realized during World War II when the federal government constructed a Japanese 

American incarceration camp in the valley. As it stood, they used whatever means they 

could to structure the regional labor market to their advantage—including placing 

pressure on the SRE for a more “friendly” consul.   

Treviño did not last long at the Denver Mexican Consulate. By November of 

1921, when the sugar beet harvest concluded, another consul had taken his place. As it 

had in previous years the Denver Police ramped up its attacks on Hispanos and 

Mexicanos in the city just as the winter arrived. In one November sweep, police arrested 

350 suspected Mexicans in pool halls, hotels, restaurants, and “barrios sospechosos” 

(suspicious neighborhoods). The police claimed they staged the raid to combat a wave of 

crime—robberies and other sins—that had descended upon the city with the thousands of 

Mexican workers who migrated to the city after the harvest. H. R. Williams, the Denver 

Police Chief claimed the raids protected naive Mexican agricultural migrants, who fell 

prey to “city Mexicans.” Denver’s “bad Mexicans,” he explained to the Mexican consul, 
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robbed and took advantage of their fellow compatriots. The majority of those arrested 

quickly gained their freedom, because the police could not bring real charges against 

them and some were likely U.S. citizens. The police told them to leave town after their 

release.139 Those who mentioned during police interrogations that sugar companies had 

brought them to Colorado to work, however, got deported. The Denver Police also 

deported those with previous criminal records or those who “no pudieron comprobar su 

honradez,” those who could not prove their honesty and respectability.140  

Many of Denver’s Spanish-speaking residents worked seasonally in the beet 

fields, and as they returned home faced ramped up state violence. That year, Mexicano 

and Hispano neighborhoods likely grew to accommodate those displaced in the Pueblo 

flood. They may have been more visible that year as well, given the ongoing recession. 

When farmers did not pay them enough to survive the winter, they migrated to Denver to 

find jobs or to seek help from friends, family, or city charities. In any case, the Denver 

police increased the scope of its raids. 

In January of 1922, the Denver police made another sweep, arresting 300 

suspected Mexican “vagrants” and “criminals.” The Denver Post and other newspapers 

antagonized and sensationalized the situation with headlines like: “Denver’s Safety Is 

Menaced by 3,500 Starving Mexicans.” In fact, an economic downturn put of number of 

people out of work—not just Mexicans. The Denver Post claimed over 3,000 Mexican 

men ominously roamed the city’s streets, looking for easy targets. After the police sweep, 

Juan Oscar Cubillas, an official with the Denver consulate, succeeded in convincing the 
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police to release all but twelve of those arrested. Still, the police arranged to deport these 

twelve for illegally entering the country.141 The Denver police used the economic 

downturn to increase its surveillance of Mexicans in Denver.  

The police chief’s efforts to deport Mexicans did not begin with the recession. 

The recession became another means to justify efforts to exclude Mexicanos and 

Hispanos from the city. According to the Denver Chief of Police, all Mexicans were 

criminals, who caused more crime than “all other nationalities combined.” They 

committed at least two crimes a day, he said, and his force often failed to find and punish 

offenders, “owing the poor descriptions given.” From this racist standpoint, mass 

roundups made the most sense, because the police chief assumed the majority of those 

arrested probably committed some crime at some point. Mexicans in Denver fought back 

against this characterization. 

For example, facing an untenable situation, a group of Mexicans in Denver wrote 

to the new Consul Vicente Quijano for help. They explained how the police criminalized 

the presence of Mexican men in the city. As they put it: “The honest element that goes out 

looking for work being immediately jailed as ‘vags.’” Consul Vicente R. Quijano 

requested funds from Mexico to help support these unemployed Mexican workers. He 

also stood against any further deportations. But, as he informed those requesting further 

assistance, he could not go against the authorities in Denver if he valued his position. In 

public, he took the side of the police, and disparaged Mexicans living in Denver as low-

class criminals.142 
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Because of the recession, however, white residents in Denver became more vocal 

in their anti-Mexican racism. They claimed that homeless Mexicans took beds away from 

white Americans in city shelters. In December, the city had boarded 200 people each 

night inside the old West Side courthouse. When it reached capacity, the shelter had to 

turn people away. After turning away a number of unemployed white men, and making a 

few of them sleep on the floor, a movement coalesced to force the lodging house and 

others to exclude Mexicans. As a result, more Mexicans had to sleep on the street, which 

then fueled white American stereotypes about thriftless and indolent Mexicans and their 

arguments about Mexicans “taking over the city.” 

 During World War I, sugar beet companies and other Colorado employers had 

recruited tens of thousands of Mexican workers to come work in the state. According to 

the frustrated Mexican Consul, Vicente Quijano, the same people who had recruited them 

now did not want them.143 Still, he walked the line so as not to provoke Denver 

authorities. Quijano did not last long in his post either. 

In the spring of 1922, after months of police brutality against Hispanos and 

Mexicanos in Denver, Colorado sugar companies remained on edge with the Mexican 

consulate. Hoping to improve the terms of beet workers’ contracts, to avoid another 

winter like the last, Vicente Quijano sent telegrams to all the sugar companies in the 

region, and organized a meeting in Denver to settle the “labor trouble.” NSMC and ABS 

managers believed Quijano would cave to their demands. Still, they worried about 

antagonizing him, since they had heard rumors that Mexicans in the Arkansas Valley 
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planned to seek work elsewhere that spring.144 After the meeting, GWS, ABS, and 

NSMC felt convinced that they had the upper hand. The representatives from each 

company met with the Mexican Consul, during which they collectively worked to stall 

any official agreement. According to Abel:  

I believe that the Mexican government has spent about all the funds for repatriating their 
subjects that they intend to, and that the Vice-Consul, Valdes, is now trying to effect the 
best agreement that he can in the interests of his people. Some of the requests that they 
make are rather absurd and I told them frankly that this company would not agree to 
them—no matter what the rest of the companies did. For instance, they wanted us to 
agree to feed all destitute Mexicans after the beet work was finished that were in need of 
help or that were recommended to us by the Mexican Consul.  
 

ABS and GWS representatives agreed with Abel. GWS privately told the others that it 

planned to send a letter to the consul agreeing to all his demands, but that the company 

did not intend to uphold any of them in practice.145 They continued to spurn the Denver 

consulate.  

The Mexican ambassador to the United States, Manuel Téllez, knew that 

Colorado farmers regularly cheated Mexican beet workers. According to him, he could 

do little because Colorado and the United States lacked worker projections. Moreover, 

labor unions, such as the AFL, also favored these workers’ deportations, because they 

claimed they brought down wages.146 Instead, the Mexican consulate in Denver spent 

money to send unemployed Mexicans back to Mexico. Consulate representatives tried to 

stall deportations and police roundups. They also expressed frustration that Colorado 

employers recruited so many Mexican agricultural workers, only to turn their backs on 
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them each winter. Sugar companies called the consulate’s demands “absurd,” perhaps to 

minimize the fact that they companies were directly responsible for the impoverishment 

of tens of thousands of Mexicanos and Hispanos in the state.  

There was a lot of turnover in the Denver Mexican Consulate, which frustrated 

Mexican residents, who had to reestablish new ties to the consulate after each new regime 

change. In November of 1924, for instance, the SRE appointed Enrique Fierro as the new 

head of the Consulate. The next April, the SRE abruptly moved Fierro. His reassignment 

angered many Mexican residents, who in that short time came to see Fierro as an ally. 

Chapters of La Comisión Honorífica Mexicana in the Arkansas Valley sent letters of 

protest to the Mexican Secretary of Foreign Affairs. In Denver, la Cruz Azul Mexicana, el 

Club Recreativo Mexicano “Vicente Guerrero,” and the city’s broader Mexican 

community also contested Fierro’s reassignment. They protested to no avail.147 The SRE 

informed Mexicans in Colorado that the needs of the Foreign Service guided personnel 

changes, and emphasized the bureaucracy’s needs over those of México de afuera. But 

the SRE replaced Fierro with José Torres, who represented a more “business friendly” 

representative, showing it adherence to a business-first stance in consular affairs. Torres 

served as the Denver consul from 1925 to 1927. During that time, he gained the trust and 

approval of the Denver Chief of Police, the Colorado Governor, and a number of 

prominent businessmen—men who also happened to belong to the KKK. A Spanish-

speaking newspaper in Denver, La Orientación, however, forwarded Mexicanos’ 

complaints about Torres to the SRE. When the SRE inquired further, Robert Reed, the 
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Denver Chief of Police, repudiated the complaints as having no merit.148 In spite of 

Torres’ wishes, and those of prominent white officials such as Reed, the SRE did 

eventually transfer Torres to Guatemala. 

While the Denver consulate sometimes tried to negotiate with sugar companies on 

behalf of Mexican workers, they did not succeed in bettering workers’ conditions in the 

beet fields. Sympathetic consulates did not last long, and the SRE often took its time 

responding to complaints against consuls who gained the trust of white officials and 

businessmen at the expense of Mexicans in the region. As Mexicanos and Hispanos 

created new communities in sugar beet fields and coalmines, and created spaces for 

themselves in urban centers, they exchanged their own ideas about how to confront white 

supremacist violence and capitalist exploitation. Through mutualistic societies like the 

Alianza Hispano Americana, as well as consulate-sponsored organizations like 

comisiones honoríficas and women’s chapters of the Cruz Azul, Hispanos and Mexicanos 

in Colorado began to build communities based on a shared ethnic identity and a shared 

sense of injustice. Mexicanos and Hispanos built communities in mining areas, sugar beet 

towns, and larger cities like Pueblo and Denver. They found ways to collectively resist 

white supremacist mobilizations against them. Sometimes, these alliances were fragile 

and fleeting. But by the end of the 1920s, they coalesced into a formidable resistance.  

Communists, Wobblies, and Company Moles 

In the early 1920s, Delfine Carpio’s family lived in the Curtis Park neighborhood, 

just north of downtown, surrounded by Mexicano neighbors. Her mom was a Walsenburg 
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Hispana, and her dad migrated to Colorado from Mexico. Carpio’s mother died young, 

and she left school at the age of fifteen to help care for her four siblings while their dad 

worked. While the family sometime went to northeastern Colorado to thin and harvest 

beets, her dad primarily worked at a flourmill overlooking the South Platte River just 

outside of downtown Denver. In 1922, Carpio’s father helped found Mexicano 

organizations in the city that sponsored public celebrations for Mexican holidays with the 

support of the Denver Mexican consulate. She remembered how on celebration days her 

father and other Mexicanos in the city would gather in their cars to cruise from Curtis 

Park through downtown Denver to Auroria, another Mexicano community. There, people 

would gather to hear patriotic speeches and watch the next queen get elected in the 

beauty pageant. Carpio recalled Mexican Denver, where her neighbors organized año 

nuevo parties, attended Catholic mass at the Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, and shared 

tamales on el Día de la Candelaria.149  

Although Mexicanos and Hispanos faced job and housing discrimination, police 

brutality, and deportation, they also created ethnic enclaves, appropriated public spaces, 

and staged public events to assert their presence in Colorado cityscapes from Denver to 

Greeley and Rocky Ford. Conditions in beet fields, however, remained dire. Radical and 

revolutionary working-class ideas circulated in Spanish-speaking neighborhoods and 

work camps. Mexican workers brought their ideas of work and justice with them when 

they migrated. They held onto ideas popularized in the Mexican Revolution. Those who 

had belonged to the Mexican communist, socialist, and anarcho-syndicalist organizations 

back home, joined branches of these organizations in Colorado. When University of 
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California economist Paul Taylor visited beet labor camps in the late 1920s, he found that 

many homes had images of the Virgen de Guadalupe and other Catholic iconography. 

Some also told him that they did not believe in God, and that they belonged to the 

International Workers of the World Union (IWW). In Longmont, workers passed around 

books by Voltaire, and one man had vocally denied the existence of God at a local 

meeting of the comisión honorífica, causing a scandal in the community.150 Hispanos in 

particular migrated back and forth between coalmines and sugar beet fields, because they 

had long-established relationships with employers in the region. Many had found 

themselves radicalized in Colorado labor wars in the 1910s and 1920s, including in the 

strike that preceded the Ludlow Massacre. As a result, movements for collective 

resistance began to gain greater traction in Mexicano and Hispano beet working 

communities—especially in the face of increased state brutality. 

In October of 1927, the IWW, anarcho-syndicalists, and socialists organized a 

strike across northern Colorado coalmines. That fall, organizers had approached beet 

workers, in the hopes of organizing a general strike. Given that the harvest was in full 

force and beet workers did not receive their pay until late November, beet workers did 

not join the strike. That winter, however, they changed their mind, and asked the IWW to 

send organizers to their communities. Perhaps they changed their minds after hearing 

about how the Colorado state militia shot into a crowd of striking miners, killing six and 

injuring many more at the Columbine Mine. Or, perhaps after receiving their season’s 

wages, they reached out to the IWW in the hopes that they could secure better contracts 
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the following year. In any case, by January of 1928, beet workers in Northeastern 

Colorado had formed fourteen IWW locals with a membership of 1,400 men. Their 

unofficial ranks were much larger, given that women and children could not officially 

join.  

Their organizing efforts set off alarms with sugar companies and law enforcement 

in sugar towns. In March, ABS hired E. R. Dawson, a former state policeman, as an 

undercover investigator in the valley to find out which workers in the valley had attended 

IWW meetings in Denver and Walsenburg. They also held meetings with representatives 

from all the companies in the valley and sheriffs from each county along the Arkansas 

River. Dawson advised the companies to hire a Mexican investigator, who already had 

membership in local Mexican organizations, and who could identify the leaders. The 

companies wanted each county along the river to pay for the Mexican infiltrator, but the 

sheriffs argued that the matter would then have to go through the county commissioners. 

If they discussed the situation at the commissioners’ meetings, “The value of the man 

would be lost.” In the end, they agreed that the companies ought to hire the infiltrator to 

keep their strategy under wraps.151 The companies, however, told the sheriffs they 

expected reimbursement for a portion of the cost. The sheriffs agreed to bring the matter 

before the county commissioners after they suppressed the movement.152 In the end, 

Mexicano and Hispano beet workers, who formed IWW beet labor locals across sugar 

beet producing regions, did not strike in the valley that year. They had hoped to strike 
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during the harvest, but environment conditions over the summer made the strike 

impossible. 

In 1928, a drought in northern New Mexico drove many Nuevomexicanos to 

migrate to Colorado in search of work throughout the growing season, which created a 

labor surplus that destabilized the movement. At the same time, a standoff between 

growers and GWS in northeastern Colorado over the price of beets led to reduced 

acreage. With fewer beets to care for, beet workers in the South Platte Valley were out of 

work. These workers migrated to the Arkansas Valley looking for work, which added to 

the labor surplus.153 To make matters worse, sugar companies recruited additional 

workers in Texas and New Mexico to counter workers ability to strike. Companies even 

recruited a number of Filipino workers in California.154 Poor conditions and company 

retaliation push off the strike, but ABS did not emerge from the season unaffected. The 

company’s agricultural manager, Ed Gerecke, had a nervous breakdown, and left the 

company at the close of the season.  

In 1929, Mexicanos and Hispanos continued to organize and mobilize across the 

state. In Denver, the IWW helped organize La Liga Obrera de Habla Español, an 

organization that quickly spread through Spanish-speaking working communities in 

Colorado and New Mexico. As a result, La Liga convinced the AFL to send an organizer 

to Denver. The AFL sent Clementino Idar, a Tejano organizer, to Colorado. Idar traveled 
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throughout the region, finding great support among Mexicans and Hispanos. He helped 

set up La Liga locals throughout Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska. By 1929, La Liga 

had over 10,000 members. The Communist Party (CPUSA) also sent Puerto Rican 

organizer, Alberto Sanchez, to help organize Colorado beet workers.155  

 In the Arkansas River Valley, La Liga held meetings to discuss the possibility of 

forming a beet workers union. In March of 1929, an organizer called a meeting in 

Ordway, and over 200 Mexicanos and Hispanos attended—including several company 

moles such as P. Gonzalez. The group primarily denounced how farmers treated them. 

They wanted farmers to pay them in full for the real acreage that they worked, and stop 

overcharging them for supplies. One of the labor leaders at the meeting, Jess Cortinez, 

who lost a foot while working in the NSMC factory, had a lot to say about working 

conditions in the valley. 156 In August of 1929, at a convention in Fort Lupton, La Liga 

members came together to form the Beet Workers Association (BWA), and apply for an 

AFL charter. 157 As result, the BWA began to send letters of complaint to sugar companies 

and growers with specific and general demands—such as clean drinking water, more 

regular paydays, better housing, and company oversight to ensure farmers paid them.158 

However, the movement stalled when an early freeze made 1929 one of the worst 

years in Colorado’s sugar beet history. That fall, thousands of beet workers found 

themselves barely scraping by, and with little harvest work on the horizon. Making their 
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situation even worse, the next year brought the start of the Great Depression, and a period 

of devastating drought and dust storms.159 Sugar beet growers took advantage of 

depression-level unemployment, and lowered agricultural workers’ wages even further—

to the lowest level in years. In 1932, farmers, faced crop failure and drought, slashed 

prices even further, and reduced families’ earnings by 25 per cent, if they paid them at 

all.160 For example, in September of 1931, a Mexicano man and a woman thinned beets 

for a farmer in northeastern Colorado. When they finished the work, and went to the 

farmer for their pay, they received an “I owe you” note rather than cash. Apparently, the 

farmer had mortgaged the crop, and could not pay the two for their work until mid-

November. In town, however, the note had no exchange value. The couple was distraught 

and furious. An investigator for the Industrial Commission of Colorado aptly described 

the economic desperation that many Mexican workers faced when he said, “People that 

are starving to death, while being employed.”161  The situation these two workers faced 

was the norm rather than the exception. 

In 1932, the Catholic Charities estimated that Denver’s winter population was 

around 8,000, many of who were beet workers.162 According to Thomas Mahoney, a 

Catholic activist in Colorado, 1933 and 1934 were the worst years for beet workers that 

he had seen since the industry’s inception. He had high hopes that Jones-Costigan Bill 

would help workers, but as the bill came together he lost any hope he had. He blamed 

Henry Wallace, the Secretary of Agriculture, Harry Hopkins, the Federal Relief 
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Administrator, and the Department of Labor for what would likely become “a system of 

permanent peonage labor conditions for the beet laborers.” State and county officials 

withheld federal relief from beet workers during rush periods, forcing beet workers to 

work for wages well below prevailing rates.163 As the depression deepened, Mexicano 

and Hispano communities in Colorado faced expanded repatriation campaigns, hostile 

welfare administrators, and police brutality—state technologies born out of a decades 

long effort to make their lives impossible.  

In 1930, a KKK-affiliated white supremacist group formed, calling themselves the 

Colorado State Vigilantes. They hoped to repatriate all “aliens” from the state. In Rocky 

Ford, the group distributed flyers notifying all “Mexicans and other aliens” to leave 

Colorado immediately “by order of the Colorado State Vigilantes.”164 To combat 

increased anti-Mexican sentiment across the state, the Mexican Communist Party (PCM) 

and the communist-affiliated Trade Union Unity League (TUUL) fought deportations and 

provided legal assistance. According to Zaragosa Vargas, Mexicans in Colorado often did 

not share the same Marxist ideology as these organizers, but they shared their anti-racist 

politics. Because the community party organized against racism, and the AFL supported 

repatriation drives, these organizers helped sustain the beet labor movement after 

organizing efforts seemingly dead-ended in 1929. In 1930, these communist organizers 

started local chapters of the Agricultural Workers Union (AWU) in Denver. By 1932, 

TUUL, the AWU, the United Front Committee (UFC), and local chapters of the BWA set 

the stage for a general strike.  
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Beet workers called a general strike for May 16, 1932. They demanded: higher 

wages, an end to any withholding of their wages, fair housing practices, the right to 

collective bargaining, work relief, access to clean drinking water, and garden plots.165 

That year, 25,000 beet workers were unemployed, and those that secured positions, 

worked for the lowest wages in years. Facing impossible conditions, beet-working 

families across the state agreed to strike. Sugar companies, however, refused to negotiate 

with them. Local police met the strikers with force. In collusion with the industry, relief 

agencies in the state denied Spanish-speaking families assistance. The police jailed 

organizers on vagrancy charges, and the courts sentenced them to thirty-day jail terms. 

Police brutality and hunger thus defeated the strike.166  

A New Deal for White Landownership 

During the Mexican Revolution, Mexican workers achieved an unprecedented 

official victory. The 1917 Mexican Constitution granted workers unprecedented rights—

an eight-hour day, a six-day workweek, overtime compensation, the right to organize and 

collectively bargain, the right to a minimum wage, and workplace safety protections.167 

Employers and the Mexican government found ways to circumvent and disempower 

these constitutional protections in the years that followed. Nevertheless, this radical 

contract promised Mexican workers protections and rights that many workers in the 

United States did not secure until President Roosevelt signed the 1933 National Recovery 

Act and the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act. Even then, these laws exempted domestic 
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service and agricultural workers, in effect excluding many nonwhite, immigrant, and 

female workers from workers’ protections.168 

 In Colorado, Mexicano and Hispano beet workers fought for greater protections 

individually and collectively. Their vision of economic justice, however, encompassed 

much more than hours worked, wages paid, and safety on the job. Their vision 

encompassed the broader context of their lives. Little separation existed between their 

family life and their work life. Mexican women and children worked in the fields and 

lived in labor camps and colonies. When growers and sugar companies misrepresented 

the work, failed to honor the terms of labor contracts, and did not provide workers 

enough work to get by, they put the survival of whole families and communities into 

question. When they underpaid Mexican workers, they punished women, children, and 

the elderly. Women in particular made up for poor wages through ingenuity, creativity, 

and unpaid labor. They worked long days in the field, and long nights at home. They 

stretched food and clothing as far as they could.169 During the Great Depression, they 

suffered. While some workers gained greater protections, they faced state-sanctioned 

violence and deportation—even those who had U.S. citizenship. 

In the 1930s, Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s administration passed policies that 

softened the effects of the Depression on farmers, some workers, and some U.S. citizens. 

The Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) set acreage restrictions for sugar beet growers, 
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and provided them subsidies for the beets they did not grow. The 1934 Jones-Costigan 

amendment to the AAA also guaranteed sugar beet agricultural workers a minimum wage 

and regulated child labor in the industry. However, Congress left enforcement to local 

growers’ committees, and provided little oversight. According to April Merleaux, the 

labor activism of Colorado sugar beet workers in the early 1930s led to these policy 

provisions—demonstrating the power of the movement. At the same time, the result was 

more symbolic than material.  

The National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 and the 1938 Fair Labor Standards 

Act granted unprecedented rights to workers in the United States. But the power of 

Southern Democrats and Western agribusiness converged resulting in the exclusion of 

agricultural and domestic service workers from protections such as the right to 

unionization and collective bargaining, a minimum wage, workers’ compensation, and 

overtime pay. New Deal work programs such as the 1933 Federal Emergency Relief 

Administration (FERA), later renamed the Works Progress Administration, only provided 

jobs for citizens. But in Colorado, local administrators also refused to give jobs to 

Mexican Americans, who were U.S. citizens, especially during the sugar beet harvest.170 

In 1934, Harry Hopkins, the head of FERA, exempted farm workers from federal relief, 

because he believed the federal government was unfairly subsidizing sugar companies by 

helping out farm workers. That was true, but the federal government had subsidized the 

industry in some way since its inception. This action punished farm workers not 

companies. In 1935, the state of Colorado also declared that it would no longer offer aid 

to “transients,” and people who could not prove that they had lived in Colorado for at 
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least a year.171 At the same time that white Americans and European immigrants received 

a “new deal” in Colorado, local, state, and federal officials denied Mexicanos and 

Hispanos assistance. By the end of the decade, they also “repatriated” 20,000 Mexicans 

and Mexican Americans to Mexico—indifferent to the citizenship status of those 

deported.172  

Resistiendo el Sol 

In 1924, after leaving his home in Colorado’s San Luis Valley to work in beet 

fields with his family, Sabino Márquez wrote a song that expressed his experiences. His 

words aptly described the violence he felt working with land racialized as “white.” The 

first stanzas went: “Ay Colorado, traidor, / que me tumbas que me matas.”  “Oh 

Colorado, you traitor,” he sang, “how you knock me down, how you kill me.”  In song, 

Márquez memorialized the violence he experienced as an agricultural worker in Anglo 

Colorado “con las narices al suelo y la colita pa’l sol” / “with nose to the ground and tail 

to the sky,” and drew attention to how white landowners and sugar company managers 

animalized field workers. As Márquez makes clear, working with the land away from his 

home community shaped his understanding of how white Americans claimed his body 

and the land, and made him “other” in a region where he had a long history.173  

With his words, Márquez made a searing critique of corporate agriculture and 

whiteness in Anglo-controlled Colorado. “Ya me empino para el norte, / ya me empino 

pa’l oriente, / ya me empino para el sur, / ya me empino pa’l poniente, / como si fuera su 
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‘fool’ / y diversión de la gente.” He sang, “I stumble to the north, / I stumble to the east, / 

I stumble to the south, / I stumble to the west, / as if I were the fool / and laughingstock 

of these people.” He sang of callouses on his belly, corns on his knees, and his broken 

back. He called Anglo Colorado a “resort town,” where even the sun turned against non-

white field workers. The sugar company protected the farmers, Márquez critiqued, at the 

expense of the workers whose labor made Colorado sugar possible. He described 

Hispano disempowerment as reflected in the violence of the sun, “In the state of 

Colorado, / the sun mistreats us a lot, / the laws are very contrary, / to the poor worker, / 

the interests of the farms come before, / those who resist the sun.”174 He directly linked 

white prosperity to the control of his body, to the way in which labor fashioned his body 

into a four-legged being that moved so close to the earth that it grated his underbelly raw. 

Coming from Hispano Colorado, Márquez did not separate his experience of exploitation 

from the land in Anglo Colorado. In this new commodity landscape, white Americans 

harnessed the energy of the sun, and used it against the bodies and subjectivities of non-

white agricultural workers like Márquez. 

Mexicanos and Hispanos experienced race in the United States in material ways. 

In Colorado, sugar companies, diverse state actors, and white Americans animalized them 

as laboring bodies, and sought to control their spatial, economic, and social mobility. As 

Sabino Márquez remarked: “No importa que sea vivo, / siempre parece salvaje.” The 

aliveness of his interior world mattered little in a place where privileged white residents 
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only saw him as a “savage” workhorse.175 They experienced their subjection in their 

bodies as well as their minds. The U.S. sugar empire made their bodies and communities 

vulnerable and expendable. Mexicanas and Hispanas experienced racial capitalism in 

Colorado beet fields in multiple ways—in their subordination to the male workers whose 

wages they augmented, in the double shifts they worked in fields and in ramshackle 

company housing, and in their struggles to nourish themselves and their families without 

limited access to food and garden space. It is not surprising that two of the demands that 

general strikers had in 1932 were access to clean water and garden plots. Generations of 

Mexicano and Hispano children grew up hungry, overworked, and educationally confined 

to a future of land-based violence. They experienced agriculture as violence. These early 

twentieth century experiences fueled a broad movement for environmental and social 

justice that coalesced into the Chicano movement of the 1960s and 1970s, a movement 

that spanned rural and urban communities from Texas to Colorado and California.  
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CHAPTER 5: CENTERING THE LAND IN THE GRANADA INCARCERATION 

CAMP 

In 1945, the Japanese American Citizen’s League (JACL) published a booklet, 

They Work for Victory: The Story of Japanese Americans and the War Effort, that 

stressed the central role Japanese Americans played in the history of American 

agriculture. Before the war, as farmers “who loved the soil,” Japanese Americans 

“harvested crops in green Washington’s farm country, they gave tender care to fruit 

orchards in central California, and they struggled with the wind and the sun and desert in 

California’s barren Imperial Valley, and they made that desert bloom.”176 Japanese 

American farmers in the Midwest, who relocated inland after World War II, were “one 

with all the farmers in America in producing food for freedom.”177 JACL honored the 

farmers in wartime relocation centers, who turned wastelands into productive agrarian 

landscapes. An organization that advocated assimilation into mainstream white America, 

JACL rhetorically fashioned Japanese American history into a story about how, as 

western pioneers, they civilized the land. They turned sagebrush into fruited land. 

Teiko Tomita wrote of a different experience as a farmer and as a former prisoner 

of the federal government. During WWII, the federal government imprisoned Teiko 

Tomita in the Tule Lake and Heart Mountain incarceration camps. Drawing upon her 

experience as farmer in Washington State’s Yakima Valley in the early twentieth century, 
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she wrote in a poem, “Sagebrush desert to fertile plain / A transformation, I hear, / But 

when the windy season comes / There’s no transforming the sandstorm.”178 The land and 

the weather powerfully upended and erased her labor. White Americans did the same—

discursively, when they congratulated themselves for singlehandedly bringing 

“civilization” to the West in the form of irrigated agriculture, and materially, when they 

used the law to keep Asian immigrants from possessing the land through ownership. 

Asian immigrants did not have the right to naturalize as U.S. citizens until the passage of 

the 1952 Walter-McCarran Act, and states like Washington and California had alien land 

laws on the books into the 1950s. Many Issei (Japanese immigrant) farmers could not 

own land in the American West. Nevertheless, they developed creative strategies for 

using the land to facilitate their social mobility in the American West. Nevertheless, as 

tenant farmers and sharecroppers subject to white American laws and racial violence, 

their livelihoods remained precarious. In Tomita’s experience, the forces of nature could 

sweep Issei farmers off the land, just as White Americans could control how deeply 

Japanese Americans planted roots in “American” land.   

In the Arkansas Valley, Issei farmers had roots that stretched as far back as many 

of the region’s white settler-farmers. ABS had also recruited them to work in the beet 

fields and to rent company land to grow sugar beets. Racialized differently than 
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Mexicanos, Hispanos, and Native Americans, Japanese immigrants had greater access to 

land and capital. During the first four decades of the twentieth century, Issei farmers were 

able to create moderately prosperous communities in the valley without facing the same 

kinds of violence and subjugation that other nonwhite communities faced. At the same 

time, they did not have the same privileges that German Russian immigrant farmers had. 

Namely, German Russians could naturalize as citizens, and they found it easier to buy 

land and secure factory work than Japanese farmers did. Racialized as Asian during a 

time when “Yellow Peril” discourses worked to consolidate whiteness across the nation, 

Japanese farmers had to tread carefully in the valley’s white settler towns. Vehemently 

anti-black, these towns also grew out of a long history of violence against Hispanos and 

Native people in the region. As settler-farmers in Colorado, Japanese immigrants 

participated in the “culturing” of the land in ways that generated capital for corporations 

like ABS and for the white landowners who rented land to them. But they had a 

precarious position within the valley’s racial hierarchy given the broader context of anti-

Japanese and anti-Asian racism and state-sanctioned violence in the American West (and 

throughout the hemisphere).179  

In settler Colorado, landownership in Colorado did not define the parameters of 

whiteness and belonging—the carceral welfare state did. Those who occupied precarious 

positions within rural racial hierarchies—Mexicanos, Hispanos, and Japanese 
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Americans—lived under the constant threat of dispossession, confinement, and removal. 

But Japanese Americans in Colorado never experienced removal and incarceration in the 

same way Native people, Mexicans, and West Coast Japanese Americans did. This 

chapter therefore examines the place of landed precarity in Japanese American 

communities in the Arkansas River Valley before and during World War II to reveal the 

constitutive relationship between their participation in efforts to control the land and their 

differential racialization as settler farmers in the American West. Constructed as 

inassimilable aliens who could not naturalize as U.S. citizens placed them in position 

where to secure probationary belonging, they had to, as Eiichiro Azuma has put it, 

“contribute to the American mandate of frontier conquest.” In the Arkansas Valley, sugar 

beets were central to this American project of conquest and civilization.  

ABS played a role in the development of Japanese American farming 

communities in the Arkansas Valley. But the company also played a role in the 

incarceration of West Coast Japanese American in the valley during World War II, an 

event that in many ways manifested the company’s long-term goal to have a camp of 

agricultural workers under discipline and subsidized by the federal government. 

Incarcerated Japanese Americans did work in the sugar beet fields—sometimes for 

Japanese American farmers who settled the valley in the early twentieth century and 

sometimes for other California Issei and Nisei (U.S. born) who left California just in time 

to escape incarceration. The twentieth century social and cultural history of diverse 

Japanese Americans in Colorado is therefore part of a material history of agricultural 

transformation, incarceration, and unruly arid land.  
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Over the past few decades, scholars have interpreted the historical experience of 

Japanese Americans incarcerated during WWII through an environmental perspective. 

They have reflected upon the longing that imprisoned Japanese Americans felt for their 

home places—foggy coastlines, Imperial Valley orchards, and the hustle and bustle of 

San Francisco or Seattle. Patricia Limerick has written about how the desolate landscapes 

surrounding prison camps intensified the violence of removal. Japanese American 

prisoners faced off with dehumanizing barbed wire, animal stables turned into shelters, 

and the “sterile, dusty desert.” Prisoners in Idaho, Arizona, Wyoming, and Colorado 

looked out and often saw “no trees, nothing green” to lift their spirits.180 According to 

Limerick, “Living under conditions at once infuriating, disorientating, and demoralizing, 

many of the residents nonetheless pitched into the project of discovering and realizing the 

potential of these grim landscapes.”181  

Along this line of inquiry, scholars have written about gardens within the prison 

camps as “deviant gardens,” and narrated how Japanese Americans used the material 

world “to rework their physical locations of imprisonment into places of survival.”182 

Others such as Connie Chiang have looked beyond the land as a prison to consider how 

the land “shaped and was shaped by the everyday lives and strategies of Japanese 

Americans and WRA administrators.”183 This chapter builds from the work of these 
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scholars to demonstrate the importance of the land in how Japanese Americans navigated 

whiteness politics in rural Colorado inside and outside the Granada incarceration camp.  

This chapter also takes seriously the ideological construction of the Arkansas 

Valley and the Granada Prison as a “grim landscape” with “potential.” This framing of 

the land resonates with late nineteenth century ideological constructions of the land in 

Colorado as underdeveloped, savagely wild, and in need of domestication. These 

representations were used during the nineteenth century to justify the forced removal, 

incarceration, and assimilation of American Indians in the West to make way for white 

American agrarianism. To survive in Anglo Colorado, Japanese Americans had to claim a 

place for themselves within this settler order, and work to transform Indian land into 

productive American land. In domesticating the “wild,” Issei farmers empowered and 

were empowered by white patriarchal agrarianism. 

Japanese Migration to Colorado 

The first Japanese migrants traveled to Colorado in the 1870s. Like many white 

and nonwhite labor migrants at the time, they came to work on the railroads, in the mines, 

and on new settler farms. After the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, U.S. employers in the 

West increasingly looked to Japanese workers to replace excluded Chinese workers. 

Some Japanese men had enough capital to start labor contracting companies, and 

organized groups of Japanese workers for these labor-intensive industries. Most late 

nineteenth century Japanese migrants were male, but Japanese women also migrated to 

Colorado in the late nineteenth century. Kiku Aoyama, for instance, worked in an upscale 

brothel in downtown Denver’s Chinatown in the 1890s, where she worked alongside 
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several other Japanese women. She died in November of 1894, when a man strangled her 

in an alley between Market and Blake streets. She was somewhere between the age of 

nineteen and twenty-five at the time of her death. While living and working in Denver, 

she diligently sent $50 to her mother in Japan every month.184 Like Aoyama, the first 

generation of Japanese immigrants who came to the United States worked tirelessly to 

care for their families from afar, and hoped to save enough to return to Japan with money 

to better their material conditions. Unlike Aoyama, male Japanese migrants found greater 

security in Colorado than Issei women did. Because of their gender, they could use their 

agricultural backgrounds to farm intensively—thereby transforming the land into savings 

and remittances. 

Displaced from their farms at home, Issei men found an agricultural niche in the 

American West. In the late 1880s, while the Meiji government expanded its imperial 

reach abroad, it dispossessed hundreds of thousands of Japanese peasants from the land. 

For generations, these families had intensively farmed small plots of land through rice-

centered agriculture. Meiji enclosure policies, such as changes in the tax laws, pushed 

them off the land and forced many to migrate to cities and abroad in search of new 

livelihoods.185 The Meiji state encouraged the emigration of displaced peasants to expand 

the nation’s imperial and commercial frontiers.186 

Meiji Japan transformed into a settler colonial and imperial nation in the late 

nineteenth century. The nation colonized Hokkaido and Okinawa, and expanded into 
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Taiwan, south Sakhalin, and the Chinese province of Guangdong.187 Although the 

Japanese government promoted its imperial project among emigrants, the majority of the 

380,000 Japanese migrants who left Japan between 1885 and 1924 did so to improve 

their livelihoods rather than forge Japanese imperial nodes in places like Hawaiʻi and the 

American West.188 These mostly male Japanese sojourners, dekasegi emigrants, came 

from rural backgrounds, and left their homes in search of upward mobility. Some had the 

resources to cover their own way to Hawaiʻi or California. Many did not, and left Japan 

under contract. They hoped to earn enough money to help their families get out of debt, 

buy land, purchase homes, and put money in savings.189  

Many white Americans believed that Japanese immigrants were racially superior 

to other groups that white Americans racialized as less than human—such as Chinese and 

Mexican migrants. They saw Japan as a modern nation with a hegemonic presence in the 

Pacific. Japanese immigrants gained an economic foothold in the United States in ways 

often unavailable to other nonwhite migrants, because the Japanese government had 

greater power to advocate on their behalf in diplomatic negotiations with the United 

States. But white Americans did not spare Japanese immigrant communities from nativist 

attacks and calls for their exclusion. White Americans worried that Japan planned to 

colonize the West, and that Japanese immigrants were the first brigade of Japanese 

imperial expansion into the Americas.190  
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When the Japanese government protested the violence that Issei (Japanese 

immigrant) communities experienced along the West Coast in the early twentieth century, 

President Theodore Roosevelt’s administration pushed Japan to restrict the emigration of 

working-class and rural people to the United States. In return, Japan wanted the United 

States to better protect Japanese citizens already living in the United States. In the 

subsequent “Gentleman’s Agreement of 1907,” the United States agreed to allow those 

already living in the nation the freedom to come and go, and to bring their families to the 

United States from Japan.191 In return, Japan blocked labor emigration to the United 

States. Issei, however, could not naturalize as U.S. citizens until 1952. At the time, only 

“free white persons” and “persons of African descent” could naturalize. In 1922 Ozawa 

v. United States, the Supreme Court ruled that Japanese could not become U.S. citizens, 

thereby defining them as legally outside the bounds of whiteness. The1924 Johnson Reed 

Act excluded all people racially ineligible to citizenship, therefore barring further 

Japanese migration to the United States for decades. 

White outrage against Japanese farmers, in particular, gained momentum along 

the Pacific Coast. The California state legislature responded by passing the 1913 Alien 

Land Law, to prohibit “aliens ineligible to [naturalized] citizenship” from purchasing 

land and restricted Japanese immigrants’ ability to lease land. They could still rent land, 

but only for three years at a time. In 1920, California passed an even stricter law, which 

barred them from leasing land altogether.192 In contrast, Colorado never passed an alien 

land law. Anti-Japanese movements existed in the state, but the relatively small Japanese 
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population made legal action less of a priority. Even though Issei immigrants could not 

naturalize as U.S. citizens until 1952, they still had access to land and credit, particularly 

in sugar beet growing regions, where companies supported their mobility into the farming 

class. 

 

Figure 5.1: Areas of Issei Farmer Settlement. Drawings are mine. Source: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Colorado_90.jpg, accessed 13 May 2017. 

Before World War II, the majority of Japanese migrants settled Colorado between 

1903 and 1908. Many found work in the beet fields as seasonal workers in the South 

Platte and Arkansas agricultural regions. During the harvest of 1909, for instance, 

farmers employed 3,000 Japanese workers.193 Like Mexican and Native workers, they 
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earned an hourly wage that amounted to around $1 to $1.25 for a ten-hour day. White 

agricultural workers, on the other hand, earned higher wages, around $2 per day.194 In 

sugar beet fields, Issei men usually worked for Japanese labor contractors, living and 

laboring together.  

In the fields, they forged friendships that led to economic partnerships. Two to six 

men would agree to go into business together, and pool resources to rent land. They 

moved into sharecropping and tenant farming to give themselves greater control over the 

profits of their labor. They rented land, because many Issei planned to return to Japan 

with their savings.195 They also rented, because they encountered discrimination from 

land companies, who selectively sold land to white farmers with enough capital to put the 

land to immediate use. Even though Issei farmers did not own land, they earned enough 

to expand their rented landholdings considerably. In 1907, several hundred Japanese 

immigrant farmers only owned 120 acres of land in Colorado in total. But they rented 

around 15,000 acres, and sharecropped 5,000 acres more.196 As tenant farmers and 

sharecroppers, they accumulated capital when they expanded to the point where they 

could hire wageworkers. They often paid their workers better than white farmers did. 

They hired other Issei men, as well as white and Mexican migrant workers—perhaps 

because they had to compete with white owner-farmers, who had greater leverage with 

sugar companies’ labor contractors. In this way, they built modest, and sometimes very 

lucrative, livelihoods.  
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At first, Issei farmers in Colorado devoted the majority of their land to sugar 

beets, because sugar companies were some of the first landowners to rent to them. In the 

Arkansas Valley, for instance, they leased land, horses, and tools from ABS in 

sharecropping arrangements. Once they accumulated some capital, they bought their own 

tools and animals, and rented company land as tenant farmers. They paid rent based on a 

share of their crop—usually set at one-fourth of their earnings. Over time, Japanese 

farmers added acreage, and diversified their crops beyond sugar beets. Their success with 

fruits and vegetables led some white landowners to also rent land to them as 

sharecroppers and tenant farmers.197 With more land, they hired more workers, and their 

earnings increased and so did the profits of their landlords.198 By 1910, several thousand 

Japanese residents lived in Colorado year round. When Issei men began to accumulate 

capital, they looked to create more permanent homes and communities in Colorado. 

Making Homes in the White Racial Landscape of the Arkansas Valley 

One of the first Asian immigrants to settle the Arkansas Valley was a Chinese 

man (anonymous in the record), who ran a laundry in Rocky Ford in the late nineteenth 

century. At the time, the town had maybe seven or eight hundred residents. There were 

no public utilities—gas, electricity, water, or sewers. To get water, people filled large 

cisterns from irrigation ditches that crisscrossed the town, and typhoid fever plagued the 

valley. The Chinese man, who white residents disparaged as “John the Chinaman,” ran a 

laundry behind the town’s barbershop. He made his own soap, and had a small garden 

next to his business, where he grew his own vegetables. White boys in the town 
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terrorized him. When he made soap, they threw bricks and beer bottles into the large 

crocks where he cooled soap into hard blocks. He spent hours carving out the trash.199 

Few Asian immigrants settled the valley prior to the early twentieth century. Rocky 

Ford’s Chinese laundryman likely faced loneliness and violence in the town.200  

Asian immigrants did not establish a larger presence in the valley until after ABS 

built a beet sugar factory in Rocky Ford in 1900. Recruited by the company, Japanese 

workers moved into farming from nearby coalmines to grow sugar beets and cantaloupes. 

At the time, they faced escalating anti-Japanese movements in the mines and in Denver 

neighborhoods and businesses. They found a less controversial niche in agriculture. In 

1905, four Issei men moved to the Arkansas Valley after working in nearby coalmines, 

and rented twenty-five acres of land to plant melons. They did so well that other Issei 

men began to join them from the mines. Some of these first Japanese settlers—Sam 

Nishimura, Otomatsu Nakayama, Sadakichi Harada, Yonekichi Masuda, Hatsuzo 

Furishiro, Titsuzo Uyemura, Keitaro Mameda, Kunikichi Suto, Kichimatsu Taguchi, and 

Jiroku Yunoki—travelled directly from Japan to Colorado between 1900 and 1907, 

sometimes going through Mexico first. Others migrated to the valley after working first 

on the Pacific Coast.201  
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Initially white growers allowed Japanese farmers to sell their melons through the 

valley’s cantaloupe growers association. In 1910, a group of white farmers protested this 

arrangement, and excluded Issei farmers from the association. In doing so, they hoped to 

ruin Japanese melon growers, and drive them out of the valley. In response, Keitaro 

Mameda, who learned English with the help of a sympathetic white farmer, contacted a 

brokerage in Chicago to sell his and other Japanese farmers’ melons. Chicago jobbers did 

not care that white farmers did not want Issei neighbors, and agreed to buy the melons 

that Mameda advertised. In spite of white resistance, Japanese farmers prospered in the 

Arkansas Valley, because eastern markets bought their melons and sugar companies 

bought their beets. Although white farmers resented Japanese immigrants, ABS and other 

companies rented land to them, and local merchants and banks offered them credit.202  

Issei farmers helped root corporate agriculture in the valley, and in doing so, were 

able to deflect white mobilizations against them. Because sugar companies had more 

interest in creating sugar than they did in policing the white racial sovereignty of rural 

Colorado, they endeavored to cultivate loyalty among male Issei farmers. By the 1920s, 

around eighty-five Issei men ran farms in the Arkansas Valley, usually getting their start 

through the sugar beet industry. A few owned lands, but the majority leased. Otomatsu 

Nakayama moved to Las Animas in 1906, because ABS and white businessmen recruited 

him and his business partners as sugar beet growers. According to Nakayama: “The 

landowners gave us every assistance, as did the bankers. My bank loaned us $1,000 with 

which to purchase horses costing $125 per animal. We, furthermore, bought equipment 
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from merchants on credit as we did groceries.”203 With three other men, Nakayama 

rented a 160-acre farm. They grew sugar beets, melons, wheat, barley, and alfalfa, and 

paid a fifth of their crop as rent. In 1914, Sadakichi Harada also moved to Rocky Ford, 

and became a sharecropper for ABS. He cultivated melons, onions, tomatoes, corn, 

alfalfa, and sugar beets, and paid the company a fourth of his crop as rent. He later 

bought land, and expanded his operations into New Mexico with the help of his three 

sons—Shige, Mitsu, and Uji.204 By the end of World War II, Harada had 2,000 acres 

under cultivation, and was the most powerful Issei farmer in the valley.205 

Japanese immigrants gained an economic foothold in the valley, in part through 

the gendered nature of their migration and household arrangements. Japanese men from 

rural communities brought their agricultural knowledge with them to Colorado. In print, 

Japanese Americans in Colorado exchanged and shared agricultural knowledge and best 

practices as they gained experience cultivating the land with an eye to greater profit 

margins.206 The majority of Issei immigrants could read and write, a result of universal 

primary schooling in Japan, and often subscribed to Japanese newspapers such as the 

Kakushu Jiji, the Times, and the Rocky Nippon (later called the Rocky Shimpo). In this 

way, they created knowledge communities that connected Issei men across far distances. 

They shared strategies and tips for cultivating crops in diverse and challenging 

environmental contexts. Used to farming several acres intensively in Japan, they felt 

amazement at what they could do with a hundred acres. They combined their knowledge 
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from home with techniques they learned working for white farmers.207 Issei farmers used 

American land as a commodity, and built their reputation as unparalleled producers. 

Issei men could take advantage of the gendered and raced nature of land, labor, 

and credit markets in the Arkansas Valley, because sugar companies positioned them 

against other groups in the valley. For example, the American Beet Sugar Company 

favored Issei and German Russian tenant farmers differentially to play them off one 

another, and to keep Issei farmers separate from Mexicano, Hispano, and Native 

agricultural workers. The company learned early in Oxnard, California, that Japanese and 

Mexican sugar beet workers could powerfully unite against the company. In 1903, these 

workers formed the Japanese-Mexican Labor Association (JMLA) in opposition to ABS 

and the Western Agricultural Contracting Company (WACC). They went on strike to 

demand an end to wage theft and the abolishment of the company story, where they paid 

exorbitant prices for food and other necessities. The strike ended after Anglo farmers shot 

into the crowd of strikers, killing Luis Vasquez, a Mexican worker. In the end, WACC 

conceded to many of their demands.208 ABS learned from the 1903 Oxnard Strike, and 

sought to manage their workers and farmers in Colorado accordingly. Moreover, banks 

looked at groups of three to six able-bodied Japanese men as secure investments. They 

did not extend the same level of assistance to Hispanos and Mexicanos. As a result, Issei 

men occupied a privileged place in the valley in comparison to Mexicanos, Hispanos, and 

Native Americans.   
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At the same time, ABS privileged German Russians over Japanese immigrants. 

Beginning in the last decades of the nineteenth century and lasting until World War I, 

many German Russians left the Volga region of Russia for the Great Lakes and Plains 

regions of the United States.209 German Russians faced discrimination in Colorado and 

the United States. During World War I, they confronted coercive measures that outlawed 

their language, ethnic schools, and newspapers.210 Historians note that within a 

generation, in spite of white American prejudice, German Russians in Colorado markedly 

improved their economic and social status.211 Sugar beet companies invested in their 

mobility by hiring them to work in the fields and also in the sugar factories—an 

advantage not offered Japanese, Hispano, and Mexicano workers.212 German Russian 

families also bought land in Colorado more often, because they intended from the start to 

make new homes in the United States and sugar companies provided them with favorable 

mortgages to cull their loyalty. Some German Russian immigrants even followed ABS 

from Nebraska to Colorado. White Americans treated German Russians as “lesser 
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whites.” They did not have the same privileges that white Americans did in the valley. 

But they were still considered “white,” and therefore less controversial than nonwhite 

sugar beet workers and farmers. They could naturalize as U.S. citizens, unlike Issei 

immigrants. And white Americans believed that they had the capacity to improve 

themselves racially from one generation to the next, unlike Mexicanos and Hispanos.213 

A labor manager for GWS articulated this view in 1924 when he said: “I do not look for 

them [Mexicans] to buy land. They are not thrifty like the German Russians.”214 

U.S. Immigration policies and naturalization laws thus shaped racialized class 

hierarchies in Colorado sugar towns. The Immigration Acts of 1917 and 1924 made it 

increasingly difficult for Eastern European immigrants to enter the United States. 

Restricted German Russian immigration led to a decline of German Russian agricultural 

workers in the sugar beet industry, because within a generation, earlier immigrants 

moved into the white tenant and landowning classes. Japanese immigrants also became 

tenant farmers, and sometime landowners, but they remained “foreign” in U.S. 

naturalization law and in the eyes of white Americans. Both groups moved out of migrant 

agricultural labor and into the farming class. Since immigration policy made it difficult 

for German Russian and Japanese migrants to enter the country, these communities did 

not grow significantly after the second decade of the twentieth century. Mexicanos and 

Hispanos, on the other hand, remained confined to seasonal wage labor. In the 1920s, 

some began to rent land, but the majority remained beet workers. The United States never 
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placed a quota on Mexican migrants, and their continued recruitment as seasonal workers 

reinforced the subordinate position of all Mexicanos and Hispanos in Colorado sugar 

towns. 

Because of widespread anti-Asian racism among white Americans, sugar 

companies weighed the risks of selling land to Japanese settlers when they had trouble 

finding white buyers. NSMC, for instance, had land to sell in the 1920s, and considered 

selling it to Japanese buyers. Henry Dubbs, a land agent, advised Francis King Carey to 

act with caution. He told him: “If you sell to Japanese on time contracts and start a 

movement of Japs to Colorado, you could reasonably expect that the legislature would be 

urged to pass anti-Japanese legislation before your contracts matured.”215 Carey 

responded by offering the land to Japanese buyers—but only if they could pay with cash 

upfront. In this way, NSMC could dispose of land, and not worry about lost revenue from 

mortgages if Colorado followed other western states, passed an alien land law, and 

dispossessed Issei buyers. 

In addition to federal laws, land tenure and conflict over the right to control the 

land shaped racial hierarchies in Colorado’s beet growing regions. Landowners rented the 

best farms to German Russian tenants.216 They rented first- and second-class land to 

Japanese farmers, even though white tenant farmers challenged this practice. They argued 

that Japanese immigrants displaced them from the land, and from their natural right to 

occupy the most productive land. White owner-farmers opposed Japanese farmers, out of 
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racial solidarity with white tenant farmers. They nostalgically remembered the time 

before Japanese workers starting renting land. They preferred when Japanese immigrants 

worked in the fields, because “we didn’t even know they were around.”217 Some 

Mexicanos and Hispanos also rented land in the valley, but landowners only rented them 

the worst farms for commodity crop production—therefore reinforcing their subordinate 

class position in the valley.218  

Many white residents in Colorado agricultural valleys wanted to bar Mexican 

migrants from the United States, who they saw as too visibly occupying Colorado.219 But 

white farmers advocated for unregulated Mexican labor migration, since these workers 

allowed them to hold onto the land as renters and landowners.220 A young woman in 

Eaton succinctly summed up white racial preferences in rural Colorado when she said: 

“Negroes, Japanese, and Mexicans are alike, but the Negroes are despised the most.”221 

While white Americans saw each of these groups as undesirable, Mexican and Japanese 

migrants were differentially desired and detested in ways that reflected white class 

politics over land tenure and virulent anti-blackness. Using the land to produce wealth for 

sugar companies and white landowners, Issei immigrant farmers settled agricultural 

valleys in Colorado without the backlash that Mexicano and Hispano migrants faced. 
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During their first decade in the valley, Issei men lived ascetic lives of labor to 

accumulate enough capital to join the farming class. Issei male farmers did not have the 

same access to landownership that white farmers did, but they treated the land as cultural 

and economic capital. They maintained ties to their home communities, and sent money 

home to Japan each month. From August to October in 1907, for instance, Japanese 

residents sent close to $25,000 to Japan from just two Denver post offices alone.222 When 

Issei farmers earned enough money to marry, they looked to Japan for partners. At first, 

there were few Japanese women in the Arkansas Valley. The first Japanese woman who 

moved to Rocky Ford was a woman named Shizu, who married Sam Nishimura in 1906. 

After Sam Nishimura opened a restaurant and a pool hall in town, he earned enough 

money to marry Shizu and bring her to the valley. By 1914, many Japanese men had 

married Japanese women, and paid for their travel to Colorado.223 Issei women were 

often much younger than their husbands, and were expected to create homes for their 

families as well as perform agricultural work.224 Shizu Nishimura, for instance, was 

almost twenty years younger than her husband. Issei women’s unpaid labor allowed Issei 

men to expand their agricultural production—as did their children’s labor as they grew 

into adulthood.  

 Japanese settlers built a small but close-knit community in the Arkansas Valley. 

Sadakichi Harada and his family organized the first Japanese New Year’s festivities in 

1915, which became an annual event celebrated by Issei, Nisei, and some white 
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residents.225 Japanese American children attended public schools in the valley, although 

many continued to learn and speak Japanese at home and in their communities. Around 

1927, Issei parents started a summer school to teach their children to read, write, and 

speak Japanese, because they wanted to give their children cultural fluency in Japanese 

and American social worlds. Issei parents may have also started the summer school to 

counteract the poor educations their children received in white-run public schools in the 

valley. At the school in Swink, for instance, teachers segregated Mexican and Japanese 

children in “opportunity rooms,” where they received substandard educations. Teachers 

held these students back, and placed pressure on them to drop out after the fourth 

grade.226 The Japanese summer language school worked to counter educational racism 

and inequities in the valley and encouraged ethnic pride among Nisei children. 

In their first decades as farmers in Colorado, to counter economic exploitation, 

Issei farmers tried to organize across the state to secure better terms from jobbers. 

However, disagreements and mistrust within the broader Issei community made these 

efforts difficult. In the early 1920s, Fred Kaihara started a statewide movement to 

organize a Japanese agricultural association, and many Issei joined enthusiastically. But 

the organization fell apart after a few years, when its members accused Kaihara of 

misusing their money. According to Henry Yanari, a Japanese immigrant farmer in Rocky 

Ford, Issei farmers had diverse viewpoints about how to best address economic 

exploitation by landowners and jobbers, and struggled to get along with each other. He 

hoped that the Nisei would form their own associations—especially since they spoke 
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English and had greater influence in the community as citizens. Others in the valley, such 

as Reverend Sakamoto, had dreams of starting a credit union so that Japanese Americans 

could borrow money at fair interest rates. While the banks in town would loan to them, 

they faced exorbitant interest rates.227  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Dust Storm in Prowers County, Colorado, 1935. Source: Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/item/fsa1998018175/PP/, accessed May 13, 2017. 

The Great Depression and World War II placed a hold on Issei efforts to organize 

financial and farmers’ associations. The 1930s brought hard times to tenant and owner 

farmers across Colorado. The 1920s saw declining prices for sugar beets, wheat, and 

cattle. Migrant agricultural workers threatened to strike, and their organizing efforts 

brought the federal government into debates over wages and conditions in Colorado 
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fields. After the stock market crashed in 1929, crop prices continued to fall. 

Unemployment grew across the state. To make matters worse, catastrophic drought 

descended, and the wind picked up, carrying the topsoil with it. On April 14, 1935, a day 

remembered as Black Sunday, a dust storm so thick it suffocated several people to death 

raged across southeastern Colorado into Kansas. Farmers lost land, and tenant farmers 

lost acreage. New Deal programs like the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) 

and the Work Projects Administration (WPA) unequally distributed relief, privileging 

white Americans and European immigrant communities. Thousands of Mexicans and 

Mexican Americans lost their homes and livelihoods in mass deportation campaigns that 

removed citizens and noncitizens alike from the state.228 Issei farmers, Japanese 

immigrant farmers who were not citizens and who mostly rented rather than owned land 

in Colorado, saw little relief from New Deal programs.  

Drought and dust storms devastated producers in the eastern Arkansas Valley, and 

brought great hardship to many Japanese Americans in southeastern Colorado. The 

Mameda family survived as tenant farmers during the 1930s, because the bank in Rocky 

Ford gave Keitaro Mameda a loan to keep his 200-acre farm going.229 The Yanari family 

did not have the same luck. The Yanaris moved to Rocky Ford in 1923, and farmed there 

until 1939, when the depression and ongoing drought forced them to migrate to 

California. They grew lettuce in Salinas for three years. After Pearl Harbor and the 

Japanese takeover of the Philippine Islands, fearing violence from white Americans and 

Filipinos, the Yanari family decided to return to Colorado. They brought other Issei 
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farming families with them when they returned. Henry Yanari rented a number of housing 

units, including a big warehouse, for the fifteen Japanese American families (around 

ninety people in total) who followed them to Rocky Ford in February of 1942. He also 

helped a number of other Japanese American families from Salinas move to Greeley 

before the forced removal, to work in sugar beet fields in northeastern Colorado.  

In helping West Coast Japanese Americans move to Rocky Ford, Yanari may have 

improved his standing in the valley with prominent white businessmen in the valley. At 

the end of the war, Henry Yanari was one of a few Japanese American men to belong to 

the Rocky Ford Onion Grower’s Association. Japanese American farmers formed their 

own organization, the Rocky Ford Japanese Vegetable Grower’s Association, which 

looked after the interests of melon, tomato, lettuce, and celery growers. Henry Yanari said 

he did not join the association, because he had a fruit stand—a reason that the 

interviewer, Toshio Yatsushiro, found suspect. Yanari’s decision not to join, however, may 

have actually stemmed from tensions within the community—in particular over the 

power of Sadakichi Harada. According to Reverend Eizo Sakamoto, a Christian leader in 

the valley, “You can’t do anything around here without Mr. Harada’s advice and 

approval.”230 Even though Yanari had to leave Rocky Ford during the Depression, he 

returned at a time when farmers in the valley faced a labor shortage, bringing ninety 

people with him. His actions may have placed him in the favor of white growers, and 

provoked the ire of other Issei patriarchs in the valley—such as Sadakichi Harada. While 

some likely worked for him on the 100-acre farm he rented, he likely used his pre-
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existing networks in the valley to find them jobs with other growers, just as he had 

secured their housing. 

Japanese Americans, who lived in Rocky Ford before the war, believed that 

voluntary evacuees and Granada prisoners changed how white Americans in the Valley 

perceived them. Before, they felt integrated in the town. After the WRA built the prison, 

they began to feel more noticed. In an interview with Toshio Yatsushiro after the war, a 

group of Nisei residents in Rocky Ford noted that the prison made them feel, as 

Yatsushiro put it, more “conscious of their racial background.” Some resented the 

prisoners brought to Colorado to live in Granada, as well as those who voluntarily 

resettled the valley before and after Pearl Harbor, and hoped conditions would change 

after many prisoners returned to the West Coast after the war.231  

In Colorado, and across the American West, Japanese Americans worked to build 

gardens in desert landscapes. But they only contingently belonged in the nation. Colorado 

law enforcement, sugar beet companies, and white residents did not police them in the 

same ways they did Mexicano and Hispano workers. Police officers and immigration 

officials did not target them in mass deportation raids. Colorado never passed an alien 

land law. Japanese Americans in Colorado did not experience the same level of violence 

that they faced along the Pacific Coast or the same kinds of violence that their Mexicano 

and Hispano agricultural workers faced. But they were aware that conditions in Colorado 

could turn against them, and acted strategically within this restrictive and volatile white 

racial context. 
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Unlike in California, where alien land laws fully empowered a white landowning 

class over Japanese American tenant farmers and sharecroppers, Japanese Americans in 

Colorado had more room to negotiate with landowners and agricultural corporations. At 

the same time, they relied upon the paternalism of the white capitalist and rentier classes 

to secure their positions in white rural towns, where white tenants and owner-famers 

resented them.232 Japanese immigrants used land tenancy as a strategy for securing a 

place in settler Colorado vis-à-vis the white elite class. In the first decades of the 

twentieth century, a class of prominent Japanese immigrant male-heading farming 

families emerged along the Plains, who grew sugar beets, melons, and onions to sell to 

companies with significant power in the region. Issei farmers held onto the land through 

their paternal relationships with wives, children, hired workers, and the land. Indeed, 

when the WRA incarcerated West Coast Japanese Americans in Colorado, it often 

released them to work under the paternal guidance of Colorado’s “loyal” Japanese 

American farmers. 

“Voluntary” Resettlement in Colorado 

On December 8, 1941, a day after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, the United States 

declared war against Japan. The federal government made immediate moves to 

dispossess Issei and Nisei of the homes, farms, and businesses that they spent decades 

building along the Pacific Coast from Alaska to California. The day after the bombing, 

December 8, 1941, the federal government froze Issei’s bank accounts. The FBI swept 

through Japanese American communities, arresting hundreds of Issei men. They targeted 
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community and business leaders, who they deemed as especially dangerous. The federal 

government incarcerated these men separately from their families in Justice Department 

prisons spread from North Dakota to Texas. Before fully restricting the movements of all 

Japanese Americans along the Pacific Coast, the government suggested that Issei and 

Nisei “voluntarily” relocate inland. Thousands did, moving to states like Colorado, where 

they often had friends and family. Almost two thousand Japanese Americans from the 

West Coast “voluntarily” moved to Colorado under the coercive suggestion of the federal 

government, before President Roosevelt issued an executive order that led to the 

incarceration of 120,000 Japanese Americans.233 

 

Figure 5.3: Map of Japanese American Prisons During World War II. Source: J. Burton, et al., 
“Confinement and Ethnicity: An Overview of World War II Japanese American Relocation 

Sites,” National Parks Service, 
https://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/online_books/anthropology74/cel.htm, accessed 13 May 2017. 
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On February 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive Order 

9066, paving the way for the forced removal of “persons of Japanese ancestry” from 

Alaska, California, and parts of Washington, Oregon, and Arizona. Just two months after 

Japan bombed Pearl Harbor in Hawaiʻi, the executive order brought weeks of state-

sponsored violence against Issei and Nisei to a head. Within a month of the signing the 

order, the U.S. Army divided the region into “exclusion areas” imposed curfews, and 

prohibited Japanese Americans from leaving. Each area contained around 1,000 Japanese 

Americans. In this way, the military planned for the “orderly” removal of Japanese 

Americans from the West Coast to farming towns and relocation centers located away 

from the Pacific coast.234  

On the eve of WWII, close to 3,000 Japanese Americans lived in Colorado.235 

Sixty-five percent were U.S. citizens.236 Most Issei began built lives in Colorado as 

farmers. By 1940, they and their children also owned many businesses across the state. In 

Ordway, a NSMC sugar town, Kichimatsu Taguchi ran a farm and a grocery store that 

specialized in Japanese foods. According to his daughter, Haruye Saiki, who still ran the 

grocery in the 1960s, Taguchi used to bike between Pueblo and Ordway selling produce 

and products from his store to a diverse array of customers.237 The voluntary removal of 

West Coast Japanese Americans in the weeks leading up to forced removal troubled 
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Japanese Americans in Colorado. They worried about how newcomers would affect their 

tenuous positions in Colorado.238  

After the signing of Executive Order 9066, Colorado Governor Ralph L. Carr 

issued a public statement welcoming any “law-abiding” Japanese Americans to settle in 

Colorado. Carr took a more open approach to Japanese Americans than governors from 

other states did. Wyoming governor Nels Smith told Milton Eisenhower, the head of the 

War Relocation Authority (WRA), “If you bring Japanese into my state, I promise they 

will be hanging from every tree.”239 In the weeks leading up to March 27, 1942, the date 

Roosevelt’s executive order went into effect, around 2,000 Japanese Americans moved to 

Colorado.240 West Coast Japanese Americans who left their coastal homes for Colorado 

often went to places where they had friends and relatives. After the Granada Prison 

opened its gates to Japanese Americans, who mostly came from California, the 

population of Issei and Nisei in Colorado surged. By the end of the war in 1945, almost 

twelve thousand Japanese Americans lived in Colorado. Within a year, their numbers 

dropped to just over six thousand, as many families moved elsewhere or returned to their 

homes on the West Coast.241 Even still, the population of Japanese Americans in post-war 

Colorado remained more than double pre-war numbers. 

Some Japanese Americans welcomed friends and newcomers to Colorado, while 

others worked to keep wartime migrants from settling near them. Those divided on the 

issue worried that they would lose the economic foothold they had gained in the state as 
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urban merchants, tenant farmers, and occasional landowners. For example, three Japanese 

American men—Clarence Iwao Nishizu, his brother John, and Jack Tsuhara—drove to 

Colorado after Pearl Harbor hoping to find work at a seed company in Colorado. The 

company turned them away, a fate they encountered when they went to southern 

Colorado looking for work from Issei farmers. The farmers they met in the San Luis 

Valley and throughout New Mexico told them to move on. They had little interest in 

helping more Japanese Americans settle the region for fear they would turn their 

neighbors against them. These three men returned to California, where they were 

incarcerated and forcibly relocated.242  

When they could, West Coast Japanese Americans used their networks to secure 

housing and work with Issei and Nisei, by offering farm labor in exchange for refuge. 

Some Japanese American farmers in Colorado had to cut their acreage, because they 

faced a labor shortage as Mexicanos, Hispanos, and other beet workers entered military 

service or better paid wartime industries. In Las Animas, for example, the Sakai family 

they cut their acreage from 1000 to 500 acres during the war.243 Voluntary evacuees 

therefore helped Japanese American farmers hold onto their rented lands during the 

wartime labor shortage, and demonstrate their loyalty to the United States and to sugar 

companies.  

At first, after the United States declared war against Japan, sugar companies 

moved to distance themselves from their Issei and Nisei farmers. Shingo Nakamura 

experienced this first hand when GWS refused to pay him for his beets, even though he 
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had farmed for the company for thirty years. In 1906, Shingo Nakamura migrated to 

Colorado from Itojima, Fukuoka Prefecture on Kyushu. In 1912, he and a friend rented 

160 acres near Iliff, Colorado, and planted sugar beets for the GWS. They did so well that 

the next year they rented 160 more acres in northeastern Colorado. Nakamura 

remembered how the day after Pearl Harbor, a GWS company representative visited his 

home to tell him that the company would not pay “enemy aliens” for any beets they 

brought to the factory during the harvest. As a result, Nakamura could not pay his field 

workers—which tarnished his farm’s reputation among beet workers. Several weeks 

later, he received a letter from an old friend in California, Kofuyo Matsuura. Matsuura 

worried about the rising anti-Japanese sentiment, and asked if he and his family could 

come stay with Nakamura and his family in Colorado. After speaking with a government 

official, Nakamura agreed to take in the Matsuura family. In exchange, they helped him 

manage his 225-acre farm—where he raised cattle, and continued to cultivate sugar beets, 

corn, wheat, and truck vegetables.244 In this way, the Matsuura’s helped Nakamura hold 

onto his business after GWS threatened to undermine it. 

Recently relocated Issei lacked Nakamura’s ties to prominent white Americans 

and often could not afford to rent land in Colorado. They instead moved from farm to 

farm as migrant workers. For example, the Murakami couple, whose grown children 

lived elsewhere, leased fifteen acres in southern California before the war. They grew 

strawberries, and over time were able to buy a tenant home on the farmer’s property. The 

white farmer who owned the land they leased promised to look after their house and their 

belongings when the left to wait out the war in Colorado. He made this promise 
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disingenuously. The Murakamis lost their belongings, and as of 1946, did not know if 

they still had their home. After moving to Swink, Colorado, they could not afford to rent 

land, and worked moving from farm to farm as needed. They usually worked for other 

Japanese American farmers. In fact, they moved to Swink before mandatory evacuation, 

because some of their friends had moved to the Arkansas Valley, and had offered them 

work.245  

Facing mandatory evacuation, Issei and Nisei quickly liquidated their assets. 

Some did have the ability to rent land and manage their own farms. However, more than 

a few resented their confinement to farming—as missed their old occupations in cities 

like Los Angeles. In 1944, an Issei man by the name of Furukawa moved to Crowley, 

Colorado with his wife and their five children. After Pearl Harbor, the Furukawa family 

had left California and moved to Utah. In Los Angeles before the war, Furukawa ran a 

large fish market, an occupation of love that he brought with him to Utah and, later, 

Colorado. In both places, he farmed and ran small fish markets. In the Arkansas Valley, 

he cultivated sugar beets, melons, and onions on a 200-acre farm as a sharecropper. After 

the war, he hoped to return to California, because Colorado weather was so 

unpredictable. Furukawa found farming so difficult in Colorado that he developed an 

ulcer, and spent his days dreaming about re-opening his fish market in San Pedro.246 

While those who left the West Coast before mandatory evacuation (sometimes 
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begrudgingly) rented land and worked on farms as wage workers in the Arkansas Valley, 

thousands of Japanese American prisoners began to arrive in the valley under guard.  

In late March of 1942, President Roosevelt’s newly created WRA ordered the 

forced removal of Japanese Americans from “exclusion zones” on the West Coast. The 

WRA imprisoned those removed in ten relocation centers. The U.S. government also 

extradited and incarcerated Japanese Latin Americans, under the imperial assumption that 

Latin American nations could not adequately control and monitor their Japanese 

immigrant communities.247 The WRA built one of these wartime prisons in Colorado’s 

Arkansas River Valley, a mile from the town of Granada. Once constructed, the Granada 

Relocation Center occupied over 10,000 acres of dustbowl land.248  

The WRA acquired some of the land from private landowners, but it acquired the 

majority of the prison’s acreage from the American Crystal Sugar Company (ACSC) 

through eminent domain in June of 1942.249 ACSC appeared pleased to rid itself of the 

land, and likely had played a significant role in the WRA’s selection of the valley for one 

of its ten prisons. The tenant farmers displaced in the sale likely felt less enthused, as they 
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had to move before harvest time.250 After putting $4.2 million dollars into the 

construction of the camp, the WRA opened it to the first prisoners in late August.251 The 

prison quickly became the largest “city” in the Valley outside of Pueblo. In 1940, 

Granada had 342 residents. Lamar, Las Animas, and Rocky Ford boasted around 4,000 

residents each, while La Junta had a population just over 7,000.252  

Amache and the Granada Incarceration Camp 

 

Figure 5.4: Amache Ochinee Prowers (left) and the Granada Prison (right).  
Source: C. F. Bryner, “Mrs. John Prowers,” Digital Collections, Denver Public Library Western 

History/Genealogy Department, 
http://digital.denverlibrary.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p15330coll22/id/84116/rec/1, accessed 

23 May 2017; Tom Parker, “A general all over view of a section of the Granada Relocation 
Center, looking north and west,” War Relocation Authority, Digital Collections, Denver Public 

Library Western History/Genealogy Department, 
http://digital.denverlibrary.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p15330coll22/id/3533/rec/25, accessed 

23 May 2017. 
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In the aftermath of the 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the United States 

federal government imprisoned over 120,000 Japanese Americans, who lived along the 

Pacific Coast, From 1942 to 1945, more than 7,000 Japanese Americans, the majority 

U.S. citizens, lived in one of these prisons a mile from Granada, a small rural town in the 

Colorado Arkansas River Valley. Though officially called the “Granada Relocation 

Center,” the camp was known and continues to be remembered as “Amache.” After too 

many postal service mix-ups, or so the story goes, the Mayor of Lamar, R. L. Christy, 

suggested changing the name of the prison’s post office to Amache, to honor a 

nineteenth-century Cheyenne woman.253  

Amache Ochinee Prowers died in 1905, decades before the Japanese American 

prison opened. The daughter of a Cheyenne leader, Ochinee (Chief Lone Bear), Amache 

married John a white settler-rancher named John Powers in 1861. Under the order of 

Colonel John Chivington, U.S. troops murdered her father and relatives in the 1864 Sand 

Creek Massacre. They spared Amache, but imprisoned her and her immediate family at 

their ranch in Boggsville to keep them from warning other Cheyenne and Arapahos of the 

impending attack.254 Amache’s continued presence in her ancestral homeland in the years 

that followed the murder and exile of her people affirmed her inherent sovereignty, 

resistance, and perseverance. Yet as the 1942 appropriation of her name suggests, 
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“Amache” also entered into the cultural, racial, and material politics of an emerging 

settler order in the valley. During World War II, “Amache” signified dispossession, 

alienage, and gendered discipline in the service of white patriarchal agrarian rule. 

White settlers in the valley remembered Amache as a “good Indian woman.” The 

narratives that they constructed about her emphasized her dutiful loyalty to her white 

husband. They celebrated her successful assimilation into Anglo social and cultural 

norms. A portrait of Amache hangs in the Bent County Courthouse next to one of John 

Prowers, entitled: “Amache, The Cheyenne Princess.” The inscription below her image 

reads as follows:  

Amache, the Cheyenne Princess, also Mrs. John W. Prowers. At the age of fifteen years 
she married John Prowers, who was twenty-three years of age. Ten children were born to 
them. It was a wide stride from the teepee to the Powers House at Boggsville, but the 
Prowers home was a success. Mrs. Prowers was held in high esteem by the members of 
her tribe and was respected by all her new friends among the people of her adoption due 
to the strenuous effort of the Cheyenne Woman to adapt herself to the white man’s 
ways.255 

 
According to local white lore, Amache worked hard to transform herself into a good 

American woman. She left her people and cultural practices behind to create a 

“successful home” in her adopted Anglo community. The real Amache is lost in this 

construction; just her complexity is lost in the appropriation of her name for a Japanese 

American prison camp. Imposed upon the camp’s prisoners, the figure of Amache 

signaled the right way to be an “enemy alien” in a white supremacist agrarian nation. 

White residents in the valley celebrated this fictionalized “Amache,” perhaps to separate 

her and them from the massacre that happened along the Sand Creek. The name implied 
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that to belong as enemy aliens, Japanese Americans needed to help white men feel more 

at home on Indian land. They needed to make the land productive for white Americans. 

The name “Amache” thus linked nineteenth century Cheyenne and Arapaho 

dispossession to twentieth century Japanese American dispossession and incarceration in 

the Arkansas Valley. The federal government dispossessed West Coast Japanese 

Americans, and incarcerated them on Cheyenne/Arapaho land, because they, like the 

land, challenged the white agrarian order. Before President Roosevelt signed executive 

order 9066 in February of 1942, western sugar beet companies and state officials 

discussed “relocating” Japanese Americans to sugar beet regions to work for white 

farmers.256  Colorado Governor Ralph Carr hoped that the camp’s prisoners would bring 

their expert agricultural knowledge to the state, and help transform the Colorado Plains 

into an agricultural powerhouse on par with California’s Central Valley. The Dust Bowl 

of the 1930s had forced many eastern Colorado farmers to leave farming—some who left 

the state for California farms and fields. White American disillusionment with 

unmanageable land in Colorado brought these prisoners to the valley. 

After four decades in southeastern Colorado, the sugar beet industry had yet to 

create the profitable and civilized agrarian order it had promised at the turn of the 

twentieth century. Insecurity plagued white farmers. Drought and beet diseases destroyed 

fields of beets. Racialized workers labored in the fields under a variety of coercive labor 

controls. White farmers in Colorado became increasingly dependent upon the federal 

government for assistance. When Germany invaded Poland in 1939, fortunes changed. 

                                                
256 Sandra C. Taylor, Jewel of the Desert: Japanese American Internment at Topaz (Berkeley: University of 
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Sugar beet production increased to meet the demands of war, and crop prices rose across 

the board. No longer needing payments to keep fields unseeded, farmers planted as much 

of their land as they could. But they faced a labor shortage—since the state deported 

thousands of Mexicanos during the Depression. They looked to the state to provide them 

with flexible and controllable sources of migrant workers, who would not settle their 

communities permanently. Initially, the U.S. Employment Service (USES) focused its 

recruiting efforts for Colorado farmers in Mexican American and Native American 

communities in the region.257 However, the war opened up better paying jobs for these 

workers in manufacturing, mining, railroads, and the armed forces. To address Western 

farmers’ demands for inexpensive and contingent workers, the government piloted 

several projects.  

                                                
257 “State Needs 3,439 More Beet Workers,” Daily Press Review vol. V, no. 6 (15 September 1942): 2, War 
Relocation Authority, San Francisco Regional Office, Information Division, CSU-JADP, 
https://calisphere.org/item/9abea5066331f5def52f2b785c79dea9/?_pjax=%23js-pageContent, accessed 20 
March 2017. 
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Figure 5.5: Mexican Beet Workers Recruited and Brought to the Arkansas Valley, Colorado, 
Nebraska and Minnesota by the FSA Farm Security Administration, 1943. Source: Library of 

Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/owi2001046082/PP/, accessed May 13, 2017. 

 
First, the federal government signed a bilateral agreement with Mexico, the 

Bracero Program, which established a guest worker program that lasted until 1964, and 

involved more than 4 million agricultural and railroad labor contracts. Second, the state 

constructed prisoner of war camps in agricultural regions to house captured German and 

Italian POWs, who worked in local farmers’ fields during their incarceration. Finally, per 

executive order, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt incarcerated 120,000 West Coast 

Japanese Americans in ten “relocation centers” located from inland California to 

Arkansas. The federal government constructed one of these prisons in Colorado’s own 

Arkansas River Valley, and incarcerated over 7,000 West Coast Japanese Americans, 
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who were mostly from California, just outside the small town of Granada. Under guard, 

Granada prisoners farmed inside and outside the camp—often in sugar beet fields.  

By bringing incarcerated Japanese Americans to southeastern Colorado, the 

federal government intended to accomplish several goals. The camp’s planners expected 

the prisoners to improve the land that the camp occupied, over 10,000 acres in total. They 

intended the prisoners to help farmers in the region expand production, as a flexible and 

pliable labor source. Finally, they hoped some Issei and Nisei farmers would stay in 

Colorado, and revive agriculture along the Plains. As a temporary prison, once it closed, 

the prisoners would have to leave the valley. Some would likely return home. As a result, 

the government planned in advance how to deal with “surplus labor” during and after the 

war. Coming off of the Great Depression, which devastated Colorado agriculture, and the 

deportation campaigns that forcibly removed thousands of Mexicanos and Hispanos from 

the state, the Granada Incarceration Camps solved a problem long plaguing the sugar beet 

industry—how to keep a surplus of nonwhite agricultural laborers under control and 

separate from white residents. Since the government provided the prison with basic 

necessities, and prisoners grew their own food within the camp’s barbed wire borders, 

growers had on demand access to workers unable to demand a living wage. In fact, the 

federal government subsidized farmers and sugar companies by feeding, clothing, and 

housing Japanese American prisoners—just as Japanese Americans removal on the coast 

enriched the white Americans who took their farms, homes, and possessions. 
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Figure 5.6: Granada Prisoners Harvesting Spinach on the Prison Farm. Source: Densho Digital 
Repository, http://ddr.densho.org/ddr-densho-37-779/, accessed 13 May 2017. 

 
At its fullest capacity, the Granada prison held over 7,500 Japanese Americans, 

whose incarceration provided an economic boon to valley businesses and farms hit hard 

during the Depression. The majority of Granada Prisoners were from California. They 

were rural and urban. Almost half were skilled farmers. The first year alone, prisoners 

cultivated four million pounds of produce at the prison’s farm.258 Through a day pass 

system, Japanese American prisoners could also leave to shop in Granada or Lamar. They 

left the Granada prison on short-term and longer-term leaves to work on farms 

throughout the state. Granada prisoners circulated between sugar beet, onion, tomato, and 

melon fields in the Arkansas Valley, working with the land for white and Japanese 

American farmers as field hands, and shopping at the stores of local merchants for 
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necessary and luxury commodities. In 1942 alone, over one thousand prisoners from 

Granada worked harvesting sugar beets and potatoes.259  

Japanese Americans theorized freedom and belonging during their incarceration 

in relation to material scarcity in the camp and their experience of the land in the 

Arkansas Valley. Before the war, Japanese immigrants used the land to secure a better 

place for themselves within Colorado’s racialized class hierarchies. Many Japanese 

American prisoners in the valley did the same in California. In Colorado, however, the 

government used the land to discipline California Issei and Nisei. They experienced this 

coercive Americanization project in relation to the land, which felt strange, dangerous, 

and inhospitable. The government dispossessed them of their farms in California, and 

disciplined them through manual agricultural labor. In doing so, the state hoped to 

civilize Arkansas Valley land and keep white farmers and loyal Japanese American 

farmers on the land. 

Confronting Land and Life inside the Prison  

Mary Hamano remembered that she had no idea where the government planned to 

take her until she arrived. When she got off the train in Granada, Colorado, she noted 

how the wind and the open country felt so different from her home in Los Angeles. The 

strangers who introduced her group to the camp instructed them to watch out for 

rattlesnakes and cactus. When the wind blew, it carried cactus needles and lodged them 

into people’s bare skin. The prison guides told her and the others to wear long sleeved-

shirts, long pants, and thick boots, even on warm days, to protect themselves from the 

prickly wind. Hamano remembered how bare the land seemed. Over time, men in the 
                                                
259 Wei, Asians in Colorado, 235. 
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prison collected elm seedlings from the bank of the Arkansas River to plant behind 

housing barracks, to block the wind and give structure to the open sky.260 

 

Figure 5.7: Lightning Storm in the Granada Prison. Source: Densho Digital Repository, 
http://ddr.densho.org/ddr-densho-159-31/, accessed 13 May 2017. 

 
Bob Fuchigami also remembered barren land scrapped clean with bulldozers. “It 

was strange land for us,” he said, “The climate was the extremes.” In the winter, the 

temperature plunged below zero, and summer days rose above a hundred degrees. The 

camp bordered dustbowl land, and dust storms still swept across the land. “There were 

time when we had dust storms where you couldn’t see from here to the refrigerator,” 

                                                
260 Megan Asaka interview with Mary Hamano, Segment 17, 14 May 2008, Denver, Colorado, Densho 
Visual History Collection, Densho Digital Archive, http:/archive.densho.org, accessed 15 March 2017. 
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Fuchigami later described. During dust storms, camp prisoners could get lost walking to 

and from the latrines. Once, a tornado ripped through the camp, destroying a warehouse. 

Although it did not rain much, when it did, the sky poured as if to make up for months 

without rain, flooding the camp.261  

Lily Yuriko Nakai Havey grew up in a working-class section of Hollywood in Los 

Angeles. The Colorado winds etched themselves into Havey’s memory: “The Amache 

winds! How do I describe them? They blew and they howled, they choked and caressed, 

but Eva’s mother had one especially colorful description: ‘Tit and butt busters.’”262 She 

remembered how the winters tested the prisoners’ endurance. Havey’s mother refused to 

buy a new coat, as a way to remember and honor her own father. In Japan, Havey’s 

grandfather only wore straw sandals, even in the winter. Her mother said she wanted to 

“feel the snow the way he did,” and grieved for never sending him shoes. “One time he 

carried me onbu, piggyback, to school because the snow was so deep,” she told Lily. 

Colorado snow connected Havey’s mother to the spirit of her father, who struggled in 

ways that felt distant to their life in Los Angeles. She endured life in the Granada prison 

with the memory of her father’s endurance as a guide.263 

Prisoners often compared the land and weather in Colorado to their homes in 

California. Marion Michiko Bernardo, for example, remembered how much the heat and 

dry air differed from where she lived in Walnut Grove, California. There were so few 

trees. Over time, prisoners planted cottonwood trees, which brought thousands of moths 

                                                
261 Richard Potashin interview with Bob Fuchigami, Segment 19, 14 May 2008, Densho Visual History 
Collection, Densho Digital Archive, http:/archive.densho.org, accessed 16 March 2017. 
262 Lily Yuriko Nakai Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp: A Nisei Youth Behind A World War II Fence 
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2014), 111. 
263 Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp, 119. 
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to the camp. Michiko Bernardo recalled the winter’s extreme cold, and her constant fear 

of rattlesnakes.264 For Mo Nishida, the scorpions and rattlesnakes made the prison 

exciting. He and his friends would go out looking for snakes and turtles. They would pile 

them altogether in a pit and watch them fight. The older boys taught Nishida how to catch 

snakes with a forked stick, to help out during the camp’s periodic rattlesnake drives. 

Prisoners would catch as many rattlesnakes as they could and give them to the hospital. 

The hospital used the meat and the venom. According to Nishida, “It’s supposed to be 

real good meat, strong meat for recovering people.”265  

The “wildness” of the nonhuman world in Colorado left a large imprint on those 

imprisoned in Granada. Mo Nishida recalled how on winter nights, the jackrabbits 

gathered into “fairy rings,” large circles where they thumped their feet and dance. He 

used to watch them dance on full moon nights. They would gather in the middle of the 

camp’s baseball diamond. “It was real trippy to see that,” Nishida described. He also 

remembered how the Ichikawa brothers from Terminal Island used to go out into the 

desert and catch what Nishida called “wild-ass animals.” Once, they captured three big 

horned owls, and put them in cage, until one of the owls ate the other two.266 Animals and 

insects made their way into Lily Havey’s imagination in terrifying ways. She worried 

about coyotes laying in wait. “I imagined,” she described, “flaming red eyes, bristling fur, 

                                                
264 Tom Ikeda and Barbara Takei interview with Marion Michiko Bernardo, Segment 13, 6 April 2011, San 
Francisco, California, Densho Visual History Collection, Densho Digital Archive, http:/archive.densho.org, 
accessed 15 March 2017. 
265 Martha Nakagawa interview with Mo Nishida, Segment 10, 29 November 2011, Los Angeles, 
California, Densho Visual History Collection, Densho Digital Archive, http:/archive.densho.org, accessed 
15 March 2017. 
266 Martha Nakagawa interview with Mo Nishida, Segment 10, 29 November 2011, Los Angeles, 
California, Densho Visual History Collection, Densho Digital Archive, http:/archive.densho.org, accessed 
15 March 2017. 
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a snarling mouth.”267 When the dust storms came, she imagined suffocating under 

mounds of sand “the way those ants must have tried when we poured dirt into their 

mazes.”268  

The land and nonhumans in the valley also framed how Havey understood 

freedom within the confines of the prison. Decades later Havey created watercolor 

paintings as a way of processing her experiences in the Granada Prison. For one of these 

paintings, “Only my Freedom,” Havey wrote: “Jackrabbits (painted white here, instead of 

dirty brown) hopped freely, unfazed by barbed wire and armed guards. We, however, 

were confined, trapped. I often saw these animals when I walked along the fence and 

envied them.”269 She remembered how they bounded across white, snowy landscapes that 

stretched all the way to Kansas. They could move freely across the land, far beyond “the 

reaches of the searchlights.” She fantasied about a life free from surveillance and barbed 

wire. She dreamed about the freedom to move at will. She painted them white, not “dirty 

brown,” perhaps to signify the kind of freedom white Americans had during the war 

while she and other Japanese Americans lived in prisons. Or, perhaps she painted them 

white to distance “freedom” from living so closely to the land—a land that both amazed 

and terrified her.270  

                                                
267 Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp, 123. 
268 Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp, 95. 
269 Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp, 116. 
270 Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp, 117. 
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Figure 5.8: Lily Yuriko Nakai Havey’s Paintings. “Nightmare” (left) and “Only My Freedom” 

(right). Source: Lily Yuriko Nakai Havey, Gasa Gasa Girl Goes to Camp: A Nisei Youth Behind 
A World War II Fence (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2014), 116, 122. 

 

Being close to the land carried stigma among urban Nisei youth in the prison. 

They saw farms as a part of an Issei past. Cities like Los Angeles symbolized Nisei 

modernity and cosmopolitanism. Irene Najima, who grew up on a poultry farm in 

Petaluma, California, remembered how she felt like a “country hick” in comparison to 

“city slickers” from Los Angeles. According to Najima, young Japanese American 

women from Los Angeles put on makeup in the most fashionable ways, danced the 

jitterbug, and chewed a lot of gum. Urban young men drew inspiration from Mexicano 

zoot suiters. They folded their pants at the ankle, and wore their hair in the pachuco style. 
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Najima remember, “They were really cool.” Rural girls like her, she said, felt backward 

in comparison, and as though they “were just off the boat from Japan.”271  

Japanese Americans faced lives of material scarcity in the prison, and 

immediately set to work reshaping the land into homes and farms. In the beginning, the 

first Japanese Americans to arrive at the prison camp lived among construction materials. 

The barracks were incomplete with piles of lumber scattered around. At night, people 

would steal the wood to make benches, tables, and furniture. Louie Watanabe 

remembered, “Everybody waited until nighttime and they come in, take the lumber, bring 

it home.” Those with “handy skills” made beautiful furniture. Prisoners crafted bed 

frames and bunk beds, the latter to create more space in the barracks.272 By planting trees 

and gardens, and turning raw materials into furniture, incarcerated Japanese Americans 

created homes in spite of the violence they felt imprisoned on land that felt hostile and 

dangerous to them. The land in the camp could be dangerous and, in some cases, deadly. 

When camp administrators made plants to build three schools in the camp, they had 

prisoners dig out land to lay the foundations. Kids began to play in the pits, which had 

caves along their sides. One day, a cave fell in on itself, burying a number of children. 

Those who rushed to the scene dug some of them out, but three boys died in the 

landslide. They stopped constructing the school after the children died in the foundation, 

because, according to Mo Nishida, “It was a bad omen.”  

                                                
271 Megan Asaka Interview with Irene Najima, Segment 17, 4 August 2008, Seattle, Washington, Densho 
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Imprisoned in the Arkansas Valley, Granada prisoners encountered grasshoppers, 

snakes, turtles, and rabbits. They endured 100-degree days, months without rain, and 

days of rain, sleet, snow, and hail. They navigated the hostile climate of white American 

rural towns, and the coercive demands of the WRA. They worked for demanding farmers, 

and used their agricultural knowledge to help white Americans “re-domesticate” the land 

after the “terrible thirties.” But their knowledge and their wealth, after having sold their 

belongings in California, fostered resentment among white rural residents in Colorado 

who began to characterize Japanese Americans as unfairly displacing them from the land. 

Confronting White Resentment along the Colorado Plains 

Min Tonai said Japanese Americans imprisoned in Granada pronounced Granada 

the right way—“Spanish-wise.”273 White Americans in the valley Anglicized the vowels 

in the name in ways that, to Tonai, reflected their insular whiteness. Many Granada 

prisoners saw themselves as more educated and cultured than white Americans in the 

Arkansas Valley. When they looked outside the prison, they compared the land and towns 

to those they left behind and saw an impoverished landscape. 

When Japanese Americans left their homes, they brought their finest clothes with 

them, throwing away anything old and ordinary. Lily Havey’s mother had told her, “You 

don’t want to look like a beggar.”274 They used clothing to mark their bodies as civilized 

and cultured to counter white American perceptions of their inhumanity.275 Sometime in 
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the fall of 1942, shortly after the prison opened, thirty-one year old Mutsu Homma 

arrived at the Granada Prison. She had lived in the United States since she was eighteen 

years old. Upon arriving in Colorado, she noted how young the guards at the camp 

seemed. One of the soldiers stopped her, and asked, “Are you a human being?” She 

responded, “Yes. Don’t you think so?” He replied that yes she did in fact look human. He 

told her that when he arrived in Colorado from South Carolina, he had never seen a 

Japanese person. People in the valley told him that Japanese people were like “gorillas,” 

and said, “If you want to, kill them.” But when Japanese Americans started to arrive, the 

guard found himself surprised by their appearance. Looking down on the arrivals from 

his guard tower, Japanese Americans’ “beautiful clothing” humanized them.  

Many of the prisoners understood that the government imprisoned them in the 

valley to help local farmers with their crops—as laborers and as expert farmers. Toshiko 

Aiboshi, for instance, heard rumors that some white Americans were jealous of the 

camp’s farm and of the prisoners’ agricultural skills. They could “smell food growing.” 

They marveled at the smell of celery, he said, because they did not know that anything 

beyond sugar beets could grow in the desert. Some of the valley’s white residents even 

resented the buildings in the camp, because they were nicer and better constructed than 

their own homes.276 Min Tonai also recalled that the land around the camp was 

“developed” and irrigated. But farmers had little truck farming (where Japanese 

American farmers excelled), and primarily focused on sugar beets and melons. Camp 

administrators hoped West Coast Japanese American farmers would bring new crops to 
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the valley—such as celery. An Issei farmer, who had been transferred to Granada from 

Tule Lake, was the first grew celery in the camp. Other farmers in the prison doubted that 

he could grow celery in Colorado’s dry climate, but he told them all—“watch and see.” 

And he did. He grew “beautiful Utah type celery.”277  

Granada prisoners also understood that they provided an economic and cultural 

boon to the valley’s residents—who in addition to profiting from their agricultural 

knowledge also profited from them as consumers and laborers. Prisoners could leave the 

camp through several different kinds of leaves. They could leave to join the military, to 

go to school, and for menial labor jobs. Leaves were short-term, long-term, and 

indefinite. Women left the prison to work as housekeepers. Women and men left for short 

periods to help harvest sugar beets and other crops. Some even worked at the Broadmoor 

Hotel, an upscale resort in Colorado Springs.278 Kazuo Ito spent the harvest season of 

1944 living and working in Olney Springs, where he topped beets from the early morning 

to the evening. He received a leave pass from Amache to work there until December.279  

Bob Fuchigami also left the camp to work, although he went to the South Platte 

River Valley. His brother had left the camp to pick peaches, and then ended up living in 

northeastern Colorado on a long-term leave, where he leased land to grow onions. His 

brother needed help, and requested that Bob and their other brother come help. Camp 

administrators agreed, and sent the to Keenesburg. There, they lived in a tiny shack by 
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the railroad track, which shook every time the train passed. They lived without running 

water and electricity, but Fuchigami remembered feeling free. “One of the things about 

being behind wires is you value freedom,” he said. From that point onward, he said, 

freedom guided all his life’s decisions. He would ask himself, “What gives me the most 

choice? What gives me the most freedom?”280 

Prisoners could also get day passes to go shop or visit in nearby towns. Marion 

Michiko Bernardo remembered that once a month, she would get to go into Granada to 

buy ice cream sundaes. She and the others would walk over a mile to the town’s only 

general store. Bernardo remembered the store’s owner made “tons of money” off of the 

prisoners. She described Granada as a poor town that got poorer after the prison closed.281 

Louie Watanabe also believed the town of Lamar profited from the camp. He said, “Yeah, 

if it wasn’t for the Japanese camp, this town of Lamar, it’s twelve miles from the camp, 

they were just struggling until the Japanese people came.” At first, he said, the 

townspeople expressed a lot of anti-Japanese racism, but that once they saw that the 

prisoners had money, they tempered their attitudes.282 Lamar stores particularly 

appreciated that Japanese Americans paid with cash, rather than on credit, something 

many white Americans in the valley could not even do.283 The mail truck came from 

Lamar, and Granada camp internees would catch a ride on the truck to go into town to go 
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shopping. Since only a few people could fit, they brought everyone’s shopping lists with 

them. They could only shop at the businesses that catered to them. A number of shops 

refused to serve them. Some put signs in the window that said, “We don’t serve Japs.” A 

barbershop even boasted a sign that said, “Jap hunting license.”284  Japanese American 

prisoners understood the role they played in the valley—they were there to provide a 

service to white residents. They had little choice but to shop at the closest stores and 

accept work from employer who would take them, but that did not stop them from 

creating their own narratives about fairness and honor.  

 Many incarcerated Japanese Americans worked as seasonal workers in the sugar 

beet fields—an experience that left these workers resentful. In September of 1942, the 

Denver Post reported to its readership that the state’s sugar beet industry still needed over 

three thousand workers.285 On September 10, 1942, in Prowers County, the county 

commissioners and Sheriff W. G. McGuin signed an agreement with the WRA to provide 

policing for Japanese American workers released from Granada to harvest beets. They did 

so at the urging of thirty beet growers, who attended the Commissioners’ meeting, in the 

hopes of getting Japanese American workers under militarized discipline.286 That fall, 

around 1,200 incarcerated Japanese American worked for farmers, who claimed they 
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would lose 60,000 tons of beets without them.287 Not surprisingly, Japanese Americans 

returned to the prison after the harvest with many complaints about wages and hours.288  

When they could, prisoners preferred to work for Japanese American farmers or 

apply for long-term releases so that they could rent or buy farms in Colorado. A number 

of Granada prisoners secured long-term leaves, and rented land in Granada. Initially, the 

town of Granada refused to sell or rent land to Granada prisoners. Beginning in 1943, 

however, after several wealthier Japanese Americans in the camp convinced a few 

landowners to rent to them, the prison’s administration allowed them to move outside of 

the camp. Japanese Americans also began to settle the Arkansas Valley from other 

incarceration camps. By May of 1944, over 1,000 West Coast Japanese Americans had 

resettled in Colorado in this way.289 As Japanese American evacuees, prisoners, and 

“resettlers” moved into tenant farming, and several dozen bought farms, racial tensions 

flared across Colorado’s agricultural valleys. 

Centering the Land in the Shitara Sisters’ Treason Trial  

In 1944, the Shitara sisters went on trial in Denver for treason for getting too close 

to German prisoners of war while working as sharecroppers for a farmer named Lloyd 

Winger.  The trial received sensational and dramatic coverage in the media. Journalists 

and the public obsessed over a series of photos that showed two of the sisters hugging 

and kissing German POWs, while they all took a break from harvesting onions in the fall 
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of 1943. These photos allegedly proved that the Shitara sisters had helped two German 

men, Heinrich Haider and Herman Loescher, escape from a prisoner of war camp near 

Trinidad, Colorado. But the trial also served another purpose, given its timing. A white 

racial movement had gained tread across rural Colorado calling for the state legislature to 

pass an alien land law. As the newspapers dissected every aspect of the sisters’ 

appearance and conjectured about the intimate worlds of Japanese American women 

imprisoned in Granada, a debate erupted across the state about whether the land was 

“safe” outside the hands of white American men. 

 

Figure 5.9: Newspaper Coverage of the Shitara Sisters’ Treason Trial. Source: Japanese 
American Evacuation and Resettlement Study, Compiler, 1944, BANC MSS 67/14 c, folder W 

2.61, 1, 4, Bancroft Library. 

 
The act of treason went as follows. On October 19, 1943, after only two days of 

freedom, authorities captured Haider and Loescher in a bar in Watrous, New Mexico, 

\Axis$ Collaboration 
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T> * 11 * f P 4- -#1 three California-born Japanese sisters, who are 
£ > 1 1 1 1 6 , X 0 0 I S CtXICl r 1 0 J pictured here, were charged with treason Tues-
day in an indictment returned by a federal grand jury in Denver. Asi a result, they face a 
maximum penalty of death. The indictments charge the three women aided the escape of two 
German prisoners of war from the camp at Trinidad, Colo., last October. The prisoners were s 

captured in New Mexico and on one of them pictures of themselves in fond embrace with Japa-
nese girls were found. These pictures, first published in THE DENVER POST, caused a na-
tionwide sensation and started the investigation that ended in the indictments Tuesday. ^ 

Shitara (Blilie) Tanlgoshi Tsuruko (Toots) Wallace \ Florence (Flo) Otani 
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where they were having a beer and “talking to Mexican girls.” Both men had served in 

Germany’s Africa Corps, Haider as a mule tender and Loescher as a radio tank man, and 

had fallen into U.S. hands the past spring. Upon searching the two escapees, the sheriff 

found several licentious snapshots on Haider, showing himself and another man, then 

unknown, in comfortable poses with two Japanese American women. These photos 

brought Billie Shitara Tanigoshi, Florence Shivze Otani, and Tsuruko Wallace—more 

familiarly known in the media as Billie, Flo, and Toots—into the spotlight. Because of 

Geneva Convention rules, Haider and Loescher faced no charges. The three sisters, 

originally from Inglewood, California, faced charges of treason and conspiracy to commit 

treason, for providing Haider and Loescher civilian clothing, $11 in cash, a flashlight, a 

road map, and driving them to Wagon Mound, New Mexico. The evidence against the 

women was circumstantial. No one actually saw all five together outside the onion farm, 

and the sisters never testified during the trial. Haider and Loescher’s testimonies, and the 

photos, served as the prosecution’s main evidence. 

In 1942, the three sisters were incarcerated at the Granada Prison. Their father 

secured a work release, and the family moved to a farm near Trinidad, where they worked 

as sharecroppers for Lloyd Winger, an onion farmer. In the fields, they worked alongside 

German POWs, and other non-incarcerated field workers, like Ernest Rivera, a Mexican 

American, who served as the prosecution’s chief outside witness. During the trial, 

however, he denied telling the FBI that he overheard a conspiratorial conversation 

between Toots and Haider the day he escaped. According to Rivera, “The FBI agent told 
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me to go ahead and sign it—there’s nothing to it anyway.”290 With little concrete 

evidence, and a witness who went back on his testimony, the trial focused primarily on 

the three married sisters and their sexual indiscretions. In this way, the trial called into 

question the ability of Japanese American men to control Japanese American women, and 

constructed farms as nests of anti-American sentiment.  

The whirlwind trial began on August 7, 1944, in front of an all white, all male 

jury. The sisters never testified, and their defense attorney only called three witnesses to 

the stand, who affirmed the family’s American patriotism and described the lack of guard 

surveillance on Winger’s farm. A fourth sister, Mary, described how once the Germans 

completed their quota for the day, they could range in and out of other workers’ homes at 

their leisure, reading magazines and drinking beer, before returning to the war prison. In 

spite of lax surveillance on Winger’s farm, the jury blamed the sisters for the prisoners’ 

escape. Each woman was convicted of conspiracy to commit treason, sentenced to around 

two years in prison, and told to pay $1000 in fines.  

Denver newspapers covered the trial with great fanfare. One headline read: “Axis 

Collaboration in Colorado: Love Scenes Cause Probe.”291 Journalists conflated an 

“amorous embrace” with treason, and ruminated on how close and treasonous the Shitara 

sisters had gotten with German enemies while harvesting onions on Winger’s farm. These 

descriptions transformed crop fields into dangerous places, where Nisei sharecroppers 
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plotted treason. They challenged the idea that Japanese fathers could keep their 

dependents “under control.” Japanese Americans at the Granada Prison remained silent 

about the trial, and said little to defend the sisters. The sisters came from a working class 

background, and their promiscuous behavior challenged Japanese American class and 

gender norms. Japanese Americans also disliked the attention that the case brought to 

their presence in Colorado.292 The media coverage of the trial threatened to upend 

Japanese Americans’ primary strategy for inclusion in white American communities. In 

November of 1944, Colorado voters would decide whether to pass an alien land law. 

Their ability to remain sharecroppers, tenant farmers, and landowners was under attack. 

The Shitara sisters’ trial further served to police Japanese American women’s 

sexuality, to reduce the fullness and complexity of their emotional worlds to a singular 

sentiment, loyalty, and to reinforce Japanese Americans’ alienage. Unsupervised Nisei 

women supposedly threatened the nation, because they could not prioritize their patriotic 

duty over their emotions or their “natural sympathies” for Axis allies. If a Japanese 

sharecropper could not control his three daughters, the media inferred, how could he be 

trusted with the land? These representations feminized Japanese American men, and 

affirmed that the land was only safe in the hands of white men. Around the time that the 

Shitara sisters’ supposed treason hit the newsstands, white farmers began to organize 

across the state to bar “enemy aliens” from owning and renting land. 
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Figure 5.10: Brighton Alien Land Law Delegation. Source: “Colorado Land Issue,” 1944, Folder 
W 2.60, Japanese American Evacuation and Resettlement Records, BANC MSS 67/14c, Bancroft 

Library. 

 
In January of 1944, farmer and business organizations in agricultural regions of 

Colorado organized, but ultimately failed, to add an alien land amendment passed to the 

state’s constitution. A delegation of farmers and businessmen from Brighton started the 

movement to ban Japanese immigrants from owning land in Colorado. They particularly 

opposed “the purchase of rich farming lands and other properties.” Mayor J. W. Wells of 

Brighton warned Governor Vivian that Japanese Americans were backed by “unlimited 

funds.” He alleged that they paid $500 to $1,000 more than a seller’s asking price, “just 

to get a hold of it [the land].” According to a white grower, F. S. Mancini, he and other 

truck farmers could not compete with Japanese vegetable farmers, who brought the best 
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farm machinery with them from California. He said, “They are buying up choice land.”293 

White farmers in Brighton also demonized landowners, who leased land to Japanese 

American tenants for $35 to $50 an acre, when the land usually went for $15 to $20 an 

acre. “This makes it impossible,” they proclaimed, “for American farmers to compete.” 

Japanese Americans, they claimed, had “plenty of money” to run them out of business.294  

Across rural Colorado, and especially in sugar beet growing regions, many white 

farmers did not own land. They too rented land as tenants and sharecroppers. These 

farmers saw Japanese Americans as a threat to their ability to rent the best lands. Because 

Japanese Americans had to either sell or leave behind much of their property in 

California, some had significant amounts of money on hand. Moreover, agriculture in 

California boomed in a way that Colorado agriculture had not. West Coast Japanese 

American farmers were more successful farmers than many of Colorado’s white farmers. 

Landowners saw the relocation of these farmers to Colorado as an opportunity for 

predatory behavior. Issei and Nisei farmers had to pay exorbitant rents if they wanted 

access to land to have greater control over their land and to carve out ethnic spaces for 

their families and communities. Ironically, white Americans saw this as an advantage and 

claimed that they paid high rents to get their hands on choice land. Given the 

intensiveness of sugar beet farming, over the past decades, farmers had exhausted the soil 

on many farms in the region. The drought and windstorms of the 1930s had further taken 

a toll on the topsoil. As a result, white farmers in Colorado fretted about their future. 
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They blamed Japanese Americans—not sugar companies or sugar beet culture—for their 

class vulnerabilities in rural Colorado. 

To make their case, these white men claimed that Japanese Americans had an 

interior landscape quite different from white settler communities in the state. They argued 

that even Nisei, in their heart of hearts, still felt wedded to Japan. Brighton’s mayor 

claimed: “They are different from others who have come to this country seeking 

opportunity and freedom. They are tied to the empire by religion, ancestry, race and 

worship of a sun-god emperor.”295 The problem, the mayor further explained, was not the 

presence of Japanese Americans in rural Colorado communities, but that now they were 

seeking to become landowners and employers rather than renters and field hands. In other 

words, they threatened to upend the race and class status quo. 

After the Brighton delegation brought their demands to the Denver Capitol, a 

delegation of Western Slope farmers and businessmen sent Governor John Vivian a 

petition demanding the same. The Governor responded saying that the state’s constitution 

allowed citizens and noncitizens to “settle in all parts of Colorado without restrictions.” 

Nevertheless, state representatives from Aurora, Manzanola, and Adena joined the 

Brighton and Grand Junction delegations, and sponsored a state bill to prohibit Issei from 

acquiring land. Nisei, they alleged, would retain the full rights of U.S. citizenship.296  

But white farmers used the threat of mob violence to limit where Japanese 

Americans could settle—regardless of citizenship. In a letter to the Denver Post, Chester 

Norton explained how Otero County kept Issei and Nisei from owning land and starting 
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businesses, by “erecting a solid front of anti-Japanese sentiment.” They kept many 

Japanese Americans from settling the Arkansas Valley, and had forced another to give up 

his lease on a farm. Norton explained how they ran this Japanese American tenant off the 

land:  

About six weeks ago, it became known that a landlord who lives in another state had 
leased his two farms in this neighborhood to Japanese. One of my neighbors came to me 
and we decided on a time and place for a meeting. About forty men assembled and 
decided to circulate a petition of protest, then interview the Japs who held the lease.  

After gathering 275 signatures, the white mob confronted one of the Japanese American 

farmers, and forced him to sell his lease to a white farmer.297 An Arkansas Valley 

newspaper described how the West had not faced such a serious “racial problem” since its 

frontier days. “Only the Indian offered a complex social problem,” a correspondent 

wrote, “similar to that of the Japanese.”298  The federal government had contained Indians 

on reservations until they were “cured,” the journalist noted, and he wondered how long 

the federal government would need to run relocation camps until the WRA “cured” 

Japanese Americans of deep seated, disloyal sentiments. A number of other white 

American organizations and individuals in the Arkansas Valley also voiced their support 

for the amendment, including the Las Animas Chamber of Commerce, the Bent County 

commissioners, and the Lions and Kiwanis Clubs.299 Widespread support for the 

amendment across rural Colorado served to remind to Japanese Americans that their 

place in white settler agrarianism was always vulnerable and probationary. 
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On February 6, 1944, the Colorado House of Representatives voted (42-to-13) to 

put the proposed amendment on the ballot for the upcoming November election. The 

State Senate, however, killed the bill.300 In response, a prominent rancher on the Western 

Slope advised that “some of our best men” planned to “burn the Japs out,” if the state 

would do nothing about Issei and Nisei landownership.301 Supporters of the amendment 

quickly collected 38,146 signatures to put the amendment on the November ballot in spite 

of the senate’s vote against it.  

Debates between the amendment’s supporters and opponents continued to rage 

through the summer and fall. Fred Sanchez, the secretary-treasurer of the Sociedad 

Protección Mutua De Trabajadores Unidos (SPMDTU), a Hispano mutual aid 

organization in the San Luis Valley, told the Denver Post that the SPMDTU in Colorado 

and New Mexico supported the alien land law. Its membership wanted to bar Japanese 

immigrants from “owning or possessing” land in Colorado. Hispanos, like many other 

racialized men, disproportionately served in the war. Because they spoke Spanish, the 

army sent them to the Philippines to fight Japan. After the three-month-long Battle of 

Bataan ended in April of 1942, some Colorado Hispanos turned against Japanese 

Americans. Many Mexican Americans died in Bataan, and in the death march that 

followed.302 Moreover, many Hispanos had lost land in the San Luis Valley to white and 
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Japanese immigrants in the first decades of the twentieth century.303 For these reasons, 

some Hispanos favored an alien land law.  

On the other hand, the Alianza Hispano-Americano, a Mexican American mutual 

aid society, voted to oppose the “alien land amendment.” The fraternal organization’s 

resolution read: 

Amendment No. 3 is an undemocratic and discriminatory attack upon racial and religious 
minorities. Tho on the surface it affects only those of Oriental descent, yet as we believe 
its purpose is to attack the rights of all minority groups. It may indeed be viewed as an 
opening wedge for racial and religious intolerance on a broad scale. Its spirit is that of the 
Ku Klux Klan. 
 

The organization saw the amendment as a potential attack on all minorities, and that it 

served only to empower white Americans.304 Others, who opposed the proposal, feared 

that Japan might exact retribution upon the tens of thousands of U.S. citizens held as 

prisoners of war in the Pacific. While prominent religious leaders in Denver condemned 

the ballot measure as hate legislation. Reverend Louis Kaub, the president of the 

Methodist Ministerial Association, and Kenneth Smith, from the Social Action 

Committee, opposed the amendment, called it undemocratic, unchristian, and a product 

of hate.305 Reverend Joseph Johnson, the president of the Colored Men’s Christian 

Alliance, called the amendment “class legislation,” meaning it privileged a racialized 

class of landowners, and was therefore unchristian and undemocratic.306 
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Colorado Representative C. R. Strain of Lamar also spoke out against the 

amendment. He drew upon discourses of loyalty and American benevolence to make his 

case. As wards of the state, prisoners of the Granada Relocation center deserved the good 

will of white Coloradoans. The FBI, the WRA, and the army had “weeded out” those 

disloyal to the nation. Strain’s attitudes reflected changing notions about race, and 

challenged the explicit racism that the amendment’s supporters displayed. In doing so, he 

cast the incarceration of Japanese Americans as necessary for their racial uplift, and 

legitimized state-sanctioned racism and violence.307 

In the end, Colorado voters did not pass the amendment. Veterans opposed the 

bill, as did many urban residents. Some believed that the amendment failed to pass, 

because it did not single out Japanese citizens. Instead, it used the vague wording, 

“enemy aliens.” Some voters might have wondered if a vaguely worded amendment to 

the state constitution might be turned against them. Many European immigrants, 

Germans and Italians included, owned land in Colorado. Perhaps they feared the ban 

would affect them as well. In rural Colorado, however, anti-Japanese sentiments persisted 

into the post-war era, shaping how Issei and Nisei farmers used the land to recover from 

their wartime losses. 

Conclusion 

In January of 1945, the federal government notified incarcerated Japanese 

Americans that they could return to the West Coast, although state officials encouraged 

them to resettle in the midwestern and eastern United States. Some Granada prisoners 

stayed in the valley after the war, because they did not have the money to return to their 
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home or because they feared how white Americans would treat them upon their return. 

Some families settled permanently, and some worked just long enough to move back 

home or to cities such as Denver and Chicago.  

Japanese Americans from California missed the land and weather of the Pacific 

Coast. The Hori family moved to Swink, Colorado after their release from the Rohwer 

Prison in Arkansas in 1945. In Swink, they worked as sharecroppers on forty acres of 

land. They moved to Colorado, because they had friends who had lived and farmed there 

for many years. They found farming difficult in Colorado. Without access to a lot of 

land—they had farmed over 200 acres in California before the war—they could not make 

much of a profit. On the other hand, small farmers had less to lose when the land and 

weather turned on them, as it often did along the Colorado Plains. Nostalgic for 

California, the Horis planned to return once they saved enough money. A November 

blizzard in 1946 that dropped over three feet of snow and froze beets in the ground had 

many Japanese Americans from the West Coast feeling that way.308  

Japanese Americans also disagreed about how to approach their post-war lives. 

Originally from San Diego, John Imoto stayed in the valley after the war. He settled in 

Rocky Ford, where he lived and worked for Keitaro Mameda. When Toshio Yatsushiro 

passed through the valley to talk with Issei and Nisei about their postwar experiences, 

Imoto expressed his frustration about Yatsushiro drawing attention to anti-Japanese 

discrimination. He said, “If we publicize the nisei too much the hakujin [white] public is 

going to get tired of it, and will begin to hate us.” Rather than focus on daily experiences 
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of discrimination, Imoto thought that Japanese Americans needed to focus on one or two 

big court cases to make a single statement about wartime injustices, and then “forget it.” 

He worried that by drawing attention to their communities, they would continue to stand 

out as not fully American.309 For the time being, Imoto kept his head down, living and 

working for a powerful Issei farmer in the valley, worried that the tide could change 

against him once again. 

 Jack Hasegawa had other plans. He was born in Greeley in 1944, while his 

parents worked in beet fields. His grandmother gave birth to his father, Peter Hasegawa, 

on the family’s farm in Sanger, California, where the family lived until their incarceration 

in the Poston incarceration camp in Arizona. When Hasegawa’s mother, Yoshino Tajiri 

Hasegawa, became pregnant with him, she and her husband decided they would not have 

him in a prison. They volunteered to work in Colorado sugar beet fields, in order to leave 

the camp for Yoshino’s pregnancy. Peter worked topping beets, and Yoshino worked as a 

camp cook in Greeley. During the family’s incarceration, they lost all of their family 

heirlooms from Japan—scrapbooks, wedding kimonos, and other precious belongings. 

The stories that Jack’s grandparents and parents told about their experiences during the 

war shaped his critical consciousness. As a young man, inspired by the nonviolent 

struggles of Gandhi, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and the Student 
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Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), he moved to Atlanta to work as an activist 

and organizer.310  

Mo Nishida also became involved in anti-racist social activism after the war. He 

moved to the Bay Area, where he learned a lot from the Brown Berets and Black Panthers 

during the 1960s and 1970s. He became an ally in Native Sovereignty struggles. During 

the occupation of Alcatraz, Issei responded energetically to Native activists’ calls for 

supplies. Nishida tried to take a boat to deliver a busload of supplies that a group of Issei 

wanted to give to the occupation. The Coast Guard, however, would not let him get the 

boat anywhere near the Island. He later found out that Nisei fishermen from Monterey 

would take their boats to Alcatraz at night, running supplies to the resistance under the 

nose of the Coast Guard. In reflecting on why Issei in particular supported Native 

sovereignty struggles, Nishida said: 

I always think about why the Isseis really supported the Natives, and I talked to people 
about it, one, it’s like very close to the land. Isseis could dig on that. And then they know 
the history, they know the people have been messed over, and they know their own 
history, experienced it themselves, so they’re supportive that way. So, yeah, it’s just…it’s 
only us in this country, especially the Nisei, who’ve sold out our heritage in the main. 
Trying to make the JACL dream come true, and we become all white. Ha, ha, ha, joke, 
joke.311 

 
The experience of wartime dispossession and incarceration shaped Japanese Americans’ 

diverse trajectories after the war. Some found common cause with African Americans, 

Native Americans, and Mexican Americans, who they had lived and labored with in cities 

and in agricultural fields in the West. Others, such as JACL, wrote Japanese Americans 
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into the history of frontier agrarian whiteness. In both cases, the land remained central in 

their theorizations of contingent belonging in the white settler nation. 

In the Arkansas Valley, Japanese Americans continued to face a complicated racial 

landscape in the valley. White attitudes towards them differed from town to town. They 

came to know which towns and neighborhoods to avoid. In Rocky Ford, Japanese 

Americans found white people mostly willing to tolerate their presence in the town. In 

1945, a local restaurant did put up a “No Japs Allowed” sign, which led to an uproar from 

the town’s Japanese American residents. Rocky Ford Japanese Americans had the public 

support of the president of the bank, the postmaster, the chief of police, the school 

superintendent, doctors, and other businessmen in town. This limited other white 

residents’ ability to act on their segregationist desires. The town’s chief of police 

eventually asked the restaurant owner to take the sign down, which the owner replaced 

with a new one that read: “We reserve the right to serve our friends.” The actions of the 

restaurant owner revealed that prominent Japanese Americans, as merchants and farmers, 

had influence among white leaders in Rocky Ford, who could restrain some instances of 

anti-Japanese discrimination in Rocky Ford.312 Manzanola and Fowler, on the other hand, 

were “strictly reserved to the caucasians.”313 These sundown towns forbid Mexican and 

Japanese communities from residing within town limits. In the post-war period, many 

Americans adopted new views on race that emphasized the need for tolerance and greater 
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interaction between groups to breakdown the racism in the United States as a 

“psychological and interpersonal challenge.”314  

This view of race and racism failed to conceptualize the structural and material 

origins of white supremacy. In the Colorado Arkansas Valley, the struggle over land and 

the struggle to “culture” the land in profit-maximizing ways had long shaped the borders 

of inclusion, exclusion, and dispossession. Before the war, Issei farmers contingently 

belonged because they participated in white settler agrarianism by treating the land as a 

commodity and working to develop sugar beet culture in Colorado. The dispossession 

and incarceration of Japanese Americans along the West Coast showed Issei and Nisei in 

Colorado just how precarious their position was, as did the complex system of control 

that sugar companies and the state developed to dispossess and control Native people, 

Hispanos, and Mexicanos. Japanese Americans created spaces for themselves in settler 

Colorado through a specific relationship with the land and by cultivating alliances with 

prominent white Americans and corporations. Throughout the twentieth century, this elite 

class of white businessmen impressed upon white residents in rural Colorado the 

importance of disciplining and hiding their racism for the benefit of economic 

development. But as the story of sugar in the Arkansas Valley shows, racism did not 

disappear. It persisted through state-sanctioned efforts to homogenize, control, and 

differentially manage different groups in the service of “Americanizing” the land through 

white settler agriculture. 
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CONCLUSION 

 On October 12, 2014, after an evening spent babysitting and playing videogames 

with a friend, Jack Jacquez headed home on his skateboard at two o’clock in the morning. 

He rode down the middle of Swink Avenue towards the house he shared with his mother 

and his girlfriend in Rocky Ford. Just a block or two from home, a white police officer 

pulled alongside Jacquez in his patrol car, and asked him where he was headed. “I’m 

going home,” Jacquez said briefly, before walking off. His body language expressed 

annoyance. As a Latino man in small-town Colorado, this was not his first experience 

with a white male cop. Alone in the empty early morning streets; he probably worried for 

his safety. Officer James Ashby continued to follow him, confronting him at the 

backdoor of Jacquez’s home. Jacquez knocked at the back door, a familiar signal to his 

mother to unlock the door. He told Officer Ashby to leave him alone. Ashby responded 

by drawing his gun and screaming, “Show me your fucking hands.” Jacquez’s mother 

opened the door. As her son entered in a panic, and she asked Ashby why he was there, 

Ashby shot Jacquez twice in the back, killing him in his mother’s living room.1   

A Denver Post investigation revealed that even though Ashby had a history of 

using excessive force (particularly against Latinos), the Rocky Ford Police Chief hired 

him without an investigation. Prior to working for the Rocky Ford Police, he worked as 

an officer in Walsenburg, before he resigned amidst an excessive force investigation. In 

one particular 2012 case, he publically assaulted Cameron and Felicia Martínez outside 

                                                
1 “Family of Unarmed Man Killed by Troubled Rocky Ford Cop Seeks Justice,” The Denver Post, 
December 19, 2014; “Family Sues Ex-Rocky Ford Cop, Former Chief and City in on-Duty Police Shooting 
Death,” The Denver Post, October 11, 2016; Estate of Jack Jacquez v. The City of Rocky Ford, James 
Ashby, and Chief Frank Gallegos, Civil Action No. 16-cv-2519 (USDC Colorado 2016). 
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the Silver Dollar Bar, while responding to reports of a fight between two men. After 

Ashby punched Felicia Martínez, a crowd formed around Ashby chanting, “Dirty cops! 

Dirty Cops!” In spite of numerous complaints, the Walsenburg Police Department did not 

fire Ashby. He worked with the force for another year, before finally resigning and 

joining the Rocky Ford police.  

 Jack Jacquez died because the way he rode his skateboard bothered Ashby. He 

died because Ashby found his manner disrespectful. He died because he was a Latino 

man in the Arkansas Valley, where law enforcement and white Americans have a long 

history of brutalizing nonwhite lives and bodies. In the week that followed, Jacquez’s 

family and friends organized a candlelight vigil and protest march. Two hundred people 

met at the McClain’s Supermarket and marched to the Rocky Ford Police Station 

chanting, “Hands Up, Don’t Shoot,” and, “No Justice, No Peace.” In the aftermath of 

Jacquez’s death, Latinos in Rocky Ford sustained a public conversation about race and 

police brutality in the city. They said they often felt targeted, because of their race. As 

Antonio Ulloa, a friend of Jacquez put it: “It’s been this way in this valley my whole 

life.”2 A month after Jacquez’s death, Ashby became the first officer in Colorado since 

1991 to face murder charges for killing someone while on duty. In June of 2015, Ashby 

was convicted of second-degree murder and sentenced to sixteen years in prison. 

 Down the highway from Rocky Ford, in Lamar and La Junta, white residents still 

play Indian. In December of 2015, the Cultural Preservation Office of the Hopi nation 

                                                
2 The Associated Press, “Rally Held for Man Shot in Rocky Ford,” The Denver Post, October 20, 2014; 
“Protest March, Candlelight Vigil Being Held for Man Shot in Rocky Ford,” The Denver Post, October 17, 
2014; “Family of Unarmed Man Killed by Troubled Rocky Ford Cop Seeks Justice,” The Denver Post, 
December 19, 2014. 
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formally requested that the La Junta Koshare Boy Scout Indian Dancers cancel their 

annual Winter Night Dances. These seasonal dances began in the 1930s when Boy Scout 

Troop 232 expanded their “Indian activities program” to include summer and winter 

dances loosely adapted from Plains and Southwest Indian Nations’ ceremonies. In 

response to the Hopi nation, the Koshare Indian Museum, which has long sponsored the 

controversial dances, cancelled the event for the first time. “Since 1950 the beat of the 

drum, the aroma of pinion [sic] and the respect for Southwestern Indian culture have 

played an important part of the Christmas season in Southeastern Colorado as the 

Koshares have presented the Winter Dances,” the board regretfully informed their 

community, “but not for this year.”3 The Koshare Museum, housed in an imitation of a 

Pueblo ceremonial Kiva, maintained that the dances honored “the first Americans,” who 

“left us a great rich heritage that as Americans we can build upon and continue to thrive 

and enjoy.”4 In their minds, Native people in the region had disappeared in the face of 

settler modernity, leaving their lands and cultural practices in the “safe hands” of white 

Americans.  

The Hopi saw the issue differently. They accused the Boy Scout Koshare Dancers 

of unlawfully mimicking butterfly, buffalo, and Tewa ceremonial clowns. They 

forcefully declared, “For too long, the Hopi people have suffered unwelcome intrusion 

into its culture, unwanted commercial and academic exploitation.”5 In response, the town 

cancelled the event, but the Koshare Museum and Boy Scout troop had yet to decide 

                                                
3 “Koshare Museum Home Page,” http://www.kosharehistory.org, accessed 22 February 2016. 
4 “Kenosha,” directed by Ron Weekes (1989; Pueblo/Colorado Springs, CO: KTSC TV, 1989), 11:00-
11:40. 
5 “Koshares Cancel Winter Dances,” The La Junta Tribune Democrat, 18 December 2015. 
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whether they would discontinue all Koshare dances. The Boy Scout troop regularly 

performed fifty to sixty shows a year across the United States. Moreover, La Junta is not 

the only town in Colorado’s Arkansas River Valley claiming to honor Native Americans. 

Sixty miles up the river, Lamar residents still cheer on the “Savages”—local high school 

athletes wearing school-issued uniforms that bear the image of a caricatured Indian man 

in headdress.  

Native Americans no longer work in the fields of Anglo farmers in the valley. But 

Indigenous migrants still work in southern Colorado in the twenty-first century. Whole 

families—men, women, and children—walk hundreds of miles from the U.S.-Mexico 

border to the Arkansas Valley, where they find seasonal work in melon, onion, and 

tomato fields and in construction industries in Pueblo and Colorado Springs. Beets fields 

and sugar factories are now gone from the valley, but the structures of the U.S. sugar 

empire remain.  

In the second half of the twentieth century, the geography of American sugar 

production shifted once again. American Crystal Sugar and Great Western Sugar both 

moved north. In 1973, Red River Valley Sugarbeet Growers Association bought ACSC, 

and moved its corporate headquarters to Moorhead, Minnesota. GWS now concentrates 

its production in Wyoming and Montana. In 1979, the Rocky Ford sugar factory closed 

its doors, bringing an end to sugar production in the Arkansas Valley. Today, only one 

sugar factory continues to operate in northeastern Colorado. Florida has a thriving cane 

sugar industry, while the C&H Crockett sugar refinery closed its doors in 2017—as did 

the last sugar mill in Hawaiʻi. Corn syrup has replaced sugar in many processed foods, 
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and more privileged consumers have rejected white sugar in favor of raw, less processed, 

and “local” sugars.6  

The land in the American West continues to challenge the sugar beet industry, but 

new technologies have enabled companies to produce more sugar on less land and with 

less labor. Monsanto’s Genuity Roundup Ready sugar beets promise to resist weeds, 

making them “the fastest-adopted genetically modified crop in history.”7 Syngenta’s 

Hilleshog varieties promise disease tolerance and “improved plantability, strong 

emergence, high-quality sugar content and top yield.”8 These economic traits—

plantability, strength, sugar content, and yield—have preoccupied sugar beet growers 

since the industry’s nineteenth century origin in German fields and factories. Since that 

time, state agricultural institutions and private seed companies first across in Europe and 

in the United States have sought to breed stronger, healthier, sweeter, and better-shaped 

sugar beets. Sugar beet companies have also worked to mechanize the industry, in order 

to reduce their reliance on agricultural workers. State agricultural colleges and sugar 

companies continue to study sugar beet pathogens, and test new technologies in the hopes 

of finally perfecting sugar beet culture. In spite of these challenges, the sugar beet 

industry accounts for 55 percent of sugar produced in the United States.9 Moreover, the 

industry, like other labor-intensive agricultural industries, continues to rely on a largely 

                                                
6 Gail M. Hollander, Raising Cane in the ’Glades: The Global Sugar Trade and the Transformation of 
Florida (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
7 Roundup Ready Sugar Beets, http://www.monsanto.com/products/pages/roundup-ready-sugarbeets.aspx, 
accessed 5 January 2015. 
8 Sugar Beet Seeds, 
http://www3.syngenta.com/country/us/en/agriculture/seeds/sugarbeet/Pages/sugarbeet.aspx, accessed 5 
January 2015. 
9 “U.S. Sugar Production,” United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, 
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/sugar-sweeteners/background/, accessed 1 May 2017. 
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noncitizen, nonwhite caste of workers, who still face the violence and exclusion of the 

carceral welfare state. 

“It’s been this way in this valley my whole life,” Antonio Ulloa powerfully stated 

after Officer Ashby shot and killed his friend.10 While Ulloa has experienced white 

supremacist violence his whole life, as this dissertation has shown, it has not always been 

that way in the valley. White supremacist settler orders are made, and this particular one 

took root around the time of the 1864 Sand Creek Massacre. Beginning in 1900, the sugar 

beet industry brought new corporate technologies of control and domination to the valley 

that sought to harness the land in profit maximizing ways—a project that required 

immense mobilizations of labor. With the power of the state behind it, the industry 

constructed intricate systems of labor control that differentially privileged white 

Americans and European immigrants and differentially subjugated Native people, 

Hispanos, Tejanos, Mexicanos, and Japanese Americans.  

Even though sugar has left the valley, its structures of violence remain. Sugar 

companies profited from these systems of control, but so did white settlers and the state. 

Today, violence against Mexican, Central American, and Indigenous people continues to 

sustain white patriarchal agrarianism in the valley. While this order is specific to the 

region and to the history of the Arkansas Valley, it also reflects a broader history of 

agriculture and racial violence in the United States. Then as now, the state and 

agribusiness brutalize nonwhite, noncitizen, and Indigenous peoples, and violence 

                                                
10 The Associated Press, “Rally Held for Man Shot in Rocky Ford,” The Denver Post, October 20, 2014; 
“Protest March, Candlelight Vigil Being Held for Man Shot in Rocky Ford,” The Denver Post, October 17, 
2014; “Family of Unarmed Man Killed by Troubled Rocky Ford Cop Seeks Justice,” The Denver Post, 
December 19, 2014. 
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sustains the American welfare state. The expansion of the rights and privileges of 

whiteness occurred through the growth of systems of control, exclusion, dispossession, 

and incarceration that differentially targeted Latinos, African Americans, Asians, and 

Native Americans.  

Settler dreams of dominating the land were, and continue to be, inseparable from 

the racial subjugation of nonwhite communities. However, as this dissertation has shown, 

white American efforts use the land to disempower and subjugate beet-working 

communities did not go uncontested. As these communities worked in intimate 

relationship with Arkansas Valley land under oppressive white supremacist labor 

regimes, they critiqued Anglo conceptions of the land as “white” and controllable. They 

theorized their own notions of land and community, building upon their communities’ 

own agricultural traditions. They forged survival strategies for getting by during times of 

increased violence and exploitation, and imagined more just visions of the future.  

The chapters of this dissertation have spanned the late nineteenth century through 

the 1940s, providing crucial context to the coalescence of distinct movements for land, 

rights, and sovereignty within Native, Mexican, Mexican American, and Japanese 

American communities in the post-World War II period. Addressing the violence of the 

U.S. settler state requires a politics that includes robust theorizations of human-

nonhuman relationality and a politics that does not advocate inclusion in “multicultural 

America” at the expense of Native sovereignty and efforts to reclaim land. By examining 

how the histories of Japanese Americans, Native Americans, Mexican Americans, and 

white Americans are linked through the history of the sugar beet industry, this 
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dissertation has demonstrated that material and environmental history matters in how we 

historicize racial hierarchies in the post-Civil War United States. But it also matters in 

how we envision a different future and a different way of feeding our communities and 

ourselves. 
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